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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Framing the Question

Battle between two opposing sides has always intrigued people’s minds. Contradiction is generally much more interesting than harmony, and although it can be unattractive to make a choice between black and white, it is generally even more difficult to try to see all the shades of gray and take them into account when making decisions. Due to its ongoing complexity, the world we live in is so difficult to grasp that people long for simplicity. Therefore, visions that make a clear distinction between two sides — and furthermore, make these two sides battle against each other — are appealing.

This study originates from the desire to understand the polarized and perhaps even violence-provoking thinking in the ancient Jewish manuscript finds: how it developed, how and for what purposes it was used and what kind of consequences it had. The Dead Sea Scrolls offer a great amount of interesting material in terms of these questions: In texts like *1 Enoch* and *Jubilees*, which were already known before the revolutionary discoveries made in the Qumran area in the 1940s and 1950s, dualistic thinking is in embryo and, in many later texts, it is explicit; *the Treatise on the Two Spirits*, the famous section in the *Community Rule* (1QS), is perhaps the most well-known example but the battle between the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness described in the *War Scroll* (1QM) and other War Texts does not lag far behind. Especially the manuscript 1QM and the ten other manuscripts considered to be related to it (4Q285, 4Q471, 4Q491–4Q497, 11Q14) not only describe the polarization and conflict but also represent partly different and sometimes seemingly contradictory views of the war in multiple manuscripts. All this attracted interest, and the War Text material from Qumran, namely 11 Dead Sea Scrolls manuscripts that have been interpreted as dealing with war and warfare, were chosen to be the object of this study.

Concentrating on polarization, conflict and differences, however, is not the only and not always the most useful way to approach this material. For example, the claim of polarization reflected in the content of the War Texts turned out to be something to be criticized: strictly speaking, the terms “Sons of Light” and/or “Sons of Darkness” are only represented in one fourth of the War Text manuscripts and in 1QM, for instance, they are featured only in the chosen few columns. The question arose whether the strong polarization between light and darkness — which certainly is not the most transmitted theme among the

---


2 Of course, before the Qumran discoveries, the polarized thinking was already known from the Hebrew Bible as well. Just to mention a few examples: *The Book of Psalms* starts with the description of two different ways (Ps 1) and the contraposition between the wicked and the righteous is discussed, e.g., in Ps 37. Some of the prophetic books describe two angels that represent opposing sides (Zech 3 and Dan 10) and the contraposition between light and darkness is known in, e.g., *The Book of Isaiah* (5:20). In Jewish-Christian literature, the terminology related to light and darkness is used even more frequently: see, e.g. Luke 16:8, John 12:36, 1 Thess 5:5, Eph 5:8.
preserved themes in the War Texts – really is a key element in understanding the Scroll.\(^3\) It appears that in the history of research, the case is similar to what it is in everyday life, namely that the polemical discourse is often unrestrained and nuances are neglected. At the same time, questions related to the domination of somehow polarized thinking began to surface regarding the study of ancient manuscripts in general. In recent years, scholars across disciplinary boundaries have been so intrigued by differences and conflicts that other viewpoints have often been neglected.\(^4\)

The interest in differences involves not only the polarization expressed in the content of the texts but it also influences how scholars view their material in general. In Dead Sea Scrolls studies, scholars are very much interested in the differences between the manuscripts – more so than the similarities between them – although finding two ancient manuscripts to be different is much more to be expected than finding them to be identical. Concurrently, however, differences between the manuscripts are still often seen as something that must be explained as a struggle towards stability, not as an intended state of affairs – although the textual evidence clearly reflects more variation than identity. In other words, attention is paid to differences but the presupposition is to find a (coherent) development towards standardization. All this leads one to ask whether the phrasing of the question needs refining.

In the course of this project, it soon became clear that there is a constant need to scrutinize manuscripts at the level of basic research. At the beginning of my project, scholarly understanding of the manuscripts as material artifacts was still incomplete and the discussion on the principles behind the different editions was in its infancy. Furthermore, the existing editions of the War Texts proved to reflect the above-mentioned presupposition of the similarity between the manuscripts despite their differences: 1QM as a best preserved manuscript had often guided the reading of the other manuscripts which were reconstructed to resemble it. Producing a detailed close-reading of the War Text fragments found in Caves 4 and 11 in their own right was thus the first aim for this study. Related to this, grouping manuscripts and/or compositions they were thought to reflect into categories needed to be questioned: not all manuscripts labeled as M manuscripts (according to 1QM) are (exact) parallels to 1QM, and not all manuscripts labeled as War Texts undoubtedly discuss specifically war. Therefore, clarifying the categorization of the material and understanding the mutual relationships of the individual manuscripts were additional goals. The questions of labeling and grouping texts are acute in Dead Sea Scrolls studies in general,\(^5\) as are the

---

\(^3\) Initially, I explored this question (in Finnish) in Vanonen, "Vastakkainasettelun aika," 259–269.

\(^4\) Recently, for example, the researchers of the Academy of Finland’s Centre of Excellence Reason and Religious Recognition have reacted against this emphasis by paying attention specifically to similarity, recognition and tolerance instead of differences and conflict. See http://blogs.helsinki.fi/reasonandreligiousrecognition/about-the-centre/research-plan-in-sum/.

questions concerning editing and practices related to it. The study aims to free itself from the presupposition that in the case of multiple manuscripts – i.e. manuscripts that are considered to be representatives of the same literary work – the best preserved one would serve as the starting point and a special case. The War Text manuscripts found in Caves 4 and 11 as well as the Cave 4 manuscripts of, for example, the Community Rule, the Hodayot, the Temple Scroll, the Songs of the Sage, and the Apocryphon of Jeremiah C have highlighted the textual variety that seems to be characteristic of the scribal culture at Qumran. In order to understand the work of the scribes, all the preserved material is to be scrutinized as a whole. Therefore, in this study, 1QM is discussed among all the other War Text manuscripts, as one representative of the War Text material.

While the War Text manuscripts are first analyzed individually, the fundamental questions of this study are related to the ensemble of manuscripts: what does the study of the manuscripts independently contribute to our understanding of the lively and variable scribal culture in the orbit of Qumran? Understanding the variation and the stability in the ancient scribal culture on the basis of a limited amount of material is the question that occupies scholars’ minds more broadly. While the main focus of this study is on textual questions – that is, understanding each manuscript in its own right, the similarities and differences between manuscripts, and textual transmission – the study is also motivated by the original interest in the polarization in the War Texts. It will be my goal that the reader will in the end have a more solid basis for asking whether the War literature of Qumran was violence-provoking or not, what kind of role the dualistic language played in this literature, and to what extent and in what forms polarization is present in different manuscripts.

1.2 Framing the Material

The study of the Dead Sea Scrolls has demonstrated clearly that in order to cope with the hundreds of ancient manuscripts found just at this site, one needs categories by which to organize the material. On the other hand, the categories are artificial and vague and sometimes they can hinder rather than help by cementing scholarly understanding of the relationships between the texts. “War Texts” is definitely one of those vague categories. The

---


7 In all these cases, many at least partly parallel manuscripts are preserved and scholars have labeled them as “copies” of one work. Thus, a work like Community Rule exists mainly on a theoretical level and what we actually have is a collection of fragmentary manuscripts that is interpreted as representing this hypothetical work.

term is especially known from the publication series *Companion to the Qumran Scrolls*, which has aimed to introduce relevant Qumran texts especially to non-specialists. In the sixth volume of this series, Jean Duhaime introduces the “War Texts” that, according to him, is

“The name given to a small group of Dead Sea Scrolls which depict the preparation for, and the various phases of, the eschatological battle (Hebrew *milhamah*) between two opposite camps, the ‘Sons of Light’ and the ‘Sons of Darkness’. ”

According to Duhaime, manuscripts 1QM, 4Q285, 4Q471, 4Q491 (or 4Q491a, b, c), 4Q492–4Q497 and 11Q14 are subsumed under this category definition. However, as the close-reading of the manuscripts of this study will show, this characterization is not representative of the complete corpus. First, as already noted, the crucial terms “Sons of Light” and/or “Sons of Darkness” are preserved with certainty only in manuscripts 1QM, 4Q491a and 4Q496 (which is only one-quarter of the War Text manuscripts), and in most of the manuscripts neither the word “light” (אָרוֹן) nor the word “darkness” (חֹשֵעך) has been preserved (cf. 4Q285, 4Q491b, 4Q492 4Q493, 4Q494, 4Q495, 11Q14). Second, in the largest and best preserved manuscript 1QM, the terms “Sons of Light” and/or “Sons of Darkness” occur fairly seldom, and it is questionable how well the battle between these two parties actually defines the key content of the complete Scroll. Third, even the idea of war is difficult to find in all manuscripts categorized as War Texts: in the case of manuscripts 4Q285 and 11Q14, the links to the war remain weak and the word *milhamah* never occurs in the preserved fragments.

Duhaime naturally follows the early scholars and the editors of Cave 4 and Cave 11 manuscripts. All the manuscripts he considered as War Texts were named after 1QM: 4Q491–4Q496 are labeled with the siglum M (4QM⁸–⁵) denoting *milhamah* as does the M in the code 1QM. In addition, 4Q471 and 4Q497 are labeled with the name *War Scroll*-like Text which clearly indicates some kind of similarity or relationship with 1QM / 1QWar Scroll. The title for 4Q285 and 11Q14, *Sefer ha-Milhamah*, points to the similarities the editors saw between 4Q285 (/11Q14) and 1QM (thus “*milhamah*”) and to the differences between these two texts (thus “*sefer*”). Therefore, it is at the moment more appropriate to say that “War Texts” is the name for a small group of Dead Sea Scrolls that have, at least at some stage of their study, been linked with the manuscript 1QM and/or the idea of the eschatological war presented there and consequently labeled after 1QM. In this study, the term “War Texts” is used in this sense. However, the category and the labels given to manuscripts are critically

---

10 Concerning 4Q491 and the theories of dividing its fragments as belonging to two or three manuscripts, see 2.2.1.1.
11 See columns 1, 3, 13, 14, 16 which is only one-quarter of the 1QM columns. See also Vanonen, “Vastakkainsettelun aika,” 259–269.
12 For further discussion on this, see chapter 2.7.
13 The purpose of the publication series *Companion to the Qumran Scrolls* is to give an overview of different groups of manuscripts (in addition to the War Texts, e.g., the purity texts, the exegetical texts, the Damascus texts) on the basis of earlier editions, not to create completely new categories.
evaluated and their significance and effects are discussed. The questions of naming and categorizing also have a wider impact on the field of Dead Sea Scrolls studies: in this field, scholars have recently grown more and more aware of how the designations and titles given to texts have influenced – or probably will influence – scholars’ way of reading, interpreting and categorizing texts now and in the future.\textsuperscript{15} In this study, the War Texts of Qumran are engaged in this discussion.

1.3 Previous Studies on the War Texts

The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls was revolutionary for the scholarly understanding of the textual history of the Hebrew Bible. However, the dominant views during the time of the discovery of the scrolls were not directly called into question. Rather, scholars fitted new evidence to old theories and understood it as complementary to the material that was already known.\textsuperscript{16} Only in the course of time has the whole material been reassessed and scholars have started to examine the discovered evidence in its own right.\textsuperscript{17} A similar trajectory can be seen in the study of the texts that scholars got to know only through the Dead Sea discoveries: When manuscripts of several previously unknown compositions were found in Cave 1, redaction criticism was soon applied to explain the incoherence and discrepancies in them.\textsuperscript{18} When Cave 4 fragments revealed the pluriformity of the texts, the initial attempts aimed at reconstructing them with the help of the first-found and better preserved Cave 1

\textsuperscript{15} See e.g., Najman & Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 305–325 (about earlier discussion on this topic, see esp. 306 n. 2); Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 11–14, 18–27, 51. See also Mika S. Pajunen, \textit{The Land to the Elect and Justice for All: Reading Psalms in the Dead Sea Scrolls in Light of 4Q381} (JASSup 14; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013), 15–23, 374–77, who discusses the question of labeling psalms as “apocryphal” or not.


\textsuperscript{17} Cf. Jokiranta & Vanonen, "Multiple Copies of Rule Texts," 13: “Categorizing ‘biblical’ scrolls into previously known ‘textual families’ (proto-Samaritan, proto-Masoretic, and proto-Septuagint) or into representatives of local varieties (Palestinian, Babylonian, Egyptian) has proved to be insufficient in explaining the full variety of manuscript evidence, and the situation cannot be improved by adding categories to the previous ones.” Here, Jokiranta & Vanonen refer to theories and discussion in Tov, \textit{Textual Criticism and Eugene Charles Ulrich}, \textit{The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible} (Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999). They continue by stating that “textual pluriformity seems to have been the norm rather than an exception” and refer here to “the recent judgment by Florentino Garcia Martinez,” “Rethinking the Bible: Sixty Years of Dead Sea Scrolls Research and beyond” in \textit{Authoritative Scriptures in Ancient Judaism}, 24–28, and “the discussion on how this pluriformity is and could be seen in the present Hebrew Bible editorial projects by Eibert Tigchelaar,” “Editing the Hebrew Bible: An Overview of Some Problems” in \textit{Editing the Bible: Assessing the Task Past and Present} (eds. J. S. Kloppenborg and J. H. Newman; Resources for Biblical Study. Atlanta: SBL, 2012), 41–68.

\textsuperscript{18} As regards 1QS, for example, several studies discussing its redaction history were published between the 1950s and the 1980s. See a summary of these by Sarianna Metso in \textit{The Serekh Texts} (Companion to the Qumran Scrolls 9 / Library of Second Temple Studies 62; London and New York: T & T Clark, 2007), 15–17. In the case of 1QM, the early theories of the redaction of 1QM were presented by, e.g., J. P. M. van der Ploeg, \textit{Le rouleau de la guerre traduit et annoté avec une introduction} (STDJ 2; Leiden: Brill, 1959), Chaim Rabin, "חושך ובני אור בני מלחמת מגילת הספרותי הבנו" in סוקניק לייפא לאליעזר זכרון ספר: הגנוזות במגילות מחקרים (ed. C. Rabin & Y. Yadin; Jerusalem: Hekal haSefer, 1961 [in Hebrew]), and Peter von der Osten-Sacken, \textit{Gott und Belial. Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum Dualismus in den Texten aus Qumran} (Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments 6; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1969). See further discussion below.
manuscripts. A coherent chronological model of the textual history of a given composition continued to be the goal to strive for. The new evidence was understood as supplementing, not as challenging the old views. What evidently played a role too was the long and meandering publication process of the Cave 4 manuscripts. Only recently, a closer examination of the whole material been undertaken without automatically considering the smaller fragments as complementary to the best-preserved text or as “textual evidence” of the one composition which was chronologically developed from one form to another.

The history of the study of the War Texts reflects in many ways these general trajectories. 1QM was among the seven scrolls that were first found in Cave 1. Professor Eleazar Sukenik bought it together with the Hodayot (1QH) from the antique dealer Faidi Salahin. He named the text “The War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness” which was not only his summary of the first line of the Scroll but also his understanding of the key content of the whole text. He also published the preliminary edition of 1QM and some photographs of the Scroll, among them the image of the Scroll when it was unopened. After Sukenik’s demise (1953), his son Yigael Yadin continued the work with the Scroll. Yadin’s book, published in 1955, was the first important study on 1QM. It was later translated into English (The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness) and it became a kind of basic work for all interested in the Scroll. Yadin thoroughly discusses key themes of the Scroll and provides the Hebrew text and its translation with the explanatory footnotes appended. Yadin considered the Scroll a work produced by the Qumran sect and argued that it was a “detailed set of regulations and plans in accordance with which they were to act on the day of destiny.”

---

19 This can be seen, for example, in Maurice Baillet’s edition of the Cave 4 War Text fragments in which many manuscripts have been reconstructed according to 1QM (cf., e.g., the arrangement of fragments 1–16 of 4Q491). See Baillet, Qumrán Grotte 4.III (4Q482–4Q520) (DJD VII; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), 12–72.
20 A recent example is the model created by Brian Schultz, Conquering the World: The War Scroll (1QM) Reconsidered (STDJ 76; Leiden: Brill, 2009), see further below.
21 The publication of all Dead Sea Scroll manuscripts continued over 54 years, from 1955 to 2009: see the series Discoveries in the Judaean Desert (DJD I–XL; Oxford: Clarendon Press).
22 A review of the research history of 1QM and Cave 4 M texts is also offered by, e.g., Duhaime, The War Texts, 45–53.
23 The other six were 1Qisa, 1Qisas, 1QS, 1QpHab, 1QapGen, and 1QH. About the discovery of the scrolls, see, e.g., J. C. VanderKam and P. Flint, The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their Significance for Understanding the Bible, Judaism, Jesus, and Christianity (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2002), 3–19.
29 Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 4.
Although Yadin’s book was influential long after its publication and remained the *editio princeps* of the text, other researchers became interested in 1QM in the 1950s. Johannes van der Ploeg and André Dupont-Sommer both translated the text into French and published their translations in journals. Slightly later, van der Ploeg published a monograph on the text with a revised translation. At that stage, questions concerning repetitions and internal discrepancies of the scroll had aroused interest, and in his book van der Ploeg presented a list of reasons why he did not believe in the coherence of 1QM. He concluded that there had been a primitive version of 1QM which was then enlarged by a redactor. For many questions, van der Ploeg pinned his hopes on the Cave 4 fragments, which he already knew to exist but were not yet published. At the same time, in the 1950s, Claus-Hunno Hunzinger had offered the first glimpse of the Cave 4 War Text fragments and introduced his idea that the Cave 4 War Text manuscripts could provide evidence of different redactional stages or different recensions with regard to the Cave 1 manuscript. The edition of the ensemble of 4QM manuscripts had been entrusted to Hunzinger but he left the task quite quickly and was later replaced by Maurice Baillet. The completion of the publication eluded

---


31 Van der Ploeg, *Le rouleau de la guerre*. On van der Ploeg as a scholar, see Eibert Tigchelaar, “Research of Qumran Scrolls in the Netherlands” in *The Dead Sea Scrolls in Scholarly Perspective* (ed. D. Dimant; STDJ 99; Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2012), 488–491. According to Tigchelaar, van der Ploeg was a philologist before anything and he preferred to study lexicon rather than theological themes or concepts. Although being hesitant to believe in absolutely certain interpretations in the study of ancient texts in general, he introduced his own views, of which the composite character of 1QM was one.

32 On the discrepancies and repetitions, cf., e.g., Duhaime (*The War Texts*, 46) who especially mentions the repetition of the same hymn in columns 12 and 19 and the discrepancies between columns 1, 15–19 and 2 (whether it is a matter of a one-day war against the Kittim or a 40-year war against all the nations).

33 Van der Ploeg argues, for example, that the descriptions of trumpets and the sequence of the war include discrepancies; see van der Ploeg, *Le rouleau de la guerre*, 13–22. In the beginning of his book, van der Ploeg also demonstrates that there was already a rich discussion on 1QM going on, for example, on the dating of the scroll and whether it was influenced by Roman war tactics.

34 According to van der Ploeg, the primary author formulated the introduction (in column 1), the instructions for setting up the camp (in column 15), the prayer given by the chief priest (in columns 15 and 10–12), the urge to encourage (in columns 15–16), the description of the three battles and the divine intervention (in columns 16–18), and the thanksgiving hymn (in columns 18–19). See van der Ploeg, *Le rouleau de la guerre*, 19–20.

35 Cf., e.g., the question of dating, van der Ploeg, *Le rouleau de la guerre*, 11. Cave 4 was found during the excavations in the ruins of Qumran in the winter of 1951–1952. However, its discoverers were not scholars but Bedouin who were still exploring the area actively. In order to benefit from their discovery, the Bedouin sold many of the fragments and only after that, did scholars even become aware of the Cave, let alone be able to study it. Although not all the fragments were scattered to the world by the Bedouin, it took a long time to make them available to the scholarly community. Furthermore, editing these often very unstable and difficult fragments was a challenging task and thus many decades elapsed before they were finally available to all interested researchers. Cave 4 contained about 15,000 fragments. Cf., e.g., VanderKam & Flint, *The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls*, 16–18.

36 Claus-Hunno Hunzinger, “Fragmente einer älteren Fassung des Buches Milhama aus Höhle 4 von Qumran” in *ZAW* 69 (1957): 131–151. Note that Hunzinger also mentions 4Q492 and 4Q493 in his article (see p. 131). However, the further discussion of these manuscripts did not start before Baillet’s DJD edition in 1982 (Baillet, *DJD* 7). For a review of the significance of Hunzinger’s article, see Jörg Frey, “Qumran Research and Biblical Scholarship in Germany” in *The Dead Sea Scrolls in Scholarly Perspective* (ed. D. Dimant; STDJ 99; Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2012), 539–540.
scholars until the 1980s but changing the editor was not the only reason for its delay; the material proved to be demanding in many ways and determining the correct order of the fragments is a continuing challenge.

While the publication of the Cave 4 fragments was delayed, the study of 1QM continued. The coherence of the text was denied and scholars tried to formulate theories of textual evolution. In the 1960s, Chaim Rabin, the other of the two translators of Yadin’s book, presented his understanding of the composition of 1QM. According to him, 1QM was constructed of three components: the Book of the War (1:1–9:6), the Book of God’s time (9:17–14:15), and the Book of Victory (from 14:16 to the end), of which the last mentioned was written last in order to expand the two preceding ones (these were, according to him, actually mentioned in the third part, in 15:4–6). This division into three, (roughly in columns 1–9, 10–14, and 15–19) has also later also been a typical way of outlining of the scroll’s content, although opinions on whether these three parts also reflect redactional stages have varied. In the German-speaking world the most important researcher interested in 1QM in the 1960s was Peter von der Osten-Sacken. His study Gott und Belial actually dealt with the traditions of dualism in the Qumran texts, and, for him, 1QM 1 was one of the earliest expressions of dualism. According to von der Osten-Sacken, column 1 was the source on which the whole 1QM text had been constructed. This is opposite to many later views according to which 1QM 1 is actually one of the latest parts of the scroll.

The most important study in the 1970s – and long after – was Philip R. Davies’ 1QM, the War Scroll from Qumran: Its Structure and History. This study was devoted exclusively to the composition of 1QM. According to Davies, there were two main sections of the scroll: the text in columns 2–9 derives from the Hasmonean period and the final redaction of the text in columns 15–19 – the result of a long process – points to a Roman date. This later section contains dualistic elements that are absent from columns 2–9 (that are rather characterized by a “nationalistic” tone). In addition, columns 10–14 included a collection of hymns and prayers; column 14 is also an earlier recension of columns 15–19. Davies’ theory became influential. However, he was not able to take all M material into account. As Bastiaan

---

37 See Baillet’s foreword for DJD 7 (pp. xi–xiv). Wise notes that Baillet had over 2200 fragments to analyze for DJD 7 so the amount of work Baillet faced was huge. Cf. Michael O. Wise, "מגילות בן-II: יד א BORDER" 그리고 "A Study of 4Q491c, 4Q471b, 4Q427 7 and IQHa 25:25–26:10,” in DSD 7 (2000): 173–219, 173.
39 In addition to van der Ploeg, Dupont-Sommer (“Règlement de la guerre des fils de lumière,” 141–180) also doubted the coherent nature of the scroll. Duhaime notes that Yadin, although constantly speaking of “the author” of 1QM, already also believed that there were various “sources” behind the present scroll. Cf. Duhaime, The War Text, 46.
40 See also Duhaime’s summary of Rabin’s article: Duhaime, The War Texts, 46–47.
41 See von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial, 28–115.
43 See note 43.
Jongeling notes in his review of Davies’ book, “the author, as well as other scholars, has to work with hypotheses.”

In 1982, the waiting came to an end as Maurice Baillet published the Cave 4 M manuscripts in the seventh volume of Discoveries in the Judaean Desert. This volume also included several liturgical texts and other texts, many of which were challenging papyrus fragments. In his preface to the volume, Baillet described his unwillingness to take the responsibility for all these fragments and the demanding nature of the task. Of the fragments under his responsibility, Baillet labeled six manuscripts with the name La règle de la guerre and with the sign M (4Q491–4Q496) and one manuscript with the name Texte ayant quelque rapport avec la Règle de la guerre (?), i.e., a text having something to do with the War Scroll (4Q497). In his introductions to each manuscript, he concentrated on describing the material and the script. In some cases, he stated his opinion on the manuscript’s relation to 1QM: in the case of 4Q491, he saw it probable that the manuscript was an earlier recension of what was then copied in 1QM, and with regard to 4Q493, he suggests it too represents a recension different from 1QM. He also brought forward the possibility that different manuscripts were inscribed for different purposes: 4Q491 could be for the purposes of personal meditation. Herein, he was ahead of his time; different uses of manuscripts is something that is more and more discussed in present-day studies. All in all, within the limits of the edition, Baillet did not present any common textual history between the M manuscripts. However, he clearly had the idea that the M manuscripts were strictly dependent on each other and he used 1QM as much as possible to complete the text of the more fragmentary manuscripts.

The concept used by Baillet, “recension,” had shown up in other studies of 1QM as well (cf., e.g., Davies’ book and its reviews). Jean Duhaime established the term by using it in his introductory work for the War Texts when demonstrating the Cave 4 manuscripts’ relationship to 1QM. He introduced five “text types” to group the material: 1QM, similar recensions (i.e., similar to 1QM), other recensions, Sefer ha-Milhamah, and “Self-Glorification Hymn.” Two of these text types are defined according to their contextual

46 Baillet, DJD 7:xi–xiv.
47 Baillet, DJD 7:12, 50.
48 Baillet, DJD 7:12. The idea of manuscripts being private or personal copies is further discussed in this study in section 2.6.3.
49 The question about the purposes of use is related to the growing interest in material aspects of manuscripts. For example, George Brooke argues on the basis of the observations on the “paratextual indicators” of the manuscript, that the Pesher Habakkuk was “a text produced for use rather than for beauty” (cf., e.g., the unusual number of columns per sheet) and that the “text was used orally” (cf., e.g., the use of the tetragrammaton, marginal markings). See Brooke, “Physicality, Paratextuality and Pesher Habakkuk” in On the Fringe of Commentary: Metatextuality in Ancient Near Eastern and Ancient Mediterranean Cultures (ed. S. H. Aufrère, P. S. Alexander, Z. Plese; Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 232; Leuven: Peeters, 2014), 191. Jutta Jokiranta argues as well that “material aspects of Pesher Habakkuk give several hints of the text being meant to be performed.” See Jokiranta, “Quoting, Writing, and Reading: Authority in Pesher Habakkuk from Qumran” in Between Canonical and Apocryphal Texts: Processes of Reception, Rewriting and Interpretation in Early Judaism and Early Christianity (ed. by J. Frey, C. Clivaz, T. Nicklas, in coll. with J. Röder; Tübingen: WUNT, forthcoming). 50 Duhaime, The War Texts, 41. The quotation marks around the Self-Glorification Hymn were put in by Duhaime.
relation to 1QM: manuscripts 4Q492, 4Q494, 4Q495 and 4Q496 are copies of a recension similar to 1QM, while manuscripts 4Q471, 4Q491, 4Q493 and 4Q497 are copies of other recensions. 51 1QM is called a “copy” as well. 52 “Other” recensions are closely connected to 1QM whereas Duhaime sees the other two text types as “copies of a separate work”: Sefer ha-Milhamah is represented by manuscripts 4Q285 and 11Q14, and the “Self-Glorification Hymn” is embodied by 4Q491c, 4Q471b (= 4Q431), 1QH 26:6–17 and 4Q427. 53 In both cases, Duhaime again speaks about “copies” of compositions. 54 Following Duhaime, many recent scholars have continued to operate with this terminology: Brian Schultz (2009) outlines a largely similar model of similar and different recensions and classifies 4Q285 and 11Q14 as representing a “different composition altogether, albeit very much related to the eschatological war described in M.” 55 Rony Ishay (2006), although ending up arguing that it is impossible to say whether the Cave 4 M manuscripts represent recensions different from 1QM or, for example, reworking of the same sources, 56 seems to accept this terminological toolkit (including “recensions” and “editions”) in outline. 57 What should also be noted is that, instead of concentrating solely on the material evidence of the manuscripts, Ishay is more interested in seeing theoretical sources, “literary models” that are used and reworked in them. 58

Of the recent studies on the War Texts, Schultz’s monograph is the most exhaustive. 59 Schultz’s main aim is to understand 1QM in its present form: 60 he argues that columns 1–9 form the primitive part of the Scroll from the Hellenistic period and columns 10–19 were added later, inspired by the Roman conquest of Judea. He also discusses the other War Text material but his model for explaining the texts is strongly 1QM-oriented and

---

52 Cf., e.g., Duhaime, The War Texts, 40: “--- 1QM remains the most comprehensive copy of a War Text ---.”
54 Cf., e.g., Duhaime, The War Texts, 33: “Copies of this poetic composition (i.e., the “Self-Glorification Hymn”) were identified among fragments of three different manuscripts of Hymns ---.”
56 Rony Ishay (בקומראן הספרות המלחמה / “The Literature of War at Qumran: Manuscripts 4Q491–4Q496 (edition and commentary) and their comparison to War Scroll (1QM)” [PhD diss., University of Haifa, 2006 (in Hebrew)], see English abstract) writes: “It cannot be determined whether they (= 4QM mss) contain different recensions, editions or only slight reworking of the basic sources.”
57 It is not completely clear whether Ishay sees any difference between “recension” and “edition.” Concerning 4Q493, she concludes that it and 1QM “present two editions of similar materials which serve different purposes and perspectives.” She further argues that 4Q493 and 1QM are dependent on a “common literary tradition” and that they are “two independent reworkings of sources.” Regarding 4Q494, she notes that lines 4–6 overlap with 1QM 2:1–2 while lines 1–3 are not in any way connected to 1QM. Ishay concludes that a “precise estimation” of the relationship between 4Q494 and 1QM is not possible (because 4Q494 is mostly damaged), but she uses the words “different recension” of 4Q494. See Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
58 Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
59 Ishay’s dissertation is also focused solely on the War Texts but its significance is diminished by the fact that it is unpublished and thus not easily accessible.
60 Schultz, Conquering the World, 5.
A special part of the research history of the War Texts is the editions made of them. In the case of M manuscripts, the number of editions is large and the question of arranging the Cave 4 fragments is still acute. Therefore, I shall take a separate look at the editions of the Cave 4 War Texts and the discussion on the editing principles in the field of Qumran studies.

1.3.1 Editions of 4QM

What demonstrates the challenges in editing and classifying the War Text manuscripts is the great number of existing editions. In the DJD edition of the 4QM texts from 1982, Baillet aimed at joining fragments together whenever possible – and he often made the joins with the help of 1QM. Furthermore, Baillet tended to reconstruct each manuscript as fully as possible, i.e., to guess what was inscribed in the lacunas in or between the fragments, usually on the basis of 1QM. This made it easy to give emphasis to the links between 1QM and the Cave 4 War Texts – which probably was a conscious aim and also a kind of research result of the DJD volume.

Martin Abegg (1993) was the first to challenge Baillet’s views. Abegg preferred to treat the fragments separately and did not accept all Baillet’s joins. However, in his readings of the fragments, Abegg mainly followed Baillet and made large reconstructions based on 1QM, mostly similar to Baillet. Abegg’s interest was focused primarily on the links between 1QM and 4QM manuscripts, as is shown by the inclusion of an edition of 1QM in which coincident passages with the Cave 4 War Texts are marked at the end of his dissertation.

Jean Duhaime’s edition (1995) differed from the two previous ones by refraining from large reconstructions. However, in the arrangement of the fragments and in his

---

61 As Charlotte Hempel puts it: “It is a pity that the evidence from Cave 4 is incorporated only rather briefly and often in conversation with the author’s reading of 1QM.” Cf. Hempel, “Review of Schultz, Brian, Conquering the World: The War Scroll (1QM) Reconsidered” in JSOT 34 (2010): 206–207.
62 This analysis (with some differences) was published in an article called “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts or Multiple Rule Texts? Boundaries of the S and M Documents” by Jutta Jokiranta and me; see Crossing Imaginary Boundaries (eds. M. Pajunen & H. Tervanotko; Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society 108; Helsinki: Finnish Exegetical Society, 2015), 34–37. Although the article was a joint project, I wrote the original version of the section discussing editions of 4QM independently.
63 The editions of the so-called Sefer ha-Milhamah texts (4Q285, 11Q14) and the Self-Glorification Hymn texts (4Q491c, 4Q471b (= 4Q31), 1QHa 26:6–17, 4Q427) are also numerous and they could be enumerated as part of the War Text editions. These editions are further discussed in sections 2.2.1.5 and 2.7.
64 Cf., e.g., connecting fragments 5 and 6 (see Baillet, DJD 7:20). The certainty of this connection was later called into question; cf., e.g., Martin Abegg, “The War Scroll from Qumran Caves 1 and 4” (PhD diss., Hebrew Union College, 1993), 51.
66 Abegg, (“The War Scroll,” 211) states that his edition is indebted to Sukenik’s, Carmignac’s and Yadin’s earlier works.
67 Cf., e.g., 4Q491 fragments 14 and 15 and the theory of 4Q491a,b,c. See further discussion in section 2.2.1.
readings, Duhaime followed mainly Baillet. Later, in his introductory monograph on the War Texts, Duhaime introduces Abegg’s theory of dividing the much-discussed manuscript 4Q491 into three different manuscripts, 4Q491a, 4Q491b and 4Q491c, and considers it to be plausible.

The most recent editions of 4QM manuscripts demonstrate well the two very different approaches to manuscript editing. Rony Ishay (2006) is a cautious editor: her main aim is to provide the reader a reliable reading of the visible text, and she avoids large reconstructions. As regards 4Q491, the most controversial of the 4QM texts, Ishay does not follow either Baillet’s order or Abegg’s division: she creates her own arrangement of the fragments, and further separates individual fragments from each other. She shows an interest in treating each fragment as it is, even though her separations can be criticized. However, she does not abandon Baillet’s idea of the fragments of 4Q491 belonging to one manuscript – she only states that the fragments “do not yield a coherent running text.” Elisha Qimron (2010), on the other hand, aims at reading all the War Texts together and placing the text of the 4QM manuscripts as part of the running text of 1QM. For example, 4Q493 is situated between columns 7 and 8 of 1QM. When any textual form of 4QM manuscripts is identical with 1QM, the transcribed text is colored, whereas the text that is only found in 1QM is in black. This way of editing has a great impact on readings: in Qimron’s edition, 1QM dictates the reading of 4QM manuscripts. This is one reason why it has met with critical response.

with J. M. Baumgarten et al. The Princeton Theological Seminary Dead Sea Scrolls Project. Tübingen: Mohr, cop. 1995), 80–141. The publication was edited by James H. Charlesworth and Brent A. Strawn, who wrote part of the comments in the footnotes. The comments concern mostly the similarities between the 4QM texts and 1QM.

As George Brooke notes, Duhaime’s edition “enables one to see easily more or less what the original fragment looks like.” See Brooke, “Review of The Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Texts with English Translations,” 576–579.


Duhaime, The War Texts, 24–30. On arguments and discussion of this theory, see section 2.2.1.1.

Rony Ishay, The Literature of War at Qumran: Manuscripts 4Q491–4Q496 [edition and commentary] and their comparison to War Scroll [1QM].” PhD diss., University of Haifa, 2006 (in Hebrew). In comparison with other editions, it is difficult that Ishay does not distinguish between certain, probable and possible letters but marks only identified or unidentified letters. If a letter is not clearly visible, she usually marks an unidentified letter. The work is an unpublished dissertation in Hebrew, so our access to it is limited.


Another example: Manuscript 4Q491 is shown to exist in columns 12, 14 and 16 of 1QM, and it is further situated between columns 6 and 7, 15 and 16, 16 and 17, and 18 and 19 of 1QM, and at the end of the scroll.

Eibert Tigchelaar (“Proposals for the Critical Editing of Scrolls Compositions”) notes that Qimron’s editions are not intended to be critical editions at all but to present composite texts in an economical form. Overlaps are easily seen in this type of edition but the user cannot assess the distinct manuscript features and variants. Ariel Feldman, for his part, notes that there is a significant difference between Qimron’s and Yadın’s assessment of the number of lines of 1QM: according to Yadın, there were some 20 lines per column, whereas Qimron argues that the number of lines was some 30. In addition, Feldman takes note of Qimron’s suggestion that – as Feldman puts it – “the 4QWar materials that have no parallel in 1QM may be accommodated in those additional lines.”
any case, Qimron’s edition shows that using a Cave 1 manuscript as a basis for editing the Cave 4 manuscripts is not a passing phenomenon. Even so, the critical question raised above – namely whether there are reasons to suppose that those parts of the Cave 1 text that have not been preserved in Cave 4 texts would still have existed there – is worth asking.

Although there are a number of editions of 4QM material, the manuscripts that are considered to represent the Community Rule (S manuscripts) – in Caves 1, 4 and 5 – have been studied much more, and working out the relationship between the 4QS manuscripts and 1QS has caused many clear controversies. The principle that the DJD editors of 4QS material call a “maximalist approach” clearly has had an influence on editing the 4QM manuscripts as well. The editors of the 4QS manuscripts, Philip Alexander and Geza Vermes, clearly state that 1QS is the “more or less complete manuscript of the document” and thus, it should constantly be checked to see if lacunae in Cave 4 fragments can be reconstructed accordingly. Similarly, 1QM – the longest representative of the suggested M tradition – continues to have an impact on the editions of 4QM manuscripts. However, in the case of S, the evidence put forward for the priority of 1QS has been contested and, correspondingly, one should critically review the standing of 1QM in reconstructing and interpreting other M manuscripts. The maximalist principle is only justified if one thinks that the best-preserved manuscript is in some way special – beyond the fact that it is well preserved – and it must be asked, both in case of S and in case of M, whether there are any self-evident reasons to suggest this specialty.

Of all the editions presented above, Duhaime’s edition is the most minimalistic, i.e., it does not start with the premise that 1QM is the special manuscript and that the reconstruction of 4QM material should be guided by it. Rather than trying to demonstrate what the manuscripts or the possible work behind them could have contained, Duhaime aims to show what the original fragments look like. Therefore, in this study, Duhaime’s edition is chosen to be used as a starting point for approaching the manuscripts. However, when

Feldman does not directly accept that idea but writes: “It remains to be seen whether this proposal, as well as the entire concept of using a composite edition strategy for the texts that bear marks of inner literary development, will gain scholarly support.” See Feldman “Review of The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Hebrew Writings. Vol. 1” in Journal of Semitic Studies 58 (2013), 202.

78 Cf., e.g., the case of 4QS\(^5\), also introduced in Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts or Multiple Rule Texts,” 30–34, 38–43. Two completely controversial views of the relationship between 4QS\(^5\) and 1QS have been presented. To put it simply: On the one hand, e.g., Philip Alexander has argued that, on paleographic grounds, 1QS represents an older textual form than 4QS\(^5\). On the other hand, e.g., Sarianna Metso has argued that the opposite is the case: as a shorter text, 4QS\(^5\) represents an older text than 1QS. See Philip S. Alexander, “The Redaction-History of Serekh ha-Yahad: A Proposal” in RevQ 17 (1996): 437–456; Metso, The Textual Development of the Qumran Community Rule (STDJ 21; Leiden: Brill, 1997), 68.

79 For a discussion on 4QS and 4QM material from the perspective of manuscript editing, see Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts or Multiple Rule Texts,” 27–37, 52.

80 Alexander and Vermes, DJD 26:15. The editors also express reservations about Hartmut Stegemann’s method of material reconstruction (p. 16).

81 Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts or Multiple Rule Texts,” 28–29; see also Jokiranta, “What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)’?”

82 Ishay’s edition is also mainly minimalistic – to the extent that it neglects to read letters that are the most difficult to identify. Thus, it gives its reader an impression of what can trustworthily be read on the fragments but does not give a coherent idea of the complete state of preservation.
studying the fragments, I also make use of the photos – both the old PAM photos and the new
digitized photos – and on the basis of the photos – when needed – I make my own
amendments to Duhaime’s readings. In addition, I scrutinize the other editions (in the case
of M manuscripts, Baillet, Abegg, García Martínez & Tigchelaar, Ishay, Qimron) and discuss
their differences relative to Duhaime’s.

One can ask whether it would be more functional to draw up completely new
editions of the manuscripts under discussion; since none of the earlier editions is usable
enough as it is, would it not be more appropriate to create a new one? However, at this stage
of Dead Sea Scrolls studies, the evaluation of existing editions and decoding their principles
have proven profitable and can even be argued to be indispensable. Today, it stands to reason
that the Qumran data is an important part of the material for both biblical scholars and the
neighboring fields of research. For these scholars, it is of special importance that Qumran
specialists communicate the ways in which they approach their material and produce editions
and studies for others to use. At present, there is little tendency to analyze one’s own
principles of editing, to make explicit the purpose or the intended audience of the edition or –
as Eibert Tigchelaar has recently noted – to separate “different levels of textual entities,
namely those of fragments, manuscripts, works, and textual groups.” For this reason, this
study uses the existing editions and analyzes them in order to help future scholars evaluate the
ongoing editorial work and choose the most appropriate ones for their own purposes.

1.4 Methodological Considerations

As noted in the research-historical overview above, term “recension” has been essential in
studying the M texts – so essential, that it is necessary to briefly analyze this concept.
“Recension” was obviously transmitted to Dead Sea Scrolls studies from the study of the
textual history of the Hebrew Bible where the Masoretic text (MT), the Septuagint (LXX) and
the Samaritan Pentateuch (SP) were long known as three “recensions” or “text types” of the
Torah. Labeling these three as “recensions” indicated that they were products of an
independent textual development and they had gone through deliberate revision. However,
for many reasons, the usefulness of this kind of terminology on the whole has been called into
question: The Qumran discoveries have substantially changed the view of the ancient textual
reality: it was rather defined by multiformity than by three stable groups of textual
“recensions.” What scholars have also been forced to take into account in the “post-Qumran”
era is that the preserved textual evidence is always somehow coincidental: finding new textual
evidence is no longer unthinkable. For all this, Emanuel Tov, for example, has suggested
that instead of using terms like “text type” and “recension,” one should just speak about

---

83 The photos are available in The Leon Levi Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library, http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/
and in The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Library (ed. by Emanuel Tov, Revised Edition 2006; Brill,
Leiden/Boston; 2006).
85 Cf. Tov, The Textual Criticism, 155–156. The LXX Vorlage was called the “Egyptian/Alexandrian recension,”
the MT the “Babylonian recension,” and the SP the “Samaritan recension.”
86 Tov, The Textual Criticism, 158.
87 Cf. Tov, The Textual Criticism, 159.
“texts” and “clusters of texts,”88 and that the term “recension” should at least in the study of the Hebrew Bible be replaced with a “term that is less committing, such as group or family.”89

In recent years, the need for reassessing even the more basic concepts like “text” and “manuscript” has come up more broadly: For example, the meaning of the term “manuscript,” which seems to be one of the basic concepts, proves to be ambiguous. According to Eibert Tigchelaar, it is usually used in three different senses – and in all cases, it is a theoretical concept: First, it can denote a presupposed inscribed object which consists of discrete pieces of inscribed papyrus or skin – of which one or more have been preserved. In the second, and according to Tigchelaar, the more usual case, “manuscript” refers to “the sum and tentative assemblage of all the fragments and only fragments that are hypothesized to originate from one and the same original whole.” In this case, the concept still refers primarily to the physical fragments and admits the hypothetical nature of the “original whole” – whose concrete form has not necessarily been further considered. Third, “manuscript” can have an even more theoretical meaning and denote the “tentative scholarly reconstruction of the original whole on the basis of the extant evidence.”90 In his later paper, Tigchelaar further emphasized that only fragments are concrete; speaking of “manuscripts,” “works,” and “textual groups” already moves onto the theoretical level.91

Different ways of understanding “manuscript” are also evident in the study of the War Texts. Baillet’s edition represents the second of Tigchelaar’s three senses: Baillet assembles and arranges the fragments into groups according to their supposed originating from one original whole and calls these groups “manuscripts.” Recently, aiming at reconstructing the original wholes on the basis of the extant evidence (Tigchelaar’s third sense) has been in prospect,92 and as demonstrated in this study as well, the need for this kind of work is evident. However, in this study in general, the second use is dominant since the existing editions are used as a basis for the work. The theoretical nature of the concept is still understood and its use in this particular sense does not exclude the other ways of

88 Tov, The Textual Criticism, 158–159.
89 In addition to the discussion on the applicability of concepts like “recension” and “text type” in the study of the Hebrew Bible, the discussion on how to define whether a manuscript represents a “rewritten” form of some earlier work has also been lively in recent years. As Jokiranta and Vanonen (“Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 13–14) note, this discussion raises “important questions of what makes a work distinguishable from other works, what amount of variation is allowed in order to justifiably speak of the same work, and how the ancient scribes themselves perceived what they were doing” – questions that are not far removed from the questions raised by “multiple” manuscripts found at Qumran, namely how one should understand the ancient textual variation. About the discussion on “rewritten” texts, see, e.g., Sidnie White Crawford, Rewriting Scripture in Second Temple Times (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008); Molly M. Zahn, “Rewritten Scripture,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. T. H. Lim and J. J. Collins; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
90 Cf. Eibert Tigchelaar, “Constructing, Deconstructing and Reconstructing,” 26–27. Tigchelaar (p. 27–28) also wants to make a clear distinction between the concepts “construction” (“the process of sorting out, assembling and arranging fragments into groups that are believed to stem from a single original manuscript”), “reconstruction” (“the application of an ensemble of methods in order to determine the original place of the fragments in the manuscript”) and “deconstruction” (the critical and methodological questioning of the plausibility of the constructions and reconstructions of manuscripts by editors”).
91 Tigchelaar, “Proposals for the Critical Editing,” 4. The concept “manuscript” is further discussed in chapter 1.5.
92 Cf. Davis, “‘There and Back Again’,” 125–146.
understanding it. Also, while using “manuscript” in a certain sense, the study aims to preserve a critical attitude towards this understanding and to raise questions concerning it for further research.

In the case of the War Text, not only “manuscript” but also “fragment” is an ambiguous concept. For all scholars, “fragment” is a concrete, physical object but even it can consist of different pieces. Thus, in the case of many of the supposed manuscripts, the number of existing fragments depends on whether one accepts the joins made by the editor (or different joins by different editors) or not.93 In many cases, the number of fragments is different from the number of pieces into which the manuscript was once scattered. The following table gives an approximate view of the number of existing fragments in the manuscripts discussed in this study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuscript</th>
<th>Number of Existing Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1QM</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q491a</td>
<td>≥ 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q491b</td>
<td>≥ 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q492</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q493</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q494</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q495</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q496</td>
<td>≥ 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q497</td>
<td>≥ 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q471</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q285</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11Q14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The number of existing fragments of the War Text manuscripts.

This study seeks to take seriously the criticism of terms like “recension” and the need for clarifying concepts like “manuscript,” “text,” and “composition.” These questions have also been asked within a research branch called “new philology” which aims to understand not only the texts themselves but also how the material artifacts carrying those texts were produced and used. The new philology focuses on concrete manuscripts and studies them as they are, not, for example, as part of some collections into which the texts of the manuscripts were later incorporated. A manuscript is seen not only as a witness of the existence of some work in a given time period, but as an interesting research subject as such.94 Each manuscript is understood to be one important snapshot of a tradition that is continuously evolving.95 Although the new philology is not a leading methodological approach used in this work, the study, partly influenced by this trend, also aims to understand the fragmentary Cave 4

93 Compare, e.g., Baillet’s edition of the 4QM texts to Abegg’s edition of the same texts and Schultz’s compilation of them (Baillet DJD 7:12–68; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1–97; Schultz, Conquering the World, 21).
94 Note that this is quite a different point of view from that of Duhaime according to whom “the different War Texts found at Qumran are particularly interesting as witnesses to traditions which have been used and reworked over and over in a priestly milieu during the first century BCE and the first years of the first century CE.” See Duhaime, The War Texts, 43 (italics mine).
95 See the introduction by Liv Ingeborg Lied and Hugo Lundhaug, eds., Snapshots of Evolving Traditions: Jewish and Christian Manuscript Culture, Textual Fluidity, and New Philology (Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 175; De Gruyter, forthcoming [2017]).
manuscripts not only as “similar to” or “different from” 1QM but to see them in their own right.

The basic method of this research is close-reading the fragments, i.e., analyzing each text in a systematic and detailed way, paying attention to the readings (what can be seen on the fragment), scribal markings and corrections, words and their frequency, the order of sentences and presentation of themes. In a broader sense, close-reading can be seen both as a methodological approach and an aim of the study: especially the War Text manuscripts from Cave 4 have been relatively little studied and there is still a clear need to present a basic close-reading of them in one and the same book. After each close-reading, comparisons can be made. In the case of the fragmentary manuscripts, one single manuscript does not usually offer much information. Comparison is needed in order to understand manuscripts in their own right. It is necessary in order to review the categories into which the texts are grouped: one must critically consider the arguments for understanding the texts as part of some established categories and representatives of certain groups and genres.

Comparison of the manuscripts naturally focuses on the textual basis. However, this study aims to take into account the material character of the texts as well and pay attention to the material similarities and differences between the texts. As regards the textual comparison, two different levels are separated: the similarity can be distinguished on the lexical level – in which case it is quite unequivocally perceivable – but also on the thematic level. The transmission not only involves wordings but also themes and ideas. Even a small lexical difference between two texts can sometimes reflect some larger ideological difference or change of thought. Therefore, the thematic level is important to keep in mind although it is not always as easy to grasp as close textual parallelisms. What should be noted is that thematic comparison is of course more subjective than comparing clear textual parallels – but in order to further scholarly discussion, some subjectivity is allowed and innovative thinking is needed.

The aim of comparing the manuscripts is to produce knowledge about the War Texts both in their own right and as a group or groups of texts: what can be known, what is similar, what was transmitted and why, what kind of differences there are in the material (that on the face of it share many elements), and what kind of changes, experiments, or variations in thinking the manuscripts reflect. Instead of using the vague concept of “parallel” to describe the textual relations, the degree of similarity is evaluated with the help of three subcategories: First, “close parallel” means textual similarity on the level of wording. Second, “remote parallel” is used for the cases in which the texts of two manuscripts share elements with each other in some way.

---

96 One of the scholars that is known for his use of the comparative approach is Jonathan Z. Smith. For him, the comparison is all about difference: Smith argues that “comparison requires the acceptance of difference as the grounds of its being interesting” (see Smith, *To take Place: Toward Theory in Ritual* [Chicago Studies in the History of Judaism; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987], 14). However, in this study, the similarity is also something that is of interest and in fact, something that is of even more interest. As already stated in chapter 1.1, if one takes two random manuscripts among the Dead Sea Scrolls, it is reasonable to suggest that the text in them differs. Therefore, what is noteworthy in the end is the cases where the manuscripts reflect – at least on some level – similarity. This leads scholars to the sources of the ancient textual transmission processes.
on the thematic level but allow variation in word choices and in arrangement of the text. And third, the term “genre parallel” is utilized for cases in which the texts of two manuscripts are contentually different but share their genre and serve the same purpose in the manuscripts, for example, being speeches of the same character or being hymns breaking a text otherwise proceeding as narrative or instructions.97

In addition to close-reading and comparing the texts, the study is influenced by the literary- and the redaction-critical approaches used in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls – but these approaches are seen through critical lenses.98 The traditional redaction-critical approach presumed that the result of the study would be a coherent chronological model of the textual development. However, recently, scholars have emphasized more and more that this presupposition does not do justice to the textual reality in late Second Temple times: multiformity defines it more than direct flow towards stability. Also, some scholars have suggested that textual development was not only chronological but also spatial and it could take place in different groups and social contexts.99 Consequently, when explaining the differences and similarities between the manuscripts, this study aims to take into account not only the model of coherent chronological textual development but also different heuristic options in explaining the work of scribes and (possible) redactors of the War Texts – although still concentrating on the textual level.

What should still be noted is that war material is not the only textual cluster in which the material discussed in this study could be placed. Although the term serekh occurs in 1QM over twice as often as it is found in 1QS – and although in 1QM, serekh occurs more often in a titular usage – 1QM and other M texts are seldom included in the rule texts.100 In

97 In the best-preserved manuscripts like 1QM and 4Q491a, similar kinds of battle descriptions recur throughout the text. Consequently, one may suggest, before making any comparisons, that the stage within which the battle description in the manuscript in question should be situated should be defined. Then, only the descriptions of the same stage should be compared. This starting point is still problematic for two reasons. First, the texts in these manuscripts do not necessarily describe one multi-stage war that logically proceeds from one stage to another; at least this cannot be the only model in the reader’s mind when trying to find a fresh viewpoint on the texts. Second, if this kind of logically structured war could be distinguished from the texts, it is still difficult to determine which stage is at issue in the preserved fragments.

98 There has been critical discussion going on about the possibilities and limitations of the literary- and redaction-critical method both in the field of Dead Sea Scrolls studies and in the field of the study of the Hebrew Bible. On the last mentioned, cf., e.g., Reinhard Müller, Juha Pakkala & Bas ter Haar Romeny, Evidence of Editing: Growth and Change of Texts in the Hebrew Bible (SBLRBS 75; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2014). Müller, Pakkala and ter Haar Romeny argue that there is no reason to adopt an “overall methodological skepticism” towards these methods but they also admit that in many cases, reconstructing the “literary growth” of a text is difficult or even impossible. Furthermore, they state that “excessively optimistic notions about the methodology should be avoided, and uncertainty about the reconstructions has to be accepted.” Cf. Müller, Pakkala & ter Haar Romeny, Evidence of Editing, 221–222, 224.

99 Note that this suggestion was already part of the theory of three “recensions” of the Torah mentioned above. For this suggestion in Dead Sea Scrolls studies, see, e.g., Alison Schofield, *From Qumran to the Yahad: A New Paradigm of Textual Development for The Community Rule* (STDJ 77; Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2009). What has also recently become a scholarly interest is the role of orality and oral traditions in the processes of textual transmission. On orality, cf., e.g., David M. Carr, *Writing on the Tablet of the Heart: Origins of Scripture and Literature* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).

100 Cf. Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 12–13. Concerning the titular usage of סרכה as Jutta Jokiranta notes, among the S texts “the expression serekh ha-yahad occurs only once in its complete form in a possible titular usage” (cf. 4Q255). “What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)?’” As regards the frequency of סרה in the
this study, the research done on S is presumed to be an important parallel field to the study of M. Scholars have tried to grasp the variation in the manuscripts labeled with the code S and to understand the similarity and differences between them in new ways. Charlotte Hempel has suggested that studying the profile of the different caves would help in understanding the function of different S manuscripts; she sees the manuscripts in Cave 4 as representing a learned selection of material, utilized for introducing experimental ideas. Jutta Jokiranta, for her part, has suggested a need to combine scholars’ knowledge of possible textual history, reached on the basis of both theories of literary editing and existing manuscript material, and their understanding of an individual manuscript on its own, at a certain time and place, in order to understand what S actually is and how to perceive the manuscript variation within it. Both of these suggestions are relevant in the case of M and they are further exploited in this study.

1.5 Research Questions and Outline of the Study

As the research-historical overview above in this introductory chapter demonstrates, 1QM has been briskly discussed since the first Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered, but the War Text material from Cave 4 – despite having been published in the 1980s – has not yet been analyzed exhaustively. There is a clear need to study the manuscripts found in Cave 4 and 11 at the manuscript and fragment level. What makes this need even more urgent is that in recent years scholarly understanding of editing and interpreting ancient manuscripts has developed and scholars have started to view textual multiformity – which is evident in the case of M texts – as a quality that characterizes the ancient scribal culture, not as an exception to the norm. Therefore, producing a close-reading analysis of the War Text manuscripts found in Caves 4 and 11 treating them as important material in their own right, not just as additional witnesses to the study of 1QM, is the first fundamental task for this study. Chapter 2 is devoted to this task. As a short introduction in Chapter 2.1, 1QM is analyzed primarily from the physical perspective and its main content is presented in table format. This is a reader-friendly solution: in chapter 2, it is demonstrated that 1QM is such important comparison material for the other War Texts that its introduction is needed before going to the more fragmentary manuscripts. However, in chapter 2, 1QM is treated as one representative of the War Texts, not as a model through which all the other manuscripts are to be seen and interpreted.

rule texts in general, in explicit form it occurs eight times in 1QS, four times in 1QSa, 19 times in 1QM, and 10 times in CD. In 1QM, סרכב is used to refer to the array of the final battle, but is occurs also in a titular use. When comparing this titular usage in the rule texts, it should be noted that the titles containing סרכב are not identical in form: in 1QSa and 1QS, titles often begin with סרכב זה, whereas in 1QM, the pronoun זה is often absent (cf., however, 1QM 16:3 where a new section begins with the words סרכב הזה יעשוי). See further distinctions by Charlotte Hempel, “סרכב”, in Theologisches Wörterbuch zu den Qumrantexten, Band II (ed. H.-J. Fabry and U. Damen; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2013), 1111–1117.


See Jokiranta, “What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)’?”
Chapters 2.2–2.7 are the main parts of the study. In order to facilitate the reading and to already present the results of this study, the manuscripts are grouped into six subchapters: The analysis starts from the manuscripts that, with regard to their content, have clear overlaps with other War Text material (4Q491a [4QM\textsuperscript{ab}] and 4Q492 [4QM\textsuperscript{c}]). Then, it proceeds by discussing the manuscripts that have preserved more distinctive war visions that appear, when compared to the whole ensemble of the preserved War Texts, unestablished (4Q491b [4QM\textsuperscript{ab}] and 4Q493 [4QM\textsuperscript{c}]). All these manuscripts discussed in chapters 2.2 –2.3 are fairly well preserved and readable in comparison to Cave 4 War Text manuscripts in general. As of chapter 2.4, the discussion turns to the more deteriorated and more difficult manuscripts, first to those that have been considered to overlap with 1QM 2 (4Q494 [4QM\textsuperscript{d}] and 4Q471 [4QWar Scroll-like Text B] in chapter 2.4), then to the very poorly preserved 4Q495 (4QM\textsuperscript{e} in chapter 2.5) and finally to the opisthographic papyrus manuscripts 4Q496 and 4Q497 (4QM\textsuperscript{f} and 4QpapWar Scroll-like Text A in chapter 2.6). At the end of the analysis section, chapter 2.7 is devoted to the Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts 4Q285 and 11Q14.

In each chapter of the analysis section, the manuscript in question is first introduced from the physical perspective: the material, the number and the size of its fragments are discussed, and when needed, the joins made by earlier scholars are reviewed. Other material facts that can be determined – like the size of margins, the number of letters per line, the number of lines, the sizes of letters and the date of the material – are discussed. Second, the text of the manuscript is presented fragment by fragment.\textsuperscript{103} The text is introduced according to Duhaime’s edition and the other editors’ divergent solutions are introduced and evaluated in the notes.\textsuperscript{104} In the remarks that follow the text, the cases that need amending (or that for some other reason require the reader’s attention) are introduced and discussed. Third, the content of the text is analyzed by close-reading and the important themes are defined. Finally, fourth, the relationship of the text to the other War Text manuscripts is discussed and the relevant manuscripts are read synoptically. The texts somehow parallel are now introduced in tables where the corrected text of the War Text fragments in question is used. When translations are given, they are based on Duhaime’s but are amended when needed and their layout is revised to be as functional as possible. All the fragments that have enough text to be analyzed are gone through in this way.

The categories into which the manuscripts are divided in the analysis section are not the only possible ones and the categories are not analogous. There may be other even more helpful taxonomies that can be made. However, this categorization aims to bring certain texts together in ways that avoid the names that have been applied to them so that ultimately it

\textsuperscript{103} The study does not go through all the tiny pieces but only those fragments which include enough text to analyze. All fragments that contain text have been edited before and therefore, there is no need to introduce them all here. In order to evaluate the editions, larger fragments are enough – and the same is true as regards answering the research questions of this study.

\textsuperscript{104} When there are questions that are very difficult to resolve – for example, distinguishing between \textit{waw} and \textit{yod} – and different editors have resolved them differently (and arguments for both readings seem to be equally strong), I follow Duhaime.
is possible to start to discuss the nomenclature of the texts with a clean slate. Also, the
taxonomy slightly reflects the results of the study: for example, the study will demonstrate
that 4Q491a and 4Q492 have clear overlaps with other War Text material while 4Q491b and
4Q493 include more inventive visions of the war.

Chapter 3.1 aims to accomplish the second task of this study, *clarifying the
categorization of the War Texts*, i.e., asking whether the categories into which the War Text
material has been classified are relevant, what kind of premises there are behind these
categories and whether there are any reasons to correct or change the labels given to the texts.
Some of this discussion is anticipated in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the naming and categorizing
of the material are analyzed by taking into account the material as a whole. Although one of
the main aims is to understand the manuscripts, including the most fragmentary ones, as
independent representatives of the scribal culture, the other central questions of this study –
and the questions that also make it relevant to the field of Dead Sea Scrolls studies in general
– are related to the ensemble of manuscripts. In chapter 3.2, the similarity between the War
Text manuscripts is examined from the material, textual and thematic point of view, and,
furthermore, the substance that is transmitted from one manuscript to another is highlighted.
This kind of analysis aims to carry out the third task of the study, namely *understanding the
similarity and variation between the War Text manuscripts and the mutual relationships
between them* and consequently, to evaluate the function of these manuscripts, paying
attention to their physical characteristics as well. The goal is to understand the significance of
the similar traditions and the implications of the differences: what is preserved and what does
this reveal about the people who transmitted the texts and used the manuscripts. Also, the
option that the profile of different caves could help understand the manuscripts is taken into
consideration.

In the concluding chapter 4, the results of the study are summarized and their
significance in the field of Dead Sea Scrolls studies in general is evaluated.
2. ANALYSIS

2.1 1Q33 alias 1QM
Although 1QM is not the main focus of this study, it is still an essential part of the War Texts and deserves its own subchapter under the section now about to begin. However, in the following brief analysis, the perspective is consciously limited: 1QM has been widely studied as a literary composition but it is relatively seldom approached as a material artifact. Therefore, this chapter provides a brief overview of 1QM, emphasizing the material facts and aiming to see how they may help understand the character of this manuscript better. At the same time, the analysis helps the reader with the following subchapters discussing the War Text manuscripts from Caves 4 and 11, as 1QM is often used as comparison material. Some ideas are then further developed in chapter 3.

2.1.1 Shape and Size
There are four more or less complete sheets forming the nearly three-meter-long scroll 1QM (2.9 m × 16 cm), made of fine buff-colored skin: columns 1–4 belong to the first sheet, columns 5–10 to the second one, columns 11–15 to the third, and columns 16–18 to the fourth. On the right side of column 18, there are traces of sewing. Yadin notes that the fifth sheet is only partly preserved but according to him there are traces of two columns left: one column is clearly preserved but of the other, following the better preserved one, only a single small fragment is left. For Yadin, it is clear that these preserved fragments belong to the same scroll as the other sheets of 1QM. Later on, Esther and Hanan Eshel called this suggestion into question. They argue that since the remains of column 19 were found “separated from the rest of the scroll,” it is more reasonable to assume that they belong to a different manuscript that represented a different “recension” than 1QM. According to Brian Schultz, however, the fragments of column 19 were found “rolled together with, or partially wrapped around the scroll.” Unfortunately, there are no photos that might clearly demonstrate where column 19

---

105 In 1QM, the battle descriptions recur throughout the text and most of the literary analyses of it suggest that the recurrent battle descriptions are to be explained as describing different stages of the war. However, it is equally possible that 1QM was not necessarily meant to introduce a coherent narrative of a multi-phased war – 1QM could as well have a character of compilation: collecting, arranging and reworking the material related to war without one logical (for modern western readers) and stable narrative in mind. In this study, the last-mentioned option is shown to be plausible.
106 This kind of interest has recently been roused with many manuscripts, cf., e.g., Brooke, “Physicality, Paratextuality and Pesher Habakkuk,” 175–193.
108 Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 247–248.
109 Eshel & Eshel, “Recensions of the War Scroll” in The Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their Discovery (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 2000), 354. Schultz (Conquering the World, 13 n. 11) remarks that, in her dissertation “The Literature of War at Qumran,” Rony Ishay goes along with Eshel and Eshel on this issue.
110 Schultz, Conquering the World, 12. Schultz also argues that the fragmentary sheet which is now known as 1QM 19 was found between the outer, cover sheet and the sheet containing columns 16–18 (see note 10). Schultz refers here to Eleazar Sukenik’s works The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University (transl. by D. A. Fineman. Jerusalem: Magnes, 1955) and Megilloth Genuzoth I (Jerusalem: Bialik Foundation, 1948). The last-mentioned work includes a description and photographs of 1QM and a partial transcription of its columns 8, 14
was when found. Taking into account the facts that there are traces of sewing on the right side of column 18, that the text in column 18 and the text in column 19 are written in a similar script, and that column 19 was obviously found at least in the vicinity of the scroll, there is no reason to doubt that column 19 belongs to 1QM.

In addition to the relatively well-preserved sheets, there are several additional fragments suggested to belong to 1QM. Ten of these fragments (1–10 in the following table) were disconnected parts of the scroll and Sukenik obtained them when he bought the scroll. Another two were discovered during the excavation of Cave 1 (1Q33 fragments 1–2 in the following table). These fragments were located in the two outer sheets of 1QM and the sheet preserving column 19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Placement in 1QM</th>
<th>The placement was made by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15:11–16</td>
<td>Sukenik, Yadin, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19:1–2</td>
<td>Sukenik, Yadin, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>col. 20</td>
<td>Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17:6–7</td>
<td>Milik, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18:12–14</td>
<td>Milik, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18:11–12</td>
<td>Milik, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>col. 20</td>
<td>Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19:9–11</td>
<td>Yadin, Milik, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15:16–18</td>
<td>Sukenik, Yadin, Abegg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14:5</td>
<td>Milik, Abegg, Duhaime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Q33 fragment 1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Yadin, Milik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Q33 fragment 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Yadin, Milik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The placement of additional fragments of 1QM.

The placement of fragment 1 is reliable since there is a direct join between the top of the fragment and column 15. The tops of the letters of line 11 are visible in column 15 and they fit together with א and ב in the fragment. The join can be seen in Sukenik’s and Duhaime has transcribed column 15 by taking this join into consideration. Another fragment that is placed in column 15 is fragment 9 and its join with column 15 is not as sure.

and 15 (cf. Johanna Dormann, “The Blemished Body: Deformity and Disability in the Qumran Scrolls” [PhD diss., Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, 2007], 138). However, Schultz has probably misunderstood Sukenik’s text. According to Sukenik, there was a blank strip which was presumably attached to the beginning of the scroll. Yadin (The Scroll of the War, 248) also notes this and observes that before the first sheet there was blank portion, used to protect the scroll when rolled. Both Sukenik and Yadin make it clear that this blank strip was at the beginning of the scroll, i.e., on the inside of the scroll, not on the outside as Schultz seems to suggest.  

There are some photos of the scroll in Sukenik’s book (see, e.g., figures 9–11) but they do not help resolve the problem conclusively.

Eshel & Eshel, “Recensions of the War Scroll,” 354. The idea that column 19 belongs to 1QM is also supported by, e.g., Duhaime, The War Texts, 13.

Duhaime, The War Texts, 13. These fragments can be seen in Sukenik’s book (see The war Scroll, 352–353).


In line 17:7, Yadin (The Scroll of the War, 341) reads realiza בזימה while Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 242) and Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 132) read realiza בזימה after joining fragment 10 here.

Cf. also Schultz, Conquering the World, 14.

See Sukenik, אוצר המגילות, figure 30; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 128.
since there is no physical connection. The right margin was probably what led Sukenik to propose the placement.\textsuperscript{119}

The placements of fragments 3 and 7 are the most uncertain since they are situated in the hypothetical column 20. By contrast, the placements of fragment 10 into column 14, fragment 4 into column 17, and fragments 2 and 8 into column 19 are highly probable: in these cases, both the shape of the fragment and the ink traces help in their placement. Fragments 5 and 6 can also plausibly be placed in column 18 but it must be noted that fragment 5 is very small and the traces on it are unclear. In addition, what should be noted is that in order to join fragment 6 into this column one must first accept another join; namely, there are two more fragments relevant to this discussion, 1Q33 fragments 1 and 2. Barthélemy and Milik introduced these two in DJD 1 and argued that they probably represent part of 1QM;\textsuperscript{120} the spacing in these fragments is about 7 mm as it is in 1QM, and the size of the letters is 2 mm, the same as in 1QM.\textsuperscript{121} Barthélemy and Milik suggested that fragment 1 belongs to the edge of the scroll. On fragment 2, they do not say more than that it does not belong directly together with fragment 1. Yadin, for his part, argues that fragment 1 can be placed in column 18 and fragment 2 in column 19.\textsuperscript{122} Yadin also concludes that, since there are some letters visible on the left side of the fragment in fragment 2 and since this fragment belongs to column 19, there must have been at least one further column on the fifth sheet.\textsuperscript{123} This placement was later followed by Abegg and Duhaime. Again, both the shape of the fragments and the ink traces on them make the placement plausible, and, in addition, both fragments include vacat lines like lines 18:9 and 19:8, which is a further argument for the location. Thus, it is probable that 1Q33 fragment 1 is to be placed at the right edge of column 18, on the same level with lines 7–12, and 1Q33 fragment 2 at the left edge of fragment 19, next to fragment 8 discussed above, on the same level with column 19 lines 6–10.

Although the bottoms of the columns are fragmentary, 1QM is very well preserved and that probably indicates that the scroll was carefully handled and stored. Possibly it was not much used before storing.

\subsection*{2.1.2 Layout and Script}

In 1QM, 14–19 lines per column have been preserved but since the bottom of the scroll is largely damaged, the exact number of lines cannot be ascertained.\textsuperscript{124} Scholars have suggested different numbers between 20 and 30 for the original number of lines, but Sukenik’s assumption that there are no more than 3–4 lines missing (which means 20–23 lines per

\textsuperscript{119} See Sukenik, אוצר המגילות ושנתות, figure 30
\textsuperscript{120} Dominique Barthélemy & Józef T. Milik, \textit{Qumran Cave I} (DJD 1; Oxford: Clarendon, 1955), 135.
\textsuperscript{121} Barthélemy & Milik, \textit{Qumran Cave I}, 135.
\textsuperscript{122} Yadin, \textit{The Scroll of the War}, 352–353.
\textsuperscript{123} Yadin, \textit{The Scroll of the War}, 13 n. 4.
\textsuperscript{124} Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 13; Schultz, \textit{Conquering the World}, 11–12. According to Schultz, there are 16–19 lines per column but according to Duhaime, the 14–19 lines of text “can be read”. However, later, when Schultz describes column 19, he writes that there are “14 incomplete lines of text” in it (Schultz, \textit{Conquering the World}, 12).
column) is, however, largely accepted. The width of the columns varies considerably – from 10.5 cm to 16.0 cm – which is the case with most Qumran scrolls. On average, the column width is 15.0 cm. As Tov notes, in comparison with the Qumran scrolls in general, 1QM has a medium-size writing block.

Between the columns, the margins are about 2 cm. The upper margins are a bit wider, about 3 cm. The beginning of the scroll is easy to distinguish since there is a wider unruled margin on the right edge of the scroll, before the first column. This margin is unstitched, which means that there was no handle sheet in the scroll.

1QM was probably written by one scribe. The script is neatly done and the words are clearly separated from each other with spacing. The height of the letters is around 2 mm and the space between the lines is 7 mm on average. The number of letters or spaces per line varies considerably; depending on the width of the column, it can be from 60 to 90. There are some corrections every now and then but they are carefully made. Different correcting practices indicate that not all the corrections were made by the same scribe. For example, in column 10, in the middle of line 9, there is an empty space between
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125 Duhaime, The War Texts, 13; Schultz, Conquering the World, 12. Tov (Scribal Practices, 127), when enumerating the parameters of 1QM, gives 20 as the number of lines or 23–25 if the text is reconstructed. In general, Tov (Scribal Practices, 84) notes that the “average number of lines per column in Qumran scrolls is probably twenty” but that “larger scrolls contained columns with from 25 to as many as 60 lines.”
126 Schultz, Conquering the World, 12.
127 Cf. Tov, Scribal Practices, 82.
129 Cf. Tov, Scribal Practices, 86.
130 Duhaime, The War Texts, 13; Schultz, Conquering the World, 12.
131 The length of this margin is according to Duhaime and Schultz, 5 cm and according to Tov, at least 7.1 cm. Cf. Duhaime, The War Texts, 13; Schultz, Conquering the World, 11–12; Tov, Scribal Practices, 113.
132 Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert (STDJ 54; Leiden: Brill, 2004), 113 (contrary to Sukenik [The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University (transl. by D. A. Fineman. Jerusalem: Magnes, 1955), 35], according to whom there was an uninscribed handle sheet at the beginning of the scroll. Tov denies this assumption by emphasizing that there are no stitch holes in the right margin of the first column of the scroll.).
133 Duhaime, The War Texts, 13–14. Duhaime refers to Sukenik (The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University, 35) who describes the scribe of 1QM as “an expert scribe writing a beautiful and accurate hand.”
134 Tov notes that the great majority of the Judean Desert texts use either dots or other kind of small dividers (in texts written in paleo-Hebrew) or spacing (texts written in square script) between words. Thus, with its spacing, the script of 1QM represents a typical practice of separating words from each other. Cf. Tov, Scribal Practices, 131.
136 According to Tov (Scribal Practices, 127), the number of lines between corrections is on average 17.
137 At least the following three correction procedures can be distinguished in 1QM: 1) Parenthesis signs are used at the beginning of column 3, where the first three words are enclosed inside them and the identical text is written above. In addition, the text in parenthesis is marked with two small lines, one above and one below it. Tov (Scribal Practices, 202) conjectures that the reason for these markings could be “the addition of a header or damage to the leather.” 2) In column 11, in the middle of line 8, the end of one word is marked with cancellation dots (both above and below the letters to be cancelled) and a correction is marked above the line. The scribe may have accidentally started to write the word again since the first cancelled letter is the same as the first letter of the word. Another option is that the scribe accidentally wrote a wrong word that was later corrected by him or by a later scribe. Another case where cancellation dots are used is in line 4:6, where one extra letter is marked to be cancelled. 3) There are a number of superscripted words or letters which sometimes correct the words in the actual line (5:3, 5:4, 6:5, 7:1, 15:1, 15:12, 18:10) and sometimes function as additions to the text below them (2:6, 4:16?, 12:12, 17:11). In some cases, the corrected letters are also erased (7:1, 15:1, 15:12). The
the words ועמכה and ועמש, although Yadin notes that there is “no fault in the skin.”

The space is marked with a stroke near the bottom of the line. According to Tov, the stroke reflects a canceled paragraph division: either the original scribe or a later one wanted to cancel the lacuna that was first left in the text. However, Tov does not speculate on why the lacuna was originally left there. Yadin, for his part, suggests that since this exceptional space is near the shift where the text, after describing God, moves on to describing Israel, the lacuna may indicate the scribe’s intention to separate these two themes. The stroke may have been added later by another scribe.

Another option is that the scribe wanted to make a distinction between two different sources: the words just before and just after the blank space are also known in 2 Sam 7:23 and what comes before these words in lines 8–9 is similar to what is in Deut 3:24. However, if this is true, author seems to have been careless with his work; the most natural place for the lacuna would have been before and not after it. In this case, too, the stroke in the lacuna was probably added later in order to make the text continuous again. As regards the scroll in general, it is probable that the original scribe made some of the corrections himself and afterwards, one or more other scribes made more corrections.

The large bottom and top margins, fine calligraphy, and limited amount of scribal intervention led Emanuel Tov to define 1QM as one of the so-called de luxe manuscripts, together with many biblical scrolls and 1QIsa, 11QPs, 11QT, MasEzek, and MasPS.

He does not explain the origin of this term but it seems that he acquired it from the study of the Oxyrhynchus papyri; he refers to William A. Johnson’s unpublished dissertation “The Literary Papyrus Roll: Formats and Conventions” (1992).

More recently, Johnson writes about de luxe editions of the Oxyrhynchus papyri in his book Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus (2004). For him, de luxe editions seem to refer to the scrolls that deviate – although not very clearly – from “those of an everyday production.”

superscripted corrections are random: one cannot say that there are especially many corrections near vacats or near the beginnings or the ends of serekhs.

138 Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 305.
140 Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 305. Van der Ploeg, for his part, supposes that the line indicates the lacuna is not intentional. See van der Ploeg, Le rouleau de la guerre, 137.
141 Tov, Scribal Practices, 126. For Tov, the main criterion for categorizing a manuscript as representing the de luxe category is the use of large bottom and top margins. Additional criteria are “a large writing block, fine calligraphy, the proto-rabbinic text form of Scripture, and only a limited amount of scribal intervention.” Daniel Falk follows Tov by defining 1QM as “one of the very few non-scriptural de luxe scrolls from Qumran”; see Falk “Prayer, Liturgy, and War” in The War Scroll, Violence, War and Peace in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature – Essays in Honour of Martin G. Abegg on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday (ed. K. Davis, K. S. Baek, P. W. Flint, and D. M. Peters; STDJ 115; Leiden: Brill, 2015), 293. See also Devorah Dimant (“The Composite Character of the Qumran Sectarian Literature as an Indication of Its Date and Provenance” in History, Ideology and Bible Interpretation in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Collected Studies [by D. Dimant; FAT 90; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014], 183.) according to whom 1QM “certainly enjoyed special status in the Qumran community since it too is a copy executed with particular care, written on a large, well-prepared scroll, and hidden carefully in a jar in cave 1.”
143 William A. Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus (Studies in Book and Print Culture; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004).
144 Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes, 156.
Thus, the term *de luxe* has to do with scroll manufacturing. The most distinctive characteristic in *de luxe* editions is the “fine execution of the script.” In addition, in *de luxe* editions, there may be large upper and lower margins, short height for the column, and large script with tight line spacing. Johnson – and also Tov in his *Scribal Practices* – concentrates mostly on these technical details and the reasons for certain categorizations. Be contrast, questions like why, for whom and/or for what purpose these *de luxe* editions were manufactured gets less attention. In the case of Qumran studies, Devorah Dimant has turned the conversation in this direction by suggesting that at least 1QS, 1QH and 1QM – which she notes are labeled as *de luxe* editions by Tov – have special status in the Qumran community.

Charlotte Hempel does not use the concept of *de luxe* but chooses the term “showroom quality” to describe the quality of manuscripts like 1QM, 1QS and 1QH. She also does not explain why she makes this choice, but for her the main purpose of using the term seems to be to make a distinction between manuscripts that display “workaday quality,” mostly known in Cave 4. Although she does not say it very explicitly, her idea seems to be that the manuscripts that can be categorized as showroom copies are somehow more finished and considered than those categorized as workaday copies. She notes that this also has to do with the preservation of the scrolls: showroom copies in Cave 1 were carefully stored in jars and wrapped in linen. Here, she follows Harmut Stegemann who was one of the first to develop a categorization based on the material factors and the findspot of the manuscripts.

Whether one accepts this idea of *de luxe* or “showroom quality” or not, it is in any case clear that with regard to its physical characteristics, 1QM stands out from the rest of the War Texts: it is a well-preserved, large manuscript that is beautiful to look at. This leads one to think that the appearance of the scroll was of great importance. Of course, the fact that the scroll is well preserved makes it easy to draw conclusions about the beauty of 1QM. However, saying that 1QM is a beautiful manuscript does not rule other manuscripts out as beautiful as well. Being aware of many problems related to terminology like *de luxe* or

---

145 Johnson, *Bookrolls and Scribes*, 156.
147 Charlotte Hempel, *Qumran Rule Texts in Context* (Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism 154; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013), 335; Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.” Hempel argues that several manuscripts from Cave 4 represent “workaday quality” while in Cave 1, the manuscripts mostly represent a more refined form.
148 Hempel, *Qumran Rule Texts in Context*, 335. For more about Hempel’s theory, see section 3.2.1.
149 Stegemann, *The Library of Qumran: On Essenes, Qumran, John the Baptist, and Jesus* (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1998), 80–85. The first of his four categories is “master manuscripts” which he defined to be “models for the preparation of further copies” (p. 80). These master manuscripts were carefully stored in Cave 1 where they were found well preserved. Although Stegemann does not use 1QM as an example of the master manuscripts, it undoubtedly belongs to this first category. The second category includes the manuscripts “for general use, especially for study” (p. 81). In this class, Stegemann places especially “biblical” manuscripts which, according to him, were the objects of “communal study.” These manuscripts were hidden in caves 1, 6 and 11. The manuscripts that were “for special studies” and “current interest,” for example the Greek manuscripts from Cave 7, (p. 81) form the third category. And finally, the fourth category consisted of “worn-out manuscripts” which were stored in Cave 4 (p. 81). Stegemann’s categorization seems to be based partly on his understanding of the profile of different caves, partly on material observations, and partly on the content of the manuscripts (and their purposes of use inferred from the content). Also, it is strongly related to his ideas of Qumran as an Essene settlement and the caves as a library.
showroom copy, I have chosen to utilize Hempel’s fresh explication of concepts. For me, the manuscripts that are of “showroom quality” are scrolls the appearance of which is meant to matter. They were most likely prepared with the idea that they would be beautiful as artifacts. With 1QM, the decision about its showroom quality is easy to make since the scroll is preserved very well. In the case of other War Text manuscripts, because of their fragmentariness one should be more careful when drawing such conclusions. It should also be remembered that there may have been more manuscripts of even better quality than 1QM that have not been preserved at all. However, by analyzing the material facts that can still be observed, I will try to review the other War Text manuscripts from this point of view, i.e., whether they were meant to be looked at – or whether their purpose was different, e.g., a draft version. As regards the terminology in general, there is a clear need for further discussion. The terms, especially *de luxe*, can easily evoke impressions of luxury or snobbery although these are not necessarily what the initiators of the terms meant to evoke. Therefore, scholars should explain the terminology in a more detailed way. In future studies, this should be taken into account, both when using the terms initiated by others and when introducing new ones.

2.1.3 Title, Content and Paragraph Division

Usually, in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, the title of the composition (if there was any) was inscribed at the beginning of the first column of the scroll without separating it from the running text so there was no special layout for the title.151 In the case of 1QM, the first words of the scroll have not been preserved very well and thus different scholars have suggested different titles: Yadin reconstructs the title as הָנִית הַמִּלְתָּה הַסֶּרֶךְ, while Qimron suggests the title was הָנִית הַמִּלְתָּה הַסֶּרֶךְ לְמַשֶּכֶל.152 Duhaime refrains from reconstructing the title but, according to him, at least ל and מ are partly visible at the beginning of the text ([הָנִית הַמִּלְתָּה לְמַשֶּכֶל]).153 Although interpreting traces as belonging to ל presupposes that the top stroke of the letter is more inclined to the left than is usual in this manuscript, מ is a more probable option than the מ suggested by Yadin. If the letter was מ, it would not curve to the left at the bottom as is the case with the traces of this letter. Thus, the more probable reconstruction of these options for the title is הָנִית הַמִּלְתָּה הַסֶּרֶךְ לְמַשֶּכֶל.

The term סֶרֶךְ has been considered as belonging to the distinctive vocabulary of the Qumran community.154 While it does not occur in the Hebrew Bible at all, in the non-
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151 Tov, *Scribal Practices*, 119. Tov notes that this practice is also known in most of biblical psalms and in Ugaritic texts. See also Najman and Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 309.


biblical Dead Sea Scrolls it is quite commonly used, for example, 10 times in CD, eight times in 1QS, four times in 1QSa – and 19 times in 1QM. In most cases, to put it in Philip Alexander’s words, it “denotes, abstractly, the order or rules according to which a group of people is to be organized and to conduct its affairs.” In the case of 1QM, it is noteworthy that the use of the term סרך is not limited to the title of the whole composition: there, the term refers to the array of the final battle, but it is also used as a title for different organizational orders. As Alexander argues, there are six different parts in the scroll that can be defined as סרכים. One of these is at the end of the scroll and consists of lines 16:3 to the end of the text. The other five (which all start with סרך in construct form while line 16:3 reads סריך mallامחרותה) are in columns 3–9: Lines 2:16–3:11 form the rule of the trumpets, in lines 3:13–4:8 one finds the rule of the banners of the whole congregation, and the other rule of banners is in lines 4:9–14. The rule for arranging the divisions is found in lines 5:3–9:9 and from line 9:10 starts the rule for changing the order. Obviously, in 1QM, סרכי is something that the author uses to give a structure to his text and also to direct his readers to consider it as a rule or a collection of rules. This is noteworthy since in modern scholarship, the eschatological character of the scroll seems to have characterized it more than these multiple references to the text as being a rule or a compilation of rules. The composition is largely known as the War Scroll while the War Rule is not so much used – although it would be a legitimate title as well.

The different rules offer a tool to outline the content of 1QM, but they are not the only divisional marks that the scroll provides. Blank spaces (vacats) of different size left in the text are obviously meant to outline the text. There are both small and large blank spaces. In the following table, all sections that are preceded by a vacat, small or large, are entered in their own rows. The sections in which a new serekh begins are marked with gray. Those sections that end with a large vacat (with an empty line or an empty line and a blank space at the end of the preceding line) are marked with an asterisk. The table as such is not


155 See 1QM 13:1, 15:4-5, 16:3, 18:6. It should be noted that here we discuss only those occurrences which are clearly visible, and we do not take account here of the fact that the word סרך is often reconstructed at the beginning of 1QM.


157 See also Stauber (“Prophetic Scribalism,” 79–81) who describes the use of root סרך in M manuscripts according to a fourfold semantic range: 1) spatial disposition (when the term denotes to laying out or organizing in space), 2) hierarchical disposition (arranging in a specific order, ranking), 3) martial disposition (army, battalion), and 4) procedural disposition (in the lists of instructions that must be done in a particular order).

158 While being conscious of the possibility that there may be many authors and/or redactors/reworkers/compilers/scribes behind the text, in order to facilitate reading I usually use the singular term “author” when referring to the person or persons behind the text of this manuscript. This principle is also applied later in this study and also involves other manuscripts.

159 Note also that in 1QM another serekh text פרס ורץ שטר, unknown from anywhere else, is referred to (see 1QM 15:5).

160 See further discussion on this in chapter 3.1.
meant to take a stand on the meaning of *vacats*, but this question is further discussed in the following pages and again in chapter 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Section</th>
<th>1QM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sons of Light against Sons of Darkness and Kittim</td>
<td>1:1–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of disaster and hope in God</td>
<td>1:7–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory over enemy</td>
<td>1:16–1:E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple service during the war*</td>
<td>1:E–2:14*161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rule (reconstructed) for the trumpets*</td>
<td>2:16–3:11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rule for the banners of the whole congregation</td>
<td>3:13–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banners of the formations</td>
<td>3:13–4:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banners in the battle</td>
<td>4:6–4:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rule for the banners of the congegation</td>
<td>4:9–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banners when setting out the battle</td>
<td>4:9–4:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengths of the banners</td>
<td>4:15–4:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the banners</td>
<td>4:18–5:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rule for arranging the divisions</td>
<td>5:3–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons*</td>
<td>5:3–5:14*162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress of the war*</td>
<td>5:16–6:6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry*</td>
<td>6:8–6:17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity rules*</td>
<td>6:19(?)–7:7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks of the priests and progress of the war</td>
<td>7:9–9:9*163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rule for changing the order</td>
<td>9:10–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towers</td>
<td>9:10–E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn: Overview on salvation history</td>
<td>9:E–11:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn: Heavenly forces*</td>
<td>11:13–12:5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn: War cry</td>
<td>12:7–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and blessings</td>
<td>12:17–13:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curses</td>
<td>13:4–13:6164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanksgiving hymn*</td>
<td>13:7–16*165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn?</td>
<td>13:18–14:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and thanksgiving hymn</td>
<td>14:2–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn: War cry</td>
<td>14:16–15:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and encouragement speech*</td>
<td>15:4–16:1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule that shall be carried out</td>
<td>16:3–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions (phase 1)*</td>
<td>16:3–9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions (phase 2)</td>
<td>16:11–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and encouragement speech (part 1)</td>
<td>16:15–17:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech (part 2)</td>
<td>17:4–17:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions (phase 3, rubric) and thanksgiving hymn*</td>
<td>17:10–18:8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanksgiving hymn and war cry</td>
<td>18:10–19:8166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric (for the thanksgiving hymn?)</td>
<td>19:9–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Outline of 1QM; serekhs and *vacats*.

---

161 According to Schultz (*Conquering the World*, 54) there is also a *vacat* in line 2:9, which is the shortest line in the column after line 14 where a section clearly ends. He argues for this by noting that it would be possible to add the first word of column 10 to the end of column 9 and still the length of line 9 would have remained at what the length of line 10 is now. In addition, according to Schultz, a new topic is introduced in line 10, which calls for a new paragraph. What should be noted is that this new topic, פלטת המחולות, "war of divisions" is important for Schultz’ theory of understanding 1QM as describing a two-phased war (see, e.g., *Conquering the World*, 394–395). Because of the uncertainty of this *vacat*, it is not marked in the table. Schultz also discusses the possibility that there might be a *vacat* in line 3:9. In this case, however, he ends up considering it more improbable. See Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 54–55.
As the table shows, in all six cases, a new *serekh* section starts after a *vacat* – in three cases after an empty line, and in the other three, after an empty space at the end of the line. The first rule, the rule for the trumpets (2:16–3:11) is separated from its context by complete empty lines plus an empty space at the end of the preceding line. This section is the only one that is surrounded by large *vacats* on both sides. There are no other completely empty lines in columns 1–4 (the first sheet). The rules in these columns (assuming that the section in 1:1–2:14 is not a rule but some kind of introduction) are generally short and they are divided by a maximum of two *vacats*. The rule for the trumpets is also an exceptional rule in respect to *vacats* since the whole rule is a single textual unity.\(^\text{167}\)

The fourth rule, the rule for arranging the divisions, encompassing columns 5–8 (5:3–9:9), includes the largest number of empty lines of all the rules. Every subsection is here separated from the preceding one with an empty line. In the case of the sections discussing weapons (5:3–5:14), progress of the war (5:16–6:6), and cavalry (6:8–6:17), it is, however, also possible that the author had no choice between a long and short *vacat*: since the text of each section ends near the end of the line, it was not possible to leave any empty space at the end of the line. The rule itself is separated from the preceding and following rules with smaller *vacats*, empty spaces at the end of the lines.

In the rule for changing the order (9:10–16:1), the empty lines are used within the hymnic sections. Line 12:6 clearly separates the war cry from the hymn of heavenly forces. As regards line 13:17, the length of the *vacat* is impossible to determine with certainty because the line is not fully preserved. However, whether there is an empty line in question or not, the *vacat* separates two hymns. The smaller *vacats* seem to function similarly: they separate different hymns. Lines 12:17–13:6, which include blessings and curses, suggest that the *vacats* can also be used inside a section that was considered to be some kind of unity: in lines 13:1–2, in the rubric,\(^\text{168}\) the priests, the Levites and the elders are suggested to both bless

---

\(^{162}\) In this case and the following two as well, it is also possible that the *vacat* was not meant to be long but since the text comes to an end very near the end of the line, there was no choice but to leave the following line empty.

\(^{163}\) The small indent at the beginning of line 8:13 may result from damage to the leather at this point.

\(^{164}\) The small indent at the beginning of line 13:5 may result from damage to the leather at this point. Cf. Yadin, *The Scroll of the War*, 321.

\(^{165}\) It is not absolutely clear whether this *vacat* was the whole line in length or whether there were some letters at the beginning of the line.

\(^{166}\) It is impossible to determine whether there was a *vacat* somewhere at the end of column 18 or at the beginning of column 19. In the preceding rule, the war cries start after a *vacat* (see 12:6–7, 14:15–16).

\(^{167}\) What is also noteworthy is that the rule for the trumpets includes language referring to a strong contraposition between one’s own army and that of the enemies: the enemies are called “those who hate righteousness,” “those who hate God,” “the Sons of Darkness,” and “the slain of unfaithfulness” (cf. inscriptions in lines 3:5–6, 8–9). That kind of language is rare in the other three *serekhs* at the beginning of the scroll (cf. columns 3–9) and it probably indicates that the text underwent some redaction. See Vanonen, “Vastakkainasettelun aika,” 261–264.

\(^{168}\) The term rubric denotes here the short introductory element leading to the hymn. Falk uses this same term and says that rubrics indicate “occasions of use, for example days of the week, days of a month, Sabbath, festivals, and purification rituals” (see Daniel Falk, “The Contribution of the Qumran Scrolls to the Study of Ancient Jewish Liturgy” in *The Oxford Handbook of the Dead Sea Scrolls* (ed. J. J. Collins and T. H. Lim; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011 [online publication]), 1, 12. In the study of 1QM, at least Davies has used this term. About the beginning of column 13, he writes: “There is a rubric introducing the column, which indicates that the following liturgy is part of a blessing and curse ritual.” He also sees many similarities between this rubric and
and curse, which indicates that the rubric is meant to encompass both the blessings that follow it directly and the curses that are separated from the blessings and the rubric with a vacat.\textsuperscript{169} At the end of the rule, an empty line (16:2) separates it from the following rule.

In the last rule (16:2–19:E) too, an empty line 17:10 appears in the middle of a hymnic section. At the beginning of the rule, another empty line divides the battle description in two, perhaps separating two phases of the war from each other as is suggested in the table.

Thus, it seems that in 1QM, סרך in construct form denotes the beginning of a contentual section and that vacats could also be interpreted as contentual division markers:\textsuperscript{170} there is a vacat before every new serekh section and, for example, inside the rule for arranging the divisions (5:3–9:9), the empty lines separate contentual units like the description of weapons (5:3–5:14) and the description of cavalry (6:8–6:17). This kind of contentual paragraph division is well known in modern texts that are specifically literary works, not necessarily meant to be mostly read aloud or remembered by heart as might be the case with at least part of the ancient texts. However, this interpretation of vacats – i.e., that by leaving blank spaces in the text, scribes aim to divide it into smaller units according to its content – has also been called into question. Tov justly reminds us (not regarding particularly the War Texts but the Dead Sea Scrolls in general) that “the idea of consistently subdividing a larger unit into smaller ones may well be a Western concept.” For Tov, the safer way to think about this is that scribes supposedly “often directed their attention to the type of relation between the unit they had just copied and that they were about to copy, without forming an opinion on the adjacent units.” He also notes that while there might be some kind of logic behind the paragraph division, the scribes’ work in this matter was probably largely “impressionistic.”\textsuperscript{171} In addition to Tov’s suggestions, explaining the vacats as reflecting (only) contentual paragraph division is weakened by the fact that of the 11 preserved empty lines of 1QM, only about one-quarter precede a new rule section while half of the rules are preceded by a smaller, half-line vacat and thus, the larger vacats do not go hand in hand with the serekh sections. This may indicate that the completely empty lines do not necessarily have to do with the contentual division of the text.\textsuperscript{172}

While accepting that leaving blank lines was not necessarily carefully considered in every single case, there is still another potential explanation for vacats: it is

---

\textsuperscript{169} Here, the vacat at the end of a line functions as a space in the middle of the line is often considered to do: Tov (\textit{Scribal Practices}, 145) refers to J. P. Siegel (“The Scribes of Qumran: Studies in the Early History of Jewish Scribal Customs, with Special Reference to the Qumran Biblical Scrolls and to the Tannaitic Traditions of Massekhet Soferim” [PhD. diss., Brandeis University, 1971]), according to whom a space in the middle of the line denotes a section that is thematically related to the preceding section, and to C. Perrot (“Petuhot et setumot: Étude sur les alinéas du Pentateuque,” in \textit{RB} 76 [1969]: 50–91), according to whom a space in the middle of the line is a break within a paragraph.

\textsuperscript{170} Cf. the case of Pesher Habakkuk: as Brooke notes, many of the vacats in 1QpHab “corresponds with the breaks in the sense, particularly as the move is made from the text of Habakkuk to the pesher proper.” Cf. Brooke, “Physicality, Paratextuality and Pesher Habakkuk,” 175–193, esp. 186.

\textsuperscript{171} Tov, \textit{Scribal Practices}, 144.

\textsuperscript{172} Note also that in 4Q491 fragments 1–3, the serekh is not preceded by a vacat (cf. line 6).
possible that the paragraph division pointed to the sources used or the scribal reworkings made in the text. It is unlikely that all the vacats would have functioned in marking the sources or reworkings but the suggestion could perhaps explain the large vacats which include both the empty space at the end of the line and the empty line following a vacat. The cases that are indisputably large vacats of this kind are in lines 3:11–12 where the rule for the trumpets ends and the rule for the banners of the whole congregation starts, in lines 7:7–7:8 where the section describing the purity rules ends and a more narrative-like depiction of the progress of the war starts, and in lines 12:5–6 and 18:8–9 where one hymn gives way to another. However, in order to reach such a conclusion there is a need to make oneself familiar with the whole War Text material and to look for possible further arguments in the Cave 4 M texts. Therefore, the vacats of 1QM are discussed again in chapter 3.3 after analyzing the other War Text manuscripts.

2.2 4Q491a (4QM\textsuperscript{a/a} + 4Q491\textsuperscript{a/c}) and 4Q492 (4QM\textsuperscript{b}): War Texts That Overlap with Other War Texts

In this chapter, the relatively well-preserved manuscripts that clearly have some overlap with other War Text material are taken under close scrutiny and their content is assessed both as it is and in comparison with the parallel material.

2.2.1 4Q491a (4QM\textsuperscript{a/a} + 4Q491\textsuperscript{a/c})

One of the most problematic cases in characterizing manuscripts among the War Texts is the group of fragments Baillet gathered under the rubric 4Q491. Since Baillet, scholars have started to ask many questions in more detail, for example, how 1QM is used when reconstructing the texts of the other M manuscripts and how material considerations should be taken into account when interpreting the fragments. As regards 4Q491, a still disputed question is which pieces belong to this manuscript – or manuscripts – and how should these pieces be arranged. Therefore, before going to the actual text of the fragments here called 4Q491a, it is reasonable to take a glance at the research history of “manuscript” 4Q491.

---

173 Brooke (“Physicality, Paratextuality and Pesher Habakkuk,” 186–187) argues that some of the vacats in 1QpHab (that are exceptions to the general scribal practice of the scroll) probably reflect different sources used and reworkings made in the text. Schultz (Conquering the World, 71), who discusses M manuscripts, argues that some of the differences in the sense divisions between 1QM and the other M manuscripts can be explained by suggesting that “some of the sense divisions were intended to mark a change in sources, rather than a shift in content.” However, Schultz also argues that in 1QM, the vacats mainly result from the scribe’s aim to divide the text into contentual units and the different sizes of vacats reflect two levels of contentual divisions (see, e.g., p. 392).

174 Tov (Scribal Practices, 145–146) refers to these large vacats as major divisions.

175 Note that there are two similar titles concerning banners following one another in columns 3–4, and the question arises whether one or the other of these could be a duplicate. The fact that there is a long vacat just before the first one of these may indicate that some kind of reworking was made in the case of the rules for the banners.

176 Cf. also Schultz’s discussion on paragraph division in the War Texts: Conquering the World, 42–85.
Already in 1957, Claus-Hunno Hunzinger reported manuscript 4Q491 in his article “Fragmente einer älteren Fassung des Buches Milḥamā aus Höhle 4 von Qumrān.”177 In this article, he reported 70 fragments of this manuscript. Later, however, he joined some of these and ended up having 62 different fragments.178 When Baillet did his own study of this manuscript, the number of fragments decreased further: as a result of the joins made by Baillet, there are only 37 fragments left in the DJD edition.179

In addition to joining pieces into larger fragments, Baillet also aimed to place the fragments within the conjectural manuscript. This was not easy, and while arranging the material, Baillet was mostly dependent on 1QM and not so much on the physical characteristics of the fragments themselves. As a result, he managed to put fragments 1–16 in an order that follows the sequence of the similar material in 1QM. The rest of the fragment he divided according to their content: fragments 17–22 included regulations and 23–25 were pieces of speeches, prayers and hymns. The content of fragments 26–37 remained undetermined.180

Later, both Baillet’s joins and his arrangement of the fragments were criticized. The first extensive rival theory of the placement of 4Q491 fragments was introduced by Martin Abegg who recognized both Hunzinger’s and Baillet’s work but also saw many unresolved problems – regarding both the individual joins and the arrangement of the fragments.181 On the basis of his own investigations, Abegg ended up dividing the fragments first into two (and finally into three) categories according to the script used in them:182 group A was for those fragments which were copied in a rougher way (i.e., fragments 8–10, 11 column 2, 13–15, 18, 22, 24–28, 31–33, 35) and group B for those which were copied by

177 Before Hunzinger, J. T. Milik had already worked with the fragments (cf. Hunzinger, “Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 131 n. 2).
179 Baillet, DJD 7:12. Cf. also Jean Duhaime, The War Texts, 24; Davis, “There and Back Again,” 123–124. Abegg, for his part, says that there are actually 66 fragments. See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1. It should also be noted that Abegg uses fragment numbers different from those of Baillet. In this study, I use the numbers of Baillet since his edition of 4Q491 is the most commonly known and used. Schultz has compiled a table that includes Baillet’s and Abegg’s fragment numbering and helps in comparing their work. See Schultz, Conquering the World, 21.
181 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1. For example, Abegg considers Baillet’s plates V–VI (in DJD 7) – in which Baillet presents his ensembles of fragments 1–3, 8–10 and 11–12 – to be of “poor quality.” As Davis notes, Abegg emphasized the paleographic differences between fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 11 column 2 (cf. Davis, “There and Back Again,” 124; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 3–6).
182 Abegg notes that dividing the fragments into two groups was already seen by those who first photographed the fragments: “the larger fragments representing these general characteristics [i.e., careful script and rougher script] are never photographed together on any of the fifteen photographic plates” (cf. Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1). García Martínez deduces that “originally, Milik has distinguished two groups of fragments with materials related to the War Scroll, and that it was Hunzinger who later grouped both sets of fragments in one manuscript (4Q491)” (cf. Florentino García Martínez, “Old Texts and Modern Mirages: The ‘I’ of Two Qumran Hymns” in ETL 78 [2002]: 328: on the arguments for this, see esp. ibid. n. 38).
using a more elegant style (i.e., 1–7, 16–17, 19–21, 23). Abegg also found further arguments for this division: According to him, the letters in manuscripts A and B can be proved to be different, and slight orthographic differences between manuscripts A and B can be found as well. For example, manuscript B seemed to prefer the long form of the second person masculine singular suffix (כַּה-) while in manuscript A, both long and short (ך-) forms occurred. Also, the long forms of the third person plural suffix (םָה-) were, according to Abegg, preferred in manuscript B while in manuscript A, the usage of the long and the short form varied slightly. In the fragments categorized as belonging to group C (i.e., fragments 11, column 1, and 12), the script was similar to those in group B but the line height was 4.3 mm while the line height in the other fragments of manuscript B was 4.0–4.1 mm. For Abegg, this was a reason to make one more distinction and separate manuscripts B and C. Finally, Abegg argued further that all three manuscripts have a different relationship to 1QM. Manuscript A contained direct parallels to 1QM while manuscript B just vaguely echoed some occasional parts of 1QM. Manuscript C did not contain any clear connection to 1QM.

Abegg’s theory of 4Q491a, b and c was a welcome opening for the further discussion on the 4QM fragments and it later achieved wide support: For example, Esther Eshel reinforced Abegg by pointing out that the unique vocabulary in 4Q491 is concentrated in 4Q491c and that manuscript also stands out from the others with its orthography. In his edition of the War Texts (1994), Jean Duhaime did not yet divide 4Q491 into three parts, but later in his book (2004), he introduced Abegg’s theory and considered it plausible. Also, Florentino García Martínez and Eibert Tigchelaar followed Abegg’s division in their The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition. Recently, Brian Schultz supported Abegg’s view in his study, and considered his own views of 1QM’s textual development to be consistent with Abegg’s theory. It is beyond dispute that in his dissertation – which unfortunately remained

---

183 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1–3. Note that according to Hunzinger, the difference between the scripts can be explained by the shrinkage of some fragments. Cf. Hunzinger, “Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 132; Davis, “There and Back Again,” 127 n. 7. Abegg does not discuss this possibility.
184 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 6. Abegg analyzes especially the differences between the categories under the letters א, כ, ש, נ and פ.
185 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 7. Note, however, that the second person suffixes are quite rare in both manuscripts.
186 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 7–8. In addition, there are some additional orthographic notes on pages 8–9.
188 Abegg – following Baillet – interprets that 4Q491a “shows an expansion of the final skirmishes in the seven part war” against the Kittim. See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 11.
190 Esther Eshel, “4Q471B: A Self-Glorification Hymn” in Revue de Qumran 17 (1996): 175–203, esp. 176. Eshel concludes that 4Q491c is “not part of the War Scroll” but is “from a different composition altogether.”
unpublished – 195 Abegg makes many relevant observations on the script and line spacing of the fragments. However, it should be noted that he leaves out of consideration the physical form of the fragments almost completely; their size, shape and damage are not carefully studied. When discussing the fragments in more detail he denies some of Baillet’s joins but in his introduction to his overall theory, these facts remain unconsidered. Also, he does not discuss the alternative explanations for the differences between the fragments: for example, he does not ask whether it might be possible that two different scribes wrote one manuscript with different handwritings or whether the variance of the line spacing could be due to the shrinkage of some fragments. He does not speculate on how the original scrolls looked or how the fragments should be placed in these scrolls, and, in addition, the discussion on the consequences of his theory remains almost non-existent in his dissertation.

Taking all of this into account, it is no wonder that Abegg’s theory has also been criticized. After the publication of the Study Edition, García Martínez returned to the topic and came to a different conclusion: in his article “Old Texts and Modern Mirages: The ‘I’ of Two Qumran Hymns,” García Martínez argues that 4Q491a clearly is a separate manuscript but manuscripts B and C should be understood as one. 196 According to him, the differences in the appearance of the manuscripts, in its letters and orthographic features are enough to show the reasonableness of the separation of A and B but the “minimal difference” in line spacing “is not of an order to demand such radical surgery,” i.e., a separation between B and C.197 Thus, García Martínez understands 4Q491 as two different manuscripts, A and B of which the last-mentioned is not a copy of 1QM but a “related composition dealing also with the eschatological war.”198 Another disagreeing scholar is Elisha Qimron who has argued that there are no codicological reasons to separate fragment 11 from the rest of the scroll. 199 However, Qimron does not discuss this problem thoroughly, and the need for a study that concentrates on the material characteristics of 4Q491 is still obvious. The most recent attempt to satisfy this need is Kipp Davis’s article “‘There and Back Again’: Reconstruction and Reconciliation in the War Texts of 4QMilhama[a]” (4Q491a-c).200 Although Davis too finds Abegg’s observations of scripts, letters and lines to be justifiable, Abegg’s conclusions drawn on their basis appear to be problematic to him – and not least because Abegg made his analysis by using photographs, not the original fragments.201 Davis himself reviews the fragments using the methods of material reconstruction. While García Martínez ended up considering manuscripts B and C to belong together, Davis’s conclusion is that actually,

197 García Martínez, “Old Texts and Modern Mirages,” 327–328. García Martínez notes that Baillet distinguishes ruling in the manuscript (although he says that it is not always apparent) while Abegg is unable to see any traces of it (cf. Baillet, DJD 7: 12; Abegg, “Who Ascended to Heaven,” 64; García Martínez, “Old Texts and Modern Mirages,” 328 n. 40).
199 Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, xxxii.
200 Davis, “There and Back Again,” 125–146.
201 Davis, “There and Back Again,” 127.
manuscripts A and C should be restored together. This can be demonstrated with the similarities in size and shape of many of the larger pieces of the fragments, which reflect different layers of the manuscript and the patterns of damage that have been preserved in both layers.\textsuperscript{202} Davis has been able to use the new digitized images and advanced tools for photo-editing with which it is possible to create models of how the original scroll looked. The result of his work is that the fragments considered to belong to 4Q491c and column 2 of fragment 11 of 4Q491a are to be placed in two layers of one manuscript.

Davis’s study is a valuable opening for a more physical-oriented discussion on the fragments of 4Q491. It leads to avoiding the division of 4Q491 into too many pieces but also leaves us waiting for the further results of the material reconstruction of the fragments. Davis, too, looks for the future publication of 4Q491 which, according to him, is “to have major implications for the assignment, placement and interpretation for the other fragment groups [i.e., other than fragments 11 i + 12–11 ii], 4Q491 fragments 1–3, and fragments 8–10.”\textsuperscript{203}

Since the task of this study is to analyze the whole War Text material and, with regard to the editions, to critically review the existing ones and to trace the principles behind them, it is not possible to re-edit the fragments of 4Q491 within these limits.\textsuperscript{204} Therefore, I content myself with following the lead of the previous scholars. Abegg’s many observations on the differences between the supposed manuscripts A and B are worthy and therefore, in this study, the division into two is accepted and manuscripts 4Q491a and 4Q491b are discussed separately. If future research shows that all the fragments belong to one and the same manuscript, the differences between the scripts should still be explained in some way – and thus scrutinizing the texts written in different scripts separately still makes sense. If the manuscript should be understood as one, it is possible, for example, that one of the two scribes aimed to combine two different views of the war. This option is briefly discussed at the end of chapter 2.3.

Following the lead of García Martínez, Qimron and Davis, in this study the separation of the supposed manuscript C is considered critically. The arguments that Abegg presents are not strong: varying line spacing within one manuscript is not an anomaly and the shrinkage that was already suggested by Hunzinger is only one possible way to explain it. Also, material arguments presented by Davis – that 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1 and fragments considered to belong to 4Q491c can be shown to form two layers of one manuscript – are convincing. Thus, although in terms of handwriting, 4Q491c could be argued to belong together with 4Q491b (cf. García Martínez), in terms of the shape and size of the fragments it actually belongs with 4Q491a (cf. Davis), and there is no reason to change Baillet’s original placement. As regards the content of 4Q491c fragments, it should be noted that understanding 4Q491c as a separate manuscript makes it easier to interpret 4Q491a as a

\textsuperscript{202} For further discussion on the physical evidence for rejoining these manuscripts, see Davis, “There and Back Again,” 128–137.
\textsuperscript{203} Davis, “There and Back Again,” 145–146.
\textsuperscript{204} On the task with regard to the editions, see section 1.3.1.
copy or recension of the composition of 1QM. However, since there is no answer to the question of what would then be the context of the hymns presented in 4Q491c, separating the manuscripts seems to be more a matter of making things easier than trying to understand the manuscripts as they are.

2.2.1.2 4Q491a as a Material Artifact

So, in this study, the manuscript that is called 4Q491a includes (Baillet’s) fragments 8–10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, and 35. The fragments are made of skin of average thickness. The light beige color of the material is here and there darkened. Baillet suggests that this is due to moisture and perhaps also to improper attempts to clean the manuscript. The column width seems to be the average: according to Baillet, it is 9 cm in fragments 8–10 and over 10 cm in fragment 11 column 1.\textsuperscript{205}

The scripts of the fragments – which reflect Hasmonean or early Herodian style\textsuperscript{206} – are small in comparison to the War Texts in general: the letters are about 2 mm high and the line height is about 4 mm.\textsuperscript{207} According to Abegg,\textsuperscript{208} the script used in fragment 11 column 1 is more refined than that used elsewhere in 4Q491a but later Davis emphasized that both scribal hands were able to produce clear and legible text even on a small scale and thus, it must be noted that both scripts “exhibit exceptional skill.”\textsuperscript{209} Furthermore, Davis introduces three models in order to explain the existence of the two different scripts in one manuscript: there may have been either two scribes who worked in the same setting, two scribes who worked in different settings or one scribe who worked under different circumstances. According to Davis, the first option, that one scribe would have started to inscribe the manuscript and another one would have continued right after the first one, is not very likely, especially because the scroll is seemingly small and therefore there is no clear need to have two scribes write it. A more likely option is that there were two scribes who wrote under different circumstances so that the second scribe wanted to add something to what was earlier produced by the first scribe. Davis finds some material arguments to support the idea that the second column of fragment 11 could have been added later. The fairly narrow margin between the columns in fragment 11 might indicate that there was not much space left at the end of the column and probably the sheet ended there.\textsuperscript{210} Consequently, it can be concluded that the scribe who wrote the text in column 2 aimed to make as much space as possible available in order to squeeze his text into a small space. This aim can be explained by the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{205} Baillet, DJD 7:12.
\item \textsuperscript{206} Baillet (DJD 7:12), who discusses 4Q491 as one and only one manuscript, defines the script as Herodian. According to Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 12), the script is Hasmonean or early Herodian.
\item \textsuperscript{207} Baillet, DJD 7:12; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 3, 12.
\item \textsuperscript{208} Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 1.
\item \textsuperscript{209} Davis, “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour: Re-Imag(in)ing the Shape and Contents of 4QM” (available through www.academia.edu).
\item \textsuperscript{210} Davis (“The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 17 n. 47) notes that “the somewhat dramatic difference between the intercolumnar in frg 11 i–ii measuring often <10 mm and another measuring approx. 15 mm is a peculiarity that was first pointed out to me by Hanna Vanonen.”
\end{itemize}
scribe’s desire to add something to the text that already existed.\textsuperscript{211} However, what weakens this argument is that rulings were usually not executed by the scribes but by the scroll manufacturers and thus, they usually already were there when a scribe started his work.\textsuperscript{212} Still another option that Davis finds likely as well is that one scribe wrote the text but at some point, he changed his style a bit. There are many conceivable reasons for this kind of change: the scribe might have changed his writing instrument, he could treat different parts of the text differently and thus inscribe them more or less carefully, he could have aged between writing the two parts of the text or, if there is some time between writing the two parts, scribal conventions may have been changed.\textsuperscript{213} In addition to these three options, it is possible that the scribe deliberately wrote these passages in a different script to call attention to their unique quality. This option is further discussed below.

Baillet’s placement of fragments 8–10 is quite widely accepted although these three fragments do not have a direct interface.\textsuperscript{214} Placing fragments 9 and 10 next to each other is on safe ground since these two fragments share the bottom margin of the sheet and the blank space in the next to lowest line. In addition, the line spacing of these two fragments fits well and the letters are similar. Placing fragment 8 to the right side of fragment 9 is not as certain but not impossible: the line spacing and the letters are similar enough to make this placement possible. The close textual parallelism with 1QM 14 is something that has been used as evidence for placing the fragments. Textual parallels are not a strong argument when considering material arrangement, but in this case, textual parallels that have been used to estimate the distance between the fragments are at least not in contradiction with the material features.

Another placement which is widely followed is Baillet’s location of fragment 11 column 1 with relation to fragment 12, i.e., that fragment 12 is to be placed at the top left corner of column 1 of fragment 11.\textsuperscript{215} Even Abegg, who does not agree with Baillet that fragment 11 columns 1 and 2 belong to the same manuscript, thinks that fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 12 belong together, and Davis also argues for this.\textsuperscript{216} According to all of them, fragment 12 should probably be placed at the top left corner of the column of which lines 8–23 are visible in fragment 11. Thus, the lines visible in column 12 are lines 2–5 of this column; although Davis emphasizes that beyond the tentative observations that can be made

\textsuperscript{211} Davis, “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 16–17.
\textsuperscript{212} Tov, \textit{Scribal Practices}, 60.
\textsuperscript{213} Davis, “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 17. In addition to these reasons, the scribe might have injured his hand resulting in a change in his writing capabilities.
\textsuperscript{215} Cf. Baillet \textit{DJD} 7: Plate VI.
\textsuperscript{216} Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 3; Davis, “There and Back Again,” 135–137.
about the size and shape of the fragment, it is impossible to confirm its placement conclusively.\footnote{Davis, “There and Back Again,” 135–136.}

However, not all of Baillet’s placements have received unreserved support. Baillet places fragments 14 and 15 as part of the same column,\footnote{Baillet DJD 7:37–39.} but Abegg and Duhaime, among others, edit these two separately.\footnote{Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 29–30; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 158–161. See also Ishay, who gives separate editions of these fragments but discusses them together (Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 149–150). Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar edit only fragment 15 and omit fragment 14 in their Study Edition (see p. 978). Note, however, that Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 130–132) agrees with Duhaime and reads the fragments together, placing them between 1QM columns 18 and 19.} Baillet combines these two fragments so that fragment 14 was placed to the right of fragment 15 and thus, the text of his lines 5–10 are from both fragments. Nevertheless, he does not give any material reasons for this connection, and thus the placement remains hypothetical. I follow Abegg and Duhaime and discuss these two fragments separately.

In addition to arranging the fragments, Baillet also assembled them from smaller pieces. For example, fragment 10 column 2 consists of two pieces of leather (see PAM 42.472 and PAM 42.474). The join between these fragments seems to be plausible: the letters and the line spacing are similar, the bottom of the smaller fragment fits together with the top of the left projection of the larger fragment, and these two pieces also have a common vertical interface. In general, it can be said that the critical scholarly discussion on Baillet’s edition considers the arrangement of the fragments, not joining the pieces together.

In the following, the best-preserved fragments of 4Q491a will be discussed one by one.\footnote{Under every fragment, in the notes, a web address of the photo or photos of this fragment is given. Kipp Davis notes that “the new colour photographs of 4Q491 are especially useful because this manuscript has survived relatively intact from the time of its first capture on infrared film, but also with the added advantage that the text remains quite legible in natural light.” Cf. Davis, “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 6–7.} The fragments are presented in numerical order, according to the numbers Baillet assigned to them. However, the absolute order of the fragments still remains unclear. The question of the arrangement is further discussed in section 2.2.1.10.

2.2.1.3 Fragments 8–10, column I

Duhaime reads these fragments as follows:\footnote{See the color photo of the fragments in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-371148. In this photo, one fragment which according to Baillet (DJD 7:19–20) is 4Q491 fragment 4 (and according to Abegg [“The War Scroll,” 49–50] 4Q491b fragments 14–15), is situated at the top of fragments 8–9. However, there is no clear material connection between fragment 4 and fragment 8 and thus, the location remains speculative. Therefore, fragment 4 is not discussed here as part of the ensemble of fragments 8–10, nor are fragments 5, 6 and 7 which all seem to be located in the photo at the deadseascrolls.org on the same suggested sheet.}
Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 80) and Hunzinger (“Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 135) do not read this letter in the fragment but reconstruct it. In addition, in this line Ishay does not read ז at the beginning of the line but reconstructs it. In PAM 42.473, both of these letters are now impossible to distinguish. However, since most of the editors read them and Hunzinger and Ishay agree with these readings in their reconstructions, I do not see any reason to correct Duhaime’s edition here. In this same line, after the lacuna [ר], Qimron (Hebrew Writings, 125) does not mark as visible in 4Q491 – although he reads the text similarly to the other editors according to 1QM. However, ז is clearly in view on the fragment.

According to Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 80), the end of the line is so unclear that after ז she can distinguish only four unidentifiable letters. Hunzinger (“Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 135) too refrains from marking any visible letters at the end of the line – although his reconstructions are similar to the readings of Baillet, Duhaime and others. It is true that the end of the line is very difficult to read since only the bottoms of few letters are visible. For ו and ז, there are only small spots left and these traces could belong to some other letters as well. Shortly after them, ז is a bit more probable letter since the bottom stroke as a whole is in view. Similarly, of the ז at the end of the line, the bottom stroke is visible. And just before it, there is a small ink trace which could belong to ז. All in all, one can note that the readings of Baillet, Duhaime and others are strictly based on the ink traces visible on the fragment but that their interpretations of these fragments and their reconstructions are undoubtedly based on 1Q14 which seems to be parallel to fragments 8–10, column 1. However, although being speculative, their readings do more justice to the fragments than Hunzinger’s does since Hunzinger gives the impression that there is nothing left in the end part of this line (cf. also the beginning of the next line where Hunzinger reads בברך ז while others read הרברך).

Hunzinger (“Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 135) reads the first word of this line as [ר] על làm מבריתך. Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 80) reads עדלאים. Thus, they both agree that there is something left before ז and in addition, Ishay suggests in the next lines that the margin is not where the visible text starts: she begins lines 4–6 with [ר]. Baillet (DJD 7:21) specifically rejects Hunzinger’s reading and argues that ז is situated right at the margin. The reason for this debate is probably a small horizontal stroke before ז that is clearly visible on the fragment. However, rather than being a part of any letter, this stroke is probably a guide dot. These kinds of dots were used to guide the scribe in his writing so that the margins would be straight. Cf. Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judaean Desert, (STDJ 54; Leiden: Brill, 2004), 61. Note also that 4Q491b fragments 1–3 include small hyphens on their right edge which may support interpreting the trace here as a guide dot or a section marker. See the further discussion on hyphens in fragments 1–3 in section 2.3.1.1.

225 See Remarks.

226 See Remarks.

227 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 80) and Hunzinger (“Fragmente einer älteren Fassung,” 135) reads the beginning of the line [ברוך ז שטמתו]. As Ishay seems to note, there is a small ink trace left before ז, but there also is a space between words visible before this trace. Most of the editors interpret this trace to belong to ז but the reading must remain a bit tentative. The top of ז is weakly visible at the bottom of fragment 8. At the left edge of fragment 9, at the point of this line, there might be a really tiny ink trace. It is impossible to say to which letter it might belong and interpreting it as ז is undoubtedly based on 1QM 14:9. However, Duhaime’s reading corresponds to the traces on the fragment and there is no clear reason to amend it here.

228 According to Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 80), there still is an ink trace after this final word. It is true that there seems to be a bigger trace than is needed for the short diagonal stroke of ז. Whether this is a trace of a following letter or the ink has just bled here is difficult to say.
is clearly visible – that it is difficult to think that there could be anything more than Duhaime and others have noted. Duhaime ("War Scroll," 150 n. 81) notes that Milik ("Milkî-..."

In any case, identifying/reconstructing the letter is based on 1QM 14:14 which reads... Thus, I do not find Hunzinger's or Abegg's readings (with... 235 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) sees here only an unidentified letter. Only the left vertical stroke of the letter is visible and only partly, but it seems to fit well with... 236 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) does not read anything after... 237 While Duhaime, ("War Scroll," 148), Gar... 238 (1972) 95–144, esp. 106) has a completely different reading,.... 239 In PAM 42.473, there is hardly anything left of the probable letter. It should be noted that identifying the letter would be impossible without assuming IQM 14:11 is parallel to this line it would probably be impossible to reconstruct anything on the basis of these traces.

235 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) sees here only an unidentified letter. Only the left vertical stroke of the letter is visible and only partly, but it seems to fit well with. Thus, Ishay is perhaps too cautious here. Cf. the other similar cases in this line: Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 125) does not seem to see 8 at the beginning of the line although it is quite clearly visible. Hunzinger ("Fragmente einer älteren Fassung," 135) reads instead of 236 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) does not read anything after וֹ... In this line, Hunzinger is also more cautious than Duhaime and Baillet at the beginning and in the lacuna. It should be noted that identifying the letter would be impossible without assuming IQM 14:14 to be a parallel.

237 While Duhaime, ("War Scroll," 148), Garcia Martinez & Ticgelaar (Study Edition, 974), Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81), and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 125 n. 14) read התפֵּל here, Hunzinger ("Fragmente einer älteren Fassung," 135) reads והפֵּל instead of 238 (1972) 95–144, esp. 106) has a completely different reading,.... In Baillet’s explanations for his readings (see Baillet, DJD 7:22), he does not read two letters in the small space. Instead, he concludes that ו is formed by correcting ו which the scribe first wrote with a word重要意义 in mind. This explanation remains speculative and the present-day reader cannot distinguish it in PAM 42.473, but Duhaime refers to it and seems to find it reasonable. Finally, I do not see a reason to deviate here from Duhaime’s way of reading.

239 In PAM 42.473, no trace of this letter can be distinguished. The text at this point is very difficult to read since only the tops of the letters can be seen. However, there seems to be such a small space between the last letter of the previous word and the first clearly visible letter of this word – namely  והפֵּל and  והפֵּל, the top of which is clearly visible – that it is difficult to think that there could be anything more than Duhaime and others have read. Thus, I do not find Hunzinger’s or Abegg’s readings (with ו at the beginning) very convincing. Their reading is clearly based on IQM 14:14 which reads instead of  והפֵּל. In Baillet’s explanations for his readings (see Baillet, DJD 7:22), he does not read two letters in the small space. Instead, he concludes that ו is formed by correcting ו which the scribe first wrote with a word重要意义 in mind. This explanation remains speculative and the present-day reader cannot distinguish it in PAM 42.473, but Duhaime refers to it and seems to find it reasonable. Finally, I do not see a reason to deviate here from Duhaime’s way of reading.

240 (1972) 95–144, esp. 106) has a completely different reading,.... In any case, identifying/reconstructing the letter is based on IQM 14:14 which reads instead of  והפֵּל. In this line, Hunzinger is also more cautious than Duhaime and Baillet at the beginning and at the end of the line; however, in both cases, he reconstructs the same letter as Duhaime and Baillet read. 238 See Remarks. 239 See Remarks. 241 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) notes that Milik ("Milkî-..."

The last two words of this line are from fragment 10. Similarly, in the following two lines the last words belong to fragment 10: in line 14, the last two words and in line 15, the last word. Hunzinger does not read fragment 10 column 2 at all in this context; in his article, he reads only lines 1–13 of fragments 8–9. 241 Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 81) reads instead of  והפֵּל here instead of  והפֵּל. In any case, identifying/reconstructing the letter is based on IQM 14:14 which reads instead of  והפֵּל. The possible letters ו and מ are weakly visible: of מ, there is the bottom of the vertical stroke visible and of ו, only a tiny ink trace which could be the tail of the right curving stroke. However, what seems clear is that מ is a more probable option than ו (cf. Milik) since מ does not come to the bottom of the line. On this point, there is no parallel in IQM 14 and therefore no help in determining the right reading. The reading must remain tentative.
2.2.1.3.1 Remarks

In line 5, there is clear deviation from the corresponding reading in 1QM, but in both manuscripts the text is damaged. At the beginning of line 5, Duhaime reads ʿ[ ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו מ[כ][כ] ו[כ]י מ[כ][כ]ר), while Ishay reads ʿ[ ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ר[כ][כ]י מ[כ][כ]ר] and Hunzinger reads ʿ[ ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ר[כ][כ]י מ[כ][כ]ר]. Duhaime’s reading follows that of Baillet although Duhaime refrains from reconstructing that much (cf. Baillet’s reading). The ʿ is clearly visible on the fragment and there is no reason not to read it. In contrast, the letter just after the lacuna is only partly visible: one vertical stroke, slightly tilted to the left. According Baillet, both ʿ and ʿ are possible options but he prefers reading ʿ rather than ʿ . Thus, he specifically calls Hunzinger’s reading into question. This word has been especially difficult for editors since the text of fragments 8–10 seems to deviate here from the text of 1QM 14, which it otherwise seems to follow quite strictly. Now, while 1QM reads ʿ[ ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ] (1QM 14:7: ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ), fragments 8–10 read either ʿ or ʿ (line 5: ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו or ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ) (and that is why Qimron leaves the reading of fragments 8–10 out of his edition and brings it up only in the footnotes, giving one more option for reconstruction: ʿא ʿו ל[ו]וvertising the word is not reconstructed but just ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו is read.

Towards the end of line 5, Hunzinger reads ʿו ל[ו]ו – as it clearly is on the fragment. Hunzinger’s reading probably stems from 1QM: at the corresponding point of the text, 1QM reads ʿ[ ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו ] (see 14:7). Baillet (DJD 7:22) again rejects Hunzinger’s reading but supposes that there is a scribal error in the text: he suggests that the scribe might confuse the letters ʿ and ʿ of his model with ʿ. Charlesworth and Strawn – who comment on Duhaime’s edition – also see the scribal error as an option for explaining this point. Therefore, although reading ʿ as it is on the fragment, the translation in the following table is similar to that of the corresponding point in 1QM.

but there are no reasons to amend Baillet (DJD 7:21) and Duhaime’s (“War Scroll,” 150) reading here; what is clear is that it corresponds to the traces better than that of Ishay or that of Milik.


Baillet, DJD 7:21.

Baillet, DJD 7:21.

Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 125

Cf. also Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 125, who reads in the actual edition like 1QM but in the footnotes gives the reading of fragments 8–10.

Baillet, DJD 7:22. Charlesworth and Strawn – who comment on Duhaime’s edition (see Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 148) – also see the scribal error as an option for explaining this point – but they also suggest that the scribe could take ʿא ʿו ל[ו]ו as a complex plural or a defective writing.

Cf. also Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 125, who reads in the actual edition like 1QM but in the footnotes gives the reading of fragments 8–10.

At the beginning of line 8, Hunzinger and Ishay mark פ at the beginning of the word פדותכה inside the brackets, and it is true that practically, at least in PAM 42.473 and in the color photo in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library, the letter is invisible. Baillet notes that there is an ink spot that is a trace of פ. However, the trace must have been so tiny that without any context, it was probably impossible to identify it even in Baillet’s time. Thus, in the following table, פ is marked in brackets. At the end of the same line, Duhaime’s reconstruction is left out of the table since there is no clear reason for it; it is not even parallel to 1QM 14.

One of the most persistent problems in editing War Text fragments is making a distinction between ו and י. Abegg quotes Elisha Qimron who says,

--- there exist manuscripts such as the War Scroll (1QM) in which the waw and yod are similar to one another in a way in which one is unable to distinguish between them although even here they are occasionally differentiated in a clear fashion. 

As regards the War Text manuscripts from Cave 4, the same is true. One example is at the beginning of line 9 where Baillet and Duhaime read קי֯ל֗ת֯מה ו֯ל but Hunzinger reads מ֯הָלַכו֯ל and Ishay מ֯הָלַכו֯ל. The corresponding point in 1QM 14:7 reads והם. Distinguishing whether the fourth letter of the word is ו or י is almost impossible and the definition of the letter must remain tentative. However, there are no clear reasons to amend Duhaime’s reading at this point.

In line 13, Hunzinger reads ו֯ז֯ ב֗ instead of בעו֯ז. The word is not very well preserved, but the first letter is quite surely ב. Of ו and ז, the tops of the letters have faded away but they are also mostly visible. Of ע, there is only a small trace left and therefore, it is marked as uncertain in the following table. Here, as in many other places, Duhaime (and Baillet whom Duhaime is following here) would probably not have been so sure of the interpretation of these traces had there not been 1QM 14, which at the corresponding point reads בעו֯ז.

---

251 Baillet, DJD 7:22.
252 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141; Elisha Qimron, “המבטה بص מ״ה ה׳ מברッド מדבר יהודה” in Bet Mikra’ 18 (1972), 102–112. Abegg himself uses much space to study ו‘s and י‘s in 1QM and notes, for example, that “it would appear that the scribe’s effort to distinguish between these two forms was well in place at the beginning of his task, but flagged as time went on.” See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 147.
254 Concerning the end of the same word: Baillet (DJD 7:22) explains that after ו, there are traces of פ left and the letter before פ is ר rather than פ. In PAM 42.473, פ is practically impossible to distinguish but it is of course possible that when Baillet read the fragments, something was still visible. As regards פ, it is quite safe to follow Baillet: there is a left vertical stroke of the letter remaining and since it clearly curves left at the bottom, it fits פ rather than פ. All in all, although Baillet and Duhaime’s reading leaves some question marks, it shows that at difficult points they do not always follow the corresponding text of 1QM – and there are no arguments strong enough to disagree with them here.
2.2.1.3.2 Contents

Column 1 of manuscript 4Q491a fragments 8–10 includes a poetic text, most likely a speech or a hymn or hymns. The text is set off with two vacats: the first one is not so clearly visible but probably, line 1 ends with a vacat. In line 16, the empty space at the end of the line is clearly visible. The first vacat separates the hymn section from its rubric which probably lies on line 1 (and perhaps a preceding column or preceding lines if they existed). Near the end of the fragment, another vacat closes the hymn section. After it, the description of what to do after reciting the hymn follows. Although the rubric and the end description are fragmentary, they tell us that the hymn is connected to a group of people (cf. verbal forms in the plural in line 17, the word מְלֹא in line 1) and to the war (cf. רֹאשׁ in line 17).

Probably, this hymn is to be recited on the battlefield since line 17 seems to urge a return to the camps after repeating them (cf. האר נשיבלא מלך תור).

The hymn section starts with a simple introductory formula, also known from 1QM 13:12, 14:4, 18:6. As noted, the hymn section is not divided into smaller parts with vacats or any other sense division marks, but, considering the content and some formal characteristics, the text can be divided into three major parts. First, the two blessing formulas in lines 2b and 6b can be used for dividing the text: The first formula (ברוך) starts the first part of the hymn in which God is addressed with third person forms. This part does not exploit Hebrew poetic devices like chiasms or repetitions, but some use of parallelism can be distinguished (in lines 2 and 4 synthetic parallelisms and in line 2b–3a an antithetic parallelism), and the part seems to roughly follow the following structure: blessing formula (2b) – bicolon (2c–3a) – bicolon (3b) – tricolon (3c–4a) – bicolon (4b–5a) – bicolon (5b).

The core message of the part is that those who are weak will be strengthened with the help of God and this is illustrated by different images, many of which

257 Regarding line 1, Duhaime (“War Texts,” 146 n. 42) notes that after קְרָא, fragments 8–10 either preserved a longer text than the one known from 1QM 14 or there was a vacat. Which one is true is difficult to determine but at the top of fragment 9, there seems to be an empty space longer that just a space between words. That argues for a vacat.

258 As was the case above with 1QM, the term “rubric” here denotes the short introductory element leading to the hymn. Cf. examples of using this term elsewhere: Falk, “The Contribution of the Qumran Scrolls to the Study of Ancient Jewish Liturgy,” 1, 12; Davies, IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 104.

259 In all these cases, the formula is followed by the words ברוךshima 바בר אל / ברוךshima אל / ברוךshima אל / ברוךshima אל.

260 On the poetic style, see, e.g., Pajunen, The Land to the Elect, 270–280.

261 These parallelisms are more discernible after reconstructing the text of fragments 8–10 according to the parallel text in 1QM 14 (cf. Table 4 below): Line 2: “he who keeps mercy for his covenant and testimonies of deliverance for the people whom he redeems”; line 4: “to the staggering knees strength to stand, and the steadiness of loins to the smitten back”; lines 2b–3a: “He has called the stumbling to wonderful [mighty deed]s.”

262 The core message of the part is that those who are weak will be strengthened with the help of God and this is illustrated by different images, many of which
are known from the Hebrew Bible texts. The second introductory formula (בר[ך] שם אל) starts the second part of the hymn in which God is addressed with second person forms and those who approach him are referred to as “we” – a feature that is sometimes interpreted to indicate the collective use of the hymn and the recital situation. Again, no special poetic devices are used except one or two parallelisms in lines 8–9. The idea of the weak becoming strong is still present (line 9) but now, the focus is turned around: with many different images (lines 9–10) emphasizing that those who are powerful will become feeble. Belial’s dominion has not managed to break the covenant between God and his people. In lines 6b–8a, the confrontation between “we” and Belial and the “men of his dominion” is strongly emphasized while in the previous part of the hymn in lines 2b–6a, neither Belial – nor any other adversary – was mentioned. In lines 11–12, time seems to be an important theme; enumerating times of day (night, departure of evening) may refer to praying at different times of the day.

At the end of the section, the final part can be separated on the basis of its content and the imperative form (line 13b–). This third part calls on God to rise up (רומה, qal imp. of רום). The part starts with a synthetic parallelism (line 13b) but after that, the text is so fragmentary that it is difficult to distinguish any structure. God is still addressed with second person forms. The Sons of Darkness are mentioned and there is some kind of juxtaposition between light and darkness (line 14). Sheol is referred to and the word אדס (“place of destruction”) occurs twice. Rising (or raising), however, links the third part of the hymn with its previous context: in line 12, it is said that the mysteries of God’s wonderful acts will raise up (להרים, hif. inf. cstr. of רום) from the dust. God destroys the adversaries, but little more can be concluded from the contents.

As was already noted and as the following table (Table 4) clearly demonstrates, the text of 4Q491a fragments 8–10 column 1 bears a remarkable resemblance to 1QM 14. In the table, the two texts are placed side by side and their similarity is accentuated with gray highlighting:

---

263 Cf., e.g., 4Q491a fragments 8–10:3 and Zeph 3:8; 8–10:4 and 2 Sam 22:35, Ps 18:34, 144:1, Isa 35:3 (on the image of the weakness of knees in the Hebrew Bible, see Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 327); 8–10:5 and Ezek 3:7, Ps 119:1. The verses that describe teaching the weak about warfare are often part of either victory songs or prayers for victory: 2 Sam 22:35 is part of David’s song of thanksgiving for victory, Ps 18:34 belongs to royal thanksgiving for victory, and 144:1 starts a prayer for security. The other verses are not necessary related to war and it seems that in their case the author of 4Q491a just uses “biblical” vocabulary – rather than linking their text clearly to certain “biblical” contexts.

264 Cf. Pajunen, The Land to the Elect, 298: “A third factor pointing to a communal use is the first and second person plural forms ---.”

265 Again, these parallelisms are more clearly discernible after reconstructing the text of fragments 8–10 according to the parallel text in 1QM 14 (cf. Table 4 below): In line 9, synonymous parallelism “for all their mighty men there is no savior, / for their swift ones there is no refuge;” possible antithetic parallelism in line 8: “Now you have raised up the fallen by your vigor, / but the (men) of high stature you have hewn down to [...].”

266 One should also note that in the parallel text in 1QM 14, this hymn is separated from the previous ones with a vacat.

267 The end of the sentence (מיטר וַאֲשֶׁר פְּלַגְּלָהָם) is preserved only in 1QM 14.
1 [... in] a community [...] [...] 2 They shall [speak] up, saying:

Blessed be the God of Israel, who [he] keeps mercy [...]
3 [to] wonderful mighty deeds.
He has gathered an assembly of nations [for] destruction, without any [remainder]
[in order to raise up] his [melting...]
4 the mute with the might of God,
to teach war [to the] weak hands,
to the staggering knees the strength to stand,
and the steadiness of [joins] 5 to the [smitten] back.
[... the stubborn heart]
and by those whose way is perfect
shall the whole wicked nation be destroyed.
[Their] mighty men 6 shall not stand....

Blessed be your name, O [mer]ciful God,
who has shown through wonders your mercy in our midst during the dominion of Bel[ial].
7 [With all] [... he has not] drawn us away from your covenant [...] you have driven away [from] us.
When the men of [...] were acting wickedly 8 [...] your redeemed,
Now you [have raised up [... by] your [vigor],
but the [men] of high stature you have hewn down to [...]
9 [... there is no] savior,
for their swiftness there is no refuge.
To their nobles [...] contempt.
All creatures 10 [...] We, your people,
[because of] your truthful works, shall praise you [name],
and [because of] your [mighty deeds] shall exalt 11 [... time]s and holy days of the everlasting fixed time, with [...] and night,
and the departures of evening 12 [... your glorious plan.

2 When they have departed from the slain to enter the camp, they shall all sing the hymn of return. In the morning they shall clean their garments and wash themselves 3 of the blood of the guilty corpses. They shall return to the place where they had taken position, where they had arrayed the line before the enemy's slain fell down. There they shall bless 4 all together the God of Israel and they shall exalt his name in a joyful community. They shall speak up, saying:

Blessed be the God of Israel,
who keeps mercy for his covenant
and testimonies of [deliverance] for the people whom he redeems.
He has called the stumbling to wonderful [mighty deeds].
He has gathered an assembly of nations for destruction without any remnant
in order to raise up in judgment 6 the melted heart,
to open a mouth of the mute to sing with the might of [...],
to teach war to the weak [...]
He gives to the staggering knees strength to stand,
7 and the steadiness of joins to the smitten back.
Through the poor in spirit [... the stubborn heart,
and by those whose way is perfect
shall all wicked nations be destroyed;
8 any of their mighty men shall not stand.
We are the remnant[...].

Blessed be your name, O merciful God,
you who keep the covenant for our fathers and with 9 all our generations!
You have shown through wonders your mercy for the remnant during the dominion of Belial.
With all the mysteries of his hatred, he has not drawn [us] away 10 from your covenant;
you have driven his spirits of [destruction] away from [us].
When the men of his dominion [were acting wickedly], you kept the soul of your redeemed.
You have raised up 11 the fallen by your vigor,
but the (men) of high stature you have hewn down [...]
For all their mighty men there is no savior.
for their swift ones there is no refuge.
To their nobles 12 you render contempt.
All [their] creatures of vanity [... no] thing.
We, your holy people,
because of your truthful works, shall praise your name.
13 and because of your mighty deeds, shall exalt [...] times
and holy days of the everlasting fixed times, with the ar[ival of] the day and night,
14 and the departures of the evening and morning.
The mysteries of your wondrous acts are in [your] heights to raise up to [you ...] 13 [...]

Rise up, O God of gods! Lift yourself up with vigor, O King of kings! ...
you have set on 14 [...in front of you shall be scattered all the Sons of Darkness, and [your] great light [...divine beings and men 15 [...kindling in the places of darkness and destruction, in the places of destruction (in) Sheol it shall burn [... rebels 16 [...] in all the appointed times set forever. vacat [...] vacat

17 [All the pr]aises of the war they shall rehearse there. After that, they shall return to the ca[mph...] there, to order [...]

For great is your [glorious] plan:
The mysteries of your wondrous acts are in [your] heights to raise up to you those from the dust 15 and to bring low among the divine beings. (vacat)

16 Rise up! Rise up, O God of gods! Lift yourself up with vigor...]
17 [...all the Sons of Darkness.
And your great light [...]
18 [...Sheol shall burn (?) in a fire... 268

15:1 266 For this shall be a time of tribulation for Israel... all the nations.
The lot of God (shall be) in everlasting redemption, 2 but a destruction (is) for all the wicked nations. All those... [...] the battle shall go and encamp against the king of the Kittim and against all the army of 3 Belial gathered with him for the day... [... by the sword of God. vacat

4 The chief priest shall take position, his brothers the priests, the Levites and all the men of the rule (being) with him. He shall read in their hearing 5 the prayer of the appointed time for wa[r... the bojok (?) of the rule of that time, with all their words of thanksgivings. He shall array there 6 all the lines... [... ...]. The priest shall walk along, the one assigned for the appointed time of vengeance according to the decision 7 all his brothers, and he shall strengthen ... [...] ... He shall speak up, saying:

Table 4: The texts of 4Q491a, fragments 8–10 column 1 and 1QM 14:4–18.
The two texts are so alike that it can be argued they clearly show literary dependence. However, although the two texts are very consistent and with the help of 1QM 14 the text of fragments 8–10 can be fairly trustworthily reconstructed in many lines, there are also differences that can be distinguished between these two texts. On the basis of the preserved text, while in 4Q491a, the hymn section is linked to its context afterwards, in 1QM 14, the same is done before the hymn section starts, in lines 2–3. Both contexts share characteristics: in 1QM 14, the camp is mentioned (line 2, תַּחְתָּיוֹן) as well as in 4Q491a (line 17, נַחַלְתָּיוֹן). However, in 4Q491a the hymns are not performed in the camp but “there,” which in 1QM 14 is defined as the battlefield, “the place where they had taken position, where they had arrayed the line before the enemy’s slain fell down” (see line 14:3). In 1QM 14, it seems that the soldiers first withdraw to the camp and then, in the morning, after having purified themselves, return to the battlefield to perform the hymns. In 4Q491a, after singing “all the praises of the war” the soldiers are to return to the camps and purifying is not mentioned at all, at least in the preserved lines. It should be noted that only one word is preserved before the hymn section in 4Q491a and thus, one should not draw hasty conclusions. However, it seems that the section does not continue similarly all the way to the end: In 4Q491a, after the hymns, the text goes back to the situation in which the hymns are to be recited and then continues – in another fragment – with something that finds its parallel in 1QM 16 (cf. the discussion of 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2 below). In 1QM, instead, priestly instructions follow, something that do not have any clear parallels with 4Q491a (cf. 1QM 15). Thus, on the basis of these texts, it seems that the hymns were more or less mobile as literary entities and that basically similar hymn sections could gain slightly different meanings depending on their contexts. However, because of the fragmentary nature of the texts, this conclusion remains tentative.

---

268 At this point, the comparison between the two texts becomes very difficult since it is not possible to determine how many lines are missing from the bottom of 1QM 14.
269 It is not clear whether 1QM lines 15:1–3 should be interpreted as a hymn (continuing the hymn in 1QM 14 or starting a new one) or it is more like a battle instruction. Therefore, as a compromise, the text is here not italicized but it is presented as “verse” by “verse.”
270 Davies (who refers to Hunzinger) also enumerates some differences between the texts. See Davies, IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 84.
271 Note also that lines 14:2–4a have much in common with 1QM 19:9–13 (cf. 14:2 and 19:9, 14:3 and 19:10–13, 14:4 and 19:13) – although there are also great differences between these two passages. The most significant differences are, first, that in 1QM 19 there is enumerated a large group of actors (the chief priest, the chiefs of the battle lines, the officers) but in 1QM 14, only the pronoun “they” is used to refer to the actors (cf. 19:11–12 and 14:3), and, second, while in 1QM 19 the author speaks of the “slain of the Kittim,” in 1QM 14 the author discusses generally the “slain of the enemy” (cf. 19:13 and 14:3). At least Philip Davies and John Zhu-En Wee have presented their own theories of these similarities and differences by suggesting that column 19 represents a later, specified version of the material of column 14. See Davies, IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 73, and Wee, “A Model for the Composition and Purpose of Columns XV–XIV of the War Scroll (1QM)” in RevQ 21 (2003): 268–69.
272 Cf., however, 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2, where lines 13–14 give instructions for the priest. These instructions are reminiscent of those in 1QM 15. For further discussion on this, see Table 8 below and the analysis before and after it.
In the following analysis, the hymn is discussed in the three sections into which it is divided above. Due to the fragmentariness of the end of 1QM 14, the comparison between the third part of the hymn of 4Q491a and the third part of the hymn of 1QM is difficult and thus the third part of the hymn receives less attention.

*First part of the hymn (4Q491, fragments 8–10, lines 2b–6a / 1QM 14:4c–8a)*

The brief hymn in lines 4Q491, fragments 8–10, 2b–6a / 1QM 14:4c–8a blesses God and enumerates his good deeds. 1QM includes two verbal forms that are not in 4Q491a: לַרְנָן in the tricolon in the middle of the hymn and נוֹתֵן in the bicolon right after that. While 4Q491a merely describes the opening of the mouth of the mute, 1QM says that the mouths are open “to sing” (לַרְנָן). While in 4Q491a, opening the mouths, teaching the weak hands, and strengthening the knees and loins seem to belong to one and the same sentence, in 1QM, there is a new predicate verb נוֹתֵן “he gives” which is a participle form. This breaks the structure that is built upon the combination ל + infinitive and begins a new sentence.

As regards לַרְנָן, it is possible that it was omitted in the text of 4Q491a: perhaps unintentionally or maybe deliberately, in order to avoid any misunderstandings since all the other infinitive forms in the immediate context refer to the acts of God (while singing refers to the mute). However, it is more convincing that לַרְנָן was added in the text of 1QM as an interpretative clarification. The idea that God does something “with the might of God” (בגְבּוֹרַת אל) may have been inconsistent to the author/redactor and he added לַרְנָן in order to say that the might of God has actually to do with the mute. The verb נוֹתֵן occurs quite often with the preposition ל which indicates the cause of rejoicing but the preposition ב is not impossible either: Psalm 20:6 urges rejoicing over God’s victory by using נוֹתֵן וּבְרָעָת (בִּראָעָת נוֹתֵן). Thus, the addition was not problematic from a grammatical point of view. What may also explain this addition is Isaiah 35 (especially verses 3–6) of which the hymn is strongly reminiscent: common vocabulary includes at least the parts of the body ידים, רָפָה, בֹּרָכָה and לְבָנָה and the verbal roots וַחֲבֹר, אֲמֻצָּה, חֹק and אלֹם. The root נוֹתֵן occurs in Isa 35:6 in the same sentence as אלֹם – and the purpose of the author/redactor could also have been to tie the hymn in 1QM even more clearly together with Isa 35.

Like לַרְנָן, נוֹתֵן too can be interpreted as an explanatory addition: the long chain of objects related to the infinitive form לְלַרְנָן was difficult and the sentence was reconstructed with the verbal form נוֹתֵן וּלְלַרְנָן. Also, it is possible that נוֹתֵן was added in order to clarify the poetic structure: the author/redactor wanted to make a distinction between the tricolon and the subsequent bicolon and added a participle form (while the verbal forms in the tricolon are infinitives). By contrast, there is no apparent reason why the verbal form would have been omitted.

---

273 In most of the cases in which the preposition ב occurs after לַרְנָן, it indicates either the location where the shouting takes place (cf. Jer 31:12; 4Q427 fragment 7, column 1, line 14) or the time when the shouting comes to pass (Lam 2:19).
Regarding the first hymn, there is still one more line in 1QM 14 where something more exists in comparison to fragments 8–10: line 5 of 4Q491 reads “their mighty men” while line 8 of 1QM reads “all (כול) their mighty men.” This expression occurs again in 1QM 14:11 where it is said that there is no savior “for all their mighty men.” In 4Q491a, the corresponding line 9 does not express for whom there is no savior but there is a lacuna in the text at this point and thus “for all their mighty men” was probably originally part of this hymn too. In any case, it is difficult to explain why כֹּל would have omitted in line 5 of 4Q491a. Instead, it is plausible to think that it was added in the text of 1QM in order to emphasize that none of the mighty men of the enemy side will be saved. It should be noted that at this same point, there are some other differences as well: as the following table demonstrates, in 4Q491a fragments 8–10 line 5b, the bicolon is a bit different from the corresponding wording in 1QM 14:7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491a fragments 8–10 line 5</th>
<th>1QM 14:7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[...] the stubborn heart, and by those whose way is perfect shall the whole wicked nation be destroyed</td>
<td>Through the poor in spirit [...] (\text{שְׂסָלָה כּוֹלְכֹלָם יִצְמָהֵם} ) and by those whose way is perfect shall all wicked nations be destroyed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Differences between 4Q491a fragments 8–10 line 5 and 1QM 14:7.

The table shows again what was already noted in the Remarks section above: in 1QM 14:7, there are the letters ת and ו after the lacuna in the middle of the line. Instead, at the corresponding point, 4Q491 8–10i, line 5 reads שְׂסָלָה. As already noted, the text of 4Q491 is extremely difficult to read here and thus not much can be concluded about the difference between the texts. The difference is not necessarily a significant one; Baillet demonstrates that the visible words of 1QM would fit into the lacuna of 4Q491a \(\text{שְׂסָלָה כּוֹלְכֹלָם יִצְמָהֵם} \). However, the word after them, partly damaged in both fragments, is clearly different. Unfortunately, due to the lacunas, the further speculation on the direction of the change is impossible. Another difference at this point is that while in 4Q491a, the “whole wicked nation” shall be destroyed, according to 1QM, there are several wicked nations to be destroyed (see both גוי and the verb תמם). It is again possible that the difference came into being accidentally but it is also possible that in 1QM the number of enemies was increased deliberately in order to make the destruction more impressive.

In 4Q491 fragments 8–10, lines 2–3, the text corresponding to the end of 1QM 14:4 and the beginning of 1QM 14:5 remains in the lacuna. However, it seems that all the words of 1QM do not fit here in 4Q491a. Thus, in Baillet’s reconstruction, the word פְּדָת (redemption) is absent, but this possible difference between the texts must remain speculative since it is not possible to determine with certainty what was written in the

Note also the difference between תִּצְמָה and קָדָש at this point. As was already discussed in Remarks, this difference should probably be explained as a scribal error in 4Q491a.

See Baillet, DJD 7:20.
However, this point, as well as those discussed above, can be explained as reflecting that the author/redactor of 1QM, when reusing the texts of 4Q491a, was adding some words here and there when needed, probably mostly to clarify or to emphasize something.

Second part of the hymn (4Q491, fragments 8–10, lines 6b–13a / 1QM 14:8b–15a)
In 1QM 14:8–9, there is a short section that seems to be missing in the corresponding lines of 4Q491a: in 1QM, God is described not only with the epithet “merciful” (החסדים אל) as in 4Q491a but he is said to be the one who keeps the covenant (_DURATION נו\ן עום לאבותינו ברית השומר כחי). These “extra” words in 1QM link the second part of the hymn to the beginning of the first part as the following table demonstrates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1QM 14:4b / line 2b of 4Q491</th>
<th>1QM 14:8b–9a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Blessed be the God of Israel, he who keeps mercy for his covenant&quot;</td>
<td>Blessed be\ your name, O merciful God, you who keep the covenant for our fathers and with all our generations!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Similarities between 1QM 14:8b–9a and 1QM 14:4b / line 2b of 4Q491.

This suggests itself as the reason why these words were added: the author/redactor of 1QM wanted to link the two parts more tightly together. With this addition, the author/redactor emphasized the idea that there is an eternal bond between the “we” group and God. This emphasis would also explain the difference between line 10 of 4Q491 and line 12 of 1QM 14: at this point in 1QM, the “we” group is described as “your holy people” (竺 קדשים) while the corresponding line of 4Q491 reads “your people” (竺). The author/redactor of 1QM 14 wanted to highlight the “we” group’s eternal relationship to God by saying that they were God’s “holy” people (14:12) “whose fathers already” had made the “covenant” with God (14:4b).

Both in 4Q491a and in 1QM, it is emphasized that God’s wonders are shown throughout generations but the following words again differ: in 1QM 14:9, the words [ המלעה תטרירה ישאר[ת] ("you have shown through wonders your mercy for the remnant") follow while in 4Q491a, the corresponding point (line 6) reads [ וחל התמיד בע[ב]. ("who has shown your mercy through wonders in our midst"). The verbal root used is the same, פלא (hif.), but in 1QM, it is in the perfect form (ימלעה, 2nd person masculine), and in 4Q491a, a participle form (המלעה, 3rd person masculine) is used. The difference can be explained as a change towards a more special relationship to God. The third person form (4Q491a) was changed to the second person form (1QM) in order to emphasize

276 In addition, there are some orthographic differences between the texts: in 4Q491 fragments 8–10 line 4, two words are written a bit differently in comparison with the corresponding point in 1QM (see lines 6–7): the dual form of ברכם, "knee," is in 1QM בברכים but in 4Q491 בברך. The construct form of the word פעם "strength" is in 4Q491 פעמ but in 1QM פעם. Also, there is a small orthographic difference concerning the plural construct form of גוי "nation": in 1QM 14, it is גויים (see lines 5 and 7) but in 4Q491 גוי (see lines 3 and 5).
the strong bond between God and his people. The fact that these three differences can all be explained using a similar reason, namely a wish to emphasize the “we” group’s long and personal relationship to God, is an argument for the redactional nature of 1QM and the priority of 4Q491a.

While in 1QM 14:9 the wonders discussed above were shown “to the remnant” (לשארית), in line 6 of 4Q491a they are shown “among us” (בנן). The word שארית does not occur in the preserved lines of fragments 8–10 but it is reconstructed (quite plausibly) according to 1QM in line 3 of 4Q491a. There, however, the “remnant” is not identified with the “we” group but is related to the enemy who will be completely destroyed without any remnant. In 1QM 14, שארית occurs three times and twice it is identified with the “we” group: in line 14:8 and in the line now under discussion (1QM 14:9). The idea of the identification of the “we” group with the “remnant” is rare in the War Texts in general. In addition to 1QM 14, it occurs only in 1QM 13 (line 8) which is often considered to be a late part of the composition of 1QM. This leads one to think that changing “us” to the “remnant” is more probable than changing the “remnant” to “us.” This change provided the “we” group one more designation and thus enlarged its meaning so that the message would be more easily accepted in different contexts: “among us” carries a sense of immediacy while the “remnant” includes the idea of the periodization of history that moves forward and invites people to identify with the correct group to be included in that remnant. The conclusion on the “remnant” being the later of the two options would get more support if we could show that the clause רית וארנו (“we are the remnant[nt…]”) was missing in 4Q491 (and then probably added in 1QM in order to link the first and the second hymn). Unfortunately, the contents of the lacuna at the beginning of line 6 is not known.

At the beginning of 1QM 14:13, the word נבורה is in the plural (בגבורותיכה) while in 4Q491a fragments 8–10, if reconstructed correctly, it occurs in the singular (line 10, ונרותכה). In both manuscripts, the term occurs both in the singular (line 4 of 4Q491 / 1QM 14:5) and in the plural (line 4 of 4Q491 / 1QM 14:6). In general, the word נבורה occurs in 1QM mostly in the singular: only five of 24 occurrences are in the plural (see 3:5; 13:9; 13:14; 14:5; 14:13). However, in this case, it is noteworthy that ונרותכה is part of the parallelistic structure and in the preceding verse, the expression that corresponds ברגורה is

277 In this second hymn, there is also another place where the verbal root אשפ occurs in different forms: 1QM (14:14) reads נפלאותיכה while fragments 8–10 reads, in the corresponding line (12), הלוותיכה. Thus, while in 1QM, there is a verbal form of אשפ, in fragments 8–10, a noun occurs. There is probably not any deliberate change of text behind this difference.

278 For Davies (IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 84), this is a mark of the brevity of the 4Q text.

279 Cf. also 1QM 1:6 and 4:2. The word שארית also occurs in 4Q491 fragment 17, line 7 but this is such a fragmentary point that one cannot determine anything about the context of the expression. In general, the term שארית occurs both as a positive group designation (e.g., CD 1:4; 1IQH 14:1, 15:22) and as a threatening term (e.g., CD 2:6; 1QS 4:14, 5:13; 1QSa 1:7 [reconstructed]; 1IQH 14:32, 27:2).


281 Baillet (DJD 7:21) reconstructs the beginning of line 6 as follows: אל שמך וך ברא עמך שארית ואנו מעינין עמכה גברכה עמליא החסדים אל שמכה יברוך. Yadin (The Scroll of the War, 327), for his part, reconstructs 1QM 14:8b as follows: אל הגברך שארית שפשמ לא התffiti הרבך מעינין. According to these reconstructions, it seems that in 1QM, there is space for some more letters than there are in 4Q491a and that indicates that the texts were in some way different.
in plural (’in plural אתכה, במעשי). Therefore, one would expect גבורה to be plural as well – and consequently, the probable explanation to the difference is that the author/redactor of 1QM changed the form from the singular to the more expected plural.

1QM 14:10 has at the end of the line the personal pronoun אתה, while 4Q491 fragments 8–10 read at the corresponding point (line 8) אתה “now.” One option is that the difference is a scribal error – either of a scribe of 4Q491 or a scribe of 1QM – since the words are very similar. However, this difference – if it is a change from אתה אתה – could also be explained by the previously mentioned wish to emphasize the “we” group’s personal relationship to God.²⁸²

There is still one difference which was already noted but which should be taken under closer scrutiny. In 4Q491, all three parts of the hymn are written directly one after another, without any vacat between them. By contrast, in 1QM a vacat in line 15 ends the second part of the hymn. After the vacat, the third part begins in line 16. As already noted, the author/redactor of 1QM wanted to bind the first and the second part more tightly together. Therefore, he added the reference to the covenant (‘ора את מקדמינו ורבים קודמינו), which is similar to the beginning of the first part (לבריתו חסד השומר ישראל אל ברוך; cf. line 2b of 4Q491a / 1QM 14:4b). At the end of the column, instead, he made a clear distinction between the second and the third part and separated them with a vacat. Perhaps for him, the third part was so different from the previous ones that it was reasonable to relegate it to its own paragraph in the text. Also, it is possible that he wanted to emphasize the power of the third part and give space to its strong, imperative beginning. The end of 1QM 14 and the beginning of 1QM 15 are fragmentary, but it is possible that the author/redactor of 1QM linked the third part of the hymn of 1QM 14 to the hymn at the beginning of column 15 – while in 4Q491 an instructive part of the text follows the third part (see line 17).

2.2.1.3.3 Summary
What can be concluded about the nature of 4Q491a and its similarity to and differences from 1QM? Lines 1–16 of 4Q491a fragments 8–10 column 1 can be defined as a close parallel to lines 4–18 of 1QM 14. It is highly improbable that such similar texts would have developed completely separated from each other. Thus, Davies has already argued that 4Q491a fragments 8–10 probably represent a text older than 1QM 14 (and that, in addition, there probably already is a textual history behind 4Q491a fragments 8–10). However, he also brings out the possibility that 1QM and 4Q491a fragments 8–10 could equally well be chronologically independent and, instead, their similarity could be explained as “a parallel development.”²⁸³ The latter option is of course possible but would require demonstrating the common source text. Above, it was demonstrated that the differences can be explained

²⁸² This difference is also interesting since from line 8 in 4Q491 fragments 8–10 the scribe begins to write the second person suffixes in the long form (ךך-) while earlier, in lines 6–7, they occurred in the short form (ךך). In 1QM, the long form occurs systematically. There is no apparent reason why consistent suffixes would be changed to inconsistent; the more plausible explanation is that the author/redactor of 1QM has standardized them.
²⁸³ Davies, 1QM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 84.
without the idea of a common source and with the idea of 1QM rewriting the text preserved in 4Q491a – an option that was more probable according to Davies as well. This option is not far-fetched when considering that 1QM seems to reflect a tendency towards collecting material and organizing it to unities (cf. several different sections referred to as serekh in 1QM: 3:13, 4:9, 5:3, 9:10, 16:3).\(^{284}\) The minor changes made to the text can be explained to be the author’s/redactor’s clarifications or reflections of his desire to emphasize the special relationship between God and his people. The comparison between 4Q491a fragments 8–10 column 1 and 1QM 14 also demonstrates that the hymns were somewhat mobile literary entities and the context may make the mainly similar hymn sections seem to be a bit different.

2.2.1.4 Fragment 10 column 2\(^{285}\)

Duhaime reads this column as follows:\(^{286}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{7} & \text{ יַחַל} \\
\text{8} & \text{יַבְכִּיתָי} \\
\text{9} & \text{יַבְכִּיתָי} \\
\text{10} & \text{יַבְכִּיתָי} \\
\text{11} & \text{ליַמֵּיתִי} \\
\text{12} & \text{לֵיתִי} \\
\text{13} & \text{לֵיתִי}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{287}\) However, although 1QM is a wider compilation and probably later than 4Q491, one cannot automatically assume that it would always preserve the latest readings among the group of M manuscripts.

\(^{288}\) See the color photo of this fragment in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-367012; and the monochrome photo: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-367013.

\(^{286}\) Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 150.

\(^{287}\) García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974) read just […] and there is a tiny trace of ink indicating at least one more letter in this line. In addition, Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 127) does not read the 7 before the lacuna but marks just an unidentified letter. However, the ink trace after the possible 7 fits with the bottom of 7 and thus there is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading.

\(^{288}\) Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100) and García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974) read מְיִבְכִּיתָי here instead of מְיִבְכִּיתָי. The ink trace after the lacuna might be the upper left part of the final mem but in this case one would expect to see the bottom of the letter, which probably would come under the worn-out part of the skin. Another option is that the trace does not belong to נ but to a letter that starts the following word. Neither Baillet (DJD 7:25) nor Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 150) comment on this point; probably they want to leave open whether one of the two options is more likely. Interestingly, this is one of the few points in which Ishay suggests more than Duhaime on the basis of the small trace.

\(^{289}\) Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100) reads מְיִבְכִּיתָי here instead of מְיִבְכִּיתָי. The letter just before the lacuna is difficult to define but it seems to be נ since it appears to curve to the left near the bottom of the line. In addition, the ink trace before it is clearly a letter, probably נ (cf. e.g., נ at the end of the preceding word שֶׁנָּ).\(^{290}\)

\(^{290}\) Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100) reads מְיִבְכִּיתָי here instead of מְיִבְכִּיתָי and García Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974) do not read anything. However, the horizontal line at the right side of the fragment, slightly below the first visible line, is clearly a part of a letter which belongs to this line. נ is a likely option (although נ might also be considered).

\(^{291}\) See Remarks.

\(^{292}\) See Remarks.

\(^{293}\) Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100) reads מְיִבְכִּיתָי here instead of מְיִבְכִּיתָי. These three letters are very weakly visible – only very small traces of the bottom of each letter – and it is practically impossible to define them. It is possible that when Baillet studied the fragment these traces were preserved on the fragment. Although both Baillet (DJD 7:26) and Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 150) refer here to 1QM 16:13 and thus let their readers
At the end of line 11, Ishay reads °וה instead of °והכ. The letter after ה is very weakly visible – only a small spot at the bottom of the line – and, at least with the photos available, it is difficult to argue that it would specifically be כ. However, since the temporal distance between the editors is fairly long, it should be taken into account that when Baillet – whom Duhaime is following here – studied the fragment, the traces were preserved in the fragment. Thus, since there is no clear reason to disagree with Baillet and Duhaime, the reading follows them in the following tables. Yet, in order to demonstrate the challenging nature of the reading, the reconstruction suggested by Baillet and Duhaime is left out.

In line 13, it is difficult to determine whether one should read theחרושה or theחרוץ. Duhaime follows Baillet and reads theחרושה but in the footnote, he suggests that the latter word should be read as theחרוץ here. Abegg, Ishay, and Qimron read theחרוץ here. The more likely option is that the final letter is ש and notץ since the ink trace in the smaller piece of fragment 10 column 2 does not fitץ. However, theחרוץ does not mean anything, which leads one to think that the scribe accidentally wrote theחרושה when he meant to write theחרוץ.

In line 15, Duhaime reads והאנשים but remarks in the footnote that נ is “written over by the scribe.” Duhaime suggests that this error of the scribe results from dittography: the previous word begins with ב, א, and ל. Editors have marked this character in different ways: Baillet reads שים לובאנ, García Martínez and Tigchelaar read שים ואובאנ and Ishay reads שים לובאנ. In the following tables, Duhaime’s reading is kept.

understand that 1QM was used as a basis for the reconstruction, there is no clear reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here. See Remarks.

According to Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 20) and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100), there is a trace of a letter visible before the lacuna. In PAM 42.473, it really looks as if there was a small ink trace just before the lacuna but when scrutinizing the color photo of the fragments, it proves to be a small tear at the top of the line. See Remarks.

Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 127) reads שים here instead of שים. As noted above, the difference between שים and שים is often practically non-existent (see the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141) but there is no reason to amend Duhaime’s reading here – especially since the verbal root שים does not occur anywhere else in the War Texts.

Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100.

Baillet, DJD 7:25; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 150; cf. also García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974), who give הביא instead of הביא in parentheses right after the word הביא.


According to Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract), the term הביא has an apocalyptic connotation and by choosing it the authors of fragment 10 wanted to “emphasize the apocalyptic aspect of the scene they are describing.”


In line 16, the interpretation of the second and the third preserved words (עפרו כ֯א֯ם in Duhaime’s edition) is problematic. Ishay reads the first one together with the very first word of the line (בשר) giving the result בשרפים. In this way, the beginning of the line can be interpreted as a form of the verbal root שרף “to burn.” This reading would fit well in the context which includes references to Sheol and something that devours, probably fire, and from this point of view, Ishay’s interpretation is reasonable. However, whether the two first words of the line are to be considered as one word or not is the question: the spaces between the words are quite small throughout the manuscript and, for example, at the beginning of the next line (17), the preposition עד is very near the following word יאור. In fact, the space that follows בשר is not especially small and the skin is not damaged at this point; there is no ink in this space. In addition, since בשר is a completely sensible word, there is no reason to understand it as just the beginning of a word.

Although it seems quite clear that בשר should be understood as one word, the problems do not end there. Since the fragment is damaged at this point, there are difficulties in defining the letters of the second and the third word of line 16: Duhaime follows Baillet and reads the second word as כ֯א֯ם but Qimron reads at this point ב֯אָם. Baillet notes that the letter he identifies as כ is very similar to ב, and the similarity between these two letters is clearly discernible in the same line which begins with ב and in which the third to last word begins with כ. Ishay’s suggestion that the letter is כ is not very likely: it seems that in the כ later in the line and in the כ in line 11, there is not as straight a bottom line as in the letter now in question and in addition the angle of the bottom horizontal stroke and the right vertical stroke seems to be right – while usually in כ there is no angle at this point but a curving stroke. Thus, the letter should be interpreted as either ב or כ and since there is no clear reason to deviate from Duhaime, it is interpreted as כ in the following tables.

The following letter, which Duhaime reads as ק, Ishay ו and Qimron as ק, is also very unclear. The color photo (B-367012) shows that here the skin is damaged and it is quite possible that the letter is no longer completely visible. Therefore, although the letter’s left-sloping vertical stroke resembles the vertical stroke of the possible ק in the following line (17), this is probably not the whole gestalt of the letter. The top left stroke is probably not the top of the sloping vertical stroke but the top of another vertical stroke, the left leg of ק. As regards Ishay’s suggestion (י), the other י’s in the near context do not come so close to the bottom of the line and the top of י is usually more rounded. Thus, it seems that ק is the most likely option.

The third word is not easy to read either: Duhaime reads it as עפר, Baillet here reads עפים instead; Ishay reads עפר and Qimron עפר. Duhaime here follows Puech who has

304 Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100.
305 Baillet, DJD 7:25; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 127.
307 Baillet, DJD 7:25; Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 100; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 127.
given his own opinion on Baillet’s reading in his review of DJD 7. 308 What makes the reading especially difficult is that there are two supralinear letters just below the word; it seems that Ishay interprets the long vertical stroke of the supralinear as continuing the last vertical stroke of the questionable word and that is why she reads final nun. However, the color photo of the fragment (B-367012) shows clearly that the long vertical stroke is not a vertical stroke of but the top stroke of the interlinear. Qimron’s reading does not come into the question since the last trace of the word is a vertical stroke and this does not fit with . Baillet suggests that the vertical stroke is the left stroke of . However, when comparing the final strokes of this word to the ’s earlier in the fragment, it becomes clear that the most probable option is rather , , or . When the sign is , the left vertical stroke and the top horizontal stroke form the point of a wide triangle at the top of the letter. In this case, however, a very narrow triangle is formed at the top of the letter/letters. Duhaime suggests the combination is but this is not likely: the top of the penultimate stroke curves rapidly down while in , the top of the letter is practically a right angle. 309 So, the likely reading would be either , , or with perhaps the first one being the most probable; if the letters are compared to the ’s nearby, their horizontal strokes seem to be longer than those of the other ’s.

None of the suggestions is unproblematic with regard to the meaning of the word. denotes “dust” which would fit the context, and thus Baillet translates “poussière” although he reads . Another known word that comes to mind is which occurs in Psalm 104:12 and means “foliage” or “leafage.” This word is a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew Bible but occurs five times in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls (IQH 14:15, 4Q302 fragment 2 column 2, line 7; 4Q302 11:2; 4Q385a fragments 17a–e, column 2, line 3; 4Q433a 2:8). Some form of the verb may also come into consideration. According to Qimron, both this word (which he reads as ) and the previous one could be proper nouns. 310 However, there is no clear evidence of this, and it would be surprising to have unidentified proper nouns in the context. In the following table, the word is read as but translated according to Baillet and Duhaime as “dust” but with a question mark. 311

2.2.1.4.2 Contents

The text of this fragment (consisting of two pieces) can be divided into two parts: lines 7–14a form the instructive part of the text while lines 14b–17 include a speech given by a priest. No vacats are preserved. What can safely be concluded is that the instructions and the speech are not separated in any way: there probably is no space for a vacat at the end of line 14. Nor are there any other section markers visible.

---


309 Cf. at the end of the first word of line 16 and Abegg’s samples of letters in “The War Scroll,” 4.

310 Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 127.

When scrutinizing the actual text, it must be first noted that only little is left of both passages. However, regarding the instructions, it can be said that they concern the battle against the Kittim (lines 2:8, 10, 12), and at least the skirmishers (2:9) and a priest (2:13) are taking part in this clash. Some participants are going to fall in the battle but this will happen according to the divine plan (2:11). “The priest appointed for the battle” has a special task to strengthen the soldiers and to give a speech (2:13–14), probably to encourage the soldiers since “strengthening the hands” in line 14 refers to heartening. The speech itself is even more fragmentary but it gives the impression that both human and divine beings are involved in the battle (2:15). The speech mentions vengeance, and some stigmatized language is used (see רשעה in line 2:17). Sheol is mentioned (2:17) and the verb אכל is used twice (2:15, 17).

The text of 4Q491 fragments 8–10 column 2 (henceforth, the column is referred to as 4Q491a) has often been linked with the text of 1QM 16:3–17:14. This 1QM passage belongs to a section that gives instructions for the beginning of the battle. The priests shall direct the war with trumpets, and the gates of the battle shall be opened, and the soldiers shall take their position (16:4–5). Instructed by the trumpet signals, the soldiers shall take up arms and begin the battle (16:6–9). Later on (cf. the vacat in 16:10), another relay shall go to the battlefield and the previous one shall withdraw (16:11–13). The chief priest shall give a speech of encouragement (16:13–14) in order to strengthen the new battle line for the future. The actual speech that follows (16:15b–17:9) includes many ideas that do not occur very frequently in 1QM: first, the idea that God is testing his own people in wartime (16:15b), which indicates that the encouragement is not only needed in the case of panicking before the enemy but also because of panicking when one’s own side suffers losses; second, the idea of a leading figure of the enemy side, the “commander of the dominion of wickedness” (17:5–6); and third, the idea of the heavenly mediator, an “everlasting help” to whom is given the “might of the majestic angel” (17:6).

Table 7 demonstrates the similarities and the differences between 4Q491a and 1QM 16:8b–17:9:

---

312 Note that סוד occurs here for the only time in the War Texts.
313 In addition to this, Sheol occurs in the War Texts only in 1QM 14:18 and the parallel passage of 4Q491, fragments 8–10 column 1, line 15.
314 Cf. Duhaime (The War Texts, 43), who in his table of parallels and similarities between 1QM and Cave 4 manuscripts, draws a parallel between 4Q491 fragments 8–10 column 2:7–14 and both 1QM 15:2–7 and 1QM 16:3–17:14.
7 ... [...] 8 against the Kittim[m of...] 9 the skirmishers shall set [...] 10 the battle against the Kittim[...].

11 the slain of the crucible to fall according to [the mysteries of] God, then the... 12 a battle against the Kittim. For the first line [...] 13 The priest appointed for the battle shall draw near and take up position in front of [...] 14 He shall strengthen their hands with his wonderful mighty deeds.

And he shall speak up, saying, “... 15 vengeance, to devour among gods and men, for no [...] 16 flesh except dust (?). For now... [...] 17 It shall devour as far as Sheol, and the wicked assembly [...].”

Table 7: The texts of 4Q91, fragment 10 column 2 and 1QM 16:8–16.

8b When the sound is emitted, they shall set their hand to bring down among the slain of the Kittim. The whole 9 band shall cease the sound of the alarm, [but the priest]s shall keep blowing on the trumpets of the slain so that the battle against the Kittim shall still be conducted. 10 (vacat)

11 When [...] girds himself to help the Sons of Darkness, when the slain of the skirmishers begin to fall according to the mysteries of God, when all those appointed for the battle are put to test by them, 12 then the priests shall blow the trumpets of summoning for another line of the reserve to march out to the battle, and they shall take up position between the lines. 13 For those engaged in the battle, they shall blow the signal for withdrawal. The chief priest shall draw near and take up position in front of the line; he shall strengthen 14 their heart [... of God] and their hands for his battle. (vacat)

15 And he shall speak up, saying, “[...] the he[ar]t of his people, he puts to test within the crucible. Do not [...] your slain. For you have heard long ago, 16 according to the mysteries of God [...] ... to be warm.”
In 4Q491a, the instructive part of the text seems to be close to 1QM 16:8b–15a. Especially lines 11–14 of 4Q491a and lines 11–15a of 1QM 16 are textually close to each other. However, the differences between the texts are not just sporadic additions or omissions but large and recurrent. While in 4Q491a the slain are “the slain of the crucible” (חללי מצרף; cf. line 11) in 1QM 16 they are “the slain of the skirmishers” (חללי הבינים; cf. line 11). Also, the dissimilarity between the priests (כהן הרואש in 4Q491, line 13 and כוהן הרואש in 1QM 16:13), discussed in the Remarks section above, marks a difference between the two texts. The same is true concerning the body member which is strengthened: in 1QM 16 it is the heart and probably also hands (16:14) while in 4Q491a it is only hands (cf. line 14). At this point, the text of 1QM is probably a bit longer than that of 4Q491a. In addition, it seems that the text in 4Q491a is shorter than that of 1QM 16 in some other places: in lines 11–12 of 4Q491a, something about the priests follows right after the slain have fallen “according the mysteries of God,” but at the corresponding point in 1QM there is an explanation that the falling of the slain is meant to be a test for “all those appointed for the battle” (16:11–12). And while in 4Q491a only the first battle line is mentioned before the priest’s speech (see line 12, ונה הרואהכ), in 1QM 16 the other battle line (see line 12, אחרת ומער) is also discussed. All in all, 4Q491a and 1QM 16:8b–15a cannot be categorized as anything more than remote parallels (see chapter 1.4).

As regards the end of the text of column 2 of 4Q491a fragment 10, it includes an encouragement speech as does 1QM 16:15b–17:9. However, these speeches share just a few words, and, especially in the case of 1QM, those words are quite frequent (בשר, אלים). In addition, the speech in 4Q491a includes vocabulary that is not known from anywhere in 1QM (see סוד in line 17). Thus, this speech is distinct in comparison to 1QM but since it represents a genre that is also known in 1QM, it can be categorized to be a genre parallel of 1QM 16:15b–17:9.

What is noteworthy is that although the priest of 4Q491a (כהן החורש/החרוץ למל(prompt)_מה in line 13) does not occur in 1QM 16, it does occur in 1QM 15. Consequently, it has been suggested that 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2 has a link to 1QM 15 too. In addition, what has probably made scholars endorse this suggestion is Baillet’s arrangement of the fragments. Fragment 11 which in Baillet’s order follows fragment 10 column 2 includes a close textual parallel to 1QM 16:3–14 (see fragment 11, column 2, lines 1–12a), and it has been considered improbable that 4Q491a would include two successive passages parallel to one 1QM passage. The similarities and the differences between 4Q491a and 1QM 15:4–7 are indicated in the following table:

---

315 The relationship between the speeches can be assessed only on the basis of vocabulary: since there is so little left of the speech of 4Q491, the possible structural similarities or differences are impossible to see.
316 Cf. Duhaime, The War Texts, 43.
317 Cf. Table 11 in section 2.2.1.6.
318 The successiveness of these instructive passages depends on where one locates fragment 11 column 1, which will soon be discussed in section 2.1.1.3. If one, in the footsteps of Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 1–11), considers fragment 11 column 1 be a separate manuscript, this has often led to considering fragment 10 column 2 and fragment 11 column 2 as being successive in the original scroll. If one, instead, thinks that fragment 11 column 1...
4Q491 fragment 10 column 2

7 … […][…] 8 against the Kitt[m of…]’[…] 9 the skirmishe[r]s shall set […] 10 the battle against the Kittim[…] … […] 11 the slain of the crucible to fall according to [the mysteries of] God, then the […][…] 12 a battle against the Kittim. For the fir[st] line […] 13 The priest assigned for the battle shall draw near and take up position [in] front of […] 14 He shall strengthen their hands with his wonderful mighty deeds.

And he shall speak up, saying, “…” 15 vengeance, to devour among gods and men, for no […] 16 flesh except dust (?). For now… […] 17 It shall devour as far as Sheol, and the wicked assembly […]’

4 The chief priest shall take a position, his brothers the pr[iests], the Levites and all the men of the rule (being) with him. He shall read in their hearing 5 the prayer of the appointed time for wa[r… the bo]ok (?) of the rule of that time, with all their words of thanksgiving. He shall array there 6 all the lines … […] … . The priest shall walk along, the one assigned for the appointed time of vengeance according to the decision of 7 all his brothers, and he shall strengthen … […] …

And he shall speak up, saying, “Be strong and brave, be sons of worth!

Table 8: The texts of 4Q491 fragment 10 column 2 and 1QM 15:4–7.

The instructive parts of the texts share some terminology but they cannot be defined as close textual parallels – and when looking at Tables 7 and 8 it is clear that the instructive part of 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2 is more reminiscent of that of 1QM 16 than of that of 1QM 15. The speeches in 4Q491a and 1QM 15 share some terms (ינא in lines 14 of 1QM 15 and 15 of 4Q491a, ובש in lines 13 of 1QM 15 and 16 of 4Q491a, רישעה in lines 9 and 14 of 1QM 15 and 17 of 4Q491a) but all these terms also occur in the encouragement speech in lines 16:15b–17:9 (see lines 6–8). Therefore, if one has to choose only one of these two texts to be parallel (in some degree) to 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2, 1QM 16:8b–17:9 must be the choice.

But how can these differences and, at the same time, remarkable similarities between 4Q491a and 1QM 16–17 be explained? To start with just 4Q491a fragment 10 and 1QM, the brevity of fragment 10 column 2 easily leads us to hypothesize that it represents an earlier textual form in relationship to 1QM 16–17. Lines 1QM 16:13b–14 could be explained as an elaborated version of lines 13–14a of 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2: the author has added “heart” before “hands” and thus, widened the description of the encouragement. Similarly, the text in line 11b of 1QM 16 could be an expansion of line 11 of 4Q491a fragment 10 column 2: while in the last-mentioned passage, it is stated that the slain fall

is not a separate manuscript and places it between fragment 10 column 2 and fragment 11 column 2, it means that fragment 10 column 2 and fragment 11 column 2 do not follow each other directly. However, they can still be considered to be successive instructions that are just separated by a hymn section (fragment 11 column 1).
according to the mysteries of God, the first-mentioned adds that by these mysteries, all those appointed for the battle are tested. The idea of testing could hark back to the word "מצרף" which is often thought to be something in which people are tested and refined.319 These kinds of additions would have sharpened the confrontation in 1QM: they would have been used in order to create, or at least to strengthen, the sense of threat in the community that used and reworked the War Texts. However, 4Q491a fragment 11, discussed below, shows that these “additions” were already included in manuscript 4Q491a, and if the author/redactor of 1QM knew 4Q491a, he rather followed fragment 11 than fragment 10 when writing column 16. This is a good example of the fact that the War Text material has to be evaluated as a unity, not just by comparing two sporadic passages. In 4Q491a, the slightly different instructions in fragments 10 and 11 are probably meant to describe different phases of the war: the confrontation is sharpened while the war is proceeding. The author/redactor of 1QM – if he knew the text of 4Q491a – seems to favor an even sharper confrontation: the text of 4Q491 fragment 10 is practically omitted in 1QM and there is the text of column 15 instead. What links column 15 to 4Q491a fragment 10 is the “appointed priest” (החרוץ/החרושת/הכהן). The reference to him might reflect some kind of need to correct and specify priestly terminology: the possibility emerges that while החרוץ/החרושת in 4Q491 does not refer to any known priest, in 1QM 15, the term is corrected to רון/החכohen and a completely new situation is created in order to find a task for this new priestly character.

2.2.1.5 Fragment 11, column 1 + fragment 12

Duhaime reads these fragments as follows:321

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frg. 12:1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.umentu חכohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.סָיִם לֶהָלוֹר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.כְּנִי חַדּ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.אי לָענ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.לָענ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

319 Cf., e.g., Mal 3:2–3.
320 See the color photo of fragment 11 column 1 and 2 and fragment 12 in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-371355 and the monochrome photo (without fragment 12): http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-370893. Note that Qimron and Ishay do not edit these fragments at all.
321 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 152–156. What should be noted is that Duhaime does not place fragment 12 above fragment 11. He notes that Baillet places fragment 12 as “part of the praise found in fragment 11 column 1” but ends up stating that the exact location of fragment 12 is unknown. See Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 157n18.
322 See Remarks.
323 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 62) does not read this line at all but there is clearly a small ink trace visible at the top of the line that is otherwise destroyed.
The line numbering here (cf. Baillet, DJD 7:26–27; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 152) is based on the suggestion that fragment 11 columns 1 and 2 belong together and there are the same number of lines in both columns; contrary to this, see Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 1–3), who argues that fragment 11 columns 1 and 2 belong to different manuscripts. Lines 1–7 are visible in column 2. Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 56–57) and Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 980) use line numbers 1–17 here and so does Michael O. Wise, whose edition (presented in the article “A Study of 4Q491c, 4Q491b, 4Q427 7 and 1QHa 25:35–26:10” in DSD 7 [2000]:173–219) is included in the examination of fragment 11 column 1.

Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 56) sees מ and נ here, which he, however, marks as only possible letters. There are traces of two letters in view (see PAM 42.473, the middle piece on the bottom line) but it is really difficult to define them. The first one seems to come below the line so it might be final Mem but since the piece is torn at this point, it is even a bit difficult to perceive how the line actually goes here. Thus, Abegg’s suggestions remain very speculative.

According to Baillet (DJD 7:27), the original text here was the mem and it has been corrected to the instead of the mem so that מ has been corrected to מ and מ was added above the line. Baillet’s explanation is convincing: the מ was converted to מ by filling in the space between the “horns” of the מ and thus giving the letter a rounded top. The bottom part of the letter retains its מ-like characteristics.

As regards the word ממות, however, the mem is near the junction of the pieces and hardly visible. However, all the editors agree on the reading of this word, although Wise (“The War Scroll,” 182) is more cautious than the other editors and reads מ. Baillet (DJD 7:27) remarks at this point that מ and מ seem to be written without any space between the words.

According to Baillet (DJD 7:27), the original text here was מ and מ and מ was added above the line. Baillet’s explanation is convincing: the מ was converted to מ by filling in the space between the “horns” of the מ and thus giving the letter a rounded top. The bottom part of the letter retains its מ-like characteristics.

As regards the word ממות, however, the mem is near the junction of the pieces and hardly visible. However, all the editors agree on the reading of this word, although Wise (“The War Scroll,” 182) is more cautious than the other editors and reads מ. Baillet (DJD 7:27) remarks at this point that מ and מ seem to be written without any space between the words.

Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 56) does not mark any letters at the beginning of the line. However, there are small ink traces at the bottom of the line (seen both in PAM 42.473, the third fragment in the top line, and the color photo). The first one of these comes before the line and might well be the bottom left corner of a final Mem. Therefore, Duhaime’s reading here is plausible.

According to Wise (“The War Scroll,” 182), the undefined letter before the lacuna is מ. What is left of this letter is a small vertical stroke which could belong to מ but there might be other options as well (cf., e.g., the small trace at this point in line 9 which has been interpreted as a possible מ). Wise (“The War Scroll,” 185–186) discusses the possible reconstruction of the lacuna on the basis of parallel texts and his reading of the traces as מ or some other letter is mainly based on this. However, there is no material reason to change Duhaime’s notation here.

Baillet (DJD 7:27) reads מ here instead of מ (see also Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 980; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 56; Wise, “The War Scroll,” 182). In his notes on his readings, he considers both מ and מ and yet another option, although he considers that unlikely. As noted already, making a distinction between מ and מ is often very difficult or in fact impossible (see the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141). Since in this case too, it is not possible to achieve any certainty, there is no need to change Duhaime’s reading.

Wise (¶¶ 181–182) reads מ instead of מ. This is due to the removal of the small fragment that includes the letters מ and מ (cf. PAM 42.474, the sixth piece in the second lowest line). According to Wise, this fragment is “too wide and too long to fit as proposed” but the “masking” of the fragment, i.e. painting out the shadows along the edges, makes the placement look plausible (cf. Wise, ¶¶ 179–180). In Wise’s edition, removing the fragment also influences the reading of the end of lines 14 and 15 as well. However, after a careful material study, Davis ends up keeping this fragment where it is (cf. Davis, “There and Back Again,” e.g., the discussion on pp. 132–133 where Davis argues for the join between fragments 11c [the tall fragment at the left edge of the column, just before the margin] and 11a [the largest fragment in the right side of the column]), and thus, there is no need to correct Duhaime’s reading here. As regards the controversial fragment, the letters מ and מ are completely visible on it and after them, the right edge of the מ can also be seen clearly. Before the lacuna, the bottom of the left leg of the possible מ is also visible and of the right leg, a tiny ink trace is preserved. Other options might come into the question but Baillet (DJD 7:27) argues that these traces belong to מ rather than מ or מ preceded by another letter.
The final word of this line has been corrected by the scribe. According to Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 152), “the scribe has first written כמוני entonces, then he has changed the text to כמוני instead by modifying the כ to כפ and adding a ר. This explanation is already given by Baillet (DJD 7:28) who, however, notes that the corrected כ is perhaps the more probable option since the top trace of כ is usually a bit bigger than that of כ.

According to Baillet, the scribe first wrote כמי והייו then it corrected it to כמי והייו by adding a small כ above the name and adding cancellation dots around the כ. This is plausible. The second to last letter ר is not clearly visible either in PAM 42.474 (see the third fragment in the top line) or in the new color photo, unless a really tiny spot just before ר is part of it.

Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) reads כמי here instead of כמי. Only the top left of the letter is visible, and it is therefore difficult to define exactly. כ or כ could also come into consideration. However, of כ and כ, כ is perhaps the better option since the top trace of כ is usually a bit bigger than that of כ.

For the controversial letter, there is only a small ink trace visible, best seen in PAM 42.474 (see the rightmost fragment in the top line). Neither Baillet nor Wise comment their readings here but obviously the question is whether the traces are too small to be visible above the great tear. Again, the traces are better seen in PAM 42.474 (see the third fragment in the top line). As regards the first letter ר, it is a more likely option than כ since with כ, the top left part of the letter is usually a bit higher than the top right part and that is not the case with the traces. In ר, however, the situation is reversed so the traces fit in with it. In general, the traces are so small that conclusions made on the basis of them must remain very tentative. However, I do not see sufficient reason to abandon Duhaime’s reading for the benefit of the other suggestion. At the end of the line, there is one big lamed which is preserved. See Remarks.

For the second case, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.

For the controversial letter, there is only a small ink trace visible, best seen in PAM 42.474 (see the rightmost fragment in the top line). As regards the first letter ר, it is a more likely option than כ since with כ, the top left part of the letter is usually a bit higher than the top right part and that is not the case with the traces. In ר, however, the situation is reversed so the traces fit in with it. In general, the traces are so small that conclusions made on the basis of them must remain very tentative. However, I do not see sufficient reason to abandon Duhaime’s reading for the benefit of the other suggestion. At the end of the line, there is one big lamed which is preserved. See Remarks.

In this line, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.

For the controversial letter, there is only a small ink trace visible, best seen in PAM 42.474 (see the rightmost fragment in the top line). As regards the first letter ר, it is a more likely option than כ since with כ, the top left part of the letter is usually a bit higher than the top right part and that is not the case with the traces. In ר, however, the situation is reversed so the traces fit in with it. In general, the traces are so small that conclusions made on the basis of them must remain very tentative. However, I do not see sufficient reason to abandon Duhaime’s reading for the benefit of the other suggestion. At the end of the line, there is one big lamed which is preserved. See Remarks.

In this line, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.

In this line, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.

In this line, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.

In this line, there are two cases in which Wise (“The War Scroll,” 152) is more cautious than Duhaime: at the beginning of the preserved line, he reads כמי instead of כמי and right after the middle lacuna, he reads כמי instead of כמי. In the first case, a very weak trace of a possible כ can be distinguished in PAM 42.474 (the third fragment in the top line) and in the second case, the same photo (the last fragment in the top line) the top of the left part of the bottom stroke of the possible כ is clearly visible. So, in these cases there is no reason to correct Duhaime’s readings. Instead, about the end of the preserved line, see Remarks.
2.2.1.5.1 Remarks

In fragment 12 line 5, the first word of the fragment has been the subject of discussion: First, Abegg reads ו֯נים instead of ו֯ני. According to him, the first lamed is “almost certainly” not interlinear. With regard to another ו later in the same line, its top reaches the line above and the same is true of the ו in line 3. However, in both examples, the top of ו remains lower than the one at the beginning of line 5. Therefore, there is no reason to amend Duhaime’s reading here, although it must be noted that the interlinear placement of ו is not definite. Second, Abegg also argues that the letter after י (now marked with ◊) is a “badly made final mem.” Baillet already noted that this letter is corrected but it is impossible to determine what it was and to what it was changed. ◊ is one option but since the letter is corrected, one could basically suggest many other options and argue that the letter is “badly made.” Therefore, ◊ is preserved to denote this letter. Third, what is common to Baillet, Abegg, and García Martínez and Tigchelaar is that all three see an unidentified letter before ו֯. Baillet notes that in PAM 41.846, the reading is most visible and when scrutinizing the photo, one can clearly see a tiny ink trace at the top of the line on the right edge of the fragment. Thus, at this point, there is reason to amend Duhaime’s reading from ◊ to ◊ or ◊.

In fragment 11 column 1, in the middle of line 9, Duhaime reads only יָרְנָן, while many other editors distinguish more letters: Baillet reads וְיָרְנָן here and Abegg and García Martínez and Tigchelaar also see ו and י between the lacunas. Instead, Wise sees there ו and י and reads וְיָרְנָן and Davis suggests yet another reading וְיָרְנָן. There really are small ink traces left at the bottom of the line (best visible in PAM 42.474) but it is extremely difficult to say to which letter or letters they might belong. According to Wise, “the traces are too far apart to represent contiguous sade and dalet” but he does not give any special material explanation for his own readings either. The most plausible solution here would be to just mark two undefined letters according to two tiny traces and read וְיָרְנָן.

In line 12, at the end of the line, there is no space between ו and the preceding unidentified letter. There are, though, some cases in which the space between the words is really short or even non-existent but there is no reason to suggest that ו would be a separate letter here.

As is the case with many fragments, in fragment 11 too it is often practically impossible to distinguish between ו and י and this causes interpretative problems. In line 13,
Wise reads באלים instead of באלים. 351 According to him, the reading באלים “either produces a clause that yields no meaning, or fails to take account of the scribe’s evident intention to erase מ ruta.” Therefore, Wise ends up comparing the line with line 15 where באלים and other words known in this line also occur (cf. line 15b: באלים מרה באלים). 352 Baillet, who reads באלים in line 13, suggests that the scribe failed to mark the deletion dots around באלים that precedes מרה. This would mean that the scribe intended to write באלים but accidentally wrote באלים and therefore, after noticing his mistake, decided to start again and marked מרה as erased, meaning that also באלים should be skipped. The problem with this interpretation is that for this mistake, one would expect to have ה before באלים (אלא). Therefore, Wise’s explanation is more reasonable and in the following table, the text and its translation are corrected to follow it. 353

At the beginning of line 14, Baillet, García Martínez and Tigchelaar, and Abegg read באלים instead of באלים. A really tiny ink trace is visible on the right edge of the fragment, just before ה, so at this point Baillet’s reading better reflects what one sees on the fragment. However, ה and ה are clearly visible and a small difference in size between them is distinguishable – and thus, Baillet’s marking of these letters to be uncertain is unnecessary caution.

Later in line 14, there is an ink trace, probably a small letter, between the lines, above the word אשת and below the word יאמר. It might have to do with either יאמר או או יאמר, although most scholars have interpreted it as an interlinear letter belonging to אשת. 355 Baillet goes through different options for interpreting the trace: According to him, the trace fits with ה or ה. As ה, it could be interpreted to indicate that the first ה of יאמר should be deleted in which case the alternative reading would be יאמר. As ה, it could suggest an alternative reading with ה, namely יאמר. However, Baillet does not consider it likely that the trace indicated a correction to the word above it but rather to the word below it. Interpreting it as denoting deletion is probable since there are small dots below and above it, just like the deletion dots above the word יאמר in line 13. Thus, it could indicate that the ה in אשת (.hitpa‘el of יאמר, “to count oneself among”) should be deleted which produces an alternative reading אשת (niph‘al of יאמר, “to be reckoned, accounted”). 356 In his translation, Baillet follows this interpretation and marks the hitpa‘el form to be erased and the niph‘al form to be read: “Moï, avec les êtres divins je {me compte} <suis compté> et ma résidence (est) dans la congrégation sainte.” 357 García Martínez and Tigchelaar and Wise seem to translate the
niph'al form ("I am counted among the gods;" "I am reckoned with the angels") while Duhaime translates "I reckon myself among the divine beings," seeming thus to understand the hitpa'el to be the intended reading.\(^358\) In the end, the difference between hitpa'el and niph'al is not very significant here: in both cases the content of the clause is that the speaker considers himself to be among the divine beings, somehow equal to them. Therefore, the following translation keeps Duhaime’s phrasing. However, it should be noted that if correcting the form from hitpa'el to niph'al, something other than correcting a scribal mistake may be signified: it might arise from the need to emphasize that being among divine beings was not only the speaker’s experience but also that others reckoned him to be with the gods.

In line 17, in the beginning part of the line, Baillet, García Martínez and Tigchelaar, and Wise see a letter before קְנִי.\(^359\) Baillet and García Martínez and Tigchelaar do not define it but according to Wise it is possibly א. A really weak trace of ink is distinguishable in PAM 42.474 (see the third fragment in the top line) but which letter it might have belonged to is impossible to say. The most plausible solution here is to mark קְנִי.

At the end of the blank line 19, a ו (the top stroke is visible) occurs that is much bigger than normal. Different alternatives have been presented to explain it: According to Eshel, Stegemann understood the ו to be part of the name ישראלי.\(^360\) However, there are no clear arguments for this. Wise, for example, says that he cannot discern "any particular reason why the scribe might write the name in enormous letters here."\(^361\) Smith assumes that the ו may indicate the number of the poem or the book of poems,\(^362\) but Wise objects by noting that the letters can serve as numerical notations "only to number a scroll’s sheets" and only "a few times in the Dead Sea Scrolls." Scribes used letters as numbers very rarely and more often they "spell numbers out as words."\(^363\) Wise himself suggest that ו has to do with recensional activity that the text in fragment 11 column 1 has undergone.\(^364\) He refers to manuscript 4Q422, 4QpaleoExod\(^b\), which includes large הווים in the left margin of the column, always after the half-line vacat that indicate the largest paragraph divisions in the document. In every case, the large ו belongs to the verbal form starting in the next line, at the beginning of the new paragraph.\(^365\) According to Wise, the ו in fragment 11 column 1 can be seen as an analogy for the practice in 4Q422, representing "the inseparable preposition separated, properly attaching to the first word of the Hymn of the Righteous" starting after the vacat.\(^366\) Tov, however, questions Wise’s suggestion. According to him, concerning 4Q422 the "parallel of the הווים in open spaces is invalid as these were written in spaces between the


\(^{360}\) Eshel, "4Q471B: A Self-Glorification Hymn," 183–184 n. 35.

\(^{361}\) Wise, "מְנַחֵּי בָּאָלֶּים", 192.


\(^{363}\) Wise, "מְנַחֵּי בָּאָלֶּים", 192.

\(^{364}\) Wise, "מְנַחֵּי בָּאָלֶּים", 192.

\(^{365}\) Wise, "מְנַחֵּי בָּאָלֶּים", 192–193.

\(^{366}\) Wise, "מְנַחֵּי בָּאָלֶּים", 193.
sections in the paleo-Hebrew script.” He enumerates some further examples of the large letters that are located in the margins (mems in 4Q107 and 4Q546) but does not draw any conclusions.367

Although the significance of the ג is not clear, its location near the vacat allows me to suggest that it has something to do with the paragraph division. Also, this scribal practice that is not known elsewhere in 4Q491a or in any other War Texts might indicate that some of the hymnic material was regarded as somewhat divergent from its context. This question is discussed further in the following content analysis.

At the end of line 21, Wise reads "בֵית instead of ]° and in this case, there is a reason to doubt Baillet’s and Duhaime’s reading: the remaining traces of the first letter seem not to form the top stroke of כ since there is a noticeable notch in the traces (which is not so typical of כ). However, this notch does not fit very well to Wise’s suggestion either, namely ג – although ג seems to be a more probable option than כ. Other options might be ג, י, or י, but י and כ would probably require more space between the strokes and in the case of כ, there would probably be a sharper stroke in the top left part of the letter. Therefore, at this point, it is safest to mark just °. Of the second letter, not enough is left to define it, so one must be content with reading ]°°.

2.2.1.5.2 Contents

Fragment 12 is so small and includes so few complete words that it is difficult to analyze its content. What can be said with fair certainty is that there is a protagonist speaking in the first person singular forms (line 4) but this protagonist is not the only figure: the dwelling that is mentioned (line 2) is not “my” but “his.” Of other fully preserved words both כבד and הדר (in lines 2 and 4) refer to honor, which is thus probably something important in the text. These two words are common in the Dead Sea Scrolls but הדר does not occur anywhere else in the preserved War Texts. The wordsמענה and רחבו (in lines 2–3) are rarer (4–7 occurrences in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls) and they do not occur anywhere else in the preserved War Text manuscripts. Both refer to locations. It is noteworthy that all the preserved words of the fragment also occur in 1QH3 – a collection that also preserves parallels to the hymns in fragment 11 column 1.

Fragment 11 column 1 is better preserved. One full-line vacat (line 19) divides the text into two sections which Baillet named “Cantique de Michel” and “Cantique des justes.” The hymn before the vacat can possibly be divided into smaller sections on the basis of its content, but beyond the vacat in line 19, nothing else indicates any ancient structuring of the text.

At the beginning of the column, God is addressed with third person forms (cf., e.g., line 10). Other actors are “holy ones” (קדושים, line 9), the “council of the poor ones” (עצת אביונים, line 11), and the “perfect ones” of something (תמימי, line 11) which all probably refer to one group that has a special status in God’s eyes. The hymn is related to a joyous occasion,
probably to a victory; verbal forms tell that a group of people will sing (רו, line 8) and be glad (גיא, line 8). In addition, God is described as having established his truth a long time ago and something is said about “his mysteries” (רו, line 10).

Somewhere in lines 12–13, the description changes from the third person forms to the first person: “I” starts to praise himself. In line 12, the “powerful throne in the congregation of the divine beings” is mentioned and it is stated that entrance to this throne is restricted since the kings of the East cannot sit (ישב) on it. The reader gets the impression that the kings of the East and “I” are somehow contrasted since it seems that the “I” is one who has actually has sat (ישב) on the throne. In line 14, the “I” is described as being something very different from ordinary human beings: in addition to being “among the divine beings” and “in the holy congregation” (which probably form a parallelism), his desire is “not according to the flesh.” This seems to indicate dissimilarity to humans. However, when the comparative setup continues with the questions starting in line 15, these questions suggest that the protagonist is not only unique in his glory (cf. line 15) but also in grieving and being in distress (line 16) — which are more easily to be connected with human beings than with angels. The question section ends with a very similar phrase to one that was found in its beginning (cf. lines 14 and 18: ארוך יאלא “I reckon myself among the divine beings…”). Before the vacat in line 19, something is said about the gold from Ophir which is known only from four other non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls (4Q437, 4Q405, 4Q427, 4Q438, 4Q472).

The hymn starting in line 20 is far more fragmentary than the text before the vacat. Presumably, this hymn also starts by using the third person form. The “righteous ones” (צדיקים) in line 20 are the actors in this hymn and probably those who are ordered to sing praise or play (זמר) for God “in the holy dwelling” (הקדש במעון). Victorious tones are present in this hymn as well — as reflected by terms like “jubilation” (רנה, line 21), “everlasting joy” (עולמים שמחת, line 21) and “power” (כוח, line 23). Not much more can be said about the content of this hymn.

The scholarly discussion concerning these hymns is mainly focused on the question of the identity of the protagonist speaking in the first hymn. The vast interest in

---

368 Note, however, the different spellings: אופיר in 4Q491 and אופיר in 4Q427. Scholars have usually suggested that the latter form is a scribal error (cf. Eshel, “4Q471B: A Self-Glorification Hymn,” 192).

369 The identity of the speaker of the so-called Self-Glorification Hymn (thought to be preserved in 4Q491a, 4Q431 [4QH] fragment 1, 4Q427 [4QH] fragment 1 column 1 and 1QHa fragments 46 and 56) has generated a huge scholarly discussion. I present here some key points in a concise manner. In his edition, Baillet named fragment 11 column 1 Cantique de Michel et cantique de justes, meaning that lines 8–18 should be attributed to the archangel Michael while the rest of the text was the song of the righteous. However, the identification of the speaker as Michael was soon criticized. Morton Smith (“Ascent to the Heavens and Deification in 4QM” in Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea Scrolls: the New York University Conference in Memory of Yigael Yadin [Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990], 185) stated that 1QM cannot be used for arguing this identification since there, Michael does not appear as a person but is only mentioned in some shield inscriptions (1QM 9:15–16) and in the chief priest’s promise (1QM 17:6–7) where the authority of Michael (מיכאל משלח) is twice mentioned. In addition to this, Smith asks why the archangel would compare himself to the kings of the East or to sailors and why would such a supernatural being need to glorify himself at all (cf. Smith, “Ascent to the Heavens and Deification in 4QM,” 186–197). In his opinion, the speaker must be a human being and the hymn reflects the idea of deification which might also have to do with “some practices that produce extraordinary experiences understood as encounters with gods or angels” (Smith, “Ascent to the Heavens and Deification in 4QM,” 187–
analyzing this question and the hymns in general is partly to be explained by the fact that the two hymns are not preserved only in 4Q491a: there are three passages among the Hodayot manuscripts that are considered to represent them together with 4Q491a fragment 11. These passages are in 4Q431 (4QHד) fragment 1, 4Q427 (4QHג) fragment 1 column 1 and 1QHא fragments 46 and 56. Of these, 4Q427 is relatively well preserved whereas especially fragments of 1QHא are very small and include only a very few complete words. Table 9 shows how the texts have been reconstructed with the help of each other. It demonstrates that 4Q427 is the best preserved of the three Hodayot passages, and since it can be plausibly reconstructed according to 4Q431, it is best to use it as a point of comparison to 4Q491a fragment 11. 4Q427 is also the oldest of the manuscripts that have preserved the two hymns: it can be dated to the first half of the first century BCE while 1QHא, 4Q431 and 4Q491a are from the second half that same century. Table 10 demonstrates that, on the one hand, there are some clear lexical similarities between 4Q427 and 4Q491a but, on the other hand, the texts of the two passages do not follow each other very closely.

In 4Q427 fragment 7 column 1, no vacats or other sense divisions have been preserved. However, the loose similarity with 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1 guides us to divide the text in two, at least for study purposes: the first part ends in line 13a and the second part begins in line 13b. The first part is reminiscent of the text of 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1, lines 8–18. In this part, by using the preposition כמד and the verbs יעד, דמה and חשב, it is shown that the protagonist (“I”) is incomparable among other beings. Only the last two words are also known in 4Q491a but the thematic setting is clearly similar: lines 8–18 of 4Q491a form a description of the protagonist who is unique. The references to refined gold (פצ) and

---

188). Later, many scholars agreed with Smith that the speaker is a human being and the most supported suggestions of his identity have been the Teacher of Righteousness or some later teacher, the eschatological high priest, or a Messianic leader of the Qumran community. On the Teacher theory, cf. John J. Collins, who brought the Teacher of Righteousness out as one option (cf. Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls [The literature of the Dead Sea Scrolls; London, New York: Routledge, 2002], 147) but later ended up considering the later teacher from the late first century BCE as the more probable option (cf. Collins, “A Throne in the Heavens: Apotheosis in pre-Christian Judaism” in Death, Ecstasy, and Other Worldly Journeys [ed. by J. J. Collins & M. Fishbane; Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995]) and Martin Abegg Jr. (“Who Ascended to Heaven, 72), who argues that the Teacher might have identified himself as the speaker or another after him might have done this. About the eschatological high priest, cf. Collins (Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 147), to whom this priest is also a messianic character and Eshel (“4Q471B: A Self-Glorification Hymn,” 196–201). About the messianic leader, cf. Israel Knohl, The Messiah before Jesus: The Suffering Servant of the Dead Sea Scrolls (translated by David Maisel; Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). 20. More recent suggestions have been that the speaker should be interpreted as a collective: Wise argues that in the hymn, “each individual member of the user group spoke of himself or herself” (cf. Wise, “תורם את נפשו באלים כמיếm,” 216). Fletcher-Louis connects the hymn to the liturgical context and argues that “the most plausible identity for the speaker --- is a priest who describes his experience of apotheosis during the liturgy of the community’s worship” (cf. Crispin H. T. Fletcher-Louis, All the glory of Adam: Liturgical Anthropology in the Dead Sea Scrolls [STDJ 42; Leiden: Brill, 2002], 215). And finally, Baillet’s old identification has gained some recent support: Garcia Martinez argues that “the original attribution by Baillet of the hymn to the Archangel makes more sense than all other attributions proposed because it is the only one that respects the elements preserved in 4Q491.” Garcia Martinez makes a significant observation by emphasizing the importance of interpreting the hymn in its context. According to him, while in 4Q491 the protagonist probably is an archangel, in the Hodayot, the protagonist must be the Teacher of Righteousness who also speaks through the first person singular forms elsewhere in the collection. Cf. Garcia Martinez, “Old Texts and Modern Mirages,” 336, 338–339.

the gold of Ophirim (הַדָּם אֲבֵי רוּהִים / מַכָּה אֲבֵי רוּהִים) preserved in both texts – being otherwise rare in the Dead Sea Scrolls – link the two passages. In addition, both texts state that their protagonist somehow is akin to the divine beings.

The second part of the text in 4Q427 fragment 7 is an exhortation to praise God. This hymn reflects the close relationship between human and divine beings: those who praise (probably human beings) are to be in the “congregation of God,” in the “holy habitation,” among “the eternal hosts” and in the “common assembly” where the worship takes place (cf. lines 13b–18a). There, their task is to sing praise (זרם), sing (שיר), rejoice (שמח), ring out joy (רנן hiph'il), give praise (זמר pi'el), exult (רומ polel), consider God to be great (גדול), sanctify (קדש hiph'il) God’s name, raise up (روم hiph'il) their voice, sound (שמח hiph'il) a joyful music, pour out (נבע hiph'il) their joy, and bow down (שחה hiph'il). The hymn is reminiscent of 4Q491a fragment column 1, lines 20–24 which is not, however, preserved as well. In addition to the lexical similarities between these two passages, in lines 18b–23 of 4Q427, God is described in many ways of which at least doing wonderful deeds (פלא) and helping those who have stumbled (כמקום) are also known from 4Q491a, in the preceding context of the hymn of fragment 11 column 1, lines 20–24 in fragments 8–10 column 1, line 6, cf. also 1QM 14:9 and 18:7, 10; cf. in 8–10 column 1, line 2: can be reconstructed according to 1QM 14:5). Despite the clear lexical links, the hymns in 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1, lines 20–24 and in 4Q427 fragment 7 column 1, lines 13b–23 are not entirely similar: the righteous ones (צדיקים) occur only in 4Q491a and the same is true of proclaiming the meditation (בהגיא השמיע) and raising the horn (קרן הקים).

Many scholars have observed the similarities between 4Q491a and 4Q427 and tried to create models to explicate their relationship. Esther Eshel explains the differences and similarities between the two texts by suggesting that they represent two different “recensions”: 4Q427 fragment 7 belongs to recension A and 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1 belongs to recension B. Eshel tends to think that recension B is a later version of recension A but she also introduces the possibility that the two recensions might have developed from one common source.371 This latter option is to be regarded as hypothetical for at least two reasons:372 First, it is an undeniable fact that the source is not known. Second, if there was a similar source behind the hymns preserved, one must conclude that this source was considered to be quite freely editable. Consequently, if one argues that the scribe of 4Q491a was able to make many changes to his unknown source, it is equally possible that he made substantial changes to the text of 4Q427. Therefore, it is simpler to think that either of the hymns might just as well be dependent on the other.373

371 Cf. Eshel, “4Q471B: A Self-Glorification Hymn,” 189–191, 201. Eshel argues for the lateness of recension B by noting that it duplicates some of the phrases known in recension A and adds some new themes in comparison to recension A, namely the difference between the protagonist and ordinary people and the horn that she interprets to be the “horn of the Messiah.”

372 Cf. also the discussion concerning 4Q491a fragments 8–10 column 1 and 1QM 14:4–18 in section 2.2.1.3.

373 Wise, “The Poem of Salvation,” 214: “[W]hy posit a third source for which there is no evidence?”
Table 9: The text of 4Q431 (4QH²) fragment 1, 4Q427 (4QH²) fragment 1 column 1, and 1QH² fragment 46 column 2 and fragment 56 column 2.
1 [...] 2 [...] his dwelling and honored [...] 3 [...] ... to the widths of [...] 4 [...] And me, splendor of [...] 5 [...] ... and no [...] 6 [...] [...]

8 [...] 9 [...] [...][...][...] wondrously terrible things [...][...] of his might [...] ... shall sing and the holy ones shall be glad in [...] [...][...] in righteousness 10 [...] Israel He has established long ago his truth, and his mysteries prudence in all[...] [...][...] worth 11 [...] [...][...] [...][...] [...] and the council of the poor ones to an everlasting congregation [...] [...][...] those perfect ones of 12 [...] forever a powerful throne in the congregation of divine beings, on which all the kings of the East cannot sit, and their nobles [...] [...][...] be similar 13 [...] my glory to me; (shall be similar), none is exalted besides me, and none comes to me, for I have sat on [...] in the heavens. There is no 14 [...] I reckon myself among the divine beings, and my place (is) in the holy congregation. [My] desire (is) not according to the flesh [...] all what is precious to me (is) in the glory 15 [...] the holy [dwelling]. [Wh]o is reckoned as contemptible because of me, and who is similar to me in my glory? Who, like sea travellers, will come back to tell 16 [...] Who [...] grieves as I do, and who [...] ... distress as compared with me? There is none. I have been taught, and no instruction is comparable 17 [...] Who will attack when I open my mouth, and the flow of my lips, who will prevail against (it)? Who will summon me and stand the comparison with my judgment? 18 [...] [or I am reckoned among the divine beings, [and] my glory with the king’s sons. No [refine]d gold nor gold from Ophir 19 [...] vacat [...] vacat [...] vacat

20 [...] the righteous ones in the God of [...] in the holy dwelling, play for him[...] 21 [...] let jubilation be heard in meditation [...] in everlasting joy, and there is no [...] 22 [...] ... to raise the horn [...] [...][...] 23 [...] ... to make his hand known with power [...] 24 [...] [...]

5) holiness 6) is despised like me like me; and there ceases] evil; 7) it will be like me will be like] my [teachings] 8) who will compare to me and who (is) like me] among the heavenly beings 9) the outpourings of my lips who will sustain]; wh[o] by speech is similar to me; 10) beloved of the king, a companion to the holy ones, and it will not come 11) [and to] my glory it will not be comparable; a[s] for me, [my] place is with the heavenly beings, 12) [and glory] not by gold will I be for myself, and the gold of Ophir is not 13) [in me, and] not will be reckoned for me.

Sing praise, O beloved ones, sing to the king of 14) [glory], rejoice in the congregation of God, ring out joy in the tents of salvation, give praise in the [holy] habitation. 15) [ex]alt together among the eternal hosts, ascribe greatness to our God and glory to our king. 16) [Sanctify his name with strong lips and mighty tongue, raise up together your voice 17) at all] times, sound aloud joyful music, rejoice with everlasting joy 18) unceasingly, worship in the common assembly. Bless the one who wonderfully does majestic deeds, and makes known his strong hand, 19) [sealing mysteries and revealing hidden things, raising up those who stumble and those among them who fall 20) [by restoring the step of those who wait for knowledge, but casting down the lofty assemblies of the eternally proud, 21) [confirm]ing mysteries of splendor and estab[lishing] glorious [m]arvels; (bless] the one who judges with destructive wrath 22) [...] in lovingkindness, righteousness, and in abundant mercies, favour 23) [...] mercy for those who frustrate his great goodness, and a source of
However, not everyone agrees with Eshel that it is the “recension” preserved in 4Q427 that is the older of these two: Wise argues that, as a longer text (according to his reconstructions), the one preserved in the Hodayot manuscripts more probably rewrites the text of 4Q491a than vice versa. García Martínez, for his part, has challenged the whole question of the direction of influence: for him, in the end, the two “recensions” are very different, linked only by “some lexicographical affinity, a few common expressions, and a common theme.” Furthermore, in this case, García Martínez finds the term “recension” useless and he ends up emphasizing that the hymns should be read and interpreted within their own literary contexts.

There is no reason to disagree with García Martínez about the unhelpfulness of the term “recension”: the term as Eshel uses it leads too easily to the presupposition of some “original” text of which different variant versions have been preserved. However, no evidence can be presented for this “original,” but what one has is the manuscripts and the text in them. Consequently, what should primarily be studied is the concrete material, not any hypothetical composition. In addition, García Martínez’s observation about the significant differences between the texts is noteworthy: the originality of each text is easily dwarfed by labeling the texts as “recensions” or “versions.” Instead, the concepts created for this study make it possible to describe different levels of parallelism without yet arguing anything about their possible literary dependence. It is clear that the texts in 4Q491a and 4Q427 cannot be categorized as close parallels since, for the purposes of this study, the close parallelism appears on the level of wording. Instead, as García Martínez notes, the texts share a common theme (and also some expressions and words) – a theme that is, to crown it all, unique. Also, both texts represent a hymnic genre. Therefore, despite the differences between them, the texts can undeniably be labeled as remote parallels or at least as genre parallels.

What conclusions can then be drawn on these texts? One is that their unique theme, the so-called self-glorification, was not a one-time innovation but considered to be worth transmitting. Furthermore, implanting this theme into different contexts and reworking

---

377 Since the Hodayot manuscripts are not the main subject of this study, their texts and translations are not analyzed here in detail. Consequently, in this table, the translations are not harmonized but the translation of 4Q427 is taken directly from its editor Eileen Schuller (DJD 29:77–124). The gray highlighting indicates the similarities between the texts although their translations may differ.
380 In her article “Self-Glorification Hymn” (in Outside the Bible: Ancient Jewish Writings Related to Scripture [ed. by L. H. Feldman, J. L. Kugel & L. H. Schiffman; Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 2013], 1924–1926), Esther Eshel argues that the Self-Glorification Hymn is “partially preserved in four Qumran manuscripts” (see p. 1924).
381 See the definitions of “close parallel,” “remote parallel,” and “genre parallel” in chapter 1.4.
it into different textual forms was allowed, and consequently, its interpretation was somewhat flexible. At this stage of the study, one can infer that hymns and speeches seem to offer a place to pursue literary creativity and also allow the presentation of novel ideas. In the case of the two hymns in fragment 11 column 1, the exceptional scribal practices used in this fragment can probably be explained as signifying the uniqueness of the text as well: as was speculated in the remarks above, the big *lamed* near the left margin of the column could be explained as an indication of unique text embedded in the war material. A further, perhaps noteworthy point is that in 4Q491a the hymns are written in a script different from the text in their context. There are different explanations for this fact (see section 2.2.1.2) but what should also be taken into account is the divergent content of the part written in this divergent script. As with the big *lamed*, changing the script may also point to the uniqueness of the material. The *vacat* in line 19 – one practice that marks a difference between the self-glorification material in the *Hodayot* texts and 4Q491a – indicates a desire to structure the text that may support the idea that the material was taken from the *Hodayot* texts and was reworked for its present context.382

What should also be noted is that although the protagonist glorifying himself is a rare theme, the general idea of the connection between human and divine beings is not: divine beings are mentioned in 4Q491a many times (8–10i:14; 10ii:15, 11i:12, 14, 16; 13:1; 15:8; 24:3, 4) and although most of the mentions are fragmentary, it can be concluded that they appear together with human beings (cf., e.g., fragment 10 column 2, line 15: יוניםו יהב).383 In fragment 11 column 1, the connection between humans and the divine is strongest. When reading the hymns in their present context, i.e., combined with the military instructions, emphasizing the special relationship to God and/or divine beings, and even blurring the boundary between human and divine appear to be a way of whipping up the spirit, the will to fight. Steven Weitzman notes that it is a well-known fact that “religious belief can motivate soldiers to fight harder and take more risks.”384 This kind of motivation and encouragement appears frequently in the War Texts and especially in their speeches and hymns (cf., e.g., 1QM 10:2–5a; 15:7–16:1; 16:15–17:9). Thus, it is quite possible that by reworking the two hymns already known from the *Hodayot* tradition and combining them with the war material, the idea of the special connection between human and divine – that was

---

382 One fact that might also support the idea that the text of fragment 11 column 1 was reworked for its present context is that most of the scribal corrections of 4Q491a are concentrated in this column (see 11 i 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 whereas elsewhere in the Scroll, see only 8–10 i 15 and 10 ii 17). There are many different correction procedures used (cancellation dots, interlinear letters, a box-like shape), which may indicate that the corrections were not made all at once.

383 Note, however, that in 4Q491b, the “holy angels” (מלאכי קדשים) are described to be “within their lines” (cf. line 10) and the “commander of his angels” (מלאכי צבאם; cf. line 3) seems to play some role in the war, while in 4Q491a, angels (מלאכים) are not mentioned at all.

384 Cf. Steven Weitzman “Warring against Terror: The War Scroll and the Mobilization of Emotion” in *Journal for the Study of Judaism* 40 (2009): 219. In general in his article, Weitzman argues that 1QM reflects Greco-Roman theories of troop psychology according to which supernatural portents and ritual activity could be used to promote militancy.
already in embryo in other parts of the text – was made stronger and the psychological influence of the text was reasserted.

2.2.1.6 Fragment 11, column 2

Duhaime reads these fragments as follows:

The only visible letter is very weakly represented: only a small ink spot at the bottom of the letter is preserved. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not read the letter, and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) marks an undetermined letter at this point. Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 22) reads ז here but reconstructs the word differently from Baillet (DJD 7:30), Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 152), and García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974). In view of the ז in the line immediately below this character, ז seems to be the least likely interpretation. The sign in line 1 does not come nearly far enough below the bottom of the line to be ז unless it is malformed. In my opinion, the letter must remain undetermined.

García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 974) place this ז inside the brackets but it is clearly in view on the fragment and all the other editors read it as a certain letter.

Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) does not read the possible ש at the beginning of the preserved line but reconstructs the letter in the lacuna. According to Baillet (DJD 7:31), on the fragment there was a tiny remnant left of this א. In PAM 42.473, this trace can no longer be distinguished.

At this point, Baillet (DJD 7:31) remarks that the fragment is peeling and that therefore, the traces of ד are barely visible. Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) reads here only `א. In PAM 42.473, there is only a very tiny ink spot left of the possible ש. The ש that follows ד after a short lacuna is clearly a more probable letter since its top stroke is in view. However, the whole reading ש[א]ד[א]ן has to be left tentative.

This ש is weakly visible: only the top of the letter can be seen. However, the top of ש can easily be identified and the letter is almost certain although Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not read it at all.

Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 23) omits marking the vacat. However, there clearly is a blank space at this point. The letter that follows the vacat is barely visible: only a small ink spot at the top of the letter is preserved. Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) marks an undetermined letter at this point but the ש marked by all the other editors is a good guess.

Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) reads רפאם here. This spelling occurs in 1QM three times in total (16:3, 18:5, 19:11; cf. also 4Q494, line 4) and always when speaking of the chief priest. The spelling רפאם, which is the other editors’ suggestion here (except Qimron who does not comment the 4QM reading), occurs once in 1QM, in column 5 line 12. The spelling רפאם occurs in 1QM 24 times and in 4QM texts 7 times. What is clear is that there is a letter visible before ש, but since there is only a small ink spot from the top of the letter in view, it is really difficult to decide whether it is ש, ש, or something else. However, with regard to the other aleph in this fragment, it seems that their top and bottom left edges are about in line or that the bottom comes a little more left than the top. Therefore, if the letter was ש, the bottom of the letter should also be visible. Thus, there is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading.
mark an unidentified letter – as Duhaime does. Nearly reaching the line below – which is not the case with the ink trace in line 14. Therefore, it is reasonable to above it. In 42.473, the letter or any remains of it cannot be distinguished, and thus there is no reason to deviate ("The War Scroll," 23) reads visible.

Writings

398 For some reason, in this line, Garcia Martínez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 976) fail to read γ after the lacuna in the middle of this line and δ before the lacuna at the end of this line, although Ishay marks an unidentified letter in both places. Of the last-mentioned letter, the left bottom part is visible and with the help of this curved stroke, one can quite reliably define the letter as a probable – although Baillet (DJD 7:31) notes that γ might be considered as well. As regards the other disputed letter, there is a small ink spot about in the middle of the line, at the same point where the bottom of δ is on the right side of δ. Therefore, one can quite reasonably identify the letter as δ.

Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) reads only ...אכ and Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," 113) אכ γ. The letter after δ fits best to κ so there is no reason to follow Qimron here: the left side of the letter is clearly in view and the two cusps of κ can be distinguished. After that, however, defining the letters become more difficult. Of the possible δ, there is only the top of the letter in view. There is no reason that this top would not fit together with δ but the definition remains unsure. The last trace before the left edge of the fragment, a small curve to the right, could be the top right of δ. This definition, too, remains questionable.

For some reason, in this line, Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 976) and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) seem to start their reading from the bigger piece of the fragment and ignore the letters on the smaller fragment at the beginning of this line. The δ at the beginning of the line is clearly in view, as read by the other editors, and there are some other traces left as well. Thus, at least two other letters existed there. The first of them is probably δ, as most of the editors read (Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113, again remains careful and reads just δ). Of the later one, there is only a tiny ink spot left at the bottom of the letter. Abegg ("The War Scroll," 23) reads γ, but this remains questionable: if one compares this line and the end of line 12 where there is a well-preserved γ, one can see that the bottom part of the letter is clearly between the lines, nearly reaching the line below – which is not the case with the ink trace in line 14. Therefore, it is reasonable to mark an unidentified letter – as Duhaime does.

Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not seem to read this letter in 4Q491 although its top is clearly visible.

See Remarks.

Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not read the γ at the end of the line although the small stroke sloping to the left is probably the bottom stroke of γ.

Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) again marks again unidentified letters at many points in this line: δ and γ at the beginning of the line are not certain letters but especially γ is quite probable since both the right vertical stroke and the top horizontal stroke are left. At the end of the preserved line, where Duhaime and many others read [ ק[ן]שכ, Ishay reads [ ק[ן]שכ]. Baillet (DJD 7:32) notes that only the tops of the letters are visible, which makes their identification difficult. However, it is clear that there are traces of more than one letter (contrary to what Ishay’s reading suggests). δ is most clearly visible although the trace could belong to γ or some other letter as well. The second trace might well be the bottom right stroke of δ. The last two small traces could fit the top of γ but also the top of δ, γ or perhaps the tops of the two strokes of γ. All in all, although the reading of Duhaime and the majority of editors is not certain in any sense, it describes the content of the fragment better than Ishay’s. At the end of this same line, Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not read δ. Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) reads δ at this point. Baillet (DJD 7:32), for his part, not only reads δ but also γ soon after δ (P[ו]וγ). However, he notes that this reading is particularly speculative and that especially the traces of γ are very meager. These traces are not distinguishable in PAM 42.473 but the bottom stroke which might belong to δ is weakly visible at the top of the bottom left piece of the fragment.
2.2.1.6.1 Remarks

In line 11, somewhere before the end of the line, Baillet, García Martinez and Tigchelaar, and Qimron read ALER and Abegg reads ALER while Duhaime does not read anything there. In my view, there really is a horizontal stroke, obviously the bottom of a letter, visible in the top of a piece of fragment 11. In the following table, is added in line 11, but ultimately it is impossible to say whether the stroke belongs to ALER or ALER. In any case, it seems clear that one or the other of these letters was on the fragment.

In line 15, some editors disagree with Duhaime’s reading of י”ל. Ishay reads י”ל and Qimron י”ל. This word is especially difficult to distinguish since it is located

---

403 See Remarks.
404 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) does not identify the last three letters before the lacuna but marks them as unidentified letters. However, at least the top of the ALER just before the lacuna can clearly be seen at the bottom of the middle left piece of the fragment. The two other letters are more difficult to distinguish. According to Baillet (DJD 7:32), there are tiny traces of them left. In PAM 42.473, some really weak traces can be distinguished near the edge of the fragment, but, at least on the basis of the photo, identifying the letters remains very questionable. On the other hand, there are no clear reasons to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here. 405 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) does not read these two letters but they are in view on the small spur of the piece of the fragment, although ALER is only partly visible.

406 The top of this ALER is in view at the bottom of the small piece of the fragment, the one in which the right margin of the column is clearly visible. Thus, there is no reason here to follow Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113), who does not read the ALER (but marks it in brackets). Instead, the possible ALER at the beginning of the line is not visible in PAM 42.474. Baillet (DJD 7:32) says the same, but, according to him, in the original fragment there is a tiny trace of ALER left and therefore Duhaime’s reading seems to be reasonable enough – although the definition of the letter must remain tentative.

407 García Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 976) and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 128) do not read this letter but actually its top is visible in a smaller piece of the fragment, the one that belongs to the left side of the fragment in which the other letters of this line have been preserved. Baillet (DJD 7:32) argues that there are remains of an unidentified letter visible before this probable ALER. According to him, the traces are clear on the fragment but not visible very well in the photo.

408 See Remarks.
409 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 24) does not mark any letter between the possible ALER and probable ALER. García Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 976) read the whole line as just I or I and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113) only. Only the tops of the letters are visible but according to Baillet (DJD 7:32), the traces are clearer on the original fragment. As all the editors agree, the top of the ALER is clearly visible and there are also ink traces before it indicating that something must be read there. Right after ALER, there is a tiny ink trace at the bottom edge of the fragment. Therefore, Duhaime’s marking ALER is reasonable. After that, the two small traces fit with the top of ALER and after them, there is again a trace impossible to identify, just on the edge of the fragment. The ALER is at least as uncertain a letter as ALER and there are different options for identifying the traces but certainly it is not impossible to interpret them as the top of ALER. After that, there are still two more traces impossible to identify. Again, Ishay, and this time also García Martinez & Tigchelaar are a bit too careful in their editing and in the end there is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s readings.
411 Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 113; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 128.
at the junction of three separate pieces. The disagreement concerns the last and the third to last letters of this verbal form. To start with the last one: A stroke that curves downward near the bottom of the line looks like the bottom of ג. Recognizing ג is, however, difficult since ג seldom occurs in 4Q491a. Still, ג is more probable than א since in the nearby alephs, the space between the bottom strokes is shorter than the space inside the curved stroke in the letter now in question and the tiny ink spot at the top of the line (on another fragment) would fit better as the top of ג than one of the two top points of א.

The ה before the possible ג is quite clearly in view and it does not cause disagreements among the editors. In contrast, the letter before ה is difficult to read: according to Duhaime, it is ס while Qimron reads it as ס and Ishay א. The problem with Duhaime’s reading is that the letter does not seem to form a closed circle which is usually the case with ס (cf., e.g., line 3) but the left side of the letter seems to be open. In addition, the small ink trace at the bottom right of the line (on another fragment) does not seem to fit with ס. The letters ב, ג, ה, and ס, could be possible options, ס and ה perhaps being the most implausible ones since they are more curved than the traces in the fragment (which seem to form an angle at the right part of the letter). The problem is that none of these options seems to result in any reasonable verbal form the root of which is recognizable. Therefore, perhaps one should, instead, weigh the option that the last root consonant is an atypical א (in which case the verb would be אב) or that the first root consonant is an atypical ס (in which case the verb would be סגב). Both options give translations close to each other, “move away / remove the melted heart” and “bring the melted heart,” which both denote allowing the melted heart to be encouraged and changing it from a melted heart to a brave heart.

In conclusion, there is no need to change Duhaime’s reading and translation, but since the reading is far from certain, in the following table a question mark is added in the translation at this point.

In line 17, Duhaime reads יהתה but argues in the footnote that this word should be read יהתהיה, and other editors, too, have preferred this reading. Baillet, Abegg, García Martínez and Tigchelaar, and Qimron read יהתהיה, and Baillet explains that the scribe has corrected the form יהתהיה to יהתהיה by marking an interlinear ה in the middle of the word. Ishay reads יהתהיה, but for this reading the fragment provides no evidence. Since the interlinear ה can readily be seen on the fragment, in the following table it is added here and the word is read as יהתהיה.

Qimron’s suggestion of פוג is also an option. It occurs two times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, once denoting the faintness of heart (4Q364 11:17) and once denoting the declining of the law (1QpHab 1:10), both times in qal. In the Hebrew Bible, the verb also occurs: three times in qal and once in niph’al. The hiph’al form, which would be in question here, is not known in the Hebrew Bible or in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Therefore, פוג is not the most plausible option here either. In addition, since the text already says that the heart is melted, a verb denoting the fainting heart would result in repetition.

Duhaime, “War Scroll”, 156 n. 126.
At the end of line 23, Duhaime reconstructs הרקע והכסות on the basis of 1QM 16:8–9 and 17:14–15. However, in these passages, occurs in the absolute form (and with the article) while in line 23 (4Q491a), it seems to be in construct form. In addition, in 1QM 17:14 there is a conjunction ו before רתות. Thus, since the reconstruction does not seem to be particularly convincing, it is omitted in the following table. This omission carries over into the translation as well.

2.2.1.6.2 Contents
4Q491 fragment 11, column 2 is not preserved very well. What can be seen is that the text is divided in two by placing a vacat in line 8. The text that precedes the vacat seems to consist of battle instructions and what can be quite clearly seen is that the battle is conducted by sounds and the war is waged against the Kittim. After the vacat, instructions continue and now, the text refers to losses in the battle (cf. line 9: “the slain of the skirmishers shall begin to fall”). In line 12, it seems that a hymn/speech section starts and at least in line 13, second person forms are used. The themes of the hymn are encouragement (line 14), God’s help/salvation (lines 14, 17) and Israel’s special relationship to God (lines 16, 18). Belial is also mentioned (line 18). In line 19, the text moves on to instructions again and they are given for “a second battle against the Kittim.” A priest conducts the war by blowing alarms (lines 20, 21) and “all the people with trumpets” are also mentioned.

In spite of the relatively damaged nature of the fragment, it can easily be seen that 4Q491 fragment 11, column 2, lines 1–12a closely parallel 1QM 16:3–14, and, again, 4Q491 fragment 11, column 2, lines 19–23 are a close parallel to 1QM 17:10–13. The middle parts of both texts (12b–18 of 4Q491a and 16:15–17:9 of 1QM) bear only slight resemblance to each other, except that they represent the same hymnic genre. Table 11 indicates the similarities and the differences between the two texts.

By placing these texts side by side, it is easy to confirm many conclusions reached on the content of fragment 11 column 2 above. Baillet reconstructs 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 lines 1–13 and 19–23 on the basis of 1QM 16 and 17 and shows that the words of 1QM 16:3–14 and 17:10–14 can largely be quite plausible fitted into the lines of the fragment. Between these very similar instructive sections, both texts include a hymnic section (lines 13b–18 of 4Q491a and 1QM 17, lines 1–9). Although 4Q491a is again fragmentary, it clearly begins similarly to the end of 1QM 16: the chief priest is brought to the stage and he is encouraging the soldiers (cf. line 12 of 4Q491a). Also, the encouragement part ends with the words האלה הד֯ב֯ר֯ ואחר “after these words” (line 19 of 4Q491a, cf. 1QM 17:10) which demonstrates that the previous part was a speech. Although with regard to their actual

---

416 Duhaime, “War Scroll”, 156 n. 132.
417 That the text in lines 12b–18 is a hymn can also be argued by noting that line 19 begins with the phrase האלה הד֯ב֯ר֯ ואחר “after these words” that is elsewhere used as a transition from a hymn (cf. 1QM 17:10 and possibly 4Q491a fragment 13 line 3).
418 In this table (Table 11), the two texts are disposed to make the comparison between them as easy as possible. Therefore, some space is left before the different sections of the texts. These spaces are not visible in the manuscripts.
419 Baillet, DJD 7:30–31. Note that the content of 1QM 16 was already described in section 2.2.1.4.
אָבַּא מַלְמַר יִשְׂרָאֵל נָעָמָה

[[3 וּנֵם יָשָׁר הַשָּׁלום]]

[[4 בַּמַּדְרִיכָה תַּחְתָּוֹן שָׁרֵר עַל לְתוֹתוֹן]]

[[5 נְעָשַׁה אֶת יָשָׁרְתָוֹן נְעָשָׁה בִּיוּזָרָה יָשָׁרָה]]

[[6 קָרַב יָשָׁר נְהָרָה יָשָׁר חִסֵּרוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן]]

[[7 דֶּרֶךְ מַרְדִּיק חַיּוֹת יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן יָשָׁרְתָוֹן]]

[[8 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[9 מַלְלָה מַלְלָה מַלְלָה מַלְלָה מַלְלָה מַלְלָה מַלְלָה]]

[[10 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[11 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[12 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[13 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[14 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[15 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[16 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה بָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[17 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[18 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[19 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[20 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[21 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[22 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[23 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]

[[24 וְאֵילָה לִמְצוֹרָה נָגַלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה בָּלָה]]
16:3 They shall act according to this entire rule […] where they stand, in front of the camps of the Kimmith. Then the priests shall blow for them on the trumpets of 4 memorial, the gates of the battlement shall open, and the skirrmishers shall march out and take position in columns between the lines. The priests shall blow for them 5 the alarms of formation. The columns […] … at the sound of the trumpets until each man is stationed at his own position. The priests shall blow for them 6 a second alarm […] to conduct the battle; the Levites and all 8 the people with trumpets shall blow[-] […] … a great sound. When the sound is emitted, they shall set their hand to bring down among the slain of the Kimmith. The whole 9 band shall cease the sound of the alarm, [but the priest]s shall keep blowing on the trumpets of the slain so that the battle against the Kimmith shall still be conducted. 10 (vacat)

11 When […] girds himself to help the Sons of Darkness, when the slain of the skirrmishers begin to fall according to the mysteries of God, when all those appointed for battle are put to test by them 12 then the priests shall blow[-] on the trumpets of summoning for another line of the reserve to march out to the battle, and they shall take up position between the lines. 13 For those engaged in the battle, they shall blow (the signal) for withdrawal. The chief priest shall draw near and take up position in front of the line; he shall strengthen 14 their heart […] of God] and their hands for His battle. (vacat)

15 And he shall speak up, saying, “[…] the heart of his people he shall put to test within the crucible. Do not […] your slain. For you have heard long ago, 16 according to the mysteries of God […] … to be warm. 17 […] … 17:1 He will set peace for them in the burning […] … those who are put to test within the crucible. He will sharpen his weapons, and they shall not get blunt until […] 2 wickedness. As for you, remember the bloodshed [of Nadab] and Ab[i]hu, the sons of Aaron, by whose judgment God showed his holiness in the eyes of […] 3 and Ithamar, he has bound them to him for a covenant […] forever. (vacat)

4 As for you, strengthen yourselves. Do not be terrified by them! […] Their own desire (aims) towards nothingness and voidness! Their support (is) not in […] and not […] 5 Israel (in) all that is and will be […] … in all everlasting happenings. (This is) the day he has set to humble and to bring low the commander of the dominion of 6 of wickedness. He has sent an everlasting help to the lot whom he has redeemed through the might of the majestic angel. (He will set) the authority of Michael in everlasting light. 7 He will cause the covenant of Israel to shine in joy! Peace and blessing to the lot of God! He will exalt over the divine beings the authority of Michael and the dominion 8 of Israel over all flesh. Righteousness shall rejoice in the heights and all his Sons of His Truth shall be glad in everlasting knowledge. As for you, sons of his covenant, 9 strengthen yourselves in the midst of God’s crucible until he waves his hand and lifts up his crucibles (according to) his mysteries so that you may stand.” (vacat)
After these words, the priests shall blow for a second battle against the Kittim...  

In his station, the priests shall blow a second alarm, the signal to engage. When they reach the line...  

Each man shall raise his hand with his weapon. The priests shall blow the trumpets of the slain...  

All the people with trumpets shall blow a war alarm and the skirmishers shall stretch out their hand against the army of the Kittim.  

When the sound of the alarm is emitted, they shall begin to bring down among the slain. The whole band shall cease the sound of the alarm, but the priests shall keep blowing the trumpets of the slain, and the battle against the Kittim shall still be conducted: they shall begin to fall, those who are smitten before them.
content the speeches of 1QM 16–17 and 4Q491a seem to be quite different, Duhaime remarks
that the passages still include lexical links to each other.\textsuperscript{420} Therefore, these speech passages
can be defined to be genre parallels. In the table above, these terminological similarities were
marked with gray highlighting.

In the following analysis, the texts of 4Q491a and 1QM 16–17 are discussed
according to the three sections into which it is divided according to the vacats in 1QM.\textsuperscript{421}

First instructions (4Q491a fragment 11 column 2:1–12a / 1QM 16:3–14)
There are a few orthographical differences (cf., e.g., כתיים and כתיים in line 6 of 4Q491a and
1QM 16:10), but in addition some more noteworthy points of difference exist: in 4Q491a, line
4, the subject and the predicate seem to be in a different order in comparison with 1QM (see
lines 5b–6a) and the predicate verb תקע is in a different form (in the imperfect תקע while in
1QM 16:6, it is in the perfect תקע).\textsuperscript{422} The difference is at the point where the narrative is
changing from the consecutive perfect forms to the imperfect: the previous four verbs in 1QM
are in the consecutive perfect while the following verbs are in the imperfect. The preceding
perfect forms are all placed before their subjects. Therefore, it seems possible that the
author/redactor of 1QM was expecting perfect forms to continue and thus wrote a perfect
here, before the subject, in contrast to what was in his source. The expression لهم perhaps
originally followed the verbal form in 4Q491a (cf. Baillet’s reconstruction)\textsuperscript{423} and that is why
the scribe of 1QM 17 wrote it here. Another option is that the scribe got it from the previous
line in which it probably existed (cf. 1QM 17:4–5, according to which Baillet reconstructed
line 3 of 4Q491a)\textsuperscript{424} or that the scribe, after recognizing his mistake, added it in order to
clarify the sentence, which now was different in comparison with the manuscript he was
copying.\textsuperscript{425} Finally, he wrote the subject כהנים and continued again according to his model
text. It is difficult to explain the difference the other way around; for example, why would the
author/redactor of 4Q491a have omitted ihnen?

In 1QM 16:12, there are two extra words in comparison with 4Q491a (see line
10): while in 4Q491a, the text says that the priests shall “blow for another line of the reserve
to march out,” in 1QM, it is specified that the priest shall blow “the trumpets of assembly”
(_bordera תדקרת). These trumpets occur nine times in 1QM (in addition to this, see 3:1–3, 7;
7:3, 15; 8:3; 9:3) but never in 4QM material. It is noteworthy that in 1QM, these trumpets are
mentioned in the instructive columns 3–9 but in the end columns 15–19, only once.
Therefore, one possible reason to add them in 1QM 16:12 is that when 1QM was written in its

\textsuperscript{420} See Jean Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking in the Scrolls from Qumran” in Catholic Biblical Quarterly 49

\textsuperscript{421} The vacat in line 17:3 is ignored in this division.

\textsuperscript{422} Note that there is a similar difference between 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 line 20 and 1QM 17:11. Both
the imperfect form and the perfect form of the root המקרא occur eight times in 1QM. The perfect form does not
occur in 4Q491a at all but the imperfect form occurs five times.

\textsuperscript{423} Baillet, DJD 7:30.

\textsuperscript{424} Baillet, DJD 7:30.

\textsuperscript{425} Note that in line 17:10, ihnen is also probably an addition (see the discussion of the second narrative, 4Q491a
fragment 11, column 2:19–23 / 1QM 17:10–14).
present composition, it became important to create links between its different units, and the trumpets of assembly were added to column 16 in order to link the end columns more closely to the narrative columns 3–9.

Encouragement speeches (4Q491a fragment 11 column 2:12b–18 / 1QM 16:15–17:9)

Duhaime argues for the idea that, despite the obvious textual dissimilarity of the texts, 1QM 17:4–8b represents a reworking of 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2:13b–18. He introduces four cases where the author of 1QM has, according to him, expanded the text of 4Q491:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>4Q491 fragment 11, column 2</th>
<th>1QM 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>בָּלָא וּבָלָא</td>
<td>בָּלָא וּבָּלָא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>אֲלֵי יָשָׁר לֵא</td>
<td>אֲלֵי יָשָׁר לֵא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>בָּלָא וּבָּלָא</td>
<td>בָּלָא וּבָּלָא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>רָשָׁעָה מֶשֶׁתַּת בָּלָא בָּלָא</td>
<td>רָשָׁעָה מֶשֶׁתַּת בָּלָא בָּלָא</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Four cases where, according to Duhaime, the author of 1QM has expanded the text of 4Q491.

In case 1, it seems logical that the author of 1QM 17 has further defined the text: he gives to the word “support” an attribute “eternal,” and by adding the word “lot,” he explains in more detail to whom the support is to be given. In case 2, the situation is more complicated: the common words of 4Q491a and 1QM are in a different order in each text. Duhaime argues that in 1QM, the word “day” is further defined as the “appointed (מועד) day” and another verb referring to humiliation has been added (שפל) in addition to (כעה). The third case resembles the second one since there too, the common terms are in a different order. Duhaime thinks that the author of 1QM has further defined Israel and its covenant: Israel is said to be “the lot of God” and the covenant is to be joyfully lit up (ברכת). As regards case 4, there are no common terms in 4Q491 and 1QM but Duhaime suggests that “Belial” and “the prince of the realm of wickedness” refer to one and the same figure. In 1QM, the name of this figure refers to the dualistic arrangement (there is a realm of wickedness and thus, another realm different from that must also exist). Actually, Duhaime argues that all the additions in 1QM 17 are dualistic in nature. The terms “lot” and “light,” for example, are dualistic to him, and, as he argues, in case 1 and case 3 these terms (or their derivatives) are additions in 1QM. In case 2, the addition of the verb שפל points to dualism since it, according to Duhaime, “stands in contrast with the elevation of Michael and suggests a dualistic opposition.”

If Duhaime is right in stating that 1QM 17:4–8b is a deliberate reworking of 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2:13b–18, one could also argue that the author/redactor of 1QM had an interest in some Hebrew Bible texts to which he refers. In the encouragement speech of 1QM 16:15–17:9, the author/redactor of 1QM is referring to the tradition dealing with the 426 Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking,” 47–51.
427 Duhaime’s starting point in his argumentation is the assumption that texts tended to expand.
428 As regards this case, Duhaime (“Dualistic Reworking,” 50) supposes that the word ‘שָׁלֵם could be reconstructed at the end of line 4. However, he is careful not to draw any conclusions on the basis of this reconstruction.
fate of Nadab and Abihu (Lev 10, Num 26:60–61, 1 Chron 24:1–2), i.e., how Yahweh calls fire down from heaven to kill the men who have offered “foreign fire” before him.\footnote{It must be taken into account that the whole name נדב and most of the letters of the name אביהוא are reconstructed – but the continuation of the text makes this reconstruction quite reliable. In addition, Dean O. Wenthe (“The Use of the Hebrew Scriptures in 1QM,” in DSD 5 [1998]: 313) argues that “the author connects the idea of fire in the crucible and testing the elect by his use of Leviticus” and that “1QM also retains the accent of Lev 10:3 by indicating that through such an action God hallows himself before the people”} In addition, Gregory Beale has seen links between 1QM 17:4–9 and Daniel 12. Beale states that in lines 17:6–8 מיכאל is described as God’s agent – as he is in Dan 12. The tasks of the archangel in 17:6–8 are similar to Dan 12: in the time of trouble, he will deliver the elected ones.\footnote{G. K. Beale, The Use of Daniel in Jewish Apocalyptic Literature and in the Revelation of St. John. (Lanham: University Press of America, 1984) 29. However, Beale also brings out that John J. Collins (“The Mythology of Holy War in Daniel and the Qumran War Scroll: A Point of Transition in Jewish Apocalyptic” in Vetus Testamentum 25 [1975]: 604), although remarking the parallel elements between 1QM 17 and Dan 7 and 12, states that 1QM plausibly owes most of all to the Persian mythological background.} In addition, the idea of “shining” occurs in both passages although it is expressed by different verbs (אור in 1QM 17:7 and זוהר in Dan 12:3).\footnote{Wenthe also sees here some kind of link and argues that “the use of material from Daniel is (here) reminiscent of column I.” See Wenthe, “The Use of the Hebrew Scriptures in 1QM,” 313.} These links to the Hebrew Bible texts do not seem to be part of the encouragement speech of 4Q491a.

It should be noted that if the author/redactor of 1QM has reworked the encouragement speech of 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 – as seems convincing – it is done much more freely than the reworking of the instructive parts. This observation fits together well with what was found earlier in this study.\footnote{Cf. section 2.2.1.4.} It seems that the hymnic sections in 4Q491a offer a place for literary activity and innovations.

**Second instructions (1QM 17:10–14)**

In 1QM 17:10, it is emphasized that the priests shall blow “for them” (להם) while in 4Q491 (see line 19) the audience of the signal is not mentioned. The most plausibly explanation for this difference is that the author/redactor of 1QM expected להם here since in lines 16:4 and 16:5 it follows the verb קקע (and precedes the subject הכוהנים). This expectation then causes a scribal mistake. Another possibility is that the author/redactor of 1QM accidentally skipped the word הכוהנים, moving to the next word beginning with ל (לסדר). After realizing this, the scribe wrote the suffixם after ל and wrote the missing word הכוהנים above the line. It could also be possible that the author/redactor of 1QM wanted to be more specific than his source text and added the object להם in the text. However, since הכוהנים is written between the lines here, it is more likely that it is a matter of a scribal mistake.

There are also other differences between the beginnings of the passages. It seems that in 1QM 17:10, there is something more in comparison with line 19 of 4Q491a: the effects of blowing the trumpets are described in more detail when stating that the columns shall spread at the sound of the trumpets. These words would not fit at the end of line 19 of 4Q491a and thus, in comparison with 4Q491a, they seem to be additional. By contrast, the words are partly visible in 1QM 16:5, and the whole clause can be reconstructed there. Thus,
here too, the author/redactor of 1QM probably waited for a sentence similar to that in 1QM 16 and wrote according to that suggestion – or else he deliberately wanted to harmonize the two passages by adding these words to 1QM 17.434

But if the author/redactor of 1QM primarily followed the text of 4Q491a, where did he get the idea of the priests arraying the “battalions (דגלי) of line” when in 4Q491a, the priests blow for arraying a “second battle against the Kittim”? This cannot be explained by 1QM 16 since there, at the corresponding point, the priests blow the “alarms of formation.” One explanation is that he got the word from 4Q491a fragment 13. The term דגלי occurs there in line 5, in the instructive passages, which in many respects are reminiscent of those of 1QM 17 (and 1QM 16 and 4Q491a fragment 11). If the author/redactor of 1QM used the text of 4Q491a as a source, it is clear that he had to abridge the text since all the phases of the war that are enumerated in 4Q491a do not occur in 1QM. When abridging, the author/redactor of 1QM perhaps combined elements from the omitted passages with the text of the preserved passages.435

In 4Q491a line 23, something in the text is happening among the “guilty slain” (האשמות חללי) while in 1QM at the corresponding point (17:14) there is only “their slain” (חלליים). This difference is difficult to explain. If the author/redactor of 1QM had aimed to harmonize the passage with that of 1QM 16, he would have written הבलלים כתי בחללי (cf. 1QM 16:8). Unfortunately, the corresponding points elsewhere in 4Q491a have not been preserved and thus it is not possible to check whether הבללים אשמחללי occurs only here or whether it was also used elsewhere in the scroll. In general, the expression was known in the War Texts: it occurs in 4Q491b fragments 1–3 line 13 and in 1QM 6:17 – although in the last-mentioned line האשמות appears in a suffixed form, without any article (חלהל אשמות). Another possibility is that 4Q491a preserves a later reading here, in which case הבללים אשמות could be added in order to emphasize the enemies’ wickedness.

2.2.1.6.3 Summary

As the analysis above demonstrates, the similarity between 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2 and 1QM 16–17 can mainly be explained by the idea of 1QM rewriting the text preserved in 4Q491a. If this is true, the author/redactor of 1QM probably did not use just the text in fragment 11 column 2 but also that of some later columns (cf. fragment 13), which explains at least some of the differences between the texts. As already noted, 1QM tends to collect the war-related material and organize it. The idea that the author/redactor of 1QM used the text of 4Q491a selectively, aiming at combining different elements, fits together with this tendency. Also, the study of 4Q491a, fragment 11, column 2 and 1QM 16–17 gives further support to the ideas presented above, namely, that the hymns and speeches were seen as more unstable

434 The third passage where these “additional” words occur is 1QM 8 (see line 6). There a very similar instructions about the battle are given, although the weapons (8:11) and the trumpet signals (8:7, 12) are described in more detail.

435 Note also that the word “battalion” or “division” (דגלי) can also been found in 1QM 8, in lines 4 and 14, which frame the instruction part very similar to that of 1QM 17.
literary entities than the instructions: it was possible to use them in order to pursue literary creativity and insert new ideas into the text.\textsuperscript{436}

2.2.1.7 Fragment 13\textsuperscript{437}

Duhaime reads this fragment as follows:\textsuperscript{438}

\begin{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

2.2.1.7.1 Remarks

At the end of the preserved line 1, just after the letters אֲלֵים, Baillet (DJD 7:35), Abegg, García Martínez and Tigchelaar, Ishay, and Qimron see remnants of an undetermined letter,\textsuperscript{445} and there really is a spot at the bottom of the line just before the tear. Since the trace is tiny, it is practically impossible to say which letter it belongs to but in the following table, it is marked with a mid-line circlet (the reading is אֲלֵים instead of אֲלֵים).

At the beginning of line 5, Baillet, Abegg, García Martínez and Tigchelaar, Ishay, and Qimron read מ (with markings sometimes divergent from each other)

\textsuperscript{436} The differences between the speeches could also be explained by suggesting that they pertain to different occasions, i.e., they have different settings. However, the question about the settings is very difficult in the case of such fragmentary manuscripts. As is demonstrated in section 2.2.1.10 below, even the question of the arrangement of the fragments of 4Q491a is extremely difficult to answer, and furthermore this makes it difficult to discuss the settings of the speeches in this manuscript (and compare them to 1QM). Therefore, it is ultimately suggested here that the very similar passages in 4Q491a and 1QM are probably related to similar settings.

\textsuperscript{437} See the full spectrum color image of this fragment in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-363818; and the infrared image: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-363819.

\textsuperscript{438} Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 158.

\textsuperscript{439} See Remarks.

\textsuperscript{440} Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 136) marks a bracket right before מ and does not read מ at the beginning of the line. In the available photos, מ is not visible and Baillet (DJD 7: 36) also notes that the traces of the letter are barely visible there. However, according to him, in the original fragment, some “minimal traces” can be distinguished.

\textsuperscript{441} See Remarks.

\textsuperscript{442} At the beginning of this line, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 136) does not read מ but marks מ instead. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 130) reads מ instead of מ. The letter is difficult to define but מ does not seem a probable option: the vertical stroke at the top of the line is too long to belong to מ. There is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here.

\textsuperscript{443} García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 978) do not read מ at the beginning of the line. However, the top of the מ is clearly visible just above the tear.

\textsuperscript{444} Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 136) marks a bracket right after מ. However, there is a really tiny trace of ink before the tear which makes it probable that a letter follows right after מ.

instead of למערכת.\footnote{Baillet, DJD 7:35; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 29; Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 978; Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 136; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 130.} This is justified since there are traces of two letters at the beginning of the line: just before ל, there is a part of ש clearly visible: the horizontal stroke at the top of the line and the beginning of the vertical stroke that goes above the line. Before this ש, there is a small stroke below the line, probably the bottom stroke of a final mem. Thus, in the following table, Duhaime’s reading is corrected from למערכת (the trace could perhaps also be the tail end of ח or י, and therefore it is better to mark ש as an uncertain letter). The somewhat speculative reconstruction suggested by other editors is still omitted. This change is also seen in the translation.

2.2.1.7.2 Contents

The empty space at the top of the fragment is too wide to be a space between lines. Therefore, it seems that the preserved line 1 of fragment 13 is either the first line of a column or a first line after a vacat. The content of the fragment is reminiscent of the battle instructions in 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 and 1QM 16–17. However, lines 1–3a probably do not belong to the instructions but to a speech or hymn; this is indicated by the second person forms and the discussion on divine beings. In addition, line 3b probably reads “and the people heard the words,” which also mark the transition from speech to instructions in fragment 11 column 2 line 19 and in 1QM 17:10. Table 13 demonstrates the similarities and the differences between fragment 13 and 1QM 16–17.

The instruction part in lines 3b–8 has many words in common with 1QM 16 – for example, the expression כֹּל חֵרֶד חֹד (the whole people) (see line 6 of fragment 13 and 1QM 16:7). However, every now and then, 4Q491a fragment 13 lines 3b–8 still includes fewer words than the passage in 1QM 16.\footnote{See, e.g., 1QM 16:7 and fragment 13 line 6 where 1QM says that the shrill staccato sound is blown "לנצח" "to conduct the battle" while this kind of explanation is not found in fragment 13.} What should also be noted is that the battle instructions given in fragment 13 differ from those in 1QM 16 (and almost all the other instructive passages in 4Q491a and 1QM) in three ways. First, fragment 13 suggests that the soldiers are to take position “among their battalions” (דגלים, the word is also used in 1QM 17 but in a different context). Second, after mentioning the Levites, the text again describes some kind of arrangement of the soldiers while in 1QM 16 and 17, the battle already begins. Third, the text seems to end with a speech or hymn given by the whole people (whereas in other preserved cases, a speech given by a priest follows [cf. fragment 11 column 2 and 1QM 16] or instructions for the battle continue [cf. 1QM 17, 1QM 8]). This demonstrates that although the formula for giving the battle instructions was stabilized to a certain degree, it was still possible to modify it. The special characteristics of the instruction passage in fragment 13 probably indicates that in 4Q491a, there were more phases in the war than there are in 1QM 16–17. For 1QM, the number of phases was reduced and some elements of the battle instructions were re-combined.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491 fragment 13</th>
<th>IQM 16</th>
<th>IQM 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [...amo]ng the divine beings… 2 […] the small one among you shall pursue a thousa[nd…] 3</td>
<td>3 They shall act according to this entire rule […] where they stand, in front of the camps of the Kittim. Then the priests shall blow for them on the trumpets of 4 memorial, the gates of b[i]t[le] shall open, and the skimmishers shall [m]arch out and take position in columns between the lines. The priests shall blow for them 5 the alarms of formation. The columns […] 6 at the sound of the trumpets until each man is stationed at his own position. The priests shall blow for them 7 a second alarm […] to en[j]age, and when they stand near the line of the Kittim, within throwing range, each man shall raise his hand with his weapon. The six […] 8 the tr[umpets of the slai]n [s]taccato sound to conduct the battle; the Levites and all 9 the people with trumpets shall b[o]w […] 10 a great sound. When the sound is emitted, they shall set their hand to bring down among the slain of the Kittim. The whole 9 band shall cease the sound of the alarm, [but the priests] shall keep blowing on the trumpets of the slain so that the battle against the Kittim shall still be conducted. 10 (vacat)</td>
<td>10 After these words, the priests shall blow for them to array the battle lines, and the columns shall spread at the sound of the trumpets. 11 until each [ma]n is static[nd] at [his] position. The priests shall blow on the trumpets a second alarm, the signal to engage. When 12 the skim[i]shers almost reach [the] line of the Kittim, within throwing range, each man shall raise his hand with his weapon. The priests shall blow on the trumpets of 13 the slain. [The Levites and all] the people with trumpets shall blow a war alarm and the skimmishers shall stretch out their hand against the army of 14 the Kittim. [When the sound] of the alarm is emitted, they shall begin to bring down among the slain. The whole band shall cease[e] the sound of the alarm, but the priests 15 shall keep blowing [the trumpets of the slain], and the ba[t]le against the Kittim shall still be conducted: [they shall begin] to [fall down, those who are s]mitten before them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: The texts of 4Q491 fragment 13, IQM 16:3–8a, and IQM 17:10–13.
See the full spectrum color image of this fragment: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-363816; and the infrared image: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-363817.


Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 149) reads פֶּה here while Baillet (DJD 7:37), Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 30), Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 160) and García Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 978) read פָּה-. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 131) reads, a bit overcautiously, just פ. Reading the second to last letter as פ is not plausible since the bottom of פ (the point where the left vertical stroke and the lower diagonal stroke meet) is usually sharp and not rounded as it is in the traces at the beginning of line 2. Also, the upper diagonal stroke should join to the left vertical stroke and not to the bottom of the letter (cf. the examples of פ’s in 4Q491a, Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 5).

See Remarks.

The final letter before the lacuna is very weakly in view. Baillet (DJD 7:37), Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 978), Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 149), and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 131) read it as י, but Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 30) offers two options, either י or י. The traces, two vertical strokes and one horizontal stroke on top of the letter, seem to fit better with י. The first visible letter in this line is difficult to identify. Baillet (DJD 7:37), Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 30), Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 160), and Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 978) read ז but Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 149) and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 131) mark just ז. Baillet (DJD 7:38) notes that the traces of ז are now invisible but can be seen in the oldest photos.

The final letter before the lacuna is weakly visible. All the editors see ז here, but Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 30) gives an alternative reading כז as well. A very similar trace earlier in this line is interpreted as כ (דכז) but this last trace of the line has a more noticeable hook on its top which is more typical of כ (cf. Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 5).

Baillet (DJD 7:38), Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 30) and García Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 978) read כ here while Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 160) and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 149) mark כ. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 131) offers a third option and reads כ. There is one clear vertical stroke in view which could well be the left stroke of כ. In addition, it seems that just below the middle of this stroke, there is the end of a horizontal stroke which could be the upper diagonal stroke of כ (cf. Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 5). However, Baillet (DJD 7:38) notes that reading כ is very doubtful and that another option could be ע or ע. Since the number of options is so high and no compelling choice can be made, there is no need to change Duhaime’s reading here. Qimron’s suggestion כ hardly comes into consideration since in that case the bottom of the letter should come far below the line and the final stroke should be straight, not curved.
2.2.1.8.1 Remarks
In line 4, there is clearly a *vacat* although Duhaime does not explicitly mark it in his text or translation.

2.2.1.8.2 Contents
The *vacat* in line 4 divides the text in two. The first part is very poorly preserved but the use of the first person plural (line 3) indicates that it may be a hymnic text. The verbal form התקרב occurs exclusively in the War Texts (1QM 17:11, 4Q491a 11 column 2 line 20, 4Q493 line 7) but there is no clause similar to that of line 3 of fragment 13. In line 2, there occurs a rare word ההלצה “procession” which is not known anywhere else in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Hebrew Bible, it occurs only once, in Neh 12:31, where it belongs to a liturgical context.

The other section is slightly better preserved. The introductory formula והאמר in line 5, almost entirely in view, and two verbs in the imperative (חזקו, אמצו), expressing an exhortation to be strong and courageous, suggest this part is an encouragement speech. As the following table demonstrates, something similar can be found in 1QM 15:7:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491a fragment 15 line 5</th>
<th>1QM 15:7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[and] he shall speak up, saying to them, “Be strong and brave […]”</td>
<td>7 all his brothers, and he shall strengthen […] … and he shall speak up, saying, “Be strong and brave […]”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Lexical similarities between 4Q491a fragment 15 line 5 and 1QM 15:7.

The encouragement speech probably discusses godly intervention: lines 6 and 7 seem to describe God’s supremacy over all nations and his ability to redeem his own. Lines 8 and 10 seem to suggest that heavenly beings act together with humans. Line 12 confirms that the speech is related to war. These themes are also known elsewhere in the War Texts but no particular parallel to fragment 15 can be pointed to. Thus, the text in fragment 15 is one more example of what has already been demonstrated above: in the transmission process of the War Texts, hymns and speeches were not as stable elements as the battle instructions.

2.2.1.9 Other Fragments
There are 11 more fragments that are usually considered as belonging to 4Q491a. These fragments are small and some of them are more or less worn out. The following table introduces the observations that can be made on the content of these fragments:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>A few words preserved as complete, mainly known in the other War Texts as well (תקע, חלל; ﻋَرَفُ ﻮَهَّل, ﺔَمَعِينَ) is less common although it occurs once in 1QM 11:10 (partly reconstructed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>No complete words visible, probably forms of the roots ערך and ﻮَهَّل (also common in the other War Texts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Under 10 complete words are preserved, many of them known in other War Texts as well (חרב, ﺔَمَعِينَ, ﺔَمُطاَرَ، ﻮَهَّل). However, e.g., ﺔَمِلْكَ ﺔَمَعِينَ is a unique combination and it occurs here for the only time in the preserved War Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A few very common words are visible; the combination ﻮَهَّل ﺔَمِلْكَ is unique among the War Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>A few very common words are visible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Only a few letters visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Only a few letters visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Only a few letters visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Only a few letters visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Only a few letters visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>The bottom margin is visible and a few very common words are preserved in the bottommost line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: The contents of 4Q491a fragments 18, 22, 24–28, 31–33, 35.

2.2.1.10 4Q491a as a Whole

After this scrutiny, the arrangement of the fragment of 4Q491a still remains an unsolved question. If one follows Baillet’s tentative arrangement, the contents of the manuscript appear as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Section</th>
<th>4Q491a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hymnic section</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:1–16a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (half-line)</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:16b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions (for the end of the war?)</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:17–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions and encouragement speech</td>
<td>frg. 10, col. 2:7–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-glorification hymn</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:8–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (whole line)</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song of praise</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:20–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions and encouragement speech and battle instructions</td>
<td>frg. 11, col. 2:1–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech (?) and battle instructions</td>
<td>frg. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech?</td>
<td>frg. 15:1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (whole line?)</td>
<td>frg. 15:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech</td>
<td>frg. 15:5–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: The contents of 4Q491 according to Baillet’s arrangement of fragments.

However, as already noted, Baillet’s arrangement of the fragments was based on their parallelisms with 1QM and not always on material facts like the color and thickness of the skin or the location of damage. Therefore, there is need for alternative arrangements. Recently, Davis – who like Baillet argues that the fragments of 4Q491a and 4Q491b all belong to one and the same manuscript – has outlined one alternative arrangement: In the final part of his article “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour: Re-Imag(in)ing the Shape and Contents of 4QM”, he suggests that fragment 11 does not follow fragment 10 but starts what is in this study known as 4Q491a.456 Fragments 8–10 followed at an undetermined distance

---

456 Davis, “The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 20. From Davis’s own point of view, fragments 1–3 open the text of manuscript 4Q491 and fragment 11 follows right after them. Davis (“The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 21 n. 61) notes that he has found “discernible overlapping patterns of damage” between fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 2 and he hopes to provide a further discussion on the material relationship between fragments 1–3 and fragment 11 in the future.
after fragment 11. The placement of fragments 13 and 15 remains unclear but Davis refers to Ishay’s suggestion that fragments 13, 14, 15, 18 and 22 should be placed either side of fragment 10 column 2. In table 17, which aims to demonstrate Davis’s arrangement, fragments 13 and 15 are placed after fragment 10 column 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Section</th>
<th>4Q491a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-glorification hymn</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:8–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (whole line)</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song of praise</td>
<td>frg. 11 col. 1:20–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions and encouragement speech and battle instructions</td>
<td>frg. 11, col. 2:1–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymnic section</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:1–16a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (half-line)</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:16b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions (for the end of the war?)</td>
<td>frgs. 8–10, col. 1:17–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions and encouragement speech</td>
<td>frg. 10, col. 2:7–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech (?) and battle instructions</td>
<td>frg. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech?</td>
<td>frg. 15:1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacat (whole line?)</td>
<td>frg. 15:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech</td>
<td>frg. 15:5–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: The contents of 4Q491 according to Davis’s arrangement of fragments.

However, Davis’s main point is to present physical evidence for re-joining fragment 11 columns 1 and 2 and he does not yet show detailed arguments for the arrangement of the other fragments. Therefore, his arrangement must thus far remain hypothetical as well – and the need for a detailed material study of 4Q491 (both a and b) is still evident. In the case of fragmentary manuscripts, the absolute order of the fragments may be impossible to determine. However, at least a descriptive study of the material features of 4Q491 is certainly possible, and, as Davis hints, there are probably some material conclusions that can be made as well. This is something scholars need to attack further. What is clear in any case is that the text of 4Q491a is not similar to that of 1QM. As Table 18 demonstrates, when comparing 1QM 14–17 and 4Q491a, much parallelism can be found but there are also passages to which there is no clear parallel (cf. 1QM 15, 4Q491a fragment 11 column 1, fragments 13 and 15).

Although the exact order of the fragments is not known, there are still some conclusion to be drawn on the basis of the scrutiny above. First, roughly speaking, the content of 4Q491a can be divided into two genres: the battle instructions and the hymns/speeches. The battle instructions seem to be reminiscent of each other in outline, and in addition they recall the instructive passages known in 1QM. In general, the battle instructions in 4Q491a and in 1QM seem to represent a somewhat stabilized form of text which was considered to be worth transmitting without making significant changes. However, the number of different phases of war seems to vary between manuscripts: in 4Q491a, there are at least four phases where instructions are given while in 1QM 16–17, there are only three.

---

457 Davis (“The Dead Sea Scrolls in Colour,” 21 n. 61): “There are discernible overlapping patterns of damage between frg. 11α–δ i and frg. 2, that are confirmable by both methods for shape assessment, and colour selection described above. However, these fragments appear in facing correspondence, which suggests that they were folded together.”
Table 18: 1QM 14–17 and its parallels in 4Q491a (* denotes *vacat* in the text of 1QM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Section</th>
<th>1QM</th>
<th>4Q491a</th>
<th>Degree of Parallelism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and thanksgiving hymn</td>
<td>14:2–3; 4–15</td>
<td>8–10, col. 1:17–E; col. 1:1–12</td>
<td>remote parallel? + close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and encouragement speech</td>
<td>15:4–16:1 *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule that shall be carried out</td>
<td>16:3–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions (phase 1)</td>
<td>16:3–9 *</td>
<td>11, col. 2:1–12a / 10, col. 2:8–14a</td>
<td>close parallel / remote parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle instructions (phase 2)</td>
<td>16:11–14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric and encouragement speech (part 1)</td>
<td>16:15–17:3</td>
<td>11, col. 2:12b–18 / 10, col. 2:14b–17</td>
<td>genre parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement speech (part 2)</td>
<td>17:4–17:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In hymns and speeches, first and second person forms are generally used. Central themes that are discussed in practically every case are the presence of heavenly beings and the godly intervention in the war. However, the form and content of the hymnic passages varies. It seems that especially the encouragement speeches were not considered to be stable but they were used as a template for creative literary work. While the instructions were used to construct a stable framework for texts, the speeches were the place where scribes and redactors were able to introduce new ideas or to choose the hymns familiar to them, and perhaps made the text suitable for their own purposes within different contexts. A special case is the thanksgiving hymn in 4Q491a fragments 8–10 column 1 that is closely parallel to the hymn found in 1QM 14. This part of the text seems to be carefully transmitted and only minor changes were made to it. The changes were probably made in order to emphasize the special relationship between God and his people who are referred to as “we” in the text.

A considerable amount of textual similarity between 4Q491a and 1QM 14–17 – especially between the battle instructions and between the thanksgiving hymn in 4Q491a fragments 8–10 / 1QM 14 – indicate that these two texts did not develop in complete isolation from each other. The most probable explanation for their mutual relationship is that 1QM rewrites the text that is known from 4Q491a. The anthological character of 1QM reflects collecting material and organizing it into unities. In 4Q491a as well, anthological features can be distinguished. However, when comparing passages that are closely parallel to each other, the direction from 4Q491a towards 1QM is almost always easier to explain. Also, the scribe of 1QM seems to add some *vacat* that are not known in 4Q491a which indicates an aim to structure the text. What is noteworthy is that everything in 4Q491a was not considered to be worth transmitting: probably, the battle instructions were combined and the number of separate descriptions was reduced, and the hymnic parts of the text could be either omitted or radically rewritten.

The two scripts used in the manuscript indicate that 4Q491a was not written at one sitting: rather the manuscript was in process for a while. Also, what is clear is that the manuscript was not meant to be a showroom copy or a copy that would be easy to see and read aloud. It seems more like a literary-oriented manuscript where some already somewhat
stabilized material is combined with traditions still finding their exact form and place – or traditions that were to remain unstabilized. What should also be noted is the cave where 4Q491a was found. In comparison to all the other Qumran caves, it can be said that Cave 4 includes a very wide and diverse collection of texts. Recently, Charlotte Hempel has suggested that this diversity can be explained by assuming that Cave 4 was “the learned hub of the Qumran elite who collected and transmitted a large array of learning and literature including Rule texts that need not necessarily have been practiced or shared with the membership at large.”\textsuperscript{458} The small size of the scroll and the unique nature of its content here and there indicate that 4Q491a may well have been a representative of the “eclectic and scholarly character of the content of Cave 4.”\textsuperscript{459} The reason for omitting the Self-Glorification Hymn in 1QM might have been that it was already initially considered as an exploratory addition to the war material: it was written in a script different from other parts of 4Q491a and it was flagged with an exceptional scribal marking.

2.2.2 4Q492 (4QM$^b$)

There are three fragments of leather – rather thick and reddish brown in color – that constitute manuscript 4Q492.\textsuperscript{460} Two of these contain very few letters: in fragment 3, there are only two א’s, the last letters of two different lines, and fragment 2, although containing a few more letters, has preserved only remnants of two lines as well. However, what are clearly visible are margins: in fragment 2, the top margin is seen above the preserved lines and in fragment 3 the left margin is visible. In comparison with the Dead Sea Scrolls in general, the top margin is large.\textsuperscript{461}

Fragment 1 is the largest fragment and contains remnants of 13 lines altogether. This largest fragment is 11 cm high and 11 cm wide while the other two are 3.5 cm high and 4 cm wide (fragment 2) and 6 cm high and 1.5 cm wide (fragment 3).\textsuperscript{462} The script in these fragments is Herodian, similar to 1QM,\textsuperscript{463} and dates back to the second half of the first century BCE.\textsuperscript{464}

The arrangement of the fragments is not unambiguous. Since there are no material connections among the three fragments, finding their correct location is very difficult. That they belong to the same manuscript is clear since they all contain tears due to the ruling. According to Baillet,\textsuperscript{465} the text in fragment 2 may be a continuation to the hymn that begins at the end of fragment 1. In that case, fragment 2 would belong to the left side of fragment 1, being the top of the following column. Fragment 3 clearly is the upper left corner

\textsuperscript{458} Hempel, \textit{The Qumran Rule Texts in Context}, 337.
\textsuperscript{459} Cf. Hempel, \textit{The Qumran Rule Texts in Context}, 337.
\textsuperscript{460} Baillet, DJD 7:45. See new color photos and the older PAM photos of these fragments in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/manuscript/4Q492-1.
\textsuperscript{461} Cf. Tov, \textit{Scribal Practices}, 102–103. Tov notes that usually in the Qumran scrolls top margins are 1–2 cm in height (see p. 99) while that of 4Q492 is 2.5 cm.
\textsuperscript{462} Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 20.
\textsuperscript{463} Baillet, DJD 7:20. See also Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 20; and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 63.
\textsuperscript{464} Baillet, DJD 7:20; Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 20, 41.
\textsuperscript{465} Baillet, DJD 7:49.
of a sheet as Baillet already notes. He assumes that this fragment should be placed either to
the right side of fragment 1 in which case it would be the top left corner of the column
previous to that preserved in fragment 1 or to the left side of fragment 2 in which case
fragments 2 and 3 would belong to the same sheet. In any case, for Baillet, it seemed clear
that there was more than one column in this manuscript. As is easily demonstrated, the text of
4Q492 fragment 1 has clear textual parallels in 1QM. However, in this case, even 1QM did
not help Baillet arrange the fragments since there is not much legible text in fragments 2 and
3 and the text in the best preserved line – line 1 in fragment 2 – does not have any equivalents
in 1QM. Thus, Baillet left the arrangement of the fragments open, and after him no one has
presented any potential solutions.

When comparing the text of 4Q492 to its parallels, it can be estimated that there
is space for about 75 letters or spaces per line in fragment 1. The script is relatively small
(letters are about 3 mm high) and neat\(^466\) and does not significantly deviate from other 4QM
manuscripts in which the average letter height is 2.75.\(^467\) According to Duhaime, the leather
was probably already damaged when the lines were ruled.\(^468\) This might indicate that the
leather was not originally very high quality and consequently the manuscript was scarcely
meant to be a showroom copy. Instead, the manuscript might have been used for some kind
of study purpose or scholarly work. This would also explain the exceptionally large spaces
between lines (about 9 mm each) which may have been left in order to make it easy to read
the manuscript.

Duhaime reconstructs the manuscript as follows:\(^469\)

Fragment 1

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1} & \text{אָ} \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{2} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{3} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{4} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{5} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{6} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{7} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\text{8} & \text{כְּלֹתָה} \text{אָן} \\
\end{align*}
\]

466 Note that there are no preserved scribal corrections in 4Q492.
470 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 132) does not see any of the letters of this word. However, the photos
available show that the bottoms of 2 and 8 are visible, although weakly. The same is true with the v’s at the ends
of the preserved lines 6 and 9.
471 When studying the photos, it seems that at the beginning of this line, all the letters are not aligned (or perhaps
the first letters of the line might be smaller and almost interlinear; see PAM 44.018). However, this is not true in
the original fragment which Jutta Jokiranta checked for me in the IAA Dead Sea Scroll laboratory in Jerusalem
in September 2012. The impression results from the damage to the surface of the fragment. Another obtrusive
issue at the beginning of this line is that there seems to be an ink trace above v. This trace could be the top of a
letter or a part of a supralinear letter. However, no letter exists in which that kind of sporadic stroke leaning to
the right would appear. Therefore, the stroke was probably drawn by accident.
472 See Remarks.
Fragment 2 478

Fragment 3

2.2.2.1 Remarks

There are no great differences between the different editions of 4Q492 and few disputable questions occur. However, two cases call for attention. In the last preserved line of fragment 1, there are many ink traces that Duhaime seems to ignore. At the beginning of the line, the photos show that there are tiny ink traces visible at the top of the line, one of them probably very close to the first נ and the other two a little bit further, probably belonging to the same word. Here, Baillet’s and Abegg’s reading נא לאל עליון ו is closer to what can be seen on the

473 Ishay (”The Literature of War at Qumran,” 193) reads here instead of כלאש. There is a hole in the fragment at this point so that the first two letters of the word are only partly visible and there is nothing left of the possible ט. However, there seems to be enough space between ג and ט so that another ט would fit there. This would be natural since although there are two different spellings of Kittim in the DSS (כתיאים and כלאש), neither of them and would be a unique spelling.

474 Ishay (”The Literature of War at Qumran,” 193) reads here instead of כלאש. The traces left on the fragment might fit final mem as well but there are reasons to prefer Duhaime’s reading. First, as can be seen in the preceding line, final mem reaches below the line as does ג, for example. Here, the bottom traces are at the same level as the bottoms of the following ג and ט. Second, the top horizontal stroke of final mem is usually quite straight, but in this case, the top left trace fits better with the top of ג which curves sharply downward. Therefore, there are no reasons to deviate here from Duhaime’s reading.

475 Ishay (”The Literature of War at Qumran,” 193) does not distinguish ג at the beginning of this word (but she reconstructs this letter). There is only a really tiny ink trace left of this letter and without any context, it would be impossible to say which letter it belongs to. However, since the trace is visible, Duhaime’s reading is more representative of what is seen on the fragment than Ishay’s.

476 Ishay (”The Literature of War at Qumran,” 193) does not read ג or any other letter at the end of the line. However, there is an ink trace of a vertical stroke, small but clear, at the end of the preserved line.

477 After כלאש, García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 982) read only [...] [...] [...]. However, there are clearly three top vertical strokes of ג’s at the end of the line. See also Remarks.

478 Note that García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 982) do not discuss fragments 2–3, nor does Qimron (cf. The Hebrew Writings, 132).

479 Ishay (”The Literature of War at Qumran,” 221) reads here ג instead of ג. The vertical stroke which is preserved of the letter in question might belong to some other letter than final nun as well, but, on the other hand, there is no reason to suggest that it could absolutely not be final nun. On this same fragment, for example the trace that is left of ג at the beginning of line 1 is much smaller than the trace of the possible final nun in line 2. Therefore, there is no reason to be especially hesitant with this case.
fragment than Duhaime’s]. After the partly visible 5, before the big lacuna in the middle of the line, there are also some traces visible at the top of the line. Abegg distinguishes five letters while Baillet marks four. As regards the traces, Baillet’s reading  is closer to reality: first, there are two traces far enough from each other to be separate letters and later, near the lacuna, there are two more traces. Between the first two traces, there would be space for one more letter but since no trace of it is preserved, Baillet’s reading is equivalent to what one sees on the fragment. Thus, in the tables below, the reading of line 13 ( ) is taken from Baillet.480

Another case is in line 5 of fragment 1 where Duhaime reads  and other editors agree. However, on the fragment, there are tiny ink traces visible after  for example.  comes to mind as a primary option since 1QM reads it at the corresponding points ( in 12:13 and in 19:5), but there are other options as well. Thus, in the following tables, the word is read as 480.

2.2.2.2 Contents

Fragments 2 and 3 contain so few letters that it is practically impossible to analyze their content. In contrast, the text of fragment 1 is better preserved and it can be divided into four different parts according to vacats.481 The first part, lines 1–5a, is very fragmentary, and without finding any parallels to it, it would be very difficult to say anything about its content. However, the preserved words  “mighty ones,”  “to seize,”  “foes,” and  “sword” lead thoughts to a battle context. The second part in lines 5b–7a is more legible: it clearly calls on Zion to rejoice (  ). In this passage, Zion seems to have achieved an advantage over other nations whose wealth is now transferred to its ownership. In addition, these lines seem to describe a kind of reversal of roles: other nations’ kings shall serve Zion which has perhaps not always been the state of affairs. This song of joy continues in the third part, in lines 7b–8a, in which rejoicing cities are called  “daughters of my people.” The fourth and last part of the text is reminiscent of battle instructions ( and  in the imperfect), which are now seemingly related to the end of the battle: it is said that the mighty men fell ( ) and the multitude of the slain are dead ( ), both verbal forms being in the perfect.

Although fragment 1 is somewhat tattered and the text is thus damaged in many places, it is still possible to recognize parallels to it. In 1QM, there are two passages that are closely reminiscent of it, 1QM 12:7–16 and 1QM 19:1–13. Tables 19, 23 and 24 below demonstrate the significant similarities between these passages and the possibility of reconstructing the missing parts of 4Q492 fragment 1 with the help of 1QM 19 and 12.

480 Note that originally in Baillet’s reading, there was a  inside the brackets in the middle of the line. Baillet reconstructed it after 1QM 19 but on the fragment, there are no traces of it left. Thus, here this  is deleted.
481 At least in line 5, there is a clear vacat. In lines 7 and 8, the blank spaces suggested to be vacats are smaller and the question remains whether it is possible that the leather was uneven and forced the scribe to leave some unintentional blank spaces in the text. The photos do not give an unambiguous answer to this although there is a full spectrum color image of the fragment available. In what follows, the text is divided into four parts according to all possible vacats, being aware, however, of the many options to explain these blank spaces.
Especially 1QM 19 is very closely parallel to fragment 1. The parallels also help describe the above-mentioned text passages in more detail. The first passage (in 4Q492 fragment 1, lines 1–5a) seems to follow some kind of poetic structure: God’s presence on the battlefield is described with parallelistic verses (line 1 of 4Q492, 1QM 19:1, 1QM 12:8b–9a) and his power is described through natural phenomena (rain, mist, rainstorm; line 2 of 4Q492, 1QM 19:2–3a, 1QM 12:9b–10a). Then the text moves on to discuss a valiant war hero who is encouraged by using various imperative forms (lines 3–5a of 4Q492, 1QM 19:3b–5a, 1QM 12:10b–13a). It is possible that this figure still refers to God since in the Hebrew Bible, God is often portrayed as a warrior (e.g., Isa 42:13, Job 16:14, Jer 20:11). Only later does the viewpoint clearly change to Zion (line 5b of 4Q492, 1QM 19:5b, 1QM 12:13b).

The second (lines 5b–7a of 4Q492, 1QM 19:5b–6, 1QM 12:13b–15a) and third (lines 7b–8 of 4Q492, 1QM 19:7–8, 1QM 12:15b–16) passages were already quite well readable in 4Q492 but by comparison with 1QM passages it is revealed, for example, that the exhortation to rejoice consists of a threefold parallelism where, in addition to Zion, Jerusalem and the cities of Judah are also mentioned. To the fourth part, there is only one parallel passage, 1QM 19:9–14. At the end of 1QM 12, the text is badly damaged but it is clear that the text continues differently from 4Q491 fragment 1. It seems that in 1QM 12, the text continues with one more poetic passage (cf. lines 17–18 where nothing refers to battle instructions but “Jerusalem” and “Lord” seem to be again addressed) while 4Q492 fragment 1 and 1QM 19 continue very similarly, giving instructions for the morning after the battle. These instructions end with a thanksgiving hymn which is not preserved (cf. 1QM 19:13b–14 and lines 12b–13 of 4Q492 fragment 1).

In general, it can be noted that 1QM column 19 forms a very close parallel to the text of fragment 1 of 4Q492 – insofar as they can be compared despite their damaged nature. 1QM 12:7–16 is also lexically very close to 4Q492 fragment 1 but it seems to contain some additional words in comparison to 4Q492 (when fragment 1 is reconstructed according to 1QM 19), and, as already noted, after the three poetic parts of the texts 1QM 12 and 4Q492 continue differently while 1QM 19 and 4Q492 seem to follow a similar text. In addition, while in 4Q492 and in 1QM 19 the short suffixes occur (so that the second person singular masculine suffix is ה), in 1QM 12, the long forms ( possono) appear.

In the following, all four text passages are discussed in more detail and compared to their parallels in 1QM. The differences are first introduced and different options to explain them are presented. Finally, the texts are analyzed as a whole and the plausibility of the explanations are evaluated.

482 About the discussion on the identity of the war hero, see Fletcher-Louis, All the Glory of Adam, 442–445. Although Fletcher-Louis himself ends up interpreting the “mighty one” as the royal messiah, he notes that the majority of the commentators have suggested the mighty one is God.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q492 fragment 1</th>
<th>1QM 19</th>
<th>1QM 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>נבכיה</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שֵׁרוּ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בַּלַּק</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1] for the mighty ones.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: The texts of 4Q492, lines 1–5a; 1QM 12:8b–13a and 1QM 19:1–5a.
**The First Poetic Passage**

Table 19 demonstrates the first poetic passage in all three of its preserved forms, showing the exact lexical parallels in two or all three manuscripts (either visible text or text that can be reconstructed in more fragmentary manuscripts). Dark gray indicates the lexical parallels between 4Q492 fragment 1 and 1QM passages and light gray reflects the lexical parallels between two 1QM passages. Closer scrutiny demonstrates that, although the three passages are lexically very similar, there are also some differences between their texts. The very first difference is preserved between 1QM 19 and 1QM 12:8: in 1QM 19:1: the one who is said to be holy is “our majestic one” (ארדנין) while in 1QM 12 the one who is holy is the “Lord” (אדוני). It remains unclear whether 4Q492 fragment 1 reads one or the other of these options or something else. These two expressions are very similar in appearance and it is more likely that one or the other of the scribes made a mistake than that he would have deliberately replaced one word with another. It is soon demonstrated that the scribe of 1QM 12 seems to make additions here and there to the text that is known in 1QM 19 and 4Q492, and thus to rework the text; he was probably the one who was responsible for the change here. Thus, the most plausible solution is that the author/redactor of 1QM 12 accidentally wrote אדרנין instead of אדוני.

Table 20 demonstrates that in lines 12:8–9, there is a fourfold parallelism that consists of words denoting God and his hosts (in bold) and words denoting the human forces (underlined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IQM</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:8ba</td>
<td>הנחלר המבוך אתנו עם קדושים</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:8bb</td>
<td>בפקודינו מלאכים באגשו ובצלאל לברך</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:9aa</td>
<td>בעדתנו מהמלח וגבורים</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:9bb</td>
<td>روحינו וצבאנו עם צעדינו</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: The structure of 1QM 12:8b–9a.

However, there are some words that seem to be superfluous: at the end of the first verse, קדושים probably refers to angels, and as such, it breaks the parallelism. Similarly, [ ] הגבורה, which is often reconstructed as גבורים, seems to refer to the earthly army and is also problematic in terms of parallelism. Furthermore, in 4Q492 and 1QM 19 the whole clause that includes these expressions seems to be missing. Without all these words, there is only a brief twofold parallelism left: כבא רוחינו וצבאנו וחלקי / הנחלר המבוך אתנו.

There are at least two options to explain this difference: One is that the authors/redactors of 1QM 19 and 4Q492 refer here just briefly to some commonly known hymn that is more extensively quoted in 1QM 12. However, this is difficult to verify since there is no external evidence of or no model for this kind of hymn. A more plausible

---

483 Cf. also Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 279 n. 107.
485 Cf., e.g., Yadin, *The Scroll of the War*, 317.
486 See Baillet’s reconstruction of 4Q492 (Baillet, DJD 7:45) and Yadin’s reconstruction of column 19 (Yadin, *The Scroll of the War*, 374).
explanation is that the author/redactor of IQM added the clause between two verses known in 4Q492 and IQM 19. Concerning the content, the additional clause emphasizes the divine participation in the war: “we” are “with the holy ones,” and the “glorious king” is paralleled with the “host of angels.” Also, “we” is further defined as a “congregation” and “numbered men,” which makes this group seem more organized. Without the addition, the hymn concentrates on God as a war hero who is promised to be with the troops and encouraged to arise and win, while in the addition the role of the angels is emphasized and the “we” group gets more attention. An intentional aim to emphasize these may be a motivation behind the addition as well. Many of the words of the additional clause also occur in the preceding passage in IQM, namely the text in lines 1–6 (cf. מַלְאָכִים, קדִּישִׁים, מַלְאָכִים) and thus it can be argued that the clause was composed on the basis of the preceding passage, which formed a new context for this hymn and to which the author/redactor wanted to link the text. This, however, remains uncertain because it is not known whether this passage was part of the text of 4Q492, and the beginning of IQM 19 is not preserved either. However, the whole line vacat in IQM 12:6 leads to the hypothesis that the text passage that is parallel to 4Q492/1QM 19 and the passage before it might come from different sources.

Another significant difference appears in line 12 of IQM 12 where the text reads "guilty flesh" while IQM 19 and 4Q492 have at the corresponding point just "flesh." This point belongs to the text part which consists of six exhortations, all beginning with a verb in imperative form (cf. IQM 12:10b–12a). In the following table 21, these imperative forms are marked with gray and the objects, all containing a second person pronominal suffix, are underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IQM 12:10b–12a</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:10ba</td>
<td>קְמֹתַ נַבְרָר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10bb</td>
<td>מְשֹׁתַ לִבְנָכָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10bc–11aa</td>
<td>עֲשֹׁתַ קְדַשְׁיָנוּ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:11bb</td>
<td>מְשֹׁתַ שְׁבֹּכֶו</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:11ac–12aa</td>
<td>מְשֹׁתַ בְּשֹׁבֶּר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:12bb</td>
<td>מְשֹׁתַ נַבְרָר</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: The structure of IQM 12:10b–12a.

The table shows that mostly the verses loosely follow a similar structure: the imperative form usually takes one or two suffixed objects. In lines 12:11b–12aa, however, there is an exception: an imperative form and its object are followed by another verb, in jussive form. This exceptional sentence is also the one where the difference appears. In addition to the verbal form atypical in its context, the agent is not the war hero as in the other sentences but “his sword” that may devour flesh or guilty flesh. For all this, it is difficult to gauge whether there was any conscious structure used to which ἁμαρτήματα would either belong or not. Elsewhere in M texts, ἁμαρτήματα is often related to the slain or to corpses (4Q491b fragments 1–3, line 13; 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 line 23; IQM 6:17; IQM 14:13) where it seems to be linked

487 Cf. Schultz, who interprets the clause עֲשֹׁתַ לִבְנָכָה as an addition. See Schultz, Conquering the World, 279.
with known rules of purity. Sometimes it occurs as denoting a more general phenomenon, iniquity which is to be annihilated (IQM 11:11, 13:15) and once it is linked with Belial (IQM 13:4). All in all, אשמה always denotes something non-positive. Davies suggests אשמה is an addition with which the author/redactor of IQM 12 emphasizes the “ethical” qualities of the two sides of the battle,\(^{488}\) i.e., the picture of the enemy is made more biased. This is one option to explain the difference – and perhaps the exceptional sentence made it easy to place the addition particularly where it is. In IQM, אשמה occurs most often in the columns which form the context of the battle cry in IQM 12.\(^{489}\) Therefore, another option could be that, by adding א сдела, the author/redactor of IQM 12 aimed to link the text more clearly to its present context. Also, the two explanations are not mutually exclusive.

At the end of the first hymn, the war hero is urged, again using a parallelistic structure, to fill his land with glory and his inheritance with blessing. In practice, this abundance means “a multitude of cattle in your fields” and “silver and gold in your palaces.” In IQM 12, silver and gold do not seem to be enough and the author/redactor also enumerates אבני “precious stones.” It is clear that at least אבני is something added in comparison to 4Q492 since there, the palaces follow directly after gold. The word “silver” is not preserved either in 4Q492 or in IQM 19 and in IQM 12 it is written above line 12, just before gold. However, it can be plausibly reconstructed in 4Q492 and IQM 19, unlike אבני.\(^{490}\) What should also be noted is that אבני seems disconnected relative to the balanced parallelistic structure: as the following table 22 shows, the second parts of the parallelism contain similar numbers of syllables, the first parts differ from each other as regards their length. This might indicate that אבני was something extra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First part of parallelism</th>
<th>Second part of parallelism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>קנה ממון בחלקותца</td>
<td>חפץ אבני ויהב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אבני ויהב</td>
<td>הבりました</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Parallelism in IQM 12:12b–13a

But if אבני is an addition in IQM 12, where does it come from? It is a quite rare expression in general; in the Hebrew Bible, it occurs only once, in Isa 54:12. This chapter of Isaiah calls on Jerusalem to rejoice – just as the part in IQM 12 that follows the mention of אבני (lines 13b–16). In the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, אבני occurs almost exclusively in IQM: once here in column 12 and three times in column 5.\(^{491}\) On the basis of this information, three possible explanations for adding אבני in IQM 12 present themselves: 1) the author/redactor wants to relate the text to Isaiah and thus adds elements from Isa 54; 2) the author/redactor wants to link the text more clearly to the present context

---

\(^{488}\) Davies, *IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran*, 32, 103.

\(^{489}\) Five of the six occurrences of אשמה in IQM are in columns 11–14.

\(^{490}\) Cf. Baillet (DJD 7:45), who reconstructs silver and gold in lines 4–5 of 4Q492 fragment 1. However, there is no consensus reached in this case: Yadin (*The Scroll of the War*, 349) reconstructs both silver and gold and precious stones in IQM 19 line 5; and Eshel and Eshel (“Recensions of the War Scroll,” 352) argue that the fact that in IQM 12, “silver” is inscribed between the lines “might point to the possibility that this word was inserted from another source,” i.e., not from 4Q492/IQM 19.

\(^{491}\) In addition to these, cf. only 4Q525 fragment 3, column 3, line 3.
and adds elements from the first parts of 1QM; 3) the author wants to do both. Also, it is possible that the author/redactor did not consider gold and silver to be enough for his purposes but wanted to add the precious stones which possibly bore some cultural significance in the author/redactor’s social context. However, this assumption is difficult to verify. Instead, the next parts of 1QM 12 and its parallels will show that the possible links between Isaiah and 1QM 12 are not limited to here and that the second option, connecting the text more clearly to the 1QM context, is also relevant from the point of view of the following text passages.

The Second and the Third Poetic Passages
The next two text passages can be discussed together, especially because in 1QM 12 and 19 they are not separated by vacats but treated as one hymn. The following table introduces the three versions of these passages. Again, dark gray indicates the lexical parallels between 4Q492 fragment 1 and 1QM passages and light gray reflects the lexical parallels between the two 1QM passages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q492</th>
<th>1QM 19</th>
<th>1QM 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second poetic passage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b Zion, rejoice greatly […] 6 your gates continually, so that they may be brought to you the wealth of the nations. Their kings shall serve you and shall bow down before you and they shall lick from your feet. vacat</td>
<td>5b Zion, rejoice greatly! Be glad all you, cities of Judah! […] 6 […] the wealth of the nations! Their kings shall serve you, [all] your oppressors shall bow down before you.</td>
<td>13b Zion, rejoice greatly! Shine forth in jubilation, Jerusalem. Be glad, all you, cities of Judah! Open your gate[s] continually, so that through them may be brought to you the wealth of the nations! Their kings shall serve you, all your oppressors shall bow down before you and […] the dust from your feet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Third poetic passage** | | |
| Daughters of my people, burst into a voice of jubilation! Deck yourselves […] 8 to your camps and Israel for an eternal | 7 […] Daughters of my people, burst into a voice of jubilation! Deck yourselves with glorious ornaments! Have dominion over the kingdoms of 8 […] to your camps and Israel for an eternal domination. vacat | 15b Daughter[s] of my people, shout with a voice of jubilation! Deck yourselves with glorious ornaments! Have dominion over [the kingdom[s of] 16 […] Israel (in order) to reign forever. vacat |

Table 23: The texts of 4Q492, lines 5b–8a; 1QM 19:5b–8 and 1QM 12:13b–16.

At the beginning of the song, 1QM 12 again includes more text than 4Q492 and 1QM 19: not only are Zion and Judah urged to rejoice, but also Jerusalem. It may be noteworthy that Zion and Judah are rare words in 1QM: in addition to column 12, Judah occurs only once (see 1:2) and Zion nowhere else. In contrast, Jerusalem is a bit more frequent—five occurrences
altogether – and it occurs again in 1QM 12:17, right after the end of the part that is parallel to 4Q492 and 1QM 19. This may mean that by inserting it into line 13 the author/redactor of 1QM 12 wanted to link the hymn more clearly to its current context. What should also be noted is that in the Hebrew Bible, Zion and the cities of Judah occur together every now and then in the Psalms (e.g., Ps 48:11, 69:35, 97:8) but more often, Zion and Jerusalem are paralleled, especially in Isaiah (e.g., 2:3, 4:3, 10:32, 31:9, 37:22, 52:1–2, 62:1, 64:10; cf. also Psalms, Lamentations, Twelve Minor Prophets). In Isaiah, there is also one verse in which all three occur together. Isa 40:9 reads:

עוזי מרים ירושלים ירושלים ירושלים
מברכות קולך בפח
אמרו י瘡 יתיירו
יהולות הנגב

Get you up to a high mountain, O Zion, herald of good tidings; lift up your voice with strength, O Jerusalem, herald of good tidings, lift it up, do not fear; say to the cities of Judah, “Here is your God!”

Thus, it is quite possible that the author/redactor of 1QM 12 wanted to make a link here to wordings known in Isaiah.

In the third part of the text, there are no more additions but some differences between 4Q492/1QM 19 and 1QM 12 still occur. In line 15 of column 12, the cities are called to rejoice by using the verb צרח while in 1QM 19 and 4Q492, this is expressed with the verb נבע (hiph'il). The verb צרח is rare and occurs only a few times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls (IQH 11:33; 4Q418 fragment 69, column 2, line 7) and in the Hebrew Bible (Isa 42:13, Zeph 1:14).492 Esther Eshel and Hanan Eshel have noted that in the Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa), the use of the verb צרח is secondary in comparison to the verb ח וצ in the Masoretic text of Isaiah (42:11). On the basis of this, they conclude that צרח in column 12 is also secondary to נבע in column 19.493 Thus, the difference can be explained by supposing that, again, the author/redactor of 1QM 12 acted with the text of Isaiah in mind, this time Isa 42:11 where different places are the actors (e.g., towns and villages) – just as in 1QM 12 the towns are the actors (daughters of my people refers here to affiliated towns of the city).494 This suggestion is very difficult to verify, but since this is not the only possible link to the text of Isaiah and since it is as difficult to find other explanations for this difference, it can be considered at least as possible.

In line 16, 1QM 12 reads למלוך עולם למלוך עולם למלוך עולם למלוך עולם למלוך עולם למלוך עולם למלוך עולם (to reign forever,” using a verbal form, while in 1QM 19 and 4Q492 there is a substantive, למלכות עולם, “eternal dominion.” Unfortunately, the whole clause is not preserved in any of the three texts. The fullest reconstruction that can be made is ורדה המלכות [...] וɐן היה תכנית [...] ואריך את חורו למלכותasty ("Have dominion over the kingdoms [...] your camps and Israel (in order) to reign forever.")

492 נבע is not common either but it still occurs more often than צרח: 11 times in the Hebrew Bible and 11 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, mostly in hiph’il.
493 Eshel & Eshel, “Recensions of the War Scroll,” 353. According to Eshel and Eshel, the one who first demonstrated that the usage of צרח is secondary in Isa 42:11 was Harry M. Orlinsky (“Studies in the St. Mark’s Isaiah Scroll II,” JNES 11 [1952], 153–156).
Evidently, the cities are urged to rule over other kingdoms – which fits together with the idea of other people’s kings serving Zion already introduced in 14b–15a. But after that it is difficult to figure out what the content of the final clause was and whether Israel is now the one who reigns or the one who is reigned over. It is possible that this vagueness was already present in the text before it was partly damaged and the author/redactor of 1QM 12 now tries to make it clearer. However, due to the fragmentariness of all texts at this point, explaining the difference must remain speculative.

The Fourth Passage

The fourth text passage, preserved both in 4Q492 and 1QM 19, which discusses the morning after the battle and is reminiscent of battle instructions known in 1QM 15–17 and in 4Q491a, is not parallel to 1QM 12, which continues, instead, with one more hymn. However, the morning after the battle is discussed later in 1QM, in column 14 lines 2–4. Table 24 shows that, while 1QM 14:2–4a is not closely parallel to 4Q492/1QM 19, it still shares many lexical elements with them and the main structure of the texts is similar.

First, instructions to return to the camp overnight are given; second, the soldiers are urged to return to the place of the battle line in the morning and it is stated that the place is the one where the slain of the enemy fell; and third, the soldiers are urged to praise the God of Israel there. At the same time, while in 4Q492/1QM 19 the enemy is further defined as the “mighty men of Kittim,” the “multitude of Ashur,” and the “army of all the nations,” in 1QM 14 the enemy is just an enemy. Also, whereas 4Q492 and 1QM 19 mention the “chief priest,” the “chiefs of the lines,” and the “numbered men,” in 1QM 14 no special attention is paid to their own military personnel. What is distinctive in 1QM 14 is that the focus is on making oneself ritually clean after battle – a theme that is not taken notice of in 4Q492/1QM 19. However, despite these differences, it seems clear that a common pattern of the morning after the battle is expressed, albeit in modified form, in these passages.

Between the hymn in column 12 and the instructions in column 14, there are blessings and curses and at least one thanksgiving hymn. This section, beginning at the end of column 12 and continuing as far as line 14:1 has been considered to be a later interpolation in 1QM. Among others, Duhaime has suggested this and argued for his proposal by referring to the comparison between columns 12–14 and 19.495 Duhaime notes that the text passages from

495 Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking,” 44. Duhaime refers here to Jürgen Becker (Das Heil Gottes: Heils- und Sündenbegriffe in Qumran und im Neuen Testament [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964]) who already earlier suggested that 1QM 13 is an interpolation. In his article, Duhaime argues that lines 13:9b–12a are an addition in the text of column 13. According to him, this is indicated by the duplication of a clause in lines 9b–10a and 12b (אמות פלとにかく ונשים / במדבר אור המלכים) and also by the fact that without lines 9b–12a, the surrounding text could still be read as a coherent hymn. In addition, Duhaime argues that lines 9b–12a introduce new terms and give the text a “dualistic tone” that otherwise is not there. However, the addition that promoted the idea of the commander of light was not readily acceptable since the idea of a heavenly mediator may have been seen as conflicting with the idea that God himself participated in the war and there was no need for any intermediators between God and his people. This conflict was the reason why lines 9b–12a were “bracketed” – as Duhaime puts it – by lines 1–6 and 13b–16 in which God himself is the opponent of Belial. See Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking,” 44–46.
Then they shall gather (to) the camp, at night [...] 9 [In the] morning they shall come to the place of the line, where the mighty men of the Kittim had fallen, and the multitude [of] God. 10 [...] a large number of slain were [de]ad with no bu[ri]al, they who had fallen there by the sword [of] God. 11 [...] and the Levites [...] [and] all the chiefs of the lines [...] 12 [...] together where they stand, beside the slain [...] the God of Israel [...] [...] 13 [...] to God (the) Most High and [...] [...] [...] [...] 9 [(to) the camp, at] night [...] they shall come to the place of the line 10 [...] the mighty men of Kittim, the multitude of Ashur, and the army of all the nations [as]sembled (to see) if [...] slain 11 [...] had fallen there by the sword of God. There, the chief priest shall draw near [...] [...] 12 [...] of the war and all the chiefs of the lines and [their] numbered men [...] 13 [...] beside the slain of the Kittim. They shall p]raise there th[e] God of [...] 14 [...] [...] [...] 2 When they have departed from the slain to enter the camp, they shall all sing the hymn of the return. In the morning they shall [clean] their garments and wash themselves 3 of the blood of the guilty corpses. They shall return to the place where they had taken position, where they had arrayed the line before the slain of the enemy had fallen. They shall bless there 4 all together the God of Israel and they shall exalt his name in a joyful community. They shall speak up, saying, (continues)
columns 12 and 14 “follow each other without interruption in column 19,” and thus he concludes it to be probable that lines 12:17–14:1 form an interpolation. The content of lines 12:17–14:1 gives further arguments for this interpretation: the commander of light (امر ברא) occurs only here in 1QM, and Belial is discussed more extensively than in any other 1QM column. In addition, although it seems that Belial and the commander of light are on opposing sides, there occurs hardly any vocabulary concerning warfare in column 13. A day of battle is mentioned once (line 14) but in this expression, the author uses the unusual word לֵילָּה. In addition to this, מלחמה occurs only once in 1QM (line 1:9), while the more familiar word מלחמה occurs in every 1QM column except for 13. These thematic and lexical features do not diminish suspicions that lines 12:17–14:1 would be an interpolation. In addition, what may also be noteworthy is that in column 13 there seem to be fewer references to the texts known from the Hebrew Bible than in columns 10–12 and 14. Instead, in column 13, there are many references to other columns of 1QM (cf. 13:1a and 15:4; 13:1b and 14:4, 16:6; 13:7 and 12:7; 13:12 and 15:10; 13:13 and 10:8; 13:14 and 1:9), which might indicate the author had some 1QM material at hand.

All in all, it seems likely that the text material in 1QM lines 12:17–14:1 is an interpolation, probably created in order to introduce a new character, the commander of light, and to emphasize the contraposition of this heavenly figure and Belial. One reasonable option is that this interpolation was formed on the basis of the text preserved in 1QM 14 and in 4Q491a fragments 8–10. First, there seem to be structural similarities between columns 13 and 14: Both start with a rubric (13:1–2a, 14:2–4a) unlike the hymns in the previous three columns (10–12). After the rubric, column 13 (2b–6) continues with praising God with blessings (and cursing Belial) and column 14 (4b–8a) with a hymn praising God. These two sections begin by calling God the “God of Israel” (13:1b; 14:4a) – an expression that is rare in the Hebrew Bible – and God is referred to in the third person. Finally, both columns end with the hymns addressing God in the second person (13:7–17, 14:8b–15). In addition to this, especially passages 13:7–9a and 14:8b–15 (excluding the passage concerning Belial and his lot in lines 14:9b–12a) share many terms. Table 25 demonstrates these similarities.

---

496 Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking,” 44.
497 Davies concludes as well that column 13 existed as an independent fragment before being included in the composition of 1QM. However, in Davies’s theory, column 14 was also an originally independent fragment. See Davies, 1QM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 123.
498 However, some scholars have identified the prince of light with the character that occurs in column 17:6–7. See van der Ploeg, Le Rouleau de la Guerre, 152.
499 In the Hebrew Bible, this word occurs most often in the expression “the day of the battle” as in 1QM 13: see Job 38:23, Ps 78:9, Zech 14:3. However, see also Dan 7:21 and Ecc 9:18.
500 Note also that after lines 13:7–9a there comes a description of the prince of light and Belial. Lines 14:9b–12a are also focused on Belial and his lot but the prince of light is not mentioned.
2.2.2.3 Summary

On the basis of the analysis above, it seems clear that of the three main texts that were compared – 4Q492 fragment 1, 1QM 12:7–16 and 1QM 19 – the latest one is 1QM 12: the author/redactor of 1QM 12 added clauses to the text known in 4Q492/1QM 19 and also made some changes in it. The number and richness of the additions make it unlikely that the additions were unintentional; rather it is plausible that they were made on purpose. At least three possible motivations have appeared: the additions and changes could be made 1) in order to fit the text better to its present context, 2) in order to link the text more closely to some “biblical” ideals, or 3) in order to implant some new ideas or to emphasize or to clarify some ideas already presented in the text. As is soon explicated, these three options are not mutually exclusive.

All the additions can be explained by the author/redactor’s aim to link the text more clearly to its present context. Especially the largest additions in lines 12:8b–9a and 12:13b contain vocabulary that is also known in the near context. Furthermore, the shorter additions in lines 12:12a and 12:12b–13a can be explained as repeating the terminology known elsewhere in 1QM, but in these cases the references must be sought in the wider context of the scroll. The
additions in lines 12:12b–13a and 12:13b and the change in line 12:15 can also be explained by the influence of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa 40–55), especially its text as it was found at Qumran (1Qlsa). This explanation can easily be linked to the previous one: since the hymns are now preceded by 1QM columns 10–11, columns full of “biblical” references, it is possible that the author/redactor wanted to increase the links to “biblical” texts in the hymns.

If the additions and changes are scrutinized from the contentual point of view, they can be explained by the author/redactor’s aim to emphasize the role of the angels, to further define the “we” group, to make the image of the enemies more biased and possibly to clarify the role of Jerusalem and Israel. The ongoing discussion of the role of the angels is also reflected by 1QM 13 which probably was a late part of the composition of 1QM. Thus, it is well possible that, for example, adding column 13 in its present context inspired the addition in lines 12:8b–9a. In this case, the first and the third explanation blend in with each other.

All in all, although it is not possible to determine conclusively why each of the additions and changes was made, most of the explanations seem to return to the first explanation, the aim to link the text to its present context. The material shows clearly that the hymns known in 4Q492/1QM 19/1QM 12 and the instructions known in 4Q492/1QM 19/1QM 14 were transmitted both without the text material now known in column 13 between them and with it. It would actually be surprising if transmitting a hymn to different contexts would not lead to any modifications. Interpreting 1QM 13 as an interpolation also gives a reason for having the hymns of 4Q492/1QM 19/1QM 12 twice in 1QM: a well-known framework was used in order to incorporate new material.

What should also be noted is that while the analysis above demonstrates that the text in 1QM 13 is probably later material in considering the development of 1QM to its present form, at the same time, 4Q495 fragment 2 (cf. chapter 2.5) is probably a close parallel to 1QM 13 lines 9b–12a, the passage where the commander of light appears. This indicates that the commander of light was not a completely unique idea but was copied during the second half of the first century. However, what can be concluded is that the material that was not completely stabilized often seems to concern angels and divine beings and their role in the war (cf. the material in column 13 which sometimes occurs between hymns and instructions and sometimes not and the discussion on the so-called Self-Glorification Hymn in sections 2.2.1.3 and 2.2.1.8). The interest in angels was strong in late Second Temple times and was related to the rise of apocalypticism and dualistic thinking. These themes also seem to provoke opinions during the development and transmission of the War Texts: On the one hand, there was interest in the heavenly beings and probably when discussing the war, they were seen as suitable psychological tools in encouraging the soldiers. On the other hand, the idea of God fighting with and for his people was important and the supremacy of God was not to be threatened.501 These viewpoints are clearly visible in 1QM 13 where the angelic character, the commander of light is introduced and almost right after that, the power of the

angels is called into question and God’s supremacy is emphasized (see line 14: “Who, be he an angel or a commander, is like the help of… […]”). Also, the addition in lines 12:8b–9a may have to do with the discussion on the angels’ role.

Some observations can also be made just by comparing 4Q492 fragment 1 and 1QM 19. They seem to preserve similar text but in 4Q492, some vacats are added. What may be noteworthy is that in the end part of the text, the additions and changes made in 1QM 12 are located near these vacats, 1–3 words before or after them. This leads to the hypothesis that the large space between the lines and the added vacats in 4Q492 may indicate that it was some kind of working copy in which the text was written in order to sketch the places for forthcoming changes and additions.\(^{502}\) As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the leather of the manuscript was probably of low quality. Perhaps the manuscript was an interim copy in the process where the text known in 1QM 19 was transmitted in the new context in 1QM 12.\(^{503}\)

### 2.2.3 Summary of 4Q491a and 4Q492

Both 4Q491a and 4Q492 contain some amount of relatively well-preserved text material that can be defined as closely parallel to some parts of 1QM. Manuscripts show that the battle instructions known especially in 1QM 16–17 and the hymns known in 1QM 14 and 12/19 were quite well stabilized, although while transmitting them it was still possible to make changes. By contrast, especially the encouragement speeches and those hymns that discussed divine beings and their participation in the war were not considered to be stabilized – especially the speeches were open to rewriting and even replacement and they were used as a template for a creative literary work. While 1QM is a manuscript that can be characterized as a high-quality showroom copy and that clearly aims to gather and organize text material, 4Q491a and 4Q492 were probably targeted at a smaller and more exclusive group of people and were used while studying the tradition and testing different ideas.

---

\(^{502}\) It must be emphasized that this is a hypothesis; there is no clear evidence that ancient scribes worked like this. However, since there is so little evidence preserved in general, conjectures of this kind must be allowed in order to further the scholarly discussion. When the study in the field of manuscript studies advances, this hypothesis can be re-assessed.

\(^{503}\) Note that in the case of S manuscripts, it is suggested that 4QTestimonia (4Q175) may have played a similar role in relation to 1QS as 4Q492 is here suggested to play in relation to 1QM. Tov (Scribal Practices, 22) notes that in DJD 5 (p. 58), John M. Allegro suggests that the scribe of 1QS also copied 4Q175 (see also Eibert Tigchelaar, “In Search of the Scribe of 1QS” in Emanuël: Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint, and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuël Tov (ed. by S. M. Paul, R. A. Kraft, L. H. Schiffman, W. W. Fields, with the assistance of E. Ben-David; Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 94; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 439–452. Eibert Tigchelaar (“In Search of the Scribe of 1QS,” 452) has further suggested that this scribe may have composed the text in 1QS 9.3–11 on the basis of 4Q175 or, alternatively, compiled the biblical quotations of 1QS into 4Q175. If the first option is true, the process reminds us of what is hypothesized here of 4Q492 and 1QM – although the theory introduced here does not necessarily presuppose one and the same scribe for 4Q492 and 1QM. Note, however, the critical comments concerning Tigchelaar’s suggestion introduced by Jutta Jokiranta (“What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)’?”).
2.3 4Q491b (4QM<sup>a</sup>b) and 4Q493 (4QM<sup>c</sup>): Unestablished War Visions

In this chapter, relatively well-preserved manuscripts that do not have close textual overlaps with other War Text material but that, from a thematic point of view, clearly represent War Texts, are taken under close scrutiny. As in the previous chapter, the content of the manuscripts is assessed both as it is and in comparison with parallel material.

2.3.1 4Q491b (4QM<sup>a</sup>b)

As already noted, in this study the manuscript that is called 4Q491b includes (Baillet’s) fragments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23 of 4Q491. From a physical perspective, the manuscript is reminiscent of 4Q491a: the script is either Hasmonean or early Herodian, the line height is relatively narrow, about 4 mm, and the letters are small, about 2 mm high. The skin is of average thickness and light beige in color. No complete columns have been preserved but there are some margins visible.

Abegg notes the fact that fragments 1, 2 and 3 – which Baillet has joined together although there is no material connection between them – seem to form an ensemble in which a line could contain over 130 letters or spaces. This is a very unusual line width within the Dead Sea Scrolls, and thus Abegg doubts whether the lines of 4Q491b fragments 1–3 can be so long. However, Abegg accepts Baillet’s joins for the purpose of his dissertation since lines 8 and 18 can be plausibly reconstructed with the help of 1QM 7 (line 6 and lines 19–11). Duhaime, similarly, follows Baillet’s edition and reads fragments 1–3 together. According to him, the contents of fragments 1 and 2 are so similar that they must belong together. Fragment 3, by contrast, is a bit different as regards the content, but it also shares terminology with fragment 1, and fragments 1 and 3 both represent the upper part of the manuscript. In addition, Duhaime argues that there are some material reasons to join fragments 2 and 3:

--- one may even wonder if the spot at the left of line 7 on fragment 3 is the remains of the bottom part of a א, the upper part of which is to be read at the beginning of the corresponding line of fragment 2.

Ishay edits fragments 1, 2 and 3 separately but remarks that they deal with common issues.

---

504 On dividing the manuscript 4Q491 in two, see sections 1.5.1 and 2.2.1.
506 Baillet, DJD 7:13–14. Baillet notes that fragment 1 consists of five pieces and fragment 2 of seven pieces. According to him, it seems certain that all these pieces form a coherent unity although the lines of the manuscript become very long. However, the location of fragment 3 is uncertain for Baillet.
508 Cf. Abegg’s (“The War Scroll,” 36) list of line widths in some non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls. Abegg also notes that 5QDeut is the only known Biblical scroll which has quite long lines – and they contain about 83–88 letters or spaces per line.
509 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 36) remarks, for example, that the estimate of the line width is based on “the often-conjectural joins of thirteen fragments.”
511 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 142.
512 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 142.
513 Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29, 49–50, 68.
All in all, scholars have previously argued for the unity of fragments 1–3 mainly on the basis of the content. However, there are further material arguments to bring forward. Although this ensemble consists of three different fragments and 13 different pieces, the fragments do not include distant joins. All fragments are inscribed in a dense script: there are numerous lines and a considerable amount of text in each line – and this already leads one to think that the fragments may belong together. When they are read in conjunction with each other, it can be observed that the space between the lines does not vary, which supports joining them as one manuscript. Also, the right margin is in view and seems to be fairly straight. Considering all this, there is no particular reason to call Baillet’s arrangement of the fragments into question.

In the following, the best-preserved fragments of 4Q491b are discussed one by one. The fragments are presented in numerical order, according to the numbers Baillet gave them. The main focus is on the best-preserved fragments 1–3.

2.3.1.1 Fragments 1–3

Duhaime reads these fragments as follows:

See the color photo of the fragments in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-371148. In this photo, fragments 1–3 are at the top of the image. For sharper monochrome photos, see http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-366997 (B-366997; fragment 1) and http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-366995 (B-366995; fragments 2 and 3). Note that in these photos, the pieces are arranged differently than in Baillet’s edition (cf. Baillet DJD 7, plate V): In the DJD plate, the top right corner piece and the leftmost piece of fragment 1 are in lower position than in B-366997. Also, while in the DJD plate, fragment 3 is on the right side of fragment 2, in B-366995, it is at the top of fragment 2. Thus, at this point, a new material join – between fragments 2 and 3 – is proposed in the photos of the Digital Library – and this new join also requires the repositioning of fragment 1. However, there are no arguments given for this new join and it is difficult to find it completely reasonable. There is no clear common edge between the fragments and a gap remains between them. Also, although some of the ink traces may be interpreted as a letter starting in fragment 3 and continuing in fragment 2, no such traces are directly connected to each other. For example, there might be a ש the top of which would be at the bottom left of fragment 3 and the bottom of which would be at the top left of fragment 2 but in fact it seems that the traces are not precisely aligned. In view of all this, the proposed new join remains very uncertain. Baillet’s arrangement of fragments is certainly hypothetical as well, but in the case of fragments 1–3, Baillet’s material joins are not questionable. Therefore, in the following Baillet’s arrangement – which is the basis for Duhaime’s edition – is followed.


Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 68) reads just פ here but before the next word she reads ג. Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 44), Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 142) and García Martínez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 970) agree with Baillet (DJD 7:13). Baillet’s reading really is reasonable – although the פ just before the lacuna is barely visible (just one tiny ink trace in the middle of the line): the stroke before פ is too far away to be the conjunction ג. Abegg’s examples of פ’s in 4Q491b show that the other two strokes of פ are more vertical than in the פ’s of 4Q491a and the middle stroke is not necessarily tightly connected (see Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 5). The two lines below this first line of fragment 3 shows that some letters are worn away on the right side of this fragment; for example, in line 2, part of פ is worn away. Thus, it seems probable the letter before פ in line 1 is פ.
which has been partly worn away. Before ﬤ, there was probably a letter but the ink traces of it are almost totally worn away.

518 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29) reads ﬤ here. The difference between ﬤ and ﬤ is often practically non-existent (see the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141) As regards the content of the expressions, in this case it is perhaps not very reasonable to suggest that ﬤ is the right reading since unlike this form, the expression ﬤ is known from the Dead Sea Scrolls and IQM (cf. 12:4) while the meaning of ﬤ remains unclear. Note that there are also other points where opinions differ on whether it is ﬤ or ﬤ that is to be read; see, e.g., line 13 where Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) reads ﬤ and not ﬤ.

519 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29) reads ﬤ here. The difference between ﬤ and ﬤ is often practically non-existent (see the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141) As regards the content of the expressions, in this case it is perhaps not very reasonable to suggest that ﬤ is the right reading since unlike this form, the expression ﬤ is known from the Dead Sea Scrolls and IQM (cf. 12:4) while the meaning of ﬤ remains unclear. Note that there are also other points where opinions differ on whether it is ﬤ or ﬤ that is to be read; see, e.g., line 13 where Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) reads ﬤ and not ﬤ.

520 While Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 44) and Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 142) agree with Baillet (DJD 7:13) and read ﬤ here, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 68) reads ﬤ and Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) read ﬤ. Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 970) read the letters similarly to Baillet, Abegg and Duhaime but they leave space between ﬤ and ﬤ and reconstruct ﬤ [י]. The photos show that there is no space between ﬤ and the preceding letter and it can safely be concluded that this letter is ﬤ. The left vertical stroke seems to continue below the bottom of the line and thus it fits ﬤ well. The bottom of the curved stroke is in view and there is a small space between it and the long vertical stroke – just as in Abegg’s examples of ﬤ’s (see Abegg “The War Scroll,” 5).

521 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ﬤ [] here. It is true that ﬤ is not very well in view but there is a trace on the right side of ﬤ and there is no reason to doubt its fitting with ﬤ.

Note that as regards fragment 2, Ishay’s line numbering is different from Duhaime’s: Ishay’s line 1 is Duhaime’s line 3, Ishay’s line 2 is Duhaime’s line 4 and so forth. This is because Duhaime treats fragments 1–3 as a single unity while Ishay gives her own edition and own line numbering of each fragment.

522 Here, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 68) does not see any letters before ﬤ but marks ﬤ. Abegg, too, does not mark any letters before ﬤ although he leaves some space after the bracket: ﬤ [ר] (similarly: Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 133). In the available photos, there seems to be no clear ink trace. However, one cannot know whether there was something visible at the time when Baillet studied the fragments. Thus, there is no need to deviate from Baillet’s (DJD 7:13), Duhaime’s (“War Scroll,” 142) and Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar’s (Study Edition, 970) reading.

523 Note that Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 28) joins one small piece that Baillet considers a piece of fragment 2 to fragment 3 and reads them together. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) reads ﬤ here. However, the first preserved stroke on the fragment seems to be too long to be the right diagonal stroke of ﬤ. In addition, if the strokes formed ﬤ, they should meet – but that is not the case here. Interpreting the second to last letter before the lacuna as ﬤ is possible but not very likely: the letter is remarkably similar to the ﬤ in the next line.

524 See Remarks.

525 See Remarks.

526 See Remarks.

527 According to Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29), the last letter before the lacuna is ﬤ and not ﬤ. This is a relevant option since the left side of the letter is not clearly in view. A couple of lines below, at the corresponding point of line 8, very similar strokes have been interpreted as ﬤ (and there is no disagreement among editors at this point). However, the traces in line 8 have the distinctive downward left-curving tail at the left end of the top stroke that is characteristic of ﬤ. The traces in line 6 lack this. Therefore there is no need to deviate from Duhaime’s reading at this point. Note that there are some other points as well where the editors disagree whether the letter should be read ﬤ or ﬤ: cf. line 7 where Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) reads ﬤ instead of ﬤ.

528 Instead of reading ﬤ after the lacuna, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 68) marks just ﬤ. All the other editors, however, see ﬤ (at least an uncertain one) here, and the traces just after the lacuna seems to fit well
with ש: a diagonal stroke ending in the middle of the line and the thick ink trace at the top of the letter (cf. Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 5).

530 See Remarks.

531 Duhaime (and cf. also Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 970) follows Baillet (DJD 7:13) here and reads ש:א: but Abegg reads ר:א:ר, Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) reads ול:א:ר and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29, 49) does not read this word either in fragment 3 or in fragment 2. There is a general agreement that ש is a clear letter and that the word ends with ר. Of the letters between ש and ר, only the tops are visible. There are three ink traces which could fit ש or ר equally well. As regards the letter just before ש, it is often impossible to determine whether it is a matter of ו or י (see the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141) and both ו and י are possible options here. Abegg’s ר at the beginning of the word is a bold suggestion since there is almost nothing left of this letter. Thus, marking ◦ reflects what is seen on the fragment better. All in all, although the reading here must remain tentative, there is no need to deviate from Duhaime’s reading.

532 In some places, Ishay tends to transcribe words without matres lectionis – which, however, are present in the actual text. Here, e.g., she (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 29) reads ש:א:ר but Abegg reads ש:א:ר. However, earlier in this line, Ishay reads ש:א:ר although the letters on the fragment clearly seem to be ש:א:ר and in line 15, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ש:א:ר although the fragment clearly reads ש:א:ר.

533 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) does not read the following ב at all. The text here is very challenging to read since it spans the junction of two pieces. Of ב, there is only one small trace left and the letter should absolutely be marked as uncertain. However, it cannot be left unread either. Of ד or ר, a little more is left but the trace is vague. ר is a possible option as well but there are not enough reasons to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here.

534 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ש instead of ש:א:ר. However, on the fragment, ש is clearly visible.

535 See Remarks.

536 See Remarks.

537 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ש instead of ש:א:ר. However, on the fragment, ש is clearly visible.

538 See Remarks.

539 See Remarks.

540 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ש here instead of Duhaime’s (“War Scroll,” 144) ש. Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) does not read the following ש at all. The text here is very challenging to read since it spans the junction of two pieces. Of ש, there is only one small trace left and the letter should absolutely be marked as uncertain. However, it cannot be left unread either. Of ש or ש, a little more is left but the trace is vague. ש is a possible option as well but there are not enough reasons to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here.

541 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads ש here. The letters following ש are barely visible, only very small ink traces at the top of the line can be seen. Thus, Ishay’s caution is understandable. However, one cannot be certain about the fragment’s condition during earlier research work – such as Baillet’s – and thus there is no need to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here.
2.3.1.1.1 Remarks

In line 5 of fragment 1, Ishay marks a vacat between the words "עולם" and "ואחרי֯." It is true that in the leftmost piece of fragment 1, in the fourth visible line of this fragment, and in line 5 of the manuscript, there is an unusually long space before the word "ואחרי֯." Baillet remarks that there is a blank space at this point as well and interprets that a new section begins after "עולם." In the following table, this vacat is added to the text. Also, two more clear vacats are added: in line 7, between the words "שובמה" and "ואלפים," there is a bigger space than usual between words and the same is true in line 9 between words "המחנות" and "ועברו." It is of course possible that a larger space between words is due to damage in the leather but in these cases, the content of the text supports interpreting them as vacats.

What is also noteworthy is that there are small hyphens written at the right edge of the fragment. Especially in lines 1, 6, 14, and 18 they are clearly visible but Tov recognizes these hyphens also at the beginning of lines 4, 16, and 19. According to Tov, they are to be interpreted as section markers. In 4Q491b, fragments 1–3, these markers are not in line with vacats – but Tov notes that the majority of section markers of this kind “were probably inserted after the writing was completed,” so they might represent the way a later individual or group structured the text. However, there remain question marks: while the hyphens in lines 1, 6, 14, 16 and 19 seem to be at the beginning of a new part or section,

---

542 Baillet (DJD 7:15) remarks that here the scribe has corrected "ראישונים" to "הראישונים". After the correction, the space between words is missing and the medial mem has been changed to final mem. Baillet supposes that the correction might not have been made by the original scribe but by a later corrector. Cf. also Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 38.
543 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 49) reads just two 's while Duhaime reads three. In the available photos, it can clearly be seen that there are three ‘s.
544 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 133) does not read this word at all. It is true that כ is very uncertain letter but there is a small ink trace between the lines left of it. Therefore, Duhaime’s reading represents what is seen on the fragment better.
545 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 50) reads "" here but this reading is a bit too cautious: the left side of כ is visible and the top of כ as well. Although the identification of both letters must be left uncertain, Duhaime’s reading here is not especially bold – and it should also be noted that Baillet might have had this fragment in front of him in better condition that it is in the photos. In addition, Ishay does not mark the two unidentified letters that are partly visible before כאל. In this sense, too, Duhaime’s reading is a better reflection of what is seen on the fragment. As regards these two letters, the first one of them might be an interlinear כ. However, only the top of the vertical stroke is visible and thus this interpretation remains very uncertain.
547 Baillet, DJD 7:14.
548 Tov, Scribal Practices, 184.
549 Tov, Scribal Practices, 180.
especially that in line 18 does not fit this interpretation. In addition, it must be noted that these hyphens are very small and it could be possible that at least some of them are just ink blots.550

In line 5 of fragment 2, Abegg reads אֱ[ב]צ instead of Duhaime’s אֱ[ל]צ.551 Baillet already noted that there is not necessarily room for the word רֶשֶׁ in the lacuna but the reason for this may be, according to him, that the piece containing א is located too far to the right.552 What is visible on the piece that contains א (according to Abegg) or two unidentified letters (according to Duhaime) are traces of a letter that clearly comes below the line. The letter seems to fit well with other צ’s in the manuscript (cf., e.g., fragment 1 lines 8–9). Beyond this trace, there is nothing more visible, although it is possible that Baillet may have seen something on the right edge of the piece. All in all, Abegg’s reading is a better equivalent to what is seen in the fragment and therefore, in the following table, it replaces Duhaime’s reading.

In line 6 of fragment 2, Duhaime reads חַ[מ]צ[מ] while Baillet, Abegg, and García Martinez and Tigchelaar read חַ[מ]צ[מ] and Ishay reads חַ[מ]צ[מ].553 Of these options, the second one seems to be the most plausible. The letters ג and ה are clearly visible on the small piece of fragment 2, and before them there is one vertical stroke which could well be the left vertical stroke of ח. After the word חַצ, there is a space and perhaps, just before the left edge of the fragment, there was an ink trace that has practically entirely faded away. As regards כ before חַצ, the question is whether the small piece of fragment 3 should be placed in the immediate vicinity of fragment 2 or not. In Baillet’s arrangement of fragments, which is followed here in all the other cases, there seems not to be space for additional letters between כ and ח and thus, the brackets in Duhaime’s reading seem to be needless. Thus, in the following table, the brackets are deleted and a space is added between חַצ and the following unidentified letter.

In line 7 of fragment 1, Ishay reads חַ[מ]א instead of Duhaime’s חַ[מ]א.554 After הָתֹ, only the bottoms of the following two letters are visible and thus it is difficult to say whether it is Ishay or the other editors who are right. There are some considerations that support Duhaime’s reading. Of the letter that is interpreted to be either כ or ג, the bottom stroke is parallel to the line: in the case of ג, the stroke usually goes below the line so כ seems to be the more probable option. However, כ is not the only option: ג can also be considered (cf., e.g., the ג in line 12). Therefore כ should absolutely be marked with ◎. As regards the letter that is interpreted to be either א or ה, the left leg that seems to curve slightly to the left at the bottom of the line indicates that in this case, Ishay’s reading – ח – is the more probable interpretation. However, again, it is not the only option: ח should also be considered. The left

550 In addition to Tov, Duhaime also takes note of these hyphens. He suggests that in line 4 the hyphen indicates some kind of sense division, but he also argues that lines 1–5 form one section of the text. See Duhaime, “Étude comparative de 4QMa fgg. 1–3 et IQM” in RevQ 14/3 (1990):461.
552 Baillet, DJD 7:14.
leg of the first character curves more to the left than what is expected for ש, although perhaps less than might be expected for ר. Again ו is absolutely needed. Finally, in the following table, Duhaime’s reading is corrected from ו to ש.

In line 8 of fragment 2, Baillet, Abegg, García Martinez and Tigchelaar, Ishay, and Qimron read פֶּסֶת, פֶּסֶת while Duhaime reads just פסセット.555 However, it can clearly be seen that there is an interlinear י before פסセット. Perhaps this is some kind of typo since in Duhaime’s edition there is an interlinear י between the words פֶּסֶת and פֶּסֶת where it clearly does not belong. Thus, in the following table, Duhaime’s edition is corrected in this respect: the interlinear י between the words פֶּסֶת and פֶּסֶת is removed and added before פס,set.

In line 12 of fragment 1, Duhaime reads וְלֹא [בָּשָׂם] while Baillet, Abegg and García Martinez and Tigchelaar read ולֹא [בָּשָׂם] and Ishay reads ולֹא.556 In digital photo B-366997, there is no trace of ולֹא left but in PAM 42.474, a straight vertical stroke after וה is visible and so ולֹא actually should be marked outside the brackets as the other editors suggest. In the following table, Duhaime’s edition is corrected in this respect.

In line 13 of fragment 2, Duhaime reads וְלֹא [וּאֵשֶׁר] while Baillet, Abegg, and García Martinez and Tigchelaar read וְלֹא [וּאֵשֶׁר].557 In digital photo B-366995, one can distinguish a really tiny ink trace, the remnant of the top left of the letter, just before the rift between the two pieces of fragment 2, and therefore, in the following table, Duhaime’s reading is corrected to be more reflective of what is seen on the fragment – although the identification of the letter must remain very uncertain. Also, the ו just after the rift is very weakly visible, just one tiny ink trace.558

Near the end of line 13 in fragment 2, there at first seem to be some differences between the readings of different editors; while Duhaime reads וֶאֶלֶּה, Abegg reads וֶאֶלֶּה, García Martinez and Tigchelaar read וֶאֶלֶּה, Ishay reads וֶאֶלֶּה, and Qimron reads וֶאֶלֶּה.556 Ultimately, these are only different ways of marking the same phenomenon: The editors’ intent is to show that there are two unintentional letters that have been corrected. Baillet explains his own reading as follows: “After וה, the scribe first put ו (beginning of וה), then added ו above the line, corrected ו to ו and added וה above (followed by יא?) by drawing י to the left of י which he did not delete. In the end, we read וה וה כו.”561 This explanation is plausible since the letter after וה does not resemble any known letter: it is too small to be a final mem but on the other hand, the continuous stroke

---


558 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 144. Of ו, only the bottom part is visible, and Duhaime remarks that the leather is “abraded where letters are restored” (see 144 n. 24).

559 Note also that in Duhaime’s edition (“War Scroll,” 144) there is an interlinear י marked earlier in the line, just before פֶּסֶת. This interlinear letter should probably be later in the line, after פֶּסֶת and just before ש.


561 Baillet, DJD 7:15. Translation from French to English by Hanna Vanonen.
does not fit a medial mem. Thus, it could well be a corrected letter as Baillet suggests. Duhaime also saw an interlinear but for some reason, he has marked it earlier in this line after the verbal form יכום. Thus, in the following table, the reading is corrected to follow Baillet’s way – and actually, Duhaime, too, advises the reader to consult Baillet’s edition.

2.3.1.1.2 Contents

In fragments 1–3 of 4Q491b, the first four and a half lines form the first unity ending with a vacat. These lines are quite fragmentary but it seems clear that no clear textual parallels to this section occur elsewhere in the War Texts. Instead, in fragments 1–3 of 4Q491b, there are some unique ideas and terminology. First, in line 1, the mention of the biblical character Korah is unique and does not occur anywhere else in the War Texts. Because both Korah, included among the sons of Esau, and Korah, son of Izhar, who are known in the Hebrew Bible, are described as rebellious (cf. Gen 36, Ob 1:18, Mal 1:3, and Num 16), and since the New Testament also knows Korah as rebellious (Jude 1:11), it is reasonable to interpret him and his congregation as representing adversaries in fragments 1–3 of 4Q491b as well. The “commander of his angels” (line 3) – another unique expression – could belong to any side since for example in 1QM, there are angels (מלאך) both on God’s side (cf., e.g., 7:6, 10:11, 12:1, 4, 8) and on his adversaries’ side (cf., e.g., 13:11, 12). Since it probably belongs to the same sentence with the following expression “so that they have a mighty hand” which seems to be some kind of promise, it is more plausible to interpret it as denoting God’s angels. This interpretation raises the question of whether the commander (שר) was some kind of heavenly mediator or an archangel – like Michael who is described in 1QM 17. Due to the fragmentary nature of the text, not much can be said about this.

In the middle of line 3, there is some kind of change in vocabulary: Duhaime notes that while the first part of the line speaks about heavenly personages, the last part seems to concentrate on worldly troops with mounts and horsemen. On the other hand, these kinds of terms occur in harmony, for example, in 1QM 12 where the terms דבש הנשמה (“the mighty one of war”) and רוחיו צבא (“the host of his spirits”) are followed by a term like פרשינו (“our horsemen”) (cf. 1QM 12:9). Thus, the terms that perhaps seem to belong to different contexts
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563 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 144 n. 25.
564 An earlier version of this analysis was published in an article called “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts or Multiple Rule Texts? Boundaries of the S and M Documents” by Jutta Jokiranta and me (see pages 11–60 in Crossing Imaginary Boundaries, eds. M. S. Pajunen & H. Tervanotko, The Finnish Exegetical Society 108, 2015). Although the article was a joint project, I wrote the original version of the section discussing 4Q491b independently.
565 Cf., however, the Korahites who are described in the Hebrew Bible as singers (2 Chron 20:19) and gatekeepers in the temple (1 Chron 9:17–19) and to whom 11 psalms are attributed (Ps 42, 44–49, 84–85, 87–88).
566 Like the wordRAP, the word וש is also used in 1QM in connection with both sides of the battle: in 1QM 13, there is the “commander of light” (see 13:10) whereas in 1QM 17 the “commander of the dominion of wickedness” occurs (see 17:5–6). The word וש is not used directly of Michael in 1QM, but Michael is introduced as a counter force to the “commander of the dominion of wickedness” (see 1QM 17:6–7) and he is connected with light as the “commander of light” (see 1QM 17:6).
do not have to be in contradiction in fragments 1–3 line 3 either. In line 4, it seems that the victorious end of the war is described: the hand of God will strike so that there will be an eternal destruction, atonement will be extracted and everlasting joy will prevail. Although this part of the text does not seem to be a close textual parallel to any passage elsewhere in the War Texts either, there are many sections in which similar ideas come out in 1QM (see, e.g., 1QM 1:4–9, 14–15; 13:1–3).

The next section marked with *vacats* extends from line 5b to line 7a. However, as Duhaime has suggested, line 6 seems to be the beginning of a longer section, "the rule in their encampments," which extends to the end of fragments 1–3. Duhaime links line 5b to the previous section, but it does not seem to fit there easily: the content of the text, the prohibition against going towards the lines of the enemy, could even be linked better with the rule observed in the camps than the description of the end of the war. According to Duhaime, lines 1–5 form the end of the speech concerning the leaders of the congregation; in that case, line 5b could describe the situation right after the speech before moving on to the next topic. It is, however, not possible to establish this with complete certainty. Also, one possible option would be to interpret line 5b as an addition, formed in order to link the speech with the following rule, “the rule (to observe) in their encampments” (line 6).

The rule to be observed in the encampments seems to begin with some restrictions: although the text is partly damaged, it gives the impression that women, children and the disabled are prohibited from doing something, perhaps going to the battlefield or probably even to the battle camps – here, the camps seems to be in focus while later, from line 9b onwards, attention is paid to the battlefield and yet another group of people is excluded (cf. line 10). In line 7 – after women, children and the disabled are dealt with – something is said about the position of the craftsmen, the smelters and some appointed people in the war. The text is again much damaged but one can guess that the tasks of these groups are also related to the camps.

The next section reaches from line 7b to line 9a. Its text concentrates on taking care of the purity of the camp and the daily duty and gathering to the house of meeting, all probably issues that are related to the preparations for the war and the camps. From line 9b onwards, the text continues without any preserved *vacats* and moves on to discuss the strategy on the actual battlefield. In this strategy, setting up an ambush is a central part (cf. lines 12b–13) while in 1QM it is mentioned just in passing (cf. 1QM 9:17) and elsewhere in the War Texts it does not occur at all. In addition, the text seems to outline a three-phased structure of the battle (cf. lines 15–17). At the preserved end of the text, the war garments are briefly discussed (line 18). In line 19, some kind of concluding clause is given: according to this rule, the destruction is fulfilled.

---

570 Duhaime, “Étude comparative,” 460. However, Duhaime adds a question mark after his definition for lines 1–5: “Discours au sujet des princes de la congrégation (?)”
1 Korah and his congregation ...[...] ... judgement[...]. 2 In the sight of the whole assembly ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...judgement as a sign[...]. 3 and the commander of his angels with their[...]. so that they have a mighty hand[...]. the batt[e...].[...] ... for the mounts and the horse[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 4 The hand of God will smite[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...for the everlasting destruction[...].[...] ...they shall alone on your[r] behalf[...].[...] ...all the prin[c]es of[...].[...] ...their[...].[...] ...and in[...].[...] 5 his holiness in everlasting[...]ly[...]. vacat After[...].[...] ...the congregation and a[ll] the prince[...].[...] h[o]s[...]. shall go towards the lines of the enemy[...]. 6 This is the rule (to be observed) in their encampments and in[...].[...] ...in their[...].[...] ...surrounding, on the outside[...].[...] No woman or young boy or a man strik[...]... 7 [the] ... The craftsmen[and] the smith[ers] and those appointed to be[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 8 nakedness shall not be seen in[the]ir surroundings. When they march out to set up the battle[...].[...] ...the enemy... among them set free by lot for each tribe, according to its numbered men, for the daily duty.[...]. 9 (On) that day, from all the tribes, they shall march out of the camps towards the house of[...] 10 There shall be two thousand cubits between the [camps], and nakedness shall not be seen in the[...]ir surroundings. When they march out to set up the battle[...].[...] ...the enemy... among them set free by lot for each tribe, according to its numbered men, for the daily duty.[...]. 10 That day, from all the tribes, they shall march out of the camps towards the house of[...]. vacat. 11 They shall pass in front of[...]. 10 to the thousands, the hundreds, the fifties and the[...]s. Any man who will not be[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 12 They shall march out in turns to the battle. These are the kirmishe[...]. and close by them the[...]men[...]. the[...]nes. If they set up an ambush for a line, three lines shall be[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 13 [the] battle. The trumpets of alar[m]... they shall hear[...]. The men[...]. to bring[...]. down among the slain of guiltiness. Then the ambush shall burst out from its location and shall array its[...]nes is well[...]. 14 The gathering (on) the right[...]. 15 They have completed their portion, the first[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 16 The [second] one... by dr[aw]ing up the battle[...]. The second[...]ne[...]. shall form its portion, withdraw and stand[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 17 The[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 18 In[...]r[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 19 According to all[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] 20 [the] commanders of the camps[...].[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...] ...[...]
This scrutiny already touches on the fact that there are some textual and thematic links between 4Q491b and 1QM. In Table 26 (above), those texts of 1QM that have most in common with 4Q491b fragments 1–3 are gathered together and the words and expressions in common are highlighted with gray.\footnote{These links have also been found and analyzed by Duhaime, “Étude comparative,” 459–472.} In addition, in fragments 1–3, words and expressions that do not occur at all in 1QM are underlined in order to demonstrate that while there is much in common with fragments 1–3 and 1QM, there are also many differences between them.

In 1QM, there is no rule for encampments\footnote{The verb חנה “to camp” occurs twice in 1QM, in 1:3 and 15:2. In the first of these occurrences, the Sons of Light encamp in the wilderness of Jerusalem. In column 15, it is not absolutely clear who is encamping but probably it is the lot of God that is called to encamp opposite the king of the Kittim and the army of Belial.} although many other units are named as rules (cf. 1QM 2:16–3,11 the rule of the trumpets; 3:13–4:8 the rule of the banners of the whole congregation; 4:9–14 the other rule of banners; 5:3–9:9 the rule for arranging the divisions; 9:10–17 the rule for changing the order; 16:3).\footnote{Cf. also Alexander, “Rules,” 799.} However, many of those regulations that belong to the rule for encampments in 4Q491b occur in 1QM in other rule sections, especially in the rule for arranging the divisions in lines 5:3–9:9. The closest resemblances between fragments 1–3 and 1QM are in this rule section: for example, both fragments 1–3 lines 6b–11 and 1QM 7:3b–7 include the regulations concerning purity. However, there are differences in order: Both texts start with prohibiting women and children (in 4Q491, or children and women in 1QM) from coming into the war encampments. 1QM continues by enumerating what is required of the soldiers: they cannot be lame, blind, crippled, disabled or bodily impure. The exclusion of the last-mentioned group is validated by saying that the angels are present in the encampment. At the end, there is a regulation for the distance between camps and the latrine. In 4Q491b fragments 1–3, similar instructions are given but after the regulation concerning the exclusion of women and children, something else about the craftsmen and the smelters follows. \footnote{Duhaime, “Étude comparative,” 460.} This is possible but the preserved text does not say it unambiguously. It is equally possible that in bringing up craftsmen and smelters the focus was on their duties in the camps, not on their exclusion from the battlefield. After the vacat, in line 7b, the regulation for the distance between camps and the latrine follows.

In her dissertation, Johanna Dorman makes a similar suggestion to that made above when describing the contents of fragments 1–3: in 4Q491 there is a disconnect between the war camp and the battlefield. The requirements presented in 4Q491 lines 6–7a concern those who enter into the war camp (no women, children, afflicted men, nor the possibly physically disabled; i.e., not those who have no physical competence to participate in the battle), and the stricter requirements in line 10b concern those who participate in the actual
battle (no men who are unclean by their seminal emission; i.e., the focus is now on ritual purity). The angels are clearly present on the battlefield. In contrast, when the similar requirements are presented in 1QM, the camp and the battlefield are not clearly separated as in 4Q491b. Therefore, in 1QM there was no hindrance from moving the regulation of the latrine and its distance from the camp to the end of the list of excluded persons and after mentioning the angels (see 1QM 7:6–7). In 1QM, angels are thus potentially understood to be present both on the battlefield and in the camps, whereas in 4Q491 the angels are on the battlefield only. Following Dorman’s lead, it could be argued that, in 1QM, the idea of the presence of angels is expanded, which is in line with the fact that 1QM lacks the notion (present in 4Q491b line 9b) of soldiers going to the house of meeting – which probably refers to the tent of meeting – before going to the battlefield. In 1QM, the whole camp served as the tent of meeting and the presence of angels was not limited to the battlefield only. However, 1QM still recognizes that purity on the day of the battle is of special importance (7:6, excluding a man with emission), followed by the mention of the angels.

The trumpet list in 1QM 3 seems to represent a vision somehow similar to 4Q491b fragment 1–3. In lines 3:3b–4, the mention of the “house of meeting” probably explains the term “men of renown”; these men are described as “chiefs of the fathers of the congregation when they gather in the house of meeting.” The trumpet list does not necessarily say much about the war that was envisioned by its author(s) but it is perhaps noteworthy that in this list too, the house of meeting is mentioned before the trumpets of the camps and the trumpets that are related to the battlefield while the trumpets that are mentioned before the house of meeting seem to be related to drafting different groups (in preparation for the war). Thus, in both contexts, the house of meeting seems to be related to the transition from preparations to the actual battle. The fact that 1QM seems to have preserved several war visions can be explained by its anthological nature: its aim was to gather and arrange the material concerning war.

While the text in lines 6–10 seems to describe the preparations for the war, from line 11 onwards, the viewpoint is channeled onto the battlefield, and first, the alignment of the soldiers is in focus. This is also described in the fragmentary end of 1QM 5, which is a part of the rule for arranging the divisions. This rule of 1QM starts with quite a long description of weapons (5:4b–14) which is surrounded by the explanation of how the soldiers are aligned

---

576 In 1QM, the “house of meeting” occurs in line 3:4b, in the middle of the list of the trumpets. These two, the one in 4Q491b fragments 1–3 and the other in 1QM, are the only occurrences of מועד בית משכן in the preserved Dead Sea Scrolls. In Job 30:23 (מָוֶ כִּי־יָדַעְתִּי לְכָל־חָי מوء וּבֵית תְּשִׁיבֵנִי) / “I know that you will bring me to death, and to the house appointed for all living.”) and this is why it is sometimes interpreted to be related to burial rites. However, in 1QM and especially in 4Q491b, the term seems to refer to a concrete place which is outside the camps (cf. 4Q491b fragments 1–3, line 9). Yadin (The Scroll of the War, 268) suggests that in 1QM, מועד בית משכן denotes a concrete communal assembly place. This interpretation remains a bit vague. According to Dorman (“The Blemished Body,” 161), מועד and מועד are an “equivalent of the more known, האהל, ‘the tent of meeting.’” Thus, מועד might be a euphemism for a tent of meeting that dare not be called האהל. The מועד seems to serve as a transition from the preparations to the actual war where, according to 4Q491b, even more severe purity requirements were needed, and visiting the tent of meeting before that fits well into this big picture.
What is common between fragments 1–3 and 1QM 5:16–17 is that the battle lines are said to stand one after the other and there shall be a distance, probably between the lines. However, while in 1QM there are seven battle lines, in fragments 1–3 there are three of them. This division into three is shown again later in fragments 1–3: from line 15 onwards, it is gone through how each of the three lines “fulfills its portion” by turns (1–3:15, 16, 17). Although in 4Q491b fragments 1–3 the number of battle lines is different from 1QM, there are many similarities between the texts: as in 1QM there are different kinds of soldiers in fragments 1–3, probably at least the skirmishers (1–3:12), and as in 1QM the battle is directed with trumpets (1–3:13).

In lines 12–13, there are some directions for arranging the ambush (אָוֹרֵב) and executing it. The term אָוֹרֵב occurs only once in 1QM, in line 9:17. Unfortunately, again, not much can be concluded from these passages due to the fragmentary nature of the end of 1QM column 9, it even remains unclear whether these two can be said to be parallels. What is clear is that there are things connected to the ambush in 4Q491b fragments 1–3 that do not occur in 1QM: executing the ambush is linked with bringing down the slain of guiltiness – an expression that does not occur as such in 1QM. In addition, in fragments 1–3, line 14, it is described how the soldiers are grouped in four directions, and this does not occur as such in 1QM either.

At the end of the preserved text of fragments 1–3, the Levites and the priests are brought up and the garments of the priests are described. This description is known in 1QM as well, in lines 7:9b–11. There, it precedes the actual acts of war while in fragments 1–3 it seems to follow them. The comparison between the contents of these descriptions is difficult since the end of fragments 1–3 is extremely fragmentary. According to Baillet’s reconstruction, the texts could be nearly similar but this remains speculative. However, it seems that something new starts in fragments 1–3 after the description of garments but that this new section probably continues to discuss the rule of encampments (בַּשָּׁם כָּל, “according to all this rule”).

As has been noted, 4Q491b and 1QM differ from each other on a textual level more than 4Q491a and 1QM. Probably because of this, scholars have usually considered it difficult to assume that they show direct literary dependence. The most common model to explain the relationship between these texts is that they are reworkings of a common tradition –although many scholars do not rule out the other option (mutual dependence) either. What
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577 In the lists of trumpets, the ambush is mentioned twice (1QM 3:2 and 3:8), but there the word אָוֹרֵב is used for it.
578 See also Duhaime, “Étude comparative,” 469.
580 Cf., e.g., Duhaime “Étude comparative,” 469, 471–472; Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract. Duhaime concludes that fragments 1–3 are all in all a briefer text than 1QM, and, while 1QM is quite an elaborate text that has a tendency to generalize the application of the rules, especially concerning purity, fragments 1–3 represent a more practical point of view. Also, according to him, the “biblical sources” are utilized more in 1QM. Duhaime seems to agree with the commonly occurring idea that texts tended to expand (rather than be shortened), and if he is judged correctly here, his presupposition is that the briefer text is earlier than the longer one and that later texts are more probably spiced with biblical citations. However, he does not
can be concluded from all this is that if a similar source was a basis for both 4Q491b and 1QM, it was possible to process this source very freely and creatively. On the other hand, this is also true if the texts are interpreted to show mutual literary dependence – and this is something that actually challenges the theory of a common source: if it was possible to make such noteworthy changes in the source, would it not be equally likely to think that one of the texts was the source for the other? If the options of mutual dependence are weighed, 1QM is more likely to rewrite 4Q491b, since it has a general tendency to organize material in lists and collections. There may be theological implications involved in such an organization (such as here the presence of angels in the camp as well) but some of those implications might also result from the rewriting and the aim to collect and organize the material.

2.3.1.2 Fragment 4

Fragment 4 consists of two separate pieces which Baillet joined together. Abegg explains that the join between these fragments is based on the plural word שְׁמֵשִׁים, of which the first three letters are in one fragment and the rest of the letters (reconstructed) are in another and considers this join possible. Duhaime reads and translates this fragment as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1} & \quad \text{חָנָן} \\
\text{2} & \quad \text{מְבַנָּה}
\end{align*}
\]

argue that fragments 1–3 and 1QM are directly dependent on each other but emphasizes that his explanation is also valid if the editors behind the texts have independently used a common source and considers this in many cases a probable option. Ishay takes note of the fact that both 1QM 7 and 4Q491 1 include a list of regulations concerning the encampment but that these lists differ in length, style, running order and in some respects in content as well. In her interpretation of the complete manuscript 4Q491, she aligns herself with Duhaime’s thoughts, arguing that 4Q491 and 1QM are two different reworkings of common source material that consisted of war descriptions and a thanksgiving hymn. In addition, she thinks that at the same time some “sporadic theological reworking of the parallel sections” was done. Ultimately, however, according to Ishay, “it is impossible to determine whether one version depends on the other or the two elaborate a common source.” Thus, just as Duhaime finally does, she also leaves it open whether the texts are using a common source or whether they are dependent on each other.

581 Baillet, DJD 7:19. The pieces can be seen in PAM 42.474, http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-283964. One fragment is in the third line, the second piece from the left and another fragment is above it in the second line.


583 Duhaime, “The War Scroll,” 144.

584 While Baillet (DJD 7:19) and Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 144) mark here two unidentified letters, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 72) marks only one. Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 50), for his part, marks פ. In PAM 42.474, there can be seen two short vertical strokes, leaning slightly to the right. The first of these could fit with פ but perhaps also with ע. Therefore it is plausible to follow Baillet and Duhaime and mark two unidentified letters.

585 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 50) reads only one unidentified letter. In PAM 42.474, one cannot distinguish more than one very small ink trace before ג, so Abegg’s caution is understandable. However, one cannot be sure about the fragment’s condition during earlier research work – such as Baillet’s – and thus, there is no need to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here.

586 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 72) does not see צ but marks an unidentified letter. The bottom of the letter is, however, visible and if it is compared to the צ in line 3, it seems to correspond well to its bottom part. Thus, there is no reason to deviate from Baillet’s (DJD 7:19) and Duhaime’s (“War Scroll,” 144) reading at this point. Cf. also Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 50. For some reason García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 972) do not read any letters in this line – but that is unnecessary caution.

587 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 72) does not see זו here. However, there is a small ink trace below the line, just above the extant beginning of line 3. This trace does not belong to any letter in line 3 and thus it is
Since in line 2 some kind of age limits seem to be under discussion (“[...]fro]m the [a]ge of twenty [and] over…”), Baillet and Duhaime have connected this fragment with the end of 1QM column 6.590 The end of column 6 and the beginning of column 7 enumerate the age requirements for the different groups of military persons. However, due to the small amount of text in fragment 4, this link remains very tentative and it is not possible to establish the connection between fragment 4 and 1QM 6 beyond doubt.

2.3.1.3 Fragments 5+6 591

Baillet joined these two fragments on the basis of 1QM 12:1. As he noted,592 when combined, the fragments seem to form the upper left part of a column: fragment 5 preserves part of the top margin and fragment 6 preserves part of the left margin. However, there is no material connection between these two fragments, and the fact that they have preserved different margins does not make their join more probable. According to Abegg, the join of these fragments is “possible but not recommended,”593 and Ishay ends up editing these fragments separately.594 It should also be noted that, as the following table demonstrates, when the fragments are read together and compared to 1QM 12:1, the texts are not entirely similar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491b fragments 5+6</th>
<th>1QM 12:1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[...and] the host of [a]ngel[s] are in [your] holy habitation [to praise] your [truth. The elect ones]</td>
<td>For [there] is a multitude of holy ones in the heavens, and the hosts of angels are in your holy habitation to praise your [truth.] The elect ones of the holy people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 27: The texts of 4Q491b fragments 5+6 and 1QM 12:1.

All in all, it is most plausible to read these fragments separately. Unfortunately, there is not much to conclude either about the texts or about the material facts.

probable that it is the bottom of ꝲ. Cf. also Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 50; Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 972.

588 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 72) reads יקרא. This reading is possible but not certain at all. There is only the top left of the letter in view, and the trace could belong, for example, to זyard as well. Thus, there is no need to deviate here from Duhaime’s reading.

589 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 72) reads only one unidentifiable letter here. In PAM 42.474, one cannot distinguish more than one ink trace before ב, so Ishay’s caution is understandable. However, again one cannot be sure about the fragment’s condition during earlier research work – such as Baillet’s. Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar’s (Study Edition, 972) reading seems to hint that it may have been possible to see the text better: they read here ככנלה, but in the available photos, there are no convincing arguments for this reading.

590 Baillet, DJD 7:19; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 145.


592 Baillet, DJD 7:20.


2.3.1.4 Fragment 7

Baillet reconstructs this fragments on the basis of 1QM 13:8–9. However, as he notes himself, the fragment is so small that its identification with 1QM 13 remains uncertain and the reconstructions are as well very hypothetical. As can be seen in the following table, the link between fragment 7 and 1QM 13 is not impossible (common words highlighted by grey) but when omitting reconstructions, there are actually only four letters (from two different words; underlined in the table) common between these two passages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491b fragment 7</th>
<th>1QM 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [...] through the appointed times of eternity.</td>
<td>8 through the appointed times of eternity. In all your ... in our midst for the help of the remnant and the preservation of your covenant,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [...] and to recount [your truthful works ...]</td>
<td>9 ... (and to recount) your truthful works and the judgments of your wonderful might ... [...] for you, (as) an everlasting people. You have cast us in the lot of light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 28: The texts of 4Q491b fragment 7 and 1QM 13:8–9.

Therefore, reading fragment 7 with the help of 1QM 13 remains entirely hypothetical – and when fragment 7 is read as it is, unfortunately, again, there is not much to conclude either about the text or about the material facts.

2.3.1.5 Fragments 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, and 23

These six fragments are very small and they include a dozen complete words maximum. Some of them like fragment 16 and fragments 20 and 21, include vocabulary similar to 1QM, but unquestionable parallels cannot be found. In addition, it should be noted that, for example, in fragment 16, the terminology that links the text with 1QM is quite common: השם, הקודש, ישראל, גבורה occur often in the Dead Sea Scrolls in general (145–565 occurrences). As regards fragments 17, 19 and 23, each of them include some terms that do not occur in 1QM or the other War Texts. In fragment 17, the term כל התהלים (see line 2) is unique in comparison to the War Texts, and in fragment 23 the same is true of כל התהלים (see line 4 where this word probably occurs in the plural). Thus, it can be concluded that there are no textual parallels to be distinguished between the extant text of fragments 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, and 23 of 4Q491b and other War Texts and, in addition, that unfortunately, these fragments do not shed much light on the questions of the content and use of 4Q491b.

596 Baillet, DJD 7:20.
597 Baillet has charted the possible parallels between the fragments of 4Q491b and 1QM; cf. Baillet, DJD 7:40, 42–43.
598 Incidentally, the term is interesting in general since it is one of the earliest mentions of the title of the biblical collection of Psalms. See Baillet, DJD 7:41; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 163.
2.3.1.6 Summary of 4Q491b

As the previous analysis shows, only fragments 1–3 of 4Q491b include enough material to make a reasonable comparison with the other War Texts, in this case, with 1QM. On the one hand, the presence of quite a large amount of text that does not occur in 1QM shows clearly that, as a whole, 4Q491b fragments 1–3 cannot be defined as being dependent on one certain 1QM passage or vice versa. In addition, those passages that have similarities to 1QM are not exactly like it or in the same order (cf., e.g., 4Q491b, fragments 1–3, lines 6–8, 10 and 1QM 7:3–7). On the other hand, it is not likely that texts that share so much, especially on a thematic level, would have developed without some kind of literary dependence. In comparison with 4Q491b, 1QM collects the rules about excluded persons (including the man with a seminal emission) together and only then gives the rationale of angels being present, and the rule about the latrine and nakedness. Probably, at least here, 1QM rewrites 4Q491b.

The comparison between 4Q491b and 1QM also demonstrates that in 4Q491b, the war camp gets considerable attention and it is clearly separated from the battlefield. It seems that the question of the presence of angels is something that was still under discussion when the war traditions were transmitted: in 4Q491b, their presence seems to be restricted to the battlefield while in 1QM the angels seem to be present everywhere and there is no need to make a clear separation between camp and battlefield. Interestingly, when 4Q491a and 1QM were compared above, the question of divine beings and their role proved to be a theme that was not stabilized in the war tradition but that was still under discussion. Another noteworthy theme in 4Q491b is the ambush that gets more attention than anywhere else in the War Texts. Consequently, it can be said that the content of 4Q491b is even more exploratory than the content of 4Q491a (which despite some unique parts also included some clearly stabilized sections). The content of 4Q491b also coheres with Hempel’s general description of the content of Cave 4 as having an eclectic and scholarly character.

As was the case with 4Q491a, 4Q491b is clearly not meant to be any kind of showroom copy: the manuscript is written in a small script, keeping line spacing very tight and squeezing as many letters into one line as possible. Vacats are never long but very small lacunas within the lines. In addition, 4Q491b includes small marginal markings, hyphens that probably are meant to indicate an outline of the text. They may have been added either by the original scribe or some later one but the last-mentioned option is more probable since there are vacats in the text as well and they are not always in line with the marginal markings. This may indicate that the text was considered to be somehow a work in progress and/or that it was a subject of study.

---

599 Note that when using the words “unestablished” and “exploratory,” I refer to the models of the war that are introduced in the War Texts but occur only once each and thus remain experimental (in the light of the preserved material). By using these terms I do not suggest that there was an intent to produce one authoritative text towards which the “unestablished” traditions were developed. Rather I put forth the idea that there were different models of war descriptions and some of them seem to have become more stabilized than others since they were copied into several manuscripts.

600 Cf. section 2.2.1.8; Hempel, The Qumran Rule Texts in Context, 337.
2.3.2 4Q493 (4QMf)

Manuscript 4Q493 consists of two leather fragments which were combined already before Baillet’s work. The join is reliable since the fragments clearly share physical interfaces. All margins are visible, not in their full dimensions but sufficiently to lead to the conclusion that the two fragments form a quite small manuscript, 9 cm high at the highest point and 12 cm wide at the widest. No traces of stitching are visible but this does not necessarily mean that the right margin would be the beginning of the scroll or that the column would be only one in the scroll; it is also possible that the part of the margin where the stitching was is not preserved or that the sheet to which this and some other columns belong is badly deteriorated.

With its 14 lines, 4Q493 belongs to those manuscripts that have a small writing-block. The letters in these 14 lines, 50–55 per line, are around 2.5 mm high on average, and spaces between the lines vary from 5 to 6 mm. This spacing is one of the tightest among the War Texts, although in 4Q491a and 4Q491b the spacing is even tighter. The letters are also small rather than large in comparison to other War Texts, although the size of the letters does not vary from text to text as much as the spacing between lines.

The manuscript is written in a script which, according to Baillet, is slightly older than that of the Herodian period. Thus, it is dated to the first half of the first century, and it is considered to be the oldest of the Cave 4 war text fragments.

The manuscript (or at least one column of it) is quite well preserved but in some places it is darkened and the surface of the leather is wrinkled.

Duhaime reconstructs this manuscript as follows:

\[
\text{המָלְחָה} \text{ הַרְחִיבָה} \text{ יְהוֹ שָׁמַע} \text{ אֲלוֹן} \text{ הַשְּׁלֹוָרִים} \text{ לְאַלְפָּש}.
\]

Of 4Q493 there is no new color photo available, at least not yet. The two fragments joined together can be seen, e.g., in PAM 44.018 (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-285358) and the two fragments separately can be seen, e.g., in PAM 41.400 (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-298885) where the fragments are in the bottom right corner of the photo.

Baillet, DJD 7:50. See also Duhaime, The War Texts, 30. Baillet notes that “le fragment est composé de 2 morceaux joints par un de mes prédécesseurs.”

Cf. also Duhaime, The War Texts, 30.

Cf. Tov (Scribal Practices, 84, 86), who classifies four writing-block sizes: small with 4–14 lines, medium with 15–24, large with 25–34 and very large with 25–60. Tov notes that this classification is “impressionistic” and “made mainly for the sake of convenience.” However, when 4Q493 is compared to other relatively well-preserved War Texts, it stands out with its small writing-block.

Duhaime, The War Texts, 30. According to Abegg, “the line spacing of 4Q493 varies from 5.2 (lines 9–10) to 6.3 (lines 10–11)” mm. In addition, Abegg notes that an average line height is 5.7 mm. See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 70.


Baillet, Qumrân grotte 4 III, 50; Duhaime, The War Texts, 30; Schultz, Conquering the World, 369; Eshel & Eshel, “Recensions of the War Scroll,” 352. See also Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.

As noted by Baillet, Qumrân grotte 4 III, 49, and as can be seen in PAM 44.018.


See Remarks.

Baillet (DJD 7:50) and Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 172) suppose that the dot that is clearly visible between the words והך and כ might be some kind of hyphen. However, they do not make it clear what purpose the hyphen would serve at this point. According to Tov, the dot is a separation dot that was used “in order to separate two
words lest they be understood as one continuous word or context.” Tov also gives some other examples of using this kind of dot: see Tov, Scribal Practices, 211.

612 Baillet notes in his edition that an optional reading here would be פֶּלֶךְ and Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) reads this way. The only stroke that is left of the questionable letter (ב) curves up to the left and could be the right side of ב as well as the right side of ג. Earlier in this same line, the letters occur one after the other (בך), demonstrating how similar they are. Since the left side of the letter is in the lacuna, it is really difficult to make a choice between the two options. The reading must remain tentative – but there is no need to deviate from Duhaime’s edition here.

613 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 118) reads [שלום לפני יד] instead of [שלום לפני ידה] here. The end of the line is wrinkled and torn, which makes reading difficult. The photos available do not help resolve the problem. The first three letters are clearly visible but after them the text is illegible. Qimron does not give any further explanation for his readings. Baillet (DJD 7:51), whom Duhaime (“War Scroll,” 172) is following, notes that his reading is very uncertain and speculates on whether there might be two letters in place of ב. He also emphasizes that the letter which he has interpreted as ב are barely visible. When looking at the available photos, it is impossible to make a decision between Baillet’s/Duhaime’s and Qimron’s readings. However, it is interesting that Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) reads similarly to Baillet and Duhaime here although she is usually very careful about reading anything that is not quite clearly visible and, for example, she reads ה instead of ה here in this same line (although the ink traces are more visible than here). All in all, there is no need to correct Duhaime’s edition here.

614 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 71) reads ה here instead of just ה. The line is at this point again wrinkled and torn and it is really difficult to distinguish the letters. However, it seems clear that there is not enough space between the following ג and the top left of כ (which is clearly preserved) to see any further letters.

615 Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 118) marks ש in brackets as a possible letter (ף). However, in the photos, there are no traces left of this letter.

616 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) reads [ י] instead of [יה] here. The manuscript is again almost illegible, wrinkled and damaged at this point. Baillet (DJD 7:51) notes that the piece of the fragment in which the traces of these letters are is leaned to the left. According to him, a trace of ש was visible in a protruding part but is no longer apparent on the plate. The visible traces might belong to י as Ishay suggests, but elsewhere in the manuscript it seems that there is an open space in the left part of ש (cf., e.g., הַשע in the same line) while the traces in question seem also to include a vertical stroke in the left part of the letter. Therefore, י is the more plausible of the two options (cf. also, e.g., מ in the beginning of line 1).

617 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) sees instead of [ ל]. Baillet (DJD 7:51) notes that the skin flakes and is decayed at this point. According to him, the traces of ש and ש are vague and he marks both letters as possible. (Note that Duhaime marks ב as certain which is a bit odd as he usually follows Baillet in these difficult cases. It is possible that leaving out is just a typo.) In the available photos ש and ש are very difficult to distinguish. It is possible that the manuscript has deteriorated further since Baillet had it in front of him and that he had seen something that Ishay could not have seen anymore. According to the photos, however, this is the most that can be said. Earlier in the same line, Ishay cannot see the res of [ נ] and marks it in the brackets. At this point too, the line is much deteriorated but next to the second to last letter, ג, there seems to be an extremely small trace belonging to the preceding letter, י, possibly ג.

618 See Remarks.

619 See Remarks.

620 Here, unlike in general, Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) sees more than the other editors. She reads לשק instead of [ל] in the photos available, no traces of ג can be distinguished.

621 See Remarks.
2.3.2.1 Remarks

At the beginning of line 1, there is a vertical stroke above the other letters. It looks slightly like the upper stroke of ל but its top seems to be slightly lower down than the top of the ל in the next word. In addition, the stroke seems to turn left and down at the top of the letter—a phenomenon which is not observable in the other ל’s of this text. Also, the stroke seems to curve slightly to the left while the upper strokes of ל’s are usually straight. Some editors do not mark anything at this point but Duhaime and Ishay read interlinear ו here. This reading is reliable since the stroke strongly resembles the other ו’s in the fragment. Although there is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading here, the letter at the beginning of the line needs to be paid attention to since it probably does not belong to the following word but indicates the numbering of the sheets.

At the end of line 9, Duhaime, following Baillet, reconstructs [ויהי] here. The reconstruction is uncertain—not only because there are no more than two letters left of this word but also because defining these two letters is extremely difficult. Of the first letter, only the right side is visible and there are several options for what letter this trace might belong to. The stroke above the line, which Baillet and Duhaime interpreted to be the top of a ל, is not very clear either: it could also be an interlinear letter. Near the top of the line, the stroke seems to curve slightly to the left which does not necessarily fit in with the other ל’s in this fragment. Also, if the letter was ל, there would seem to be a quite long space between it and the remaining trace of the יל or some other letter. All this leads to the investigation of other
options as well. Abegg suggests that the trace could be part of an interlinear ו while the whole reading would be [וֹתְנַי]. The shape of the stroke also seems to be problematic from this point of view: the right stroke of ‘ayin would curve much more strongly than the stroke visible in line 9. In fact, the stroke in line 9 hardly curves at all and it certainly does not change the direction of its curvature. However, if it is a matter of an interlinear letter, it might be a bit different from those that are inscribed in the line. In Abegg’s reading, the space between the interlinear trace and the trace of the first letter is filled with two letters which is more convincing than reconstructing just one letter between them.

At the beginning of the following line (10), there is an equally uncertain case: after quite clearly visible לְהָם, Baillet and Duhaime read לְמָי instead of Abegg, Ishay and Qimron read נְיָם. The stroke that is left of the first letter is a right vertical stroke that could fit many letters. The letter that is near the big rift seems to be י rather than ר – and again, if one reads מָי, the two letters would be quite far away from each other whereas נְיָם seems to fill the space better. In the end part of the word, the letter beforeיָם is only partly visible and practically impossible to define on the basis of the photos available.

All in all, the cases in lines 9–10 are very difficult to resolve but if one has to choose, the readings suggested by Abegg (and Ishay and Qimron) can be considered to be a bit more plausible. They can also be argued for with some contentual reasons: First, there are no existing parallels to the idea that the Levites should be connected to the trumpets – as they would be in lines 9–12 if Baillet and Duhaime’s reconstruction is considered to be right. Instead, in the War Texts in general, the Levites are always related to the ram’s horns. Second, if one reads תֹּקָע in line 9 (like Abegg) but still keeps Baillet and Duhaime’s reading מָרִיעַ in line 10, the whole sentence in lines 9–10 would include both the verbal root תֹּקָע and the verbal root רֹוע, which do not occur together in the same sentence anywhere else in the text – or, for example, in 1QM. Therefore, in the following tables, the text is corrected according to Abegg in these lines – although it must be noted that these readings are still extremely uncertain.

There are also some other less significant points in which Abegg’s (and some others’) reading seems to go better with what is seen in the fragment. For example, in line 11, Baillet, Abegg, García Martínez and Tigchelaar and Qimron read [אֲמֹם instead of Duhaime’s [אֲמֹם] and in the available photos, there is a tiny ink trace near the top of ב.

---

632 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 72. Abegg gives some examples in which corrections of this kind also occur: 1QH 4:6; 3Q15 11:14; 4Q175, line 15; and 11QT 42:16. Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225) also reconstructs in this way, and so does Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 118), although in his edition one cannot see whether any letter is interlinear or not.


634 In 1QM, the hiph’il participle of רֹוע occurs without any connection to the verb תֹּקָע (1QM 8:12, 9:1, 9:7, 16:9, 17:15).

635 What might make the readings a bit more uncertain is that, elsewhere in 4Q493, when המִדי is the subject, it comes before the predicate (cf. lines 1, 3).
which might belong to  ו. 636 A similar case is found at the beginning of line 14: Baillet and Abegg read וב instead of Duhaime’s י. 637 Ishay sees there even more and reads וב instead of Duhaime’s וב. 638 Of these, Baillet and Abegg’s reading is the most equivalent to what is seen in the fragment: there is a pale vertical stroke, possibly belonging to ו but after that, there is yet another pale trace, impossible to link with any letter. In the following tables, Duhaime’s reading is corrected at these points.

In line 12, Baillet and Ishay mark a vacat at the end of the preserved line. 639 There is an empty space 0.5 cm wide after the last visible letter and before the edge of the fragment. This space is longer than any distance between words in the fragment, and thus, suggesting vacat is reasonable.

### 2.3.2.2 Content

The first word in line 1, המלחמה, does not seem to belong to the first sentence of the sheet in lines 1–2. Instead, it might be the end of a sentence that begins in the preceding sheet – but since there is no evidence of the preceding text, this option is cannot be proven. Therefore, one should also consider interpreting המלחמה as a subtitle. The latter option is supported by the fact that the sheet in which the preserved text of 4Q493 is written seems to be numbered and ו at the beginning of the fragment should be interpreted to denote the sixth sheet. Not very many numbered sheets exist among the Dead Sea Scrolls but in the existing cases, a new section begins with a new numbered sheet: for example, 4Q256 (4QSᵇ) fragment 4, numbered with ג, begins with a subtitle ‘דרש למשכיל על [אש יהודא] (“instruction for the Maskil concerning the men of the Torah”), 640 and in 4Q266, the number א is situated in the first right margin of the manuscript. Tov suggests that the numbering might indicate that the sheets “were inscribed individually, to be joined subsequently based on the numerical sequence.” 641 All this supports interpreting המלחמה in 4Q493 as a title or a subtitle of a new section rather than the continuation of something that began in the preceding column. 642

In the text of 4Q493, priests are key actors: 643 with the sound of the trumpets, they direct the war waged by skirmishers. Everything starts when the priests take up position in front of the lines and sound the trumpets of memorial (lines 1–2). Then they open the gates for the skirmishers and sound the trumpets of battle which probably starts the battle with the

---

638 Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225.
639 Baillet, DJD 7:52; Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 225.
640 Reconstructed according to 4Q258 column 1. Note that this is a variant version of the title in 1QS 5, והיחד לאנשי (this is the rule for the men of the Yahad); cf. Najman and Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 307.
641 Tov, Scribal Practices, 35.
642 Note, however, that there are no other examples of titles consisting only of one word (cf. the incipit titles in the table of Najman and Tigchelaar ["A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature," 310] and the title and subtitles in 1QMT) – which still does not mean that a one-word title would not be a possible option.
643 Cf. also Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
enemies, here called nations (lines 2–4). 644 After that, the purity of the priests is taken under discussion and the priests are instructed to distance themselves from the slain, in order to not “profane the oil of their priesthood” – which probably refers to their priestly anointing – and to not approach the battle lines (lines 4–6). Instead, the priests probably are ordered to stay near the “catapult” (חרף) and the “ballista” (מאבן), the two weapons that occur only here in the War Texts (line 5). According to Gmirkin, these two were the main classifications of the Greco-Roman artillery: catapults were machines for shooting arrows and ballistas for throwing stones. 645

The actual battle is directed by blowing a shrill sound and using some trumpets the names of which are not preserved. The men approach the battle lines and stretch out their hand in the battle (lines 6–8). The trumpets of withdrawal summon the men out from the battlefield and the second line marches out. Here there is a reference to “this entire rule” (כלו כל זאות) according to which everything should proceed (lines 8–9). The second line is again directed by the trumpets, at least with the trumpets of alarm and they, too, are summoned back from the battlefield with trumpets (lines 10–11). After that, the priests blow for all the lines and the first section of the text is closed at the end of line 12 with a vacat.

The second section (from line 13 onward) seems to be about the worship because the Sabbath and the offerings are mentioned. Although there is not much left of this second section, it can be said that its contents are quite unique among the War Texts – rituals and the observance of the law are important themes in 1QM, but nevertheless, the Sabbath is seldom discussed. 646 The trumpets of the Sabbaths mentioned here do not occur in 1QM, 647 or in any other M texts.

Although 4Q493 does not have any close parallel among the War Texts, it shares many elements with other M texts. In the following, these elements are discussed in more detail.

**Trumpets**

Using trumpets to direct the war is one theme that clearly connects 4Q493 to 1QM and other M manuscripts. For example, apart from the “trumpets of battle,” all the trumpets that are mentioned in 4Q493 lines 1–12 also occur in 1QM and some of them also in 4Q491b. In the following, the passages discussing the trumpets of memorial, the trumpets of alarm and the trumpets for withdrawing and/or gathering are collected into one table. In Table 29, the terminology that is common to 4Q493 and the other M passages is marked with gray highlighting.

644 Baillet (DJD 7:52) suggests here the reconstruction פָּרַשְׂרָה בְּכִּלָּיו הָּשִׁים לְבָשֵׂש (לְבָשֵׂש) הָּשִׁים.
646 In 1QM, the Sabbath is mentioned only in column 2 (see lines 4 and 8).
647 Baillet (DJD 7:53) already notes this. Joseph Baumgarten suggests that the Sabbath trumpets in 4Q493 were probably “intended as a complement of the sacrifices.” See Joseph M. Baumgarten, “The Sabbath Trumpets in 4Q493 M” in RevQ 12 (1987), 559.
As regards the trumpets the text of 4Q493 has particularly much in common with the trumpet lists in 1QM column 3 and 7. Probably on that basis, the trumpets of the slain and the trumpets for summoning have often been reconstructed in the text of 4Q493 (lines 7, 10). However, there are no clear arguments for this. It is equally possible that in 4Q493 there are no trumpets other than those preserved; one model to speculate with is that the trumpets of memorial (line 2) start the war, the trumpets of battle (line 4) give a sign to advance, the trumpets of alarm (line 7; reconstructed) are used to frighten the enemy and finally, the trumpets of withdrawal (line 8) call the soldiers back. In the second phase, the trumpets of battle (line 10; reconstructed) again give a sign to advance and with the trumpets of alarm (line 11), the enemy is frightened. There are no clear arguments for this reconstruction either, but it demonstrates that there is no absolute need to insert all the trumpets known elsewhere into this passage – especially when it already includes groups of trumpets that are not known anywhere else. What should also be taken into account is that, as the table shows, in 4Q491b only one trumpet group (trumpets of alarm) is used in order to direct the war – and when keeping this in mind, it is not impossible to think that there were simpler systems of trumpets than those described in 1QM, perhaps preceding it. It is already noted that 1QM tends to gather material together and this characteristic is probably also visible in the lists of trumpets, which might have preserved material from several sources.

Related to this speculation, it should be noted that the sound of the trumpet is not described with as great accuracy in 4Q493 as it is in three passages in 1QM: as Table 30 demonstrates, whereas in 4Q493 the sound is “shrill” (חָד), in 1QM passages it is also “staccato” (חָרָשׁ). In addition, in 1QM lines 8:13–14, the sound of the trumpets of withdrawal is described in detail, it is “low” (נֶחֶק) “level” (מַרְוְדָד) and “legato” (לֶגַּא). In 4Q493, the trumpets of withdrawal are mentioned but their sound is not discussed at all. Thus, all in all, the trumpets and their sounds seem to be discussed in more detail in 1QM while in 4Q493 the system and its description are probably simpler.

Priests
One characteristic that is common to 4Q493 and 1QM 7 is that the priests who hold the trumpets in their hands are described as the priests “of the sons of Aaron” (cf. 1QM 7:10). Elsewhere in the War Texts, the priests’ genealogical background is not referred to, either with the term “sons of Aaron” or the term “sons of Zadok” (both of which are used in some

---

648 See, e.g., Baillet, DJD 7:50.
649 Cf. also Schultz (Conquering the World, 310, 369), who concludes that “4Q493 preserved a simpler and shorter description of the battle procedures than in all the other documents.”
650 See, however, the other references to Aaron in 1QM 3:14 (in the inscription on the grand banner), 5:1 (in the inscription on the grand banner) and 17:1 (a reference to the judgment of Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q493</th>
<th>4Q491b:13b–15a</th>
<th>IQM 3:1–2a</th>
<th>IQM 7:12b–13a</th>
<th>IQM 16:3–4a (cf. also 4Q491a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>13b</td>
<td>12b</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
143
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q493 6b–8a</th>
<th>IQM 8:8b–13b</th>
<th>IQM 16:6b–9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6b They shall blow a shrill sound for the men of war to march out and approach between the lines, with the trumpets [...] And they shall be [in 8] to stretch out the hand in the battle.</td>
<td>8b Then the priests shall blow on the six trumpets of the slain a shrill staccato sound to conduct the battle; the Levites and all the people with trumpets shall blow 10 together a great war alarm to melt the enemy’s heart. With the sound of the alarm, 11 the war javelins shall go out to bring down the slain. Then the sound of the horns shall cease, but on the trumpets 12 the priests shall keep blowing a shrill staccato sound to conduct the fighting hands, until they have thrown into the line of 13 the enemy seven times. Then the priests shall blow for them on the trumpets of withdrawal 14 a low, level, legato sound.</td>
<td>6b and when they stand near the line of the Kittim, within throwing range, each man shall raise his hand with his hand with his weapon. The six [... the] trumpets of the slain a shrill staccato sound to conduct the battle; the Levites and all 8 the people with trumpets shall blow [...] a great sound. When the sound is emitted, they shall set their hand to bring down among the slain of the Kittim. All the 9 people shall cease the sound of the alarm, [but the priests] shall keep blowing on the trumpets of the slain so that the battle against the Kittim shall still be conducted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 30: The texts of 4Q493, 6b–8a; IQM 8:8b–13b and IQM 16:6b–9.*
other rule texts like the Damascus Document and the Community Rule.\textsuperscript{651} According to Charlotte Hempel, among the Dead Sea Scrolls there are text passages that lack any interest in the genealogical descent of the priestly leadership and these passages deal with the earliest forms of communal life.\textsuperscript{652} Furthermore, she argues that when genealogical questions come in, it can be said that the sons of Aaron represent an earlier strand of tradition than the sons of Zadok.\textsuperscript{653} 4Q493 seems to represent an early tradition that stresses the cultic tasks of the sons of Aaron and that lacks any reference to the sons of Zadok, who in later texts – although not in any War Text – start to appear as authority figures alongside the sons of Aaron.\textsuperscript{654}

The priestly orientation of 4Q493, which was already noted, becomes even clearer when comparing the text to 1QM: in the preserved clauses of 4Q493, the priests are almost always the subject\textsuperscript{655} while in 1QM, in addition to the priests, the Levites and the people blow signals (see, e.g., 8:8b–13b and 16:6–9 in Table 30) and the tasks of the soldiers are described more precisely (see, e.g., 16:4–7). This difference raises the question of whether 4Q493 could be understood as representing the theology of some smaller priestly-oriented group and whether 1QM then reflects the ideas of a wider group in which the laymen played a more significant role.

Purity

As the following table demonstrates, the prohibition against contamination is also something that connects 4Q493 and 1QM 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q493 4b–6a</th>
<th>1QM 9:7b–9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>הבכוהנים ייצא מבר קרבון сфמサイズ</td>
<td>The priests shall go out from the slain and [ ] 5 to the side of the catapult and the ballista.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>והכהנים פתחו את השניות</td>
<td>They shall not profane the oil of their priesthood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>והמערך לא יבוא ממין המקדש</td>
<td>[…the s]lai[n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>невול יִרְאֵיל</td>
<td>They shall not draw near any of the lines of the skirmishers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The priests shall keep blowing from afar. They shall not come 8 to the midst of the slain (so as) to become defiled in their unclean blood, for they are holy. They shall [no]t profane the oil of their priestly anointing through the blood 9 of nations of vanity. vacat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 31: The texts of 4Q493, lines 4b–6a and 1QM 9:7b–9.

The attitude towards the priests and the slain seems to be different in these texts: while in 4Q493, the priests “shall go out from the slain,” in 1QM, it is forbidden even to “come to the midst of the slain.” In 1QM, after this prohibition, there is a double explanation: first, it is said that entering into the midst of the slain is forbidden since the priests would be defiled by the


\textsuperscript{652} Hempel, “The Sons of Aaron,” 224.

\textsuperscript{653} Hempel, “The Sons of Aaron,” 223–224.

\textsuperscript{654} Cf. Hempel, “The Sons of Aaron,” 223. Hempel sees that the sons of Zadok appear in the “community-specific” texts while the earliest strand of the tradition of the sons of Aaron is reflected in the “non-community-specific” context.

\textsuperscript{655} The only clear exception to this is in line 9 where השניות is the subject.
unclean blood of the slain and that cannot happen because the priests are holy. Then, there is a sentence closely parallel to 4Q493 which says that the priests shall not allow the oil of their anointment to be profaned. In the end, it is further defined that the purity is not in jeopardy because of any kind of blood but especially because of the blood “of nations of vanity.” This term, הֶבְלָה גוֹי, does not occur in the preserved text of 4Q493.

These differences again argue for the reworked nature of 1QM: the question of purity is there expanded and it seems to have needed explanation. This would fit together with the suggestion already made, the one according to which 4Q493 could represent the (perhaps exploratory) thinking of a small priestly-oriented group while 1QM reflects the ideas presented to a wider group in which the laymen also played an important role. It could be explained that in 1QM, which was directed at a wider audience, it was necessary to make the difference between priests and laymen stricter than in 4Q493, and thus, it is said that the priests are not allowed to go in the midst of the slain at all.

2.3.2.3 Summary

Among the War Texts, 4Q493 represents in many ways an unmatched vision of the war: For example, the weapons that are used are unique inasmuch as they are not known anywhere else in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In addition, the number of trumpets as well as their names and their order are not closely parallel to any of the other War Texts – although not completely incomparable either. An exceptionally strong emphasis on priests is also something that makes a difference between 4Q493 and 1QM. However, there is no reason to suggest that 4Q493 and 1QM need be completely independent and some lines of development can perhaps be traced: the complex trumpet system, the detailed description of trumpet sounds, the diverse direction of the war (i.e., laymen’s association alongside the priestly leaders) and the explanatory description of carrying out the purity rules, all presented in 1QM, can be seen as the results of exploiting and reworking some ideas also presented in 4Q493. It is also possible that 4Q493 represents a more experimental war vision aimed at a more narrow audience and thus it may have been in use in tandem with 1QM. The similarity of the titles of these two texts (both including the word הַמִּלְחָה) may indicate that the texts were intended to be connected with each other – and perhaps the title was needed to make this link since there otherwise were differences between the texts. Abegg calls 4Q493 as a “priestly handbook” (although he adds a question mark after this designation), thus probably suggesting that this manuscript consisted only of war-related material. However, if at the beginning of the fragment is interpreted as a sheet number, it indicates that the manuscript was part of a quite large compilation, and one can also play with the idea that 4Q493 belonged to some kind of manual or handbook of different themes in which this (single) preserved sheet/column was dedicated to the war. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to support or deny this speculation.

---

656 In Numbers, it is ordered that anyone who touches a dead body will be unclean for seven days; see Num 19:16–18, Num 31:19.

657 In 1QM, הֶבְלָה גוֹי occurs three times in addition to line 9:9; see lines 4:12, 6:6 and 11:9. See also the very fragmentary line 15:5 in manuscript 4Q496.

2.3.3 Summary of 4Q491b and 4Q493

When comparing 4Q491b and 4Q493 with 1QM, it can be concluded that both of these Cave 4 M manuscripts include material common with 1QM – lexical and thematic links between the texts clearly occur – but, on the other hand, there are no parts in 1QM that would from the lexical point of view be close parallels to 4Q491b or 4Q493. Rather, it seems that 4Q491b and 1QM – as well as 4Q493 and 1QM – share elements that are, however, arranged differently and/or modified, probably according to different needs and purposes of use. In general, 1QM tends to collect material and organize it into different kinds of unities, lists and hymns and it is more likely, in both cases, that 1QM rewrites the 4QM text. When comparing 1QM to 4Q491b, it seems probable that in 1QM the idea of the presence of angels is widened from the battle to the war camp. Also, what is clear is that the material was differently organized. When comparing 1QM to 4Q493, it seems that while 4Q493 reflects the ideas of the priestly-oriented group, in 1QM, laymen get more attention and play a more significant role in battle. Thus, in the transmission process of the war traditions, the direction seems to have been towards the laymen’s point of view and a more accessible view of sacredness.

As already noted, 4Q491a and 4Q491b can be understood as one manuscript or two. There are arguments for both conclusions and the question still needs further attention. When understood as separate manuscripts, 4Q491a and 4Q491b seem to describe somewhat different visions of the war. In 4Q491b, the war camp is at the center of attention and the requirements for going there and going to the battlefield are discussed. In addition, an ambush seems to be one of the key tools regarding the tactics of the three-phased war. In 4Q491a, in contrast, the war consists of several phases and encouraging soldiers between them is an important theme. Weapons and trumpets receive attention but ambush is not mentioned, at least in the preserved text. However, these differences are not a reason to think that combining these two manuscripts would be especially implausible – 1QM is an example of a manuscript that collects different material so that every now and then the passages even seem to be contradictory. If understood as one manuscript, 4Q491a and 4Q491b could be an optional anthology of all the war material, probably compiled before 1QM and perhaps serving as one model for it.

While 1QM is inscribed with one hand – not necessarily by one scribe but at least the aim seems to have been to produce a coherent manuscript with regard to its appearance – in 4Q491, there are two different hands clearly distinguishable and some textual markings (cf., e.g., the small hyphens in fragments 1–3)⁶⁵⁹ also seem to denote that the manuscript was not written at one sitting but that the text was somehow a work in progress. Both material facts and content indicate that 1QM was written for a larger audience, not primarily for study purposes or for some other private use, but to be some kind of showpiece that was pleasant to look at. By contrast, 4Q491 was written throughout with a small and tight script, leaving only small spaces between the lines, which indicates a different, probably more

⁶⁵⁹ For more about this, see the discussion in the Remarks section 2.3.1.1.1.
private use.660 4Q493 has sometimes been suggested to be a private manuscript as well. The idea of manuscripts being private or personal copies is discussed in more detail when the opisthographic manuscripts are taken under scrutiny (see section 2.6.3) but at this point it can be noted that small and tight script is one of the characteristics often considered to reflect a manuscript’s private nature.661 At this stage, there is, however, no way to prove the private character of these manuscripts, but what can be noted is that at least the idea of their private quality would be consistent with the idea of manuscripts representing the theology of a limited group. Who would need private copies more that those at the high levels of the religious hierarchy?

2.4 4Q494 (4QMd) and 4Q471 (4QWar Scroll-like Text B): Texts That Overlap with 1QM 2?

With this chapter, up to the end of chapter 2.6, the Cave 4 War Text fragments not so well preserved are taken under close scrutiny. These fragments are divided into groups partly based on their material characteristics (opisthographic papyrus manuscripts are discussed together in chapter 2.6) and partly due to contentual and research-historical reasons (the manuscripts discussed in this chapter). In the earlier research, it has been suggested that there is a close text-historical relationship between 4Q494, 4Q471 and 1QM. The editors of 4Q471 (4QWar Scroll-like Text B) Esther Eshel and Hanan Eshel start their introduction to 4Q471 fragment 1 by stating that it is “part of a version of the War Scroll which is shorter and probably earlier than 1QM 2 or 4QMd (= 4Q494).”662 In addition, Abegg notes that the script of 4Q494 is similar to that of 4Q471.663 Thus, in order to contribute to the earlier discussions, it is reasonable to study 4Q494, 4Q471 and 1QM 2 together. The chapter starts with 4Q494 (2.4.1), moves on to 4Q471 (2.4.2), and finally, conclusions on them and their relationship to 1QM 2 are drawn (2.4.3).

2.4.1 4Q494 (4QMd)

Manuscript 4Q494 consists of only one small fragment, which is about 4 cm high and 6 cm wide.664 The surface of this average-thick fragment is fairly dark brown.665 Its scribe did not rule the lines but the line spacing is still quite regular, about 7 mm. The right margin is clearly

---

660 Cf. Baillet, who suggests that 4Q491 could be a collection of extracts or a summary with inserts, intended for “personal meditation.” Baillet already noted that in 4Q491 the lines are very tight and the script is especially small. However, he left open the question of the motivation behind the changes: for example, why would there be a need to reduce the number of battle lines for a private manuscript? However, Baillet can be acknowledged for highlighting the question of the purposes for which the manuscripts were used – which has not always gained attention.

661 However, see the discussion in section 2.6.3.


663 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 77. Abegg adds that “the line height is also similar to fragments 1, 2 and 6 of 4Q471.”


665 Baillet, DJD 7:53.
visible, so the preserved text is at the beginnings of lines. The writing is careful and dated to the late Herodian period, early first century CE, contemporary with 1QpHab and the first scribe of 1QH. Six lines of the text are partly preserved and their letters are about 3 mm high. Duhaime reads this manuscript as follows.

2.4.1.1 Contents

The editors largely agree on the readings of 4Q494, and there are no readings that in my view should be discussed here separately. Therefore, the Remarks section is unnecessary.

Although 4Q494 consists of just one small fragment, it includes terms that make it possible to conclude something about the context of the preserved text: Mentioning priests and Levites suggests connecting the text with service. In addition, in Numbers the term מחמד is related to those duties that are to be performed in front of or in the tent of meeting (e.g., Num 3 and Num 18), and in 1 Chronicles and some other Jewish sources מחמד refers to priests’ work in the temple. This word is also one that links the text of 4Q494 to 1QM. It does not occur many times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls outside the M texts; of its 17 occurrences, seven are in M texts (1QM 2:2a, 2:2b, 2:3, 2:4; 4Q491 fragments 1–3 line

---

666 Duhaime, *The War Texts*, 21. Duhaime suggests that the lines originally contained about 80 letters or spaces. However, this remains speculative since there is no material evidence of the length of the lines.

667 Baillet, DJD 7:53. Duhaime (*The War Texts*, 41) categorizes 4Q494 as the youngest of the Cave 4 war text fragments.

668 Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 174. There are no new color photos of this fragment available. However, it can be seen in three PAM photos in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library: in PAM 44.018, in the bottom right corner of the plate (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-283558); in PAM 42:475, at the bottom of the plate (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-283965), and in PAM 41:848, in the bottom right corner of the plate (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-280290).

669 Ishay (“The Literature of War at Qumran,” 255) does not see any clear letters in this line but reads just [ ] . It is true that line 1 is very difficult to read: there are just small ink traces of the bottoms of its letters left. Duhaime reads there the letters ו, ב and ס. As regards ס, the bottom stroke is weakly visible. However, it is quite certain that it is ס: the stroke dips left and seems to be clearly below the bottoms of the other letters – just like the ס’s in the following line. About ו, the bottom of the left vertical line slightly tilted to the left is visible as is the bottom of the right lower lines. These scant traces are difficult to fit to any other letter. The bottom of the letter next to ו seems to be a horizontal stroke. ב and ל have a horizontal stroke at their bottom, but in both of these letters the stroke dips slightly to the left. This is also true of ת. There are no י’s in this fragment, but in 1QpHab, it seems that their bottom strokes also dip slightly to the left. Thus, all in all, it seems most plausible that the trace belongs to ב. Therefore, there is no reason to deviate from Duhaime’s reading although Ishay’s caution is very understandable.

670 Qimron (*The Hebrew Writings*, 112) reads רַחַם here while Duhaime and other editors read רַחַם. In PAM 44.018, 1 in the middle of the word is clearly visible.


672 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:440.
7; 4Q494 lines 3, 5) and at least four are in biblical quotations or allusions (CD 4:1/Ezek 44:15; 1QpHab 6:12/Hab 2:1; 4Q364 fragment 29:2/Deut 11:1; 4Q365 fragment 27:5/Num 3:28). All plural occurrences are in M texts. Another not very common word is משנה which occurs 12 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls in different meanings (e.g., “copy,” “follower,” “the second one”) but in addition to 4Q494, only in 1QM is it connected with the chief priest, denoting his deputy (משנהו הרואש כוהן). Thus, it is no surprise that 4Q494 has been suggested to be a textual parallel to 1QM 2. The following table demonstrates the lexical similarities between 4Q494 and 1QM 2:1–3a:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q494</th>
<th>1QM 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Table 32: The text of 4Q494 and 1QM 2:1–3a." /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Table 32: The text of 4Q494 and 1QM 2:1–3a." /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is much in common between 4Q494 lines 4–6 and 1QM 2:1–2, and as Baillet has noted, it is quite possible to reconstruct 1QM 2:1–2 into the missing parts of lines 4–6 of 4Q494. However, one problematic point is in 4Q494 line 5. In lines 5 and 6, the text seems to follow that of 1QM line 2 so that the text similar to the end of 1QM 2:2a is preserved in line 5 and the text similar to the beginning of 1QM 2:2b is preserved in line 6. However, at the end of line 5, there is space for more text. Baillet already noted this and proposed two possible solutions to explain the phenomenon. The following table demonstrates these two options:

---

673 Other occurrences: 1QHIV 4:5, 1Q36 16:2, 4Q219 2:28, 4Q221 1:5, 4Q276 1:8, 4Q522 9 column 2 line 1.  
674 Cf., however, 4Q522 fragment 9 column 2 line 14 where משמרות is reconstructed in the plural. However, the reconstruction is uncertain and the editor (É. Puech in DJD 25) marked it with a question mark.  
675 Cf., however, 11Q19 31:4 where the “second priest” is mentioned and the high priest probably occurs in the next line.  
677 Baillet DJD 7:53. Consequently, it is usually suggested that lines 1–3 are parallel to 1QM 1, lines at the end of the column. However, since the end of 1QM 1 is not preserved, it is impossible to compare it to 4Q494.  
678 Baillet, DJD 7:54.
According to the first option, after the visible words in line 5 of 4Q494, there is a *vacat*. The second option is that after the preserved text, line 5 continues according to 1QM 2:2–3a. According to this option, the text of 1QM 2:3b (וראשימשפראותאשביdestroyed) is missing in 4Q494, and in (suggested) line 6 the text continues according to 1QM 2:3c. In this second option, the expression אראיהש is underlined in the table would be located before the mention of the chiefs of the tribes and the fathers of the congregation in 4Q494 while in 1QM 2 it is located only after their mention.

Baillet himself prefers the second option but the problem with it is that one must accept line 5 of 4Q494 being somewhat longer than the other lines. For Baillet, assuming this is not an insurmountable problem but other editors have been critical: Abegg prefers the first option according to which there is a *vacat* in the end of line 5 and plausibly argues it to be a “simpler solution.”679 Schultz agrees with Abegg and notes that the *vacat* can be explained as a marker of the shift from describing priests to describing Levites.680 These arguments are enough to convince us that the first option is more reasonable than the second: 4Q494, lines 3b–6 form a close textual parallel to 1QM 2 lines 1–3a, but while 1QM does not include any *vacats* here, 4Q494 does include one.

After reaching this conclusion, it is natural to suggest that lines 1–3a are parallel to the end of 1QM column 1. Unfortunately, the end of 1QM 1 is not preserved and thus any comparison at this point is not possible. What can be concluded is that lines 1–3a clearly belong to the context of the text unit mainly situated in 1QM 2 more than the context of the

---

opening sections of the scroll in 1QM 1 since in the preserved text of 1QM 1 there is no
discussion of priests or Levites or courses. Contrary to the end of 1QM 1, 1QM 2 is generally
very well preserved, and it is possible to analyze its content and that of the suggested
parallel passage in 4Q494 in more detail in order to assess what kinds of traditions are being
transmitted here.

In the context of 1QM, column 2 is exceptional since it is the only one
describing the temple service. Lines 1–6 enumerate the groups who all probably are meant to
have some duties related to the service: the chief priest (הראשון) is at the top of the service
hierarchy and his “deputy” (משנה) is also mentioned. Furthermore, 12 chiefs of the priests
and 26 chiefs of the למשמרות, i.e., “courses” or “divisions,” probably also priests, are
mentioned in the text. The tasks of these two groups seem to be somehow different: the 12
chiefs of the priests are to serve in the regular offering (בתמיד משרתים), 1QM 2:1b–2a)
and the 26 chiefs of the courses are to serve in their courses (משרתו בשמרות, 1QM 2:3b). The
probable explanation for the separation of these two groups is that the 12 priests were meant
to be in the temple all the time, while the 26 priests were ordered to be there only twice a
year, during their course. Yadin notes that the number 26 in 1QM 2 is odd when comparing
the text to the Hebrew Bible and other Jewish sources: in 1 Chronicles, in Josephus, and in the
rabbinic sources, the number of divisions or courses to serve in the temple is 24. Esther
Eshel and Hanan Eshel add that, in their opinion, when describing the order of the 24 courses’
service, 1 Chronicles 24 reflects the reality of the Second Temple period. Yadin explains
this peculiarity by arguing that the number 26 in 1QM 2 is parallel to the divergent calendar
of the Qumranites: for them, there were 52 weeks per year and 26 per half a year and hence
the 26 chiefs of courses will serve half a year. Schultz explains this argument by stating
that 26 is the “number of weeks of courses that were counted in the given six month
period.” According to him, the priests were still divided into 24 courses but while 20 of
these courses served twice a year, one week at a time, four courses served three times a year,
also one week at time. In any case, it is clear that the number 26 refers to a period of half a
year.

A similar division seems to prevail among the Levites: there are 12 Levites who
are to serve continually (לישורא תמיד, 1QM 2:2) and some number (probably 26) of chiefs of
the courses who are said to serve each one in his office (איש במשמרו ישורה, 1QM 2:3). In this
case as well, there are two groups with different responsibilities. The same verb that is used of

---

681 Only the end of the column is partly damaged.
682 Davies (IQM, The War Scroll from Qumran, 26) notes that this mention of the chief priest is the only one in
columns 2–9 whereas in columns 15–19 the chief priest has a more significant role.
683 Cf. also Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 202; Schultz, Conquering the World, 219.
684 See Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 204–206.
685 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:440.
686 See Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 204–206.
687 Schultz, Conquering the World, 233.
688 Schultz, Conquering the World, 222–223.
689 Davies (IQM, The War Scroll from Qumran, 26) suggests that there are also 26 courses of the Levites. This is
likely but the number 26 is not explicitly mentioned in relation to the Levites in the text.
the tasks of the 26 priests (שרת) is also used of the tasks of the Levites. This may indicate that the difference between the priests and the Levites was not intended to be very strict. However, the difference between בתמיד (mentioned related to the 12 priests in 1QM 2:1) and תמיד (mentioned related to the 12 Levites in 1QM 2:2) is often discussed. Duhaime translates "to serve steadily" understanding בתמיד as an adverb. However, it has also been suggested that could refer to the daily offering. Yadin translates בתמיד as "to be serving in their daily burnt-offering" but notes that "also means continually" – and translates it as such when it occurs without preposition (at the end of line 2 "continually," in lines 3 and 5 "perpetually"). Davies argues as well that the task of the priests is "to be offering the Tamid before God" (شرطתי לפני להלודים מישראל) while the chiefs of the Levites "serve continually" (התמיד לשרת) and the lay leaders "stand continually" (התמיד). According to Davies, there is very probably a difference between תמיד and תמיד since "the two occur within such a short space that a distinction is almost certainly intended.

The interpretation that всегда with ב is meant to be understood as a noun and not an adverb is plausible since there is no reason to add a preposition to an adverb. Also, in the Hebrew Bible, there are several examples of всегда with an article which indicates that the word was not used as an adverb but as a noun (cf. e.g., 10 cases in Numbers 29 and parallel in 4Q366 [4QR[366] fragment 3]). A similar case is also found in other M texts, 4Q493 line 14 (המדים תמיד לשתות סל חבל). All this may indicate that some distinction between the tasks of the priests and the tasks of the Levites was still intended to be made.

All in all, it seems that some kind of ambiguity between the roles of the priests and the Levites exists in 1QM 2 since the duties of these two groups are described both with similar and with different vocabulary. A text reflecting this kind of ambiguity is not exceptional: For example, texts known from the Hebrew Bible include different views of the relationship between the priests and the Levites. On the one hand, in priestly material, there is a clear difference between these two groups: The Aaronites and the Levites together constitute the tribe of Levi but the Levites are seen as minor clergy whereas the Aaronites are the true priests (see, for example, Numbers 3:5–10). On the other hand, in Deuteronomy 33, the priestly duties – divination, instruction and sacrifice – are given to Levi without making any distinction between the Aaronites and the Levites (see verses 8–11). This also becomes clear

---

690 The verbשרת (pi’el), which means “to serve,” for example, in personal service (cf., e.g., Gen 39:4) or to serve God (cf., e.g., 1 Sam 2:11). In the Hebrew Bible, this verb occurs very often when discussing service at the sanctuary or in worship; for example, in Exodus it is always related to priests (Ex 28:35, 43; 29:30; 30:20; 35:19; 39:1, 26, 41). In addition, the verb is also used when discussing the duties of the Levites in the Hebrew Bible (see Num 1:50). Considering all this, the usage of this verb in 1QM 2 does not seem to be in any way atypical.

691 Eshel and Eshel, among others, remark that בתמיד is found in Tamid 3:5 where it refers to the daily burnt-offering. See Eshel & Eshel, “4Q471 Fragment 1 and Ma’amadot in the War Scroll” in The Madrid Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18–21 March, 1991, volume 2 (ed. J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner; STDJ 11,2; Leiden: Brill, 1992), 615. However, they end up arguing that in 1QM בתמיד functions as an adverb.

692 Davies, *IQM, the War Scroll from Qumran*, 27.

693 Note that, nevertheless, Esther Eshel and Hanan Eshel prefer to understand בתמיד as an adverb; see Eshel & Eshel, “4Q471 Fragment 1 and Ma’amadot in the War Scroll,” 613, 615.

694 Cf. also Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 221.

in Deuteronomy 18:1 where the identity formula "the Levitical priests" or "the priests who are Levites" is used.\(^{696}\) Similarly, in Judges Levites both teach and consult God and can also be called priests (cf. Judg 17:7–13; 18:3–6, 15–21).\(^{697}\) When the scrutiny is extended to cover other Persian and Hellenistic texts as well (e.g., the Dead Sea Scrolls), it seems that, from the late Persian era onwards, the Levites were given more equal status in relation to priests and it was argued that between the Levites and God there was their own, separate covenant. In the Hellenistic era, there was probably an intense debate going on concerning the relationship between the priests and the Levites\(^{698}\) – and it is quite possible that 1QM 2 also reflects this.

What is more exceptional is that in 1QM column 2 the laymen seem to be a part of the cultic activity.\(^{699}\) However, the laymen are probably still considered to play a role different from that of the priests and the Levites. This is indicated by the verbs that are used to describe the duties of different groups. As was already noted, the verb שרת is connected with the priests and the Levites. The verb which is related to laymen, namely עָבֹד in hitpa‘el, means “to take one’s stand,” “to hold one’s ground.” In the Hebrew Bible, this verb can be related to laymen (Ex 14:13; 19:17; Nu 11:16; 23:3) as well as to God or the angel of God (Ex 34:5; Nu 22:22; 1 Sam 3:10) but does not have any special connection with temple service or priests and Levites.

In line 5, there are two possibilities for what the pronoun אלה at the beginning of the line could refer to.\(^{700}\) On the one hand, it is conceivable that אלה is meant to refer to all the above-mentioned groups – the priests, the Levites, and the laymen – so that they all together offer to God.\(^{701}\) On the other hand, אלה can be interpreted as referring specifically to the laymen\(^{702}\) who are mentioned just before it (1QM 2:3b–4). The latter option can be supported by noting that the idea that the laymen take part in the cult is not unknown in other M texts: in 4Q491b fragments 1–3 lines 8–9, there is a mention concerning the service:\(^{703}\)

---

\(^{696}\) Kellerman, “"ליי,"” 496.

\(^{697}\) Cf. Hanna Tervanotko, “Denying Her Voice: The Figure of Miriam in Ancient Jewish Literature” (PhD diss., University of Helsinki, 2013), 179.

\(^{698}\) Tervanotko, “Denying Her Voice,” 184.

\(^{699}\) Note a contrary view in Numbers, for instance, where the Levites are separated from the other Israelites to take care of the service on behalf of the people (Num 8:18–19).

\(^{700}\) See lines 5–6a: "אלה י-expand על המעלות על המצות ו ürün התיבות נושה כל ב椹 מפלי התיבות לתרומת מ.strokeStyle המדות". "These shall take up their station at the holocausts and at the sacrifices to prepare a soothing incense for the good pleasure of God, to atone on behalf of all his congregation and to grow fat before him continually at the table of glory." Cf. Schultz, Conquering the World, 219 n. 120, who enumerates the scholars who have discussed this problem.

\(^{701}\) Yadin (The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light, 264) interprets in this way. Eshel and Eshel (“4Q471 Fragment 1 and Ma’amadot in the War Scroll,” 618) end up arguing that אלה refers to the Levite courses and all the laymen.

\(^{702}\) Davies (1QM, The War Scroll from Qumran, 27) brings up this option and speculates that the text of 1QM 2 had undergone some revision at this point so that the tasks of the Levites have been moved to the laymen.

\(^{703}\) Eshel and Eshel also brought up this passage; see Eshel & Eshel, “4Q471 Fragment 1 and Ma’amadot in the War Scroll,” 613–614.
When they march out to set up the battle [to humiliate [the enemy...]] among them set free by lot for each tribe, according to its numbered men (פקודיהם), for the daily duty. [...] 9 (On) that day, from all the tribes, they [shall m]arch out towards the house of meeting... shall march out towards them the [priest]s, the Lev[i]tes, and all the camp commanders.

In this passage, פֶּקֶדְיֵיהֶם, the numbered men, are laymen who are excused from military service to perform their duties in the sanctuary. The same term also occurs in 1QM 2:4, shortly before אלה, and it is thus quite possible that אלה refers to the laymen. What should also be noted is that the predicate verb for אלה is יציב, which is used earlier of laymen. If אלה really refers to laymen, that would probably mean that the laymen were expected to be present at the temple, in addition to the priests and the Levites, during the times of sacrifices. On the other hand, if it refers to all three groups, it would still mean that the laymen play a role in the temple service.

Finally, it can be concluded that although there is some ambiguity considering the dividing lines between the different groups in 1QM 2, there are clearly three different groups of people – priests, Levites and laymen – who all participate in the temple service. Manuscript 4Q494 also reflects this division into three but it is possible that there the priests are more clearly separated from the other groups by adding a vacat in line 5 just before the discussion moves on from priests to Levites. This may reflect the general ambiguity in interpreting the role of the priests and the Levites that was typical of the era.

2.4.2 4Q471 (4QWar Scroll-like Text B)
Manuscript 4Q471 was first thought to consist of 10 leather fragments but later fragments 4–10 were identified as belonging to other manuscripts: fragments 4–5 to 4QPrayer Concerning God and Israel (labeled now with the code 4Q471c), fragment 6 to 4QPolemical Text (4Q471a) and fragments 7–10 to 4QSelf-Glorification Hymn (4Q471b). Thus, ultimately, only fragments 1–3 belong to the manuscript 4QWar Scroll-like Text B, also known as 4Q471.

Fragment 3 is small; it measures only 1.2 × 3 cm and includes remnants of four lines. Fragments 1 and 2 are a bit larger, 7.6 × 5.2 cm and 5.2 × 7 cm. In fragment 1, there are remnants of nine lines preserved and in fragment 2, remnants of 11 lines. Line spacing in these fragments is 7 mm and an average letter is 3 mm high. The lines contain about 45 letters.

---

704 Cf. Schultz, Conquering the World, 220, who, however, seems to consider it more probable that אלה refers to all the groups.
705 This division into three groups also occurs in 1QS (see 2:19–25). However, there are also different interpretations of the division; see 1QS 7:8–9 where the three groups are the priests, the elders and the rest of the people. Cf. Kellerman, “והי,” 503. Note also CD 3:21–4:4 where Ezek 44:15 is quoted and interpreted. There, the three groups are the priests, the Levites and the sons of Zadok. The priests are interpreted to be “the repentant of Israel” (CD 4:2b), the Levites are said to accompany the priests (4:3a), and the sons of Zadok are “the chosen of Israel,” those “who are to appear in the last days.”
706 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 117) mentions 13 fragments, which were reduced to 8. Of these, he introduces only 7 since “fragment 8 is too small to suggest a sure connection.” Abegg’s numbering and arrangement of fragments differs from that of the DJD edition: Abegg’s fragment 1 is more commonly known as 4Q471a, fragments 5 and 6 as 4Q471b, fragment 3 as 4Q471c (fragment 1) and fragments 2, 4 and 5 as 4Q471 (Abegg’s fragment 4 = fragment 1; fragment 2 = fragment 2; fragment 5 = fragment 3). See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 118–135.
or spaces each, so the line length is quite short. The script is identified as belonging to the Herodian period, namely to the second half of the first century BCE.707

2.4.2.1 Fragment 1
Eshel and Eshel read the text of fragment 1 as follows.708


708 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:442. See also the infrared photo of the fragment in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-358443) and the full spectrum color image (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-358442).
709 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) reads here בבלך. However, in the available photos no traces of ב is left and thus Eshel and Eshel’s reading is more plausible here.
710 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) does not see 군 here, but כ which he marks as a possible letter. This reading can easily be called into question since the following word shows that the horizontal stroke at the top of כ can continue quite far over the left vertical stroke. However, א is also a possible letter; and it is very difficult to say which one would be more probable. Even א might come into the question since it is often very similar to ב (cf., e.g., the successive ב and כ in line 6). Eshel and Eshel’s decision is probably based partly on their reconstruction (which does not necessarily make it less probable). Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar read similarly to Eshel and Eshel (see Study Edition, 950). The question must be left open but since there are no strong arguments for deviating from Eshel and Eshel’s reading here, in the following tables ב is preserved.
711 There are some letters in this line that Abegg finds certain and Eshel and Eshel probable but also letters that Abegg finds probable and Eshel and Eshel certain. Cf. Eshel and Eshel [The War Scroll, 239] and Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) does not see א here. This is true also in other lines, cf. line 4 אלאשא (Article: מדרד), line 5 מדרד, line 6 מדרד, line 7 מדרד. These differences are probably due to different principles concerning the markings (for example, if there is only the upper vertical stroke of ב left, should it be marked as a probable letter since it is not preserved as a whole or a certain letter since there clearly is only one way to interpret it) but this is not a valid explanation in every case. Sometimes the markings seem to be more or less random.
712 See Remarks.
713 After the letters קה, Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) reads ו and not כ as do Eshel and Eshel and Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950). Since there is only a tiny trace left of the bottom of this letter, it is impossible to say which one is more probable and it should be taken into account that there might be other options as well. However, since there are no strong arguments for deviating from Eshel and Eshel here, their reading is preserved in the following tables.
714 In this line, there are three differences between Eshel and Eshel’s and Abegg’s readings. Concerning the first and the second, see Remarks. At the end of the line, Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) reads ו while Eshel and Eshel (and Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 950) read ו. Of ו, there is only the top of the upper vertical stroke in view but it is quite clear that this trace must belong to ו (other options would come into question only if one starts to speculate with the possibility of interlinear letters). Before ו, there is only a small vertical stroke remaining of the preceding letter or letters. If one compares the space taken by ו in line 4, it is similar to the space from the small trace to the probable trace of ו. Thus, ו is a quite possible reading. Unfortunately, ו does not occur in this fragment (or anywhere else in 4Q471) and thus it is not possible to compare the space it needs to the space between the two traces. However, ו in line 3 is quite narrow in comparison to ו in line 4. Therefore, Eshel and Eshel’s reading seems to be at least a somewhat more plausible option.
715 See Remarks.
2.4.2.1.1 Remarks

There are two points on which Abegg’s reading is to be preferred over Eshel and Eshel’s. The first one is in line 6 where Abegg does not see any distinguishable letter right after the rift: while Eshel and Eshel read ט֯, Abegg reads only ◦. García Martínez and Tigchelaar do not see any trace; they read here יהוֹר. However, there is an extremely tiny ink trace left at the beginning of the preserved part of the line – but it is impossible to say what letter it belongs to. Eshel and Eshel’s reading must be based on their reconstruction of the beginning of the line; but when the fragment is studied as it is, without presupposing any textual parallels, it does not indicate how the beginning of the line should be read. Therefore, Abegg’s reading is a better equivalent to what is seen on the fragment.

The second case is in the following line, line 7. Abegg and García Martínez and Tigchelaar read קלח here while Eshel and Eshel read רח. Of the final preserved letter of the line, only the top and the right side can be seen. The letter seems to consist of one vertical stroke on the right, one horizontal stroke at the top and probably another vertical stroke that reaches above the top stroke. These strokes would fit with י but when scrutinizing the י in line 2, one can note that the right vertical stroke also reaches above the top stroke. In this respect, the traces would fit better with ק in which only the left vertical stroke reaches above the upper horizontal stroke. The space between the letter in question and the י that precedes it is no longer than the corresponding spaces in line 5 (יב and ילמס), so it is probable that it belongs to the same word as the letters preceding it. Also, when examining the whole fragment, the spaces between the words seem to be longer than that between י and the letter now under discussion. For all these reasons, Abegg’s and García Martínez and Tigchelaar’s reading here better represents what is seen on the fragment than that of Eshel and Eshel.

In line 6, after the letters וינא, Abegg reads ב and not ר as Eshel and Eshel and García Martínez and Tigchelaar do. Since there is only a tiny trace left of the bottom of this letter, it is impossible to say which one is the more probable – and it should be taken into account that there might be other options as well. Therefore, in the following tables, only ◦ is marked at this point. Both Abegg and Eshel and Eshel base their readings on the

716 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 128) reads here קלח while Eshel and Eshel read קלח (and García Martínez & Tigchelaar קלח). י and י are difficult to distinguish in general and in the case of this fragment, there are not many letters to which the one in question could be compared. If one looks at י in line 2 and י in line 3, it seems that when it is י, the two vertical strokes reach above the horizontal stroke while when it is י, the vertical strokes are restricted to the horizontal stroke. However, this is something that cannot be used when trying to identify the letter in the line under discussion since the top of the letter is not visible. Both י and י are equally wide so measuring the space the letter needs does not help either. Therefore, the strict definition of the letter must be left open, but since there are no strong arguments for deviating from Eshel and Eshel’s reading here, י is preserved in the following tables. The uncertainty of the reading is, however, emphasized by leaving out the reconstruction at the beginning of the line.


718 García Martínez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 950.


presupposition of a parallel text, in Eshel and Eshel’s case 1QM 2:3,5 and in Abegg’s case 11Q19 (11QTemple) 57:13.

In general, when compared to Duhaime, whose editions of 4QM manuscripts have thus far been presented, Eshel and Eshel do not hesitate to reconstruct the text in the lacunas. They base their reconstructions on the suggestion that the text in the fragment is parallel with the text in 1QM 2. For example, at the beginning of line 3, Eshel and Eshel have a lengthy reconstruction (cf. 1QM 2:1) whereas García Martínez and Tigchelaar reconstruct only (אזרות). Abegg, for his part, reconstructs admitting that is much more common in the Qumran texts than but claiming that the text of fragment 1 is actually a parallel to 11QT 57:5–15 in which occurs particularly many times. So both Abegg and Eshel and Eshel base their reconstructions on the texts they considered to be parallels to the text of this fragment. These possible parallels are further discussed below, but, in the following table, Eshel and Eshel’s transcription of the text is emended according to the observations made above and with reconstructions reduced. The translation is based on that of Eshel and Eshel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text of 4Q471 fragment 1</th>
<th>Translation of 4Q471 fragment 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[…] from all that…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[…] each man from his brothers from the sons of […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[…] they […] and will be continually with him, and [they]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[…] will serve…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[…] each tribe and tribal…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[…] and from the Levites, two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[…] … continually all…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[…] in order to have them trained […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>[…] of their divisions…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 34: Emended transcription of 4Q471 and translation of its text.

2.4.2.1.2 Contents

As can be seen, there is not much that can be concluded about the text without using possible parallels and/or reconstructions. Line 1 contains only a few words. Line 2, as Duhaime suggests, could perhaps be interpreted as dealing with people who are selected from among their brothers but this cannot be safely said either. Lines 3–6 possibly deal with service: the verb “to serve” possibly occurs at least in line 3 and (cf. lines 3 and 6) often refers to the daily offering (although it may also be an adverb “continually”). Tribes and Levites and/or their representatives probably play some role in the service. As regards lines 7 and 8, they might have something to do with warfare since teaching or training in line 7 (למד) may refer to military training (although it might refer to teaching instructions or something else as well) and the word מחלקת in 1QM 2 refers to “divisions” that are for waging war. However, the root

---

722 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 128
723 Cf. Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:443. However, the translation is reworked considerably.
occurs in 1QM but not in column 2 and never the in pi’el participle form, and as regards מחלקת, in the Dead Sea Scrolls in general, it more often refers to divisions of time (cf., e.g., CD 16:3; 4Q216 1:11; 4Q217 2:1; 4Q384 9:2). Thus, the text’s connection to warfare does not have a very strong basis. In general, one can note that when Eshel and Eshel argue that there are three elements in common in 1QM2 and 4Q471 fragment 1, namely “the Temple service, choosing the soldiers, and the war fought by the divisions,” none of these can be read completely without doubt in fragment 1.

Since the fragment itself gives very little information, it is understandable that scholars have tried to reconstruct it with the help of other texts: Eshel and Eshel reconstructed the text of fragment 1 on the basis of 1QM 2, and Abegg, for his part, on the basis of 11Q19 (11QTempleα) 57. In Table 35, the words that are common between 4Q471 fragment 1 and 1QM 2 are highlighted. It is easy to observe that the common words do not necessarily form parallel sentences but occur sporadically. It should also be noted that some of the words of 4Q471 fragment 1 (indicated with footnote markers in Table 35) do not occur in 1QM 2 as such. Thus, reconstructing fragment 1 on the basis of 1QM 2 needs a fair amount of creativity since one cannot just place the text of 1QM in the lacunae of fragment 1. Eshel and Eshel state explicitly that their reconstructions in fragment 1 lines 3 and 5 are based on 1QM 2 (cf. line 3 and 1QM 2:1; line 5 and 1QM 2:2). However, the reconstructed text in lines 4, 6, 7 and 8 also finds its parallels in 1QM 2 as can be seen in Table 36.

If some of the words in common between 4Q471 fragment 1 and 1QM 2 were rare, the link between the two texts would be stronger. Many of the words in common between the two passages are not the most frequent ones in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, but on the other hand, they are not very rare either: always occurs 68 times, שבט 61 times, לוי 97 times and מחלקת 15 times. Therefore, Eshel and Eshel’s conclusion that 4Q471 fragment 1 includes a “shorter and probably earlier version” than both 1QM and 4Q494 has to be considered bold. However, it is not unlikely that 4Q471 fragment 1 discusses similar themes as 1QM 2 (and 4Q494) or represents a text close to the text of 1QM 2 (and 4Q494). In any case, one should be skeptical of drawing firm conclusions on the relationship between these texts or reconstructing a fragmentary text according to the better-preserved ones.

---

724 Cf. מָלֵד in the pu’al participle in 1QM 6:12, 13 and 10:10, in the pi’el imperfect in 1QM 10:2 and in the pi’el infinitive in 1QM 14:6. Of these occurrences מָלֵד is in 6:12 and 14:6.

725 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:440.


727 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:442.

728 In an ideal case, when comparing two texts, one should not compare single words but whole phrases. However, in Table 35 above, it was demonstrated that if only the preserved words of 4Q471 fragment 1 are taken into account, the remaining words are mostly sporadic.

729 See Eshel & Eshel, “4Q471 Fragment 1 and Ma’amadot in the War Scroll,” 620.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q471 fragment 1</th>
<th>1QM 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [...] ... from all[.] that[. . .]</td>
<td>1 fathers of the congregation, fifty-two. They shall dispose the chiefs of the priests behind the chief priest and his deputy, twelve chiefs who are to serve continually before God; twenty-six chiefs of courses shall serve in their courses. Behind them, twelve chiefs of the Levites are to serve continually, one 3 for each tribe, their chiefs of courses shall serve, each one in his position. The chiefs of the tribes and the fathers of the congregation behind them are to take up their station continually in the gates of the sanctuary; 4 their chiefs of courses with their numbered men shall take up their station for their festivals, for their new moons and Sabbaths, and for all the days of the year, from the age of fifty and over. 5 These shall take up their station at the burnt offerings and the sacrifices to prepare a soothing incense for the good pleasure of God, to atone on behalf of all his congregation and to grow fat before him continually 6 at the table of glory. They shall arrange all these during the appointed time of the year of remission. During the remaining thirty-three years of the war, the men of renown shall be appointed to the meeting and all the chiefs of the fathers of the congregation shall choose for themselves men of war for all the lands of the nations. From all the tribes of Israel they shall equip 8 for themselves men of worth who shall march out to campaign according to the fixed times of war year after year. But during the years of remission they shall not equip them to march out to campaign, for they are a Sabbath 9 of rest for Israel. During the thirty-five years of service, the war shall be prepared during six years, the whole congregation preparing it together. 10 The war of the divisions shall take place during the remaining twenty-nine years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [...] ... each man from his brothers from the sons of [...]</td>
<td>2 [...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4Q471 fragment 1 (reconstructed)

1 fathers of the congregation, fifty-two. They shall dispose the chiefs of the priests behind the chief priest and his deputy, twelve chiefs who are to serve 2 continually before God; twenty-six chiefs of courses shall serve in their courses. Behind them, twelve chiefs of the Levites are to serve continually, one 3 for each tribe; their chiefs of courses shall serve, each one in his position. The chiefs of the tribes and the fathers of the congregation behind them are to take up their station continually in the gates of the sanctuary; 4 their chiefs of courses with their numbered men shall take up their station for their festivals, for their new moons and Sabbaths, and for all the days of the year, from the age of fifty and over. 5 These shall take up their station at the burnt offerings and the sacrifices to prepare a soothing incense for the good pleasure of God, to atone on behalf of all his congregation and to grow fat before him continually 6 at the table of glory. They shall arrange all these during the appointed time of the year of remission. During the remaining thirty-three years of the war, the men of renown 7 appointed to the meeting and all the chiefs of the fathers of the congregation shall choose for themselves men of war for all the lands of the nations. From all the tribes of Israel they shall equip 8 for themselves men of worth who shall march out to campaign according to the fixed times of war year after year. But during the years of remission they shall not equip them to march out to campaign, for they are a Sabbath 9 of rest for Israel. During the thirty-five years of service, the war shall be prepared during six years, the whole congregation preparing it together. 10 The war of the divisions shall take place during the remaining twenty-nine years.

Table 36: The basis of the reconstructions of 4Q471 fragment 1 in 1Q2:1–10a.
As already noted, Abegg compares the text of 4Q471 fragment 1 with 11Q19 57, lines 1–15a.\textsuperscript{733} This passage is part of the Law of the King (56:12–59:21) which discusses the king’s responsibilities after his enthronement. Lines 1–15a do not paraphrase any “biblical” tradition (cf. the preceding lines 56:12–21 and Deut 17:14–20), but the list of the qualities required of the king’s warriors (see lines 8–9) has some connection with Ex 18:21. In comparison with the previous case where the similarities with 4Q471 fragment 1 in 1QM 2:1–10a were introduced, there is one significant difference: whereas in the case of 4Q471 fragment 1 in 1QM 2:1–10a, words shared by both texts were sporadic, in the case of 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57, several successive words are found in both texts. Although this might indicate that the textual connection is closer between 4Q471 and 11Q19 than between 4Q471 and 1QM 2, it should be noted that the connection between 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57 is still based on very few lexical parallels. It is clear that 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57 cannot be close parallels. When weighing up whether there is a link between them, one must also take into account that, for example, the word \textit{שבט}, known twice in 4Q471 fragment 1, never occurs in 11Q19. Abegg draws a parallel between the words \textit{שבט} and \textit{מטה} (underlined in Table 37 below), which both have the meaning “tribe.”\textsuperscript{734} He does not say clearly whether he suggests a literary dependence between 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57, but if it is suggested that the texts are somehow related so that the author of one text knew the other text, it remains unclear why one word for “tribe” would be replaced by the other.\textsuperscript{735} In addition, although the verbal root \textit{רהש} occurs six times and \textit{למד} twice in 11Q19, none of these occurrences is in column 57. The word \textit{ותאכלה} occurs in 11Q19 once, far away from column 57 (see 11Q19 15:5). Table 37 demonstrates the similarities and the differences between 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57.

All in all, what can be concluded is that both the suggested textual parallels to 4Q471 fragment 1 are uncertain and at least they are not closely parallel to 4Q471. Their possible connection to 4Q471 is again evaluated after studying fragments 2 and 3 as well.

\textsuperscript{730} The expression \textit{מאחיו} does not occur in 1QM at all. \textit{אח} occurs three times, once in column 13 (see line 1) and twice in column 15 (see lines 4 and 7). In all cases, the word probably refers to the brothers of the priest, which is also possible in fragment 1.

\textsuperscript{731} \textit{ן} occurs very often in 1QM but \textit{י} only once, in 7:10. There, it is part of an expression \textit{אהרónico} \textit{מבני} \textit{כהנים}, “priests from the Sons of Aaron.”

\textsuperscript{732} The expression \textit{למען} occurs twice in 1QM (18:8), and in both cases it is followed by a noun and not a verbal form as it is here.


\textsuperscript{734} Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 129.

\textsuperscript{735} In the Hebrew Bible, both \textit{שבט} (190 occurrences) and \textit{מטה} (251 occurrences) are common and their occurrences are somewhat evenly distributed in its books. Both words can mean either “tribe” or “staff,” “stock,” or “rod,” and in addition, \textit{מטה} can mean “arrow.”
Table 37: Parallel expressions in 4Q471 fragment 1 and 11Q19 57:1–15a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11Q19 57:1–15a</th>
<th>4Q471 fragment 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 And this is the law [which they shall write for him from that which is in charge of the] priests. [And they shall take (?) a census (?)] 2 on the day on which they make him king of the children of Israel, from 3 twenty years old up to sixty years old by their battalions, and 4 they shall set 4 over them commanders of thousands and commanders of hundreds and commanders of fifties 5 and commanders of tens in all their cities, and he shall choose from them one thousand, one thousand 6 from the tribe, to be with him, twelve thousand mighty men, 7 who will not leave him alone, lest he be taken by the hands of the nations. And all 8 the approved whom he will choose shall be men of truth, God-fearing, 9 hating unjust gain and mighty men for war, and they shall always be with him. 10 day and night. They shall guard him from every sinful thing and (declare the decisions of) the law, that his heart may not be lifted up above them, and that he may not do anything apart from them.</td>
<td>1 And this is the law [which they shall write for him from that which is in charge of the] priests. [And they shall take (?) a census (?)] 2 on the day on which they make him king of the children of Israel, from 3 twenty years old up to sixty years old by their battalions, and 4 they shall set 4 over them commanders of thousands and commanders of hundreds and commanders of fifties 5 and commanders of tens in all their cities, and he shall choose from them one thousand, one thousand 6 from the tribe, to be with him, twelve thousand mighty men, 7 who will not leave him alone, lest he be taken by the hands of the nations. And all 8 the approved whom he will choose shall be men of truth, God-fearing, 9 hating unjust gain and mighty men for war, and they shall always be with him. 10 day and night. They shall guard him from every sinful thing and (declare the decisions of) the law, that his heart may not be lifted up above them, and that he may not do anything apart from them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.2.2 Fragments 2 and 3

Eshel and Eshel reconstruct the text of fragments 2 and 3 as follows.740

[1] לַל שָׁלוֹן
[2] לַמַּשָּׁרוֹת מְדִינָה
[3] רַו מִצְבָּהָה אֲרוֹרָבָּה
[4] שֶׁל הַלְלָה לְכָלְכָל מִלַּשָּׁה
[5] תְמִידֵי וְחָסֵךְ בַּעֲשֵׂנִי
[7] לַמֵּאֲגָו בּוֹלֶק הַמָּחָר בַּעֲלָה
[8] לָכַּמְשָׁמָה גֶּרֶם
[9] בּוֹלֶק אַשָּׁר
[10] עָבָּד תַּמָּסָּה


741 See Remarks.

742 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 123) marks here final kaf (כ). However, although the letter is at the end of the word, it clearly has an ordinary kaf’s horizontal stroke at the bottom. García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950) also read כ here – but they do so in line 5 as well although the scribe clearly writes כ in spite of the letter being the final letter.

743 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950) do not identify the last letter of the line. Only the right stroke of the letter is visible and it is not certain that the letter is ע. However, because the stroke is curving strongly to the left, ע is a good guess.

744 Abegg (“The War Scroll,” 123) and García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950) do not see ‘ at the end of the line and mark the two preceding letters as possible. In PAM 43.551, the traces of ה can be distinguished quite clearly and some traces of ה at the left edge of the fragment – although it is on no account clear that the letter really is ה. Of כ, there is a tiny trace left at the top of the line but in this case as well it is impossible to define the letter with certainty. Thus, for good reason, Eshel and Eshel mark כ as a possible letter and the caution shown by some other editors is understandable. Concerning this line, see also Remarks.

745 See Remarks.

746 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950) do not identify the last letter of the line. There is only the right vertical stroke of the letter left and it is not clear what letter the stroke belongs to. י, however, is one of the reasonable options.

747 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 950) do not see the word יִבְשָׂמָה. There are ink trances at the beginning of the preserved part of the line, but they are quite difficult to identify since the skin is darkened and wrinkled. However, יִבְשָׂמָה is a quite possible, even probable reading: in line 3, there is an example of the word יִבְשָׂמָה in which the first and the second letter are tied together as seems to be the case in line 9 as well. Of the third letter, the lower trace sloping to the left is weakly visible. Note also that at the end of this same line, García Martínez and Tigchelaar read יִבְשָׂמָה although in the fragment, there is only a small trace of י left and י is not visible at all.

748 See Remarks.

749 Concerning the whole fragment, see Remarks.
2.4.2.2.1 Remarks

First, it should be noted that García Martínez and Tigchelaar place 4Q471c fragment 1 after 4Q471 fragment 2 and identify it as fragment 3 of 4Q471.\(^{750}\) What Eshel and Eshel consider as fragment 3 of 4Q471, García Martínez and Tigchelaar omit from their work. All this reflects the difficulties there have been in ordering the fragments.\(^{751}\)

In line 2, García Martínez and Tigchelaar read שמר instead of שמר ל.\(^{752}\) There is a small ink trace on the fragment a bit before ש. This may belong to ל, but what raises questions is whether the relatively long space between the letters is meant to be a space between words. If one wishes to be as consistent as possible with what is seen in the fragment, it is better to mark ◦ before ש and leave a space between them. At the end of the same line, García Martínez and Tigchelaar read בריתנה instead of ברית ומיתנה.\(^{753}\) In the available photos, neither of the controversial letters is visible. Instead, later in the same line (on another piece), there is a horizontal stroke at the bottom of the line, curving up on the left. This trace, however, is too far away from ברית to belong to its suffix. It could perhaps belong to a final mem or perhaps there were two letters written close to each other (see an example in line 7, in whichbeth and reš are tied together). In the table below, the reading is corrected from ברית ומיתנה toブラית.

In line 5, Abegg reads זר instead of עזר.\(^{754}\) In the available photos, ז is not visible and the surface is scuffed at this point. Abegg’s reading is more consistent with what is seen on the fragment and therefore, in the following table, it replaces Eshel and Eshel’s reading. Another place where this kind of replacement is needed is in line 6. There, Abegg sees a trace of a letter just before י and in PAM 43.551 the trace is clearly visible at the right edge of the fragment, at the top of the line.\(^{755}\)

In line 10, Abegg reads three unidentifiable letters before עברת.\(^{756}\) In PAM 41.849, the messy traces can be seen but it is difficult to say how many letters they belong to. In any case, again, Abegg’s reading is more consistent with what is seen on the fragment and line 10 is corrected at this point.

Abegg does not read line 11 at all and García Martínez and Tigchelaar, although noting the line, do not identify any letters in it.\(^{757}\) However, in PAM 41.849 where a small piece (not visible, for example, in in PAM 43.551) is joined to the bottom of the fragment,


\(^{751}\) Cf. the beginning of section 2.4.2 where the history of 4Q471 and the present division of fragments to 4Q471, 4Q471a, 4Q471b and 4Q471c was briefly introduced.

\(^{752}\) García Martínez & Tigchelaar, *Study Edition*, 950.


\(^{756}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 123.

line 11 can be seen and the top curved stroke of ר is clearly visible. Actually, in addition to ר, right after it, there is a tiny vertical stroke, probably an ink trace, visible, and therefore, in the following table, the reading is corrected from ר to ◦ר.

As regards fragment 3, Abegg’s readings758 are in every line somewhat different from those of Eshel and Eshel. In line 1, Abegg reads ◦mem instead of ◦ש֯ mond [ and there really is a small trace of a letter at the beginning of the preserved part of this line. Two mems are quite clear and after them, there is a trace of a letter, a small vertical stroke that might belong to ש but might be part of some other letter as well. Therefore, as a whole, Abegg’s reading better represents what is seen on the fragment. In line 2, he sees a probable ש and not כ and before this letter, he distinguishes a space between words and a trace of an unidentified letter. In the photos of the fragment, this trace is not visible. Instead, one can agree with Abegg that the visible part of a letter belongs to ש, although כ might be a possible option as well. The vertical stroke leans slightly to the left and curves left at the bottom of the letter. This kind of trace would fit both ש and כ. However, the horizontal stroke at the bottom of the letter slopes downward and this fits ש better than כ (cf. ש in the preceding line and כ in fragment 2, line 3). Therefore, in the following table, כ is corrected to ש.

In line 3, Abegg reads ◦◦◦◦ instead of ◦ק and is correct that there are traces of at least four different letters in this badly deteriorated line.759 First, there is a horizontal stroke, possibly the bottom of ב, ג, ט, כ, נ, ס, or פ or part of ת (the left vertical stroke curving to the left at the bottom). The second trace is the bottom of a long vertical stroke reaching below the line. This trace is probably the one Eshel and Eshel interpret as ק. This is a reasonable interpretation (although there might be other options as well). The third trace is a small spot near the bottom of the line. This trace is so small that it is impossible to say what letter it belongs to. The fourth and final trace is a bigger spot in the middle of the line that must also remain undefined. Thus, the reading is the following table is ◦◦ק ◦.

Finally, in line 4 according to Abegg, the final visible letter is ז and not ר.760 Eshel and Eshel’s suggestion of ר seems odd since the trace of the letter visible is just one vertical stroke which clearly does not curve to the left at the top of the letter as it should do for ר. What may explain this suggestion is the ר in fragment 2, line 3 where a break runs through the letter. This letter also shows no curve to the vertical stroke and a blank space between the vertical stroke and the break as does the letter in fragment 3. Comparison between these letters is, however, difficult since neither of them is preserved in full. Identifying the letter as ז must also remain uncertain since there are no other zayins in 4Q471. ז is without question a possible option since there are just a few letters which could include this kind of straight vertical stroke.

After making these observations, the transcription of fragments 2 and 3 can be emended as follows:

---
The text of 4Q471 fragments 2 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frag. 2:1 …</th>
<th>Frag. 3:1 …</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [ק שירנ]</td>
<td>1 [ק שירנ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [י] [ך]</td>
<td>2 [י] [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 [ך]</td>
<td>3 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 [ך]</td>
<td>4 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 [ך]</td>
<td>5 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 [ך]</td>
<td>6 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 [ך]</td>
<td>7 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 [ך]</td>
<td>8 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 [ך]</td>
<td>9 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 [ך]</td>
<td>10 [ך]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 [ך]</td>
<td>11 [ך]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 38: Emended text and translation of 4Q471 fragments 2 and 3. |

In addition to the corrections explained above, a reconstruction at the beginning of line 7 is omitted from the table although all three editors similarly reconstruct there: למַאֹס וְלֹא מִאֶדַר. The infinitive construct forms למַאֹס and לָמַעַר occur together once in the extant Dead Sea Scrolls, in CD 2:15, but there the verbs come in a different order, פָּרְשֶׁהָ יָדוּעַ בְּטֶרֶם before the child knows how to refuse the evil and choose the good (“choosing what pleases him and hating what he rejects”). In the Hebrew Bible, the verbs are together in Isa 7:16, this time in the infinitive absolute: כָּפֹרֶתְךָ זֶה נַעַר יַדְעַ בֵּיהֶם ("before the child knows how to refuse the evil and choose the good"). On the other hand, לָמַעַר is quite a common verb in Dead Sea Scrolls; it occurs 83 times in non-biblical scrolls but only rarely in connection with למַאֹס. Therefore, the reconstruction in line 7 is not completely safe.

2.4.2.2.2 Contents

As we have seen, the text of fragment 3 is practically illegible and the deteriorated lines of fragment 2 do not afford much information either. However, what can be said of the text in fragment 2 is that it includes language that tends to make strong contrapositions: slaves of darkness, the guiltiness of his lot, choosing the evil, hating, and the fury of vengeance are in no sense neutral expressions. One theme in the text is some kind of hostility. The term בְּרִית brings association with God and loyalty to him. These themes – strong contrapositions and loyalty to God – are known, for example, in 1QM 1, 15–19, especially of many poetic parts of the text, and as regards the vocabulary of fragment 2, there are terms that occur often in 1QM and especially columns 1 and 10–19. For example, the words בְּרִית (13 times in 1QM, only in columns 1, 10–19), חָשְךָ (16 times in 1QM, 14 occurrences in columns 1, 10–19), לָבֹא (seven times in 1QM, only in columns 1, 10–19), אֶשְׁפִּי (six times in 1QM, five occurrences in columns 1, 10–19), and מֵרָדֶל (18 times in 1QM, 17 occurrences in columns 1, 10–19), belong to this category. On the other hand, the themes mentioned above are not rare in Dead Sea

761 The translation is based on that of Eshel and Eshel, cf. Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:443. However, the translation is reworked considerably.
Scrolls in general and the words discussed are quite common in general as well (82–258 occurrences in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls). Actually, some of them occur more often in texts other than 1QM (e.g., ברית, לברך, ולברך occur more often in 1QS than in 1QM). In addition, there are words in fragment 2 that do not occur in 1QM at all (שמות, וכבר, ושם), and it should also be noted that none of the preserved lines have an exact parallel in 1QM. Eshel and Eshel suggest tentatively that fragments 2 and 3 “were related to the speeches of the War Scroll” and that the first four lines “seem to speak about the sons of light.” On the basis of what is said above, however, this suggestion has to be considered bold. There is nothing that would refer to the sons of light in particular. The word חושך is perhaps the one that can actually link 4Q471 fragment 2 to 1QM since 1QM is the text in which it occurs most frequently, but it should be noted that חושך does not occur in 1QM or any other M texts.

All in all, it can be said that 4Q471 fragments 1–3 do not have any close textual parallels among the text known as War Texts. Nor are there any thematic elements that would clearly link them with 1QM or other War Texts. Unfortunately, due to the poor condition of the fragments, the text as it is does not say much, and at this stage they mainly demonstrate that when small fragments are in question, one can often read them as belonging to any context. 4Q471 still needs further study in order to find out whether it has some links to the Temple Scroll for instance, but at this stage it can be stated that the textual elements pointing to the War Texts are weak and uncertain.

2.4.3 Summary of 4Q494, 1QM 2 and 4Q471

The overlap between the texts of 4Q494 and 1QM 2 is evident and it is reasonable to suggests that these two manuscripts represent similar textual traditions. However, what is also clear is that the texts are not exact copies of each other. The differences between the texts may have to do with the general ambiguity of the roles of priests and Levites in the temple service. Since 4Q494 is so small and poorly preserved, there is not enough material to reach a conclusion about its relationship to 1QM 2: whether one of the manuscripts represents an earlier text than the other. As a material artifact, 4Q494 is younger than 1QM.

4Q471 is a controversial manuscript; there is no consensus even on which fragments should be considered part of it. Fragments 1 and 2 include some legible text which might have some connection with 1QM, although arguments can be found for other kinds of textual connections as well. Fragment 3 is almost illegible. What is clear is that neither fragment 1 nor fragment 2 preserves text closely parallel to any other manuscripts classified as War Texts. The text of fragment 1 shares vocabulary with 1QM 2 and the text of fragment 2 includes words also known in 1QM 1, 15–19. However, these possible lexical links are vague since the words in question also occur in other texts, sometimes frequently. As Schultz argues (when discussing fragment 1 and 1QM 2), speculation about whether fragment 1 could represent an earlier stage in the textual history – assuming that there was such a chronological

---

762 Eshel & Eshel, DJD 36:444.
763 Note that Schultz also argues that fragments 2 and 3 do not have any clear overlaps with M texts. See Schultz, Conquering the World, 30.
development – than 1QM 2 cannot be affirmed,\textsuperscript{764} and on the basis of the analysis above, it cannot even be considered probable. As regards the dating of the manuscripts, 4Q471 is a product of the second half of the first century BCE as is 1QM.

2.5 4Q495 (4QM\textsuperscript{2}): Remnants of a War Text?

Baillet already remarked that the two buff-colored fragments considered to belong to 4Q495 are different from the material point of view: there are streaks on the surface of both fragments but in fragment 2 the streaks ascend to the left while in fragment 1 they are horizontal.\textsuperscript{765} In PAM 44.014, the ascending streaks on fragment 2 are clearly visible and one horizontal streak on the left side of fragment 1 can also be seen, although weakly. Later, Abegg also called into question whether the scripts of fragments 1 and 2 that form this manuscript are sufficiently similar to each other.\textsuperscript{766} However, here is such a small amount of text on fragment 1 that evaluating the similarity of the scripts is practically impossible. In any case, there clearly are reasons to doubt the idea that these two fragments belong to the same manuscript. Both are, however, still discussed below.

Both fragments of 4Q495 are small and irregularly shaped. As Duhaime describes, fragment 1 is “a small triangle,” about 1.5 cm high and 1.8 cm wide.\textsuperscript{767} Fragment 2 is a bit larger, about 4 cm wide at its widest part and 3.5 cm high at its highest point.\textsuperscript{768} The skin of the fragments is rather thin; however, it is not affected by the thick strokes that are used to mark lines and margins, i.e., the skin was not torn when the lines were drawn.\textsuperscript{769} According to Baillet, the script, written in black ink that is mostly faded, is Herodian and thus, originates from the middle of the first century BCE and is contemporary with that of 1QM.\textsuperscript{770} The line spacing of both fragments is on average about 7 mm and the height of the letters is about 3 mm.\textsuperscript{771}

Duhaime reads these fragments as follows:\textsuperscript{772}

Fragment 1\textsuperscript{773}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
1 & אֶשֶּרֶץ אֲלֵי \\
2 & בַּרְאֶת 합[ל]מַדַּי
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{764} Schultz, \textit{Conquering the World}, 231.
\textsuperscript{765} Baillet, DJD 7:54.
\textsuperscript{766} Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 80.
\textsuperscript{767} Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 21.
\textsuperscript{768} Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 22.
\textsuperscript{769} Baillet, DJD 7:54–55.
\textsuperscript{770} Baillet, DJD 7:55. See also Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 22.
\textsuperscript{771} Duhaime, \textit{The War Texts}, 22.
\textsuperscript{772} Duhaime, “War Scroll”, 176.
\textsuperscript{773} There are no new color photos available of these fragments. Fragment 1 can be seen in PAM 44.014, in the top left corner of the plate (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-285354).
2.5.1 Remarks

In line 1 of fragment 1, Baillet, Abegg, Duhaime, and Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar read י' before the clearly visible letters ש and ג. However, Baillet already suggested that this letter might be ב as well, and Duhaime also brings this possibility up. In PAM 44.014, the suggested י' is not clearly visible anymore. Before ש, there is a small ink trace at the bottom of the line – thus, it seems clear that there was a letter there. This trace could be interpreted as the lowest point of the vertical stroke of ג (cf., e.g., ג beside ש in line 3 of fragment 2). It is also possible that the trace is the lowest point of the left vertical stroke of ב (cf., e.g., ב beside ש in 1QM, at the beginning of line 1:6). In both cases, if it is suggested that the trace belongs to a letter that belongs to the same word as ש, it seems that there is considerable space between this letter and ש. In addition, י' and ב are not the only letters that the trace could be part of. For example, it could be the lowest point of the long curve of ד (cf. ד in front of ש in fragment 2 line 3 where there is a quite long space between these two letters) – which would be a more probable option than י' since the trace seems to come to the bottom of the line or even below. All in all, without assuming any parallels to the text of 4Q495 fragment 1, it would probably be best to follow Ishay’s cautious line here and content oneself with marking ◦ – or at least refrain from reconstructing the whole word. In this case, it is clear that the earlier editors did not have better capabilities to identify the letter since they have suggested more than one option.

In conclusion, in the following tables, the reading is corrected from א'ל[ש] to ]ש and the reconstructions are also omitted in line 2.

2.5.2 Contents

Since there is more text for an analysis in fragment 2, the discussion starts with it. It can be interpreted as a speech or hymn, addressed to God and recited by a “we”-group. God has created the “we”-group for him (line 1). He has also appointed something or someone to be the group’s help or rescue (line 2). In line 3, the interpretation becomes more difficult; God has done or made something but it remains unclear what. In line 4, only “angels” in the plural construct form is quite clearly visible.

---

Footnotes:

774 Fragment 2 can be seen in PAM 44.018, in the bottom left corner of the plate (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-285358).
775 Baillet, DJD 7:55; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 79; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 176; Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 984. Note that Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, 121) suggests that the visible letters in this line are ג and ב (כ). Why that is remains unclear.
Previously, scholars have linked this passage with 1QM 13 lines 9–12, and as Table 39 shows, this suggestion is plausible. If the words in 1QM 13:9b–12a are reconstructed in 4Q495, the lengths of the lines are 64 spaces or letters in line 1, 54 in line 2, and 62 in line 3. It is not impossible that line 2 was shorter than others but it is also possible that there was a *vacat* near the end of this line in order to separate the discussion on the commander of light and the discussion concerning Belial. In that case, there would be a small difference between the manuscripts at this point.

Another difference between the texts seems to be in line 1QM 13:9b / 4Q495 2:1: while in fragment 2, the text is *לכּבַרְתָּנוּ אֱלֹהֵינוּ*, line 13:9b, according to Duhaime, reads *לכהיתנו*. However, not everyone reads line 13:9b in this way: Yadin and Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar read *לכּבַרְתָּנוּ אֱלֹהֵינוּ*, Abegg reads *יתנו דָּפָּל*, and Qimron reads *יתנו בַּרְתָּנוּ*. The editors are still unanimous in their reading of the last three letters and in interpreting the fourth to last letter as either *ר* or *י* and not *ו* – an interpretation which is easy to accept. Further conclusions on the correct reading are difficult to draw: a distinction between *ר* and *י* is often impossible to make, and whether the letter before *ר* or *י* is *ת* or *ר* or something else is also a difficult question. There is only a small ink trace at the top of the line left, probably the left part of horizontal stroke of *ת* or *ר* but it is not impossible to see another *ר* or *י* there. What can be concluded is that the letters in 4Q495 line 2 and 1QM 13:9 are not exactly the same. Thus, although the texts of 4Q495 and 1QM 13 can be fitted together, they are not completely identical.

After concluding this – and if one finds plausible the idea that fragments 1 and 2 really belong to the same manuscript – it is reasonable to try to find a parallel to the text of fragment 1 somewhere near 1QM 13. If one wades through all בְּרֵית-words in 1QM, only one fits together with that of 4Q495 fragment 1. In line 10 of column 10, בְּרֵית יְרֵית is followed by *ד* and *ס* as it (probably) is in 4Q495 fragment 1. In addition, in the preceding line in 1QM 10, there are two words in which the certain letters *ש* and *ס* in line 1 of fragment 1 would fit: either אֲשֶׁר אוּשְּרָאִי. This is demonstrated in Table 40.

---


778 Cf. Baillet, DJD 7:55.

779 Schultz too ponders this: see Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 67.


781 Yadin, *The Scroll of the War*, 323; Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, *Study Edition*, 134. See also Baillet, DJD 7:56, who suggests this is one possibility but not the most probable one.

782 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 234 (see also Abegg’s page 182, where he introduces different readings of line 13:9); Qimron, *The Hebrew Writings*, 124. See also Baillet, DJD 7:56, who suggests Abegg and Qimron’s suggestions are the most probable options.

783 As already noted, the difference between *ד* and *ס* is often practically non-existent. See the remarks in section 2.2.1.3.1 and Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 141.

784 There could be many possibilities for forming theories about whether the redactors have changed the word here, for example, from “you have appointed us” (possibly in 1QM) to “you have created us” (in 4Q495) and thus changed the idea of the position of those who are speaking here. However, as already noted, the correct reading of 1QM is impossible to determine.

785 Baillet reconstructs the text according to the option that the letters *ש* and *ס* belong to the word יְשָׂרָאִי. See Baillet, DJD 7:55.
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Table 39: The texts of 4Q95 fragment 2 and 1QM 13:9b–12a.

Table 40: The texts of 4Q95 fragment 1 and 1QM 13:9b–10a.
Especially with regard to fragment 1, a question of whether there are adequate arguments to consider it as belonging to the War Texts arises. If one is not convinced that fragments 1 and 2 belong to the same manuscript, it is true, as Abegg notes, that there are several options for finding passages to which the letters of fragment 1 may belong. Abegg mentions CD 19:11–13 (ברית והושע) and 1QS 5:8–9 (ברית והושע) and Schultz continues the list by adding five other options, e.g., 4Q387 (4QapocrJer C) fragment 3:5–6 (ברית והושע). Furthermore, it must be taken into account that the text on the fragment could be something that is not known elsewhere. Be that as it may, as Schultz writes as his own opinion on the matter, “whether or not one chooses to assign 4Q495 fragment 1 to the War Texts, it makes no difference as nothing is gained or lost.” In any case, the possible parallelism between 4Q495 and 1QM is based on what is seen in fragment 2. That there is some degree of parallelism between 4Q495 fragment 2 and 1QM 13 can be considered to be rather convincing even though not certain. There are no other parallels to 1QM 13 preserved and thus, the possible parallelism is significant: it indicates that the thanksgiving hymn or a part of it was transmitted in some form in the second half of the first century. In other words, the thanksgiving hymn in 1QM 13 was not unique – although in section 2.2.2 above it was argued that column 13 is probably a late part of 1QM.

2.6 4Q496 (4QpapM) and 4Q497 (4QpapWar Scroll-like Text A): Opisthographic War Text Manuscripts

Among the Cave 4 manuscripts there are two opisthographs, i.e., manuscripts that are inscribed on both sides. These two are 4Q496 and 4Q497, both very fragmentary. Like most Qumran opisthographs, they are both written on papyrus – and at the same time they are the only papyrus manuscripts considered to belong to the War Texts. Usually, in the case of papyri, on the recto side, i.e., the side that is inscribed, the fibers run horizontally. Both 4Q496 and 4Q497 are written on that side of a papyrus scroll where the fibers run vertically, i.e., they are on the verso side of the manuscripts. Furthermore, it is common to 4Q496 and

---

786 Cf. 1QS 5:8b (ויהי ויהי ונמחון אנשי ואיזור ויהי נמחון אנשי ויהי נמחון אנשי) and 5:9 (ברית והושע). If so, the letter at the beginning of line 1 should be interpreted as ק instead of י and the last visible letter in line 2 as ד instead of מ. Abegg himself endorses the first reading but not the second. In the case of CD 19:11b–13, the last visible letter in line 2 should be interpreted as י instead of ב. Cf. 11b: {יְהֹושְעַ הָעָם נְאֻקֵשׁ לְפָנֵי הָאָרֶץ, יְהוָה} vacat יִהְיוּ עָם בִּשְׁלָשׁ עֵשֶׁב תֵּשׁוּבָה (הָעָם) הָשתוּר יִהְיוּ עָם בִּשְׁלָשׁ עֵשֶׁב תֵּשׁוּבָה (הָעָם) הָשתוּר יִהְיוּ עָם בִּשְׁלָשׁ עֵשֶׁב תֵּשׁוּבָה (הָעָם) Huvitz 80.
788 Schultz, Conquering the World, 24 n. 40.
789 Tov lists 35 opisthographic manuscripts from Wadi Dalieh, Qumran, Nahal Hever/Seiyal and Masada (see Scribal Practices, 295–297), most of them being non-literary papyrus manuscripts. However, Tov notes that it is impossible to define the exact number of opisthographs because, for example, some collections of fragments preserve several handwritings. Of Qumran opisthographs, half are documentary and the other half are literary. Six of these manuscripts are on leather. See Tov, Scribal Practices, 69.
790 Tov, Scribal Practices, 68. Especially in the case of codices, some criticism of this definition has been presented. Turner emphasizes that the recto “is not the apparently smoother side”
791 Both Tov and Brooke note that sometimes it is not very easy to distinguish which side is recto and which is verso. Brooke mentions that, for example, in the case of 4Q255/4Q433a, there is no agreement about which side is the verso and which is the recto (see George J. Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex? Reconsidering the
4Q497 that they are both written in the verso side of a document that contains a hymn text on its recto side.

In this section, 4Q496 and 4Q497 are first introduced in a similar way as manuscripts 4Q491–4Q495 above: the text, problematic readings and the content of the best preserved fragments are discussed first, one fragment at a time, and at the end the opisthographic nature of these manuscripts is brought up again and their possible purpose is analyzed.

2.6.1 4Q496 (4QpapMf)

As already noted, this manuscript is preserved, together with 4Q506, on the verso side of a papyrus scroll which, on its recto side, includes the prayer text 4Q509 and possibly yet another prayer text 4Q505. The text on the verso side is written upside down vis-à-vis the recto – the system that is more generally known from leather opisthographs. The arrangement of the columns differs on the recto and on the verso side. The recto side, although it was inscribed earlier, is better preserved and gives a better basis for the material reconstruction of the fragments. Even then, there are great difficulties in arranging the over 300 fragments of this manuscript. The following rough arrangement is made by Baillet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4Q496 verso</td>
<td>1–119</td>
<td>perhaps little earlier than 50 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q505 recto</td>
<td>120–129</td>
<td>about 70–60 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q506 verso</td>
<td>124–129, 131–182</td>
<td>about 50 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q509 recto</td>
<td>1–119, 131–313</td>
<td>about 70–60 BCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 41: Arrangement and dating of 4Q496, 4Q505, 4Q506 and 4Q509 according to Baillet.

It is also possible that 4Q505 should not be interpreted as a separate composition. Florentino García Martinez has argued that the ten fragments Baillet identified as 4Q505 should in fact...
be considered as belonging to 4Q509, and, according to Daniel Falk, García Martínez “is almost certainly correct.”

The line spacing of 4Q496 is around 8 mm and the height of an average letter is 3 mm. The thickness of the papyrus material of 4Q496 is average. According to Baillet, the script is very difficult to date. However, he defines it as pre-Herodian (dating back to the time before 37 BCE) and to be more precise, supposes it to be slightly earlier than 50 BCE. Other scholars are almost of the same opinion: Duhaime dates the script to the first half of the first century BCE while Schultz thinks it originates from the middle of the first century BCE. If one considers Baillet’s dates correct (cf. Table 41), 4Q496 was probably inscribed a bit earlier or about the same time as 4Q506 and the verso side, on which these two texts are found, was inscribed about 10–20 years later than the recto side. One should note, however, that there are different opinions on the date of 4Q506. If Falk’s dating, mid-1st century CE, is true, there would be over 100 years between the first and the last time the manuscript was inscribed.

Previous scholars have linked 4Q496 especially with 1QM columns 1–3. However, there is no consensus on how much these texts differ from each other: Duhaime defines 4Q496 as a similar recension in relation to 1QM while Abegg finds this “extremely suspect,” though emphasizing that the close relationship between 1QM columns 1–3 and 4Q496 is a matter of fact. According to Schultz, 4Q496 differs from 1QM but he also argues that “with respect to col. 1 it appears to be particularly similar, if not altogether identical.”

Since most of the fragments are tiny and include only a few sporadic letters, it does not make sense to read every piece through in detail. In the following, the better preserved fragments are discussed.

---

798 Falk, Daily, Sabbath, and Festival Prayers, 60. According to Falk, 4Q504 and 4Q506 are copies of prayers for days of the week and 4Q509+505 form a copy of a collection of festival prayers. See Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 41, 53.
799 Duhaime, The War Texts, 22.
800 Baillet, DJD 7:57.
801 Baillet, DJD 7:58.
802 Duhaime, The War Texts, 41.
803 Schultz, Conquering the World, 370.
804 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 47.
806 Duhaime, The War Texts, 41.
808 Schultz, Conquering the World, 90.
809 There are some new full spectrum color images and some infrared images available of this manuscript. However, none of them are of the fragments that are mainly discussed below. The fragments can be seen, for example, in PAM 43.865 (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-285252) where fragment 3 is the rightmost fragment in the second line and fragment 1 just above it (note that the photo must be rotated horizontally) and PAM 43.860 (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-285247).
2.6.1.1 Fragment 3

Duhaime reads this fragment as follows.\textsuperscript{810}

\[
\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
5 \\
6 \\
7 \\
8 \\
9
\end{array}
\]

\textsuperscript{810} Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 178.

2.6.1.1 Remarks

There is no significant disagreement between the editors about the readings of this fragment.\textsuperscript{811} However, this does not mean that the fragment is especially legible – actually the opposite is true: since the text of this fragment is so difficult to read, the editors are hesitant to suggest divergent readings.\textsuperscript{812} Thus, although the editors seem to be quite unanimous, in the following there are some remarks on the fragment in order to give a better impression of it and the papyrus fragments connected to the War Texts in general.\textsuperscript{813}

The upper part of the fragment is so badly damaged that lines 1–2 are practically impossible to distinguish. Also, line 3 is almost illegible: shortly after its midpoint there is a vertical rift (about 1–2 mm) in the papyrus, and on the undamaged parts most of the ink has been washed away. Immediately after the rift and at the end of this line there are two traces of tape with which the papyrus was scrolled. On the right side of the latter tape there is a hole (about $4 \times 4$ mm) in the fragment and a smaller hole (about $2 \times 2$ mm) slightly to the left of it. All this reveals much about the condition of the fragment and the whole manuscript.

At the beginning of line 3 there are some weak traces of letters. \( \tau \) and \( \upsilon \) are still visible but while \( \upsilon \) is usually higher than \( \tau \), in this case they seem to be at the same level. In this fragment in general, there seems to be a considerable amount of space between the words and it looks like the height of the letters may vary. All the other letters are practically invisible, but, on the other hand, there are no material reasons to disagree with Duhaime either.

where fragment 2 is the rightmost fragment in the second lowest line (note that the photo must be turned upside down).


\textsuperscript{812} Ishay is again the most cautious one: according to her, it is not possible to read any complete word. See Ishay, \textit{The Literature of War at Qumran}, 286. All in all, Ishay concludes that only the seven fragments of 4Q496 are decipherable and include any pience of information, namely, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16 and 32. See Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.

\textsuperscript{813} I had the opportunity to study this fragment in detail at the IAA Dead Sea Scroll laboratory in Jerusalem in 2009 and some of my comments are based on this.
The first letter in line 4 is clearly ג, and shortly after that ל can be weakly distinguished. Between these two letters there is space for one or two more letters. Three traces are clearly visible there. The first one is an almost vertical short stroke, possibly the upper part of ג, כ or ג. Then there are two crossing strokes: the first one is a short stroke sloping to the right, the other one is more vertical but slightly sloping to the left. These strokes crossed each other. They could perhaps form the upper left part of ע, or possibly the upper part of ג. However, if it is ע, it is very near the following letter ג.

Duhaime and most of the other editors have suggested that this first word of line 4 should be read as “Israel,” i.e., ע between ג and ג.814 However, there is quite much space between the letters ג and ג. If there was an ע between them, it would have been quite large. However, since the letters and spaces in this fragment do not seem to be very regular, it is not impossible that the letter between ג and ג is ע. Therefore, it can be said that there are not enough material reasons to deviate from Duhaime’s reading at this point. However, this reading is again discussed in the Contents part of this section.815

Baillet and Duhaime seem to think that there is no word between the possible word “Israel” and the next letters.816 If so, there is considerable space between the words. With the help of a microscope, one can see very small spots of ink in this space. There are no spots of this kind between the lines, so these spots could be remnants of some letters between the words. However, in general, the ink has been washed away from the papyrus and thus, the spots could have resulted from this washing. If this is true, it cannot be known where the ink had originally been. Abegg has noted this long space. He remarks that if this line is reconstructed according to 1QM, it contains 71 letter spaces while the average length of a line in this fragment is 57 spaces.817 Furthermore, he presents one reconstruction which would remove this problem. This is demonstrated in Table 42.

It could be speculated that the author/scribe of 1QM 1 used 4Q496 fragment 3 as a model and made the text clearer by adding an unambiguous definition for whom the time of salvation will come and strengthened the message by adding some pronouns. However, in line 7 of fragment 3, there seems to be one extra כל in comparison with 1QM 1:7 (written between the lines, very weakly visible), so the author/scribe of 1QM 1 probably also omitted something if he used fragment 3 as his base text. All in all, speculating with the reconstructions can continue endlessly but what can be said is this: if one trusts to a large number of reconstructions and considers the text of fragment 3 and the text of 1QM 1 as overlapping, the supralinear כל shows that the texts cannot be defined as exact parallels. In

814 See Baillet, DJD 7:58; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 82; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 178; Garcia Martinez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 986–987; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 111. 815 See also Hanna Vanonen, “The Textual Connections between 1QM 1 and the Book of Daniel,” in Changes in Scripture: Rewriting and Interpreting Authoritative Traditions in the Second Temple Period (eds. H. von Weissenberg, J. Pakkala, M. Marttila; BZAW 419; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 223–245, esp. pp. 231–236. 816 The next visible letter is quite plausibly ג. After that, there are two strokes visible: one is vertical and the other is horizontal. The latter one is slightly downward to the left. These strokes plausibly form the letter ג. After them, there is a hole in the fragment. Above the letters, there is a horizontal trace of tape. 817 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 83.
addition, while in 1QM line 1:7 there is a vacat after the words بنו וחשך, in 4Q496 fragment 3 line 7 the text seems to continue without any sense division:818

In lines 5–9, one could go on listing the letters that are practically invisible and thus difficult to interpret, but since there are no clear material reasons to differ from Duhaime’s readings, I do not find it necessary to go through all the letters in these lines. Just to mention one example: in line 7, the first (and the only completely) visible word of this line is probably the plural construct form of the word בן. The letters ב and נ are really close to each other, but this is not a rare phenomenon. After these letters, the letter י can be detected. This more or less probable reading is also a word that is not visible in 1QM 1 but is very probably rightly reconstructed in line 1:7: תָּהְיוּ לָו וּפַלְתָּה וּמַשְׁלָה יְבֵנָּ. This shows how uncertain the overlapping between 1QM 1 and fragment 3 is – although still not totally impossible.

2.6.1.1.2 Contents
Since fragment 3 is so poorly preserved, it is difficult to analyze its content. Belial and the Sons of Darkness are mentioned, so it is probable that the text discusses some kind of juxtaposition where the enemy is named. Another preserved group of words is that related to the time and the passing of it: עת and מועד belonging to this category and the verbal root סור may also have this kind of connotation (the basic meaning in qal is “to turn aside” but it can also mean “to cease”). In addition to these, other preserved words seem to be גדולה and דבר, although both contain uncertain letters. With this number of words, nothing very certain can be said about the content of the text. Many of the words are common in the Dead Sea Scrolls in general (חשך, بلיעל, עת, מועד, סור all occur over 70 times). It has already been demonstrated that although 4Q496 fragment 3 is often claimed to be a close parallel to 1QM 1, this assertion is not indisputable. Still, there is much in common between these texts: It may be noteworthy that the verbal root סור occurs in the qal perfect 3rd person masculine singular form only here and in 1QM 1:6. All lexical links are demonstrated in the following table:

---

818 Schultz, Conquering the World, 67.
The reason why fragment 3 of 4Q496, despite its deteriorated nature, has especially interested scholars of 1QM is that there are many unresolved questions concerning 1QM 1, the supposed parallel to fragment 3. One of them is the lacuna at the beginning of line 4. Column 1 starts by describing the first attack of the war and listing the belligerents: The adversaries of the Sons of Light are the Sons of Darkness, the army of Belial, the troop of Edom, Moab, the sons of Ammon, Philistia, the troops of the Kittim of Ashur, and “those who violate the covenant” (lines 1–2) – a list probably created by casting one’s mind back to traditional “biblical” enemies and especially to Dan 11.

On the side of the Sons of Light, there are “biblical” groups as well: the sons of Levi, the sons of Judah, and the sons of Benjamin (line 2). From line 4 onwards, it becomes more unclear who is on whose side. Contrary to the preceding lines, the verbal forms in line 4 are in the singular: the description of the first battle seems to be over and a new character is now introduced. The wrath of this character aims to exterminate and cut off the horn of someone or something. Because of the long rift in the right edge of the column, it is difficult to define who or what is to be destroyed and by whom. At the right edge of the column, there are weak ink traces visible and accordingly one is able to tell where lines 4 and 5 started. However, no letters from the beginning of these lines can be identified. In line 4, המוה is the first word clearly legible, and the lacuna before it is about

---

819 An earlier version of this analysis was published in an article called “The Textual Connections between 1QM 1 and the Book of Daniel” by Hanna Vanonen (see pages 229–242 in Changes in Scripture: Rewriting and Interpreting Authoritative Traditions in the Second Temple Period, eds. H. von Weissenberg, J. Pakkala, M. Martíl, BZAW 419; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011).
820 The background of selecting the enemies is discussed in more detail in Vanonen, “The Textual Connections between 1QM 1 and the Book of Daniel,” 229–231.
2.3 cm wide. In line 5, the first readable word after the rift is 'עת', and before that the end of the preceding word can be distinguished (יֵש). The lacuna at the beginning of the line is about 1.8 cm wide.

Especially Philip Davies and David Flusser have analyzed lines 4 and 5 and presented their own reconstructions of the lacunae. Davies has suggested that the one who will exterminate the horn is God and those who will be exterminated are the enemies. He completes the text in the following way:

ואחר המלחמה יעלה מסף כבשים ואחר הימים יבוא משם ויבוא מהם ישים למלחמה ברקע ובמעצמות ישהר שמש

Flusser, for his part, has reconstructed the beginning of line 4 with the idea of Ashur as the destroyer and Israel as the one who is exterminated:

ואחר המלחמה יעלה מסף כבשים ואחר הימים יבוא משם ויבוא מהם ישים למלחמה ברקע ובמעצמות ישהר שמש

Schultz supports the latter one – and not least on the basis of 4Q496 fragment 3. He argues that line 4 in fragment 3 confirms Flusser’s reconstruction of the beginning of 1QM 1:5. However, as has been noted, fragment 3 is very corrupted and the decisive word Israel is only very weakly visible. On the other hand, the only way to reconstruct fragment 3 is to do it on the basis of 1QM – and this fact limits the possibilities of using the reconstruction to prove what is supposed to be read in the lacunae of 1QM. Fortunately, there are other ways to evaluate which of the reconstructions more likely coincides with the original text. As already noted, the author of column 1 probably used Daniel 11 when writing his war description and this can also be seen in lines 4–5. A phrase concerning this new character is suggestive of Dan 11:44.

1QM 1:4b–5a:

When his time (has arrived), he shall go out with great fury to wage war against the kings of the north, his wrath (aiming) at bringing ruin and cutting off the horn ...

Dan 11:44:

But reports from the east and the north shall alarm him, and he shall go out with great fury to bring ruin and complete destruction to many.

821 Davies, 1QM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 116.
822 Davies, 1QM, the War Scroll from Qumran, 118. Brackets mine. Instead of the first two letters in line 4 (Davies’ ‘and’), Duhaime (“War Scroll”) uses here two mid-line circlets (= remnant of an undetermined letter) and marks the first bracket just after them.
824 Flusser does not present his Hebrew transcription in his article “Apocalyptic Elements in the War Scroll” but Schultz takes it from Flusser’s Hebrew article from 1980 (Conquering the World, 90).
825 The Hebrew Bible translations are from NRSV 1989.
Furthermore, the author proceeds by describing the day of salvation of God’s people, which will be the destruction of the enemies. Also here a phrase suggestive of Dan 11 can be found: 1QM 1:6aβ:

Ashur shall fall down, with no one to help it.

Dan 11:45:

Yet he shall come to his end, with no one to help him.

In addition to referring to 4Q496 fragment 3 when reconstructing lines 4–5, Schultz states that the phrases in lines 4–5 and 6 rely on Daniel and that they play an important role when trying to understand the meaning of the first column.826 Thus, it is necessary to take a look at the context of Dan 11:44–45:

Verses 11:44–45 are part of Daniel’s description of the kings of the North and South (Dan 11:2–12:4) – the one that John J. Collins refers to as “the angelic discourse.”827 As part of the final form of the book, this passage is usually dated to the Maccabean period, perhaps a few years after the desecration of the Temple. There are many contextual arguments for this dating. First, there is an ex eventu prophecy of Hellenistic history down to the time of Antiochus IV Epiphanes (11:2b–40/45). Collins considers it “a remarkably accurate portrayal,”828 and Alexander A. Di Lella also sees the historical events behind verses 11:2–45: Verse 2 is about the Persian age, and in verses 3–4, Alexander the Great bursts onto the scene. In verses 5–20, the vicissitudes of the earlier Seleucids and Ptolemies are described, and finally, in verses 21–40/45, the reign of Antiochus IV is discussed.829 Di Lella remarks that this ex eventu prophecy becomes more and more specific as it comes closer to the time of Antiochus.830 This reflects the time when the prophecy was composed. Another fact that is important as regards the dating of Daniel is that the death of Antiochus IV (164 BCE) is the last historical event described in the text (Dan 11:45).831 However, the events linked to the death of Antiochus do not fit together with those known from other sources.832 The circumstances of his death were not completely known to the author(s) of Dan 11.833 Thus, contrary to the previous verses of chapter 11, verses 40–45 have been considered a prediction intended to be a genuine one.834 After that, in the first verses of chapter 12, there is a

826 Schultz, Conquering the World, 93–96.
828 Collins, Daniel, 388.
833 See the more specific explanation in Di Lella & Hartman, The Book of Daniel, 303. Di Lella also briefly presents some alternative theories of the interpretation of the verses in question.
prediction in which the end-time dimension is emphasized and the heavenly intervention is highlighted (12:1–3), and finally, verse 12:4 serves as a concluding address.835

As regards the verses essential to our discussion, it is clear that the one who will destroy (Dan 11:44) and the one who will fall without any help (Dan 11:45) is the same person in Daniel – the king of the North (Dan 11:40). By this pseudonym, the author of Dan 11:40–45 means Antiochus IV but he does not know the king’s final fate in detail.

To return to evaluating the reconstructions of Davies and Flusser: With regard to the number of letters, Davies’s first reconstruction is plausible: the expression מַלְכוּת מַלְכוֹת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְכוּת מַלְiltro later in line 4 occupies 1.5 cm and the word עם in line 5 fits into 0.4 cm. The second reconstruction suggested by Davies is too short for the lacuna, and thus it cannot be considered as the final word on the issue.836 In any case, on the basis of this reconstruction, it cannot be unquestionably concluded that the one who will destroy would specifically be God. In addition, later in the text, the reader is told that Ashur will fall and there will be no help for it. Thus, from Davies’ point of view, the one who will destroy and the one who will have no help seem to be two separate persons, contrary to Daniel. However, if it is suggested (as Davies seems to do)837 that the author was inspired by the delimited passage from Daniel (11:40–45) it would be more logical that the subject of these two phrases would also be the same in column 1 – that is to say, the one who will exterminate would be the king of Ashur. It will become clear that this alternative is the more plausible one.838

Concerning Flusser’s reconstruction, with regard to the first lacuna there are no other singular forms of the word מַלְכוּת nor any other verbal forms similar to וַיִּבָּו in column 1. However, on the basis of the size of the letters in the first column, it can be estimated that the word מַלְכוּת occupies about 0.4 cm and וַיִּבָּו about 0.7 cm. Thus, together (including the spaces between the words) they do not occupy more than about 1.3 cm.839 Although there remain questions about the blank space in line 4, Flusser’s reconstruction can still be supported on the basis of three other considerations: First, in line 4, the suffixes and verbs in the masculine singular show that the attacker in question is an individual.840 As far as the preposition ב before the word מצרים is concerned, besides “in” it can also mean “into” or “against.”841 The reconstructed verb וַיִּבָּו does make sense because it is commonly linked with the subject מַלְכל...
and preposition ב expressing “into”/“against” in Daniel. Thus, with regard to grammar and vocabulary, there is no problem with this reconstruction. Second, the king of the Kittim is not a far-fetched idea when looking at 1QM as a whole: it also occurs in 1QM 15, line 2. And finally, third, this reconstruction makes clear the idea of the author who was influenced by Dan 11: the one who will destroy and the one who will fall are the same, (the king of the Kittim of) Ashur. The reconstruction in line 5 already clarifies this: in this lacuna, Flusser reconstructs the word Israel. According to this restoration, it does not seem plausible that the destroyer would be God. Instead, the idea that the king of the Kittim of Ashur will destroy Israel is to be understood.

To conclude, Flusser’s reconstructions are more likely than Davies’ but not because of 4Q496. Instead, they make sense in light of the whole section. When discussed as an independent manuscript, the content of 4Q496 fragment 3 must remain mainly obscure. However, it quite possible that it is closely parallel to 1QM 1 – but if one follows this theory, it is still clear that the texts are not completely identical.

2.6.1.2 Fragments 1+2
The noteworthy obscurity of the text is also true with fragment 1+2. Fragment 2 includes the remains of lines 1–6 and fragment 1 the remains of lines 7–11. Baillet considers it certain that these two fragments should be read together: according to him, the narrow strip at the top of fragment 1 completes fragment 2. However, Baillet could not try to join the fragments together physically due to their poor condition.

Duhaime reads the fragments as follows:

```
]–[ 1
אלים 2
מכה] לרוהם 3
מלאים 4
וישל[ם יואר 5
```

842 See, e.g., Dan 11:9, 29, 40, 41.
843 Schultz states that although the author of 1QM used Daniel, this does not mean that, for example, the Kittim must denote the same in both texts: According to him, “in the Book of Daniel, there is little doubt that the Kittim are Romans” (Schultz, Conquering the World, 148). Instead, in 1QM 1 the king of Kittim refers to the Seleucid monarch (Conquering the World, 169) – like the attacker (the king of the North) in Dan 11. See also Hanan Eshel, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Hasmonean State (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2008), 163–179.
844 Note that Flusser does not use the brackets around the word Israel although at least part of it must be reconstructed. Cf. here also Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (Study Edition, 112), who complete the lacuna in line 5 similarly to Flusser (although they do not reconstruct anything in the lacuna in line 4).
845 Contrary to Schultz, who also accepts Flusser’s reconstructions but argues that 4Q496 specifically confirms them. See Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 90–91.
846 See Baillet, DJD 7:58–59; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 83; Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 286. However, Baillet notes that in line 5 a part of the ל of קדמוה is in fragment 1 (see Baillet, DJD 7:59). Note also Baillet, “Débris de textes sur papyrus de la grotte 4 de Qumran” in RB 71 (1964): 353–371 where a preliminary edition of the fragment was published. See esp. pp. 365–366 and note that the fragment is there numbered as fragment 1.
847 Baillet, DJD 7:59.
2.6.1.2.1 Remarks

Again, there is no significant disagreement among the editors about the reading of these fragments.\textsuperscript{849} García Martínez and Tigchelaar refrain from defining any letters in lines 9–11,\textsuperscript{850} as does Qimron.\textsuperscript{851} However, in line 9 of fragment 1 there is a clear י at the beginning (although only the upper supralinear vertical stroke is in view); and a little later, י is preserved in its entirety. In line 10, ב can be distinguished although its upper part is worn away. Furthermore, the remains of the letters which Duhaime marks with ◦ can be distinguished in PAM 43.865, both in line 9 and in line 11.

2.6.1.2.2 Contents

Only a few (more or less) complete words have been preserved in the fragments and many of them are quite common: ללב, אמת, ואל occur over 100 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, and ממשלת, כלת 44–81 times each. The verbal rootאשר is rarer, it has only seven occurrences, and all hitpa‘el cases are in M manuscripts, one here in 4Q496 and three in 1QM – which could indicate some kind of connection between fragments 1+2 and 1QM. Of the preserved words, ממשלת and כלת refer to distress and destruction, but, on the other hand, ואל and אמת could refer to reliability and continuity. This may reflect some kind of struggle between the state of permanence and the state of devastation. This is practically all that can be said just by looking at the best preserved words.

As was the case with the lexicon of fragment 3, the words of fragments 1+2 can also be found in 1QM column 1. The lexical links between fragments 1+2 and 1QM 1 are demonstrated in the following table:

\textsuperscript{849} Cf. Baillet, DJD 7:58–59; Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 83; García Martínez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 986; Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 111 (however, see note 851). On Ishay’s view of the 4Q496 fragments, see note 812.

\textsuperscript{850} In line 7, García Martínez and Tigchelaar read ולכָל while Duhaime reads ולכלו. However, in their translation Garcia Martínez and Tigchelaar mark brackets inside the word “all” (and a[ll]) so the difference in the text in comparison to Duhaime’s edition is probably due to a typo. See Garcia Martínez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 986–987.

\textsuperscript{851} Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 111. In addition, Qimron did not seem to see the י in line 3 and three letters (ןפנ) in line 4 – at least he does not mark them in blue color as with the other letters parallel to 4Q496 in his edition of 1QM 1.
In his comments on his readings, Abegg questions Baillet’s reading in line 4 and suggests that the length of lines 4 and 5, however, seem to differ considerably: there would be only 54 letters or spaces in line 4 and as many as 76 letters or spaces in line 5. Therefore, in his comments on his readings, Abegg questions Baillet’s reading in line 4 and suggests that there might be a difference between 4Q496 and 1QM 1 at this point.

As the table illustrates, almost all the preserved words of fragments 1+2 can be found in 1QM 1. However, the line lengths have caused some discussion. Abegg notes that in fragments 1+2, according to Baillet’s reading (reconstructed with the help of 1QM 1), in lines 3–5 the average line length is 63 letters or spaces per line and in lines 6–7, 68 letters or spaces per line. The lengths of lines 4 and 5, however, seem to differ considerably: there would be only 54 letters or spaces in line 4 and as many as 76 letters or spaces in line 5. Therefore, in his comments on his readings, Abegg questions Baillet’s reading in line 4 and suggests that there might be a difference between 4Q496 and 1QM 1 at this point.

---

853 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 84. Note that Abegg still does not suggest this reading in his own edition (cf. p. 83) but only in his comments. This is why this issue is not discussed in the Remarks section above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragments</th>
<th>1QM parallel</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1:4–9</td>
<td>Abegg notes that line 4 seems to be 71 spaces long while the average line length is 57 spaces; see discussion above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+1</td>
<td>1:11–17</td>
<td>Abegg questions Baillet’s reading in line 4; see discussion above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2:5–6</td>
<td>Abegg notes that if one follows Baillet’s reconstruction, there are 55 letters or spaces for line 2 and 37 for lines 3–4. According to Abegg, line 1 possibly reflects the shorter line length but since the line is almost invisible, it is difficult to define the length precisely.(^{855})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+5</td>
<td>2:9–12</td>
<td>Abegg endorses this join. According to him, the line length in lines 2–6 is 41 letters or spaces on average.(^{856})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2:9–10 (?)</td>
<td>Abegg notes that, if one follows Baillet’s reconstruction, there are 37 letters or spaces for line 2.(^{857})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13+75+14</td>
<td>2:13–14</td>
<td>Abegg notes that fragment 13 is actually an ensemble of fragments, one large piece and four smaller ones. These pieces do not appear as joined together on the plates. According to him, the line length in lines 2–4 is 41 letters or spaces on average.(^{858}) According to Ishay, this fragment “may claim a close correspondence with 1QM 2:13–14.”(^{859})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2:17 (?)</td>
<td>It was difficult for Baillet to place this fragment in the text of 1QM. Abegg notes that there are 14 different possibilities for placing the fragment in 1QM 2:16–3:10 as it is preserved for us.(^{860}) The fragment contains only four clear letters. According to Ishay, this fragment “displays no correspondence to any sections of 1QM” but it may still belong “to the literature of war.”(^{861})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2–3:2</td>
<td>Baillet suggests that there are <em>vacat</em> in lines 4 and 8 but Abegg finds this unconvincing. Abegg proposes a reading different from Baillet in line 7 and argues that this shorter reading would result in 58 letters or spaces in line 7. This number would be near the line length of lines 6–7, which is 53 letters or spaces on average. Also, in line 9, Abegg suggest a reading slightly different from Baillet (‘אֶת instead of את).(^{862}) According to Ishay, this is one of the few fragments that has a slight affinity with 1QM, in this case, to 1QM 3:1–2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3:6–7 (?)</td>
<td>Both Baillet and Abegg note that the placement of this fragment (to be parallel with 1QM 3:6–7) is doubtful: when accepting this placement, one must also accept very variable line lengths (21, 52 and 37 letters or spaces for lines 3–4). Abegg would suggest that fragment 12 should be placed at the bottom of column 2, which has not been preserved.(^{863}) According to Ishay, the fragment shows some affinity with 1QM 3:6–11.(^{864})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{855}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 84.
\(^{856}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 85.
\(^{858}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 86.
\(^{859}\) Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
\(^{860}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 86.
\(^{861}\) Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
\(^{862}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 87.
\(^{864}\) Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3:9–11</td>
<td>Abegg doubts Baillet’s placement of the fragment (to be parallel with 1QM 3:9–11)(^{865}) and argues that the fragment, as well as fragment 12, should be placed at the bottom of line 2. The reason for this argumentation can again be found in the line lengths: if one follows Baillet’s placement and reconstructions, lines 2–3 have 51 letters or spaces while line 4 has 66.(^{866})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3:11–15</td>
<td>Abegg notes that there are very few clear letters in this fragment and that, according to Baillet’s readings and reconstructions, the line lengths vary considerably: lines 2–3 and 5 have only 32 letters or spaces on average while line 4 needs at least 85 letters or spaces. In addition, Baillet’s reading necessitates a text a bit different from 1QM. According to Abegg, it is more likely that “the questionable readings have been misinterpreted.”(^{867}) However, he does not suggest his own readings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3–4:2</td>
<td>Again, Abegg doubts Baillet’s placement of the fragment (to be parallel with 1QM 3–4:2). He speculates that the words reconstructed in line 6 “might more readily be seen in fragment 18:2.”(^{868}) According to Ishay, this fragment is not consistent with any part of 1QM.(^{869})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4:6–7</td>
<td>Abegg notes that the line lengths vary again: in line 2 there are 37 letters or spaces while in line 3 there are 48. Abegg suggest that line 2 might be interlinear; in addition to the short line length, in line 2 there is also an extremely short line height.(^{870})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9:5–9</td>
<td>Again, Abegg pays attention to the line lengths that result from Baillet’s readings: if one follows them, lines 4–5 would have 46 letters or spaces but line 3 would have 144 letters or spaces. However, when taking the clear letters into the account, there are not many passages in 1QM in which the fragment can be placed. Abegg notes the fact that fragment 15 is the only 4Q496 fragment that is placed outside lines 1:4–4:7 in Baillet’s reconstructions.(^{871}) All in all, this fragment and its possible parallelism with 1QM raises many questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 45:** 4Q496 fragments, their possible 1QM parallels, and discussion.

---

\(^{865}\) Ishay ("The Literature of War at Qumran," English abstract) agrees with Baillet here, although she argues that the affinity reaches only to 1QM 3:10.  
\(^{866}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 88–89.  
\(^{867}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 89.  
\(^{868}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 90.  
\(^{869}\) Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.  
\(^{870}\) Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 96.  
All in all, both Baillet and Abegg are dependent on the presupposition that there is a very close parallelism between fragments 1+2 and 1QM 1. Abegg, although criticizing Baillet on some details, still believes that 1QM 1 is the right starting point for interpreting fragments 1+2. When studying fragments 1+2 and 3 together and noting that their lexicon is to be found in 1QM 1 almost in its entirety, the conclusion that 1QM and 4Q496 may be somehow textually related is reasonable. However, the comparisons above demonstrate that if this is the case, the texts are not completely identical either. Furthermore, it must be noted that the fragments are in poor condition and their relationship to 1QM is not an unquestionable matter of fact.

2.6.1.3 Fragments 4–123
Given that the fragments dealt with above are the best preserved ones of 4Q496, it becomes clear that there is no point in discussing all the tiny fragments in detail. Therefore, the rest of the fragments are evaluated at a general level. According to Abegg, fragments 2+1, 3, 4, 5+6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 26, 31, 32, 35, 49, 57, 58, and 76 are legible.872 Ishay goes through fragments 2+1, 3, 4, 5+6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 32, and 35 but finds mainly fragments 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, and 32 to be relevant for the discussion.873 Table 45 (above) shows how Baillet identifies the fragments (with the help of 1QM).874 Table demonstrates that many of the fragments of 4Q496 can be placed in the text of 1QM but these placements are seldom indisputable and they can be criticized with good reason. In addition to those fragments introduced in the table, there are fragments that contain words in an order for which there are no parallels in 1QM.875 Furthermore, the line lengths have raised the question of whether the texts can be parallel. On the one hand, varying line lengths could indicate that the texts are in some cases different in length and different in wording. On the other hand, varying line lengths might point to the poor condition of the material: Daniel Falk argues that in the case of tefillin, the leather chosen as a material was often of inferior quality (for cost reasons) and as a consequence, the lines were of uneven length since the scribe had to dodge the uneven spots.876 Of course, in the case of 4Q496, the material is papyrus but it is still possible that the material set some limits on the line lengths.

Despite all the uncertainty related to the factors that define the possible parallelism between 4Q496 and 1QM, there are still enough links to show that they are probably textually related. Whether 4Q496 is a copy of 1QM (or vice versa) is a more difficult question. What can be said is that, in any case, the texts are not similar throughout but close parallelism is within the realm of possibility. It is a practical starting point for further reasoning, although the theoretical nature of this conclusion should be kept in mind.

872 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 81–97. In the beginning, Abegg says that he is going to discuss 23 (cf. p. 81) fragments but in the end it seems that there are 24 legible enough to him (cf. pp. 82–97).
874 Fragments 17–34, 36–74, 76–96, 98–123 are not placed according to 1QM by Baillet (cf. DJD 7:63–68).
875 Abegg comments on line 4 of fragment 17 that “there are no consecutive words within the text of 1QM which satisfy the possibilities of this line.” See Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 92.
2.6.2 4Q497 (4QpapWar Scroll-like Text A)

This manuscript consists of 54 very poorly preserved papyrus fragments.\(^{877}\) It is not clear whether these fragments even belong to the same document, but what makes their arrangement a bit easier is that 4Q497 is the verso side of the manuscript 4Q499.\(^ {878}\) The fragments are of different sizes: fragment 45 is the smallest and about 5 mm high and 7 mm wide while the largest one, fragment 1, is about 5.5 cm high and 1.7 cm wide. There are 5–6 lines preserved at the most in one fragment, and only a few letters are visible in each line. Letters are about 3 mm high and line spacing in the best-preserved fragments is about 8 mm.\(^{879}\) The script has been dated to the middle of the first century BCE,\(^ {880}\) and thus it is probably slightly later than the text on its recto side, 4Q499, which is from about 75 BCE.\(^ {881}\) George Brooke notes that some of the fragments preserve edges of columns on their verso side and therefore the manuscript included more than one column of text. However, he remarks that on the recto side, no column structure can be clearly distinguished.\(^ {882}\) The text on the verso side is written in the same direction as the text on the recto side, so the verso side is the flip side of the document (as in modern books).\(^ {883}\) Brooke supposes that this might indicate that the scroll was perhaps shorter rather than longer.\(^ {884}\) He also states that both 4Q497 and 4Q499 are written “in the full orthography of the Qumran scribal school” which, according to him, indicates that the scribal context of the manuscript did not change between the two stages of its writing.\(^ {885}\) The relationship between the two compositions on the papyrus is not very much discussed and Brooke emphasizes that it remains very uncertain.\(^ {886}\)

Of 54 fragments, Baillet introduces 47 that have legible letters on them (1–36, 38–45, 47–48, 52). Many of these cannot be compared to other texts since they only contain one or two letters and there are boundless opportunities to find possible textual parallels to them. Abegg restricts his scrutiny to eight fragments only (1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14, 28), all preserving several lines and more than two letters in at least two lines. However, even this restriction does not mean that there are complete words visible on the fragments. In this study, there is no need to wade through all the fragments: it is enough to take one example under closer scrutiny in order to demonstrate the condition of the fragments and their contentual offering.\(^ {887}\)

\(^{878}\) Baillet (DJD 7:69) notes that his description of this manuscript can be applied both to the recto and to the verso side. As regards 4Q499, it has been suggested to be either a hymn or prayer of some kind or a copy of the “Prayer of Enosh.” See e.g., Schultz, Conquering the World, 26–27, who thinks it is a copy of the “Prayer of Enosh.”
\(^{879}\) Duhaime, The War Texts, 31.
\(^{880}\) Baillet, DJD 7:69; Duhaime, The War Texts, 31.
\(^{881}\) Baillet, DJD 7:74.
\(^{882}\) Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 128.
\(^{883}\) Tov, Scribal Practices, 70.
\(^{884}\) Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 131.
\(^{885}\) Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 135.
\(^{886}\) Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 135.
\(^{887}\) There are no new color or monochrome photographs of the fragments of 4Q497. However, the PAM photos are available in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library. See, e.g., PAM 43.652 (http://www.
2.6.2.1 Fragment 1

Duhaime reads the fragment as follows:888

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[:כ [1} \\
\text{[} [2} \\
\text{[ט[} [3} \\
\text{ט[כ[} [4} \\
\text{ך[ת[} [5} \\
\text{ך[[} [6}
\end{align*}
\]

2.6.2.1.1 Remarks

In line 6, Abegg and Baillet see a trace of a letter before the possible י and certain ק.889 This trace is clearly in view in PAM 43.652: there is a small curved stroke at the top of the line. It is difficult to say which letter it could belong to – perhaps פ might come into consideration – but since the manuscript is so fragmentary, it is difficult to make any comparisons to other better preserved letters. However, in the following table, the reading is corrected to י֯ק[.

According to Baillet, there are vacats in line 1 before כ and in line 2. This is possible but not certain; it is also possible that the letters in these lines have faded away.890

2.6.2.1.2 Contents

The only completely preserved words in this fragment are לבב and ברית which are both very common in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls in general. Thus, there is not much to conclude from the fragment as it is, and the only way to find out more about the content is to study whether there might be any textual parallels to it. Baillet suggested an overlap with 1QM 14 but was very uncertain of this: he ended up calling the text “Texte ayant quelque rapport avec la Règle de la Guerre” (a text that has something to do with the War Scroll).891 Later, Abegg studied the lexicon of this manuscript in detail and came to the conclusion that the words visible in 4Q497 can also be found in manuscripts other than 1QM and that “the special relationship that has been suggested between these manuscripts (i.e., 4Q497 and 1QM) must be rejected.”892 Schultz does not claim this but ends up omitting 4Q497 from his material “since its extreme fragmentary nature precludes it from having any significance.”893 Ishay and Qimron do not consider 4Q497 as a part of their research material.894 Tov – as well as

890 If one follows Baillet and interprets there to be vacats, that might weaken the argument that fragment 1 could be parallel to 1QM 14 (discussed below).
891 Baillet (DJD 7:69) notes that he has been struggling with this question: “On ne saurait donc les considérer comme représentant un septième exemplaire de l'ouvrage en question, et il faut nuancer ce qui a été dit précédemment, RB, Ixxix, 1972, pp. 224–5.” See also Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 135.
893 Schultz, Conquering the World, 26–27, 33 n. 74.
894 Ishay defines her topic as “Qumran literature related to the eschatological war, manuscripts 4Q491–4Q496” (see Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” 350) and Qimron does not include 4Q497 in his edition (see Qimron, The Hebrew Writings, 111–134). Ishay mentions 4Q497 just in passing and categorizes it as one of the
Duhaime – states that 4Q497 is not an M manuscript but a War Scroll-like text. Duhaime notes that the words in 4Q497 “sometimes point to parallels with 1QM --- but when such possible parallels occur, either the other traces do not match the text of the possible parallel, or not enough is left to make the connection certain.”

In any case, however, Baillet and Duhaime find four fragments of 4Q497 to be parallel with 1QM: fragment 1 with 1QM 14:7–8, fragment 2 with 1QM 12:14, fragment 4 with 1QM 11:17 and fragment 47 with 1QM 13:7. As Table 46 of fragment 1 and 1QM 14 shows and as Baillet and Duhaime themselves also state, these parallels are extremely uncertain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q497 fragment 1</th>
<th>1QM 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stub]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stub]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 … [
2 … [
3 … [
4 [stub] | [stub] | [stub] |
5 … | … | … |
6 … | … | … |

7b Among the poor in spirit [ ] a hard heart, and by those whose way is perfect shall all wicked nations come to an end;

8a there will be no place for all their mighty men. But we are the remnant. [Blessed is] Your name, O God of loving kindness, the One who kept the covenant for our forefathers.

Table 46: The texts of 4Q497 fragment 1 and 1QM 14:7b–8a.

If the suggested reconstruction of [stub] is right, the words common in fragment 1 and 1QM 14 are not in the same order. On the other hand, the words that are clearly visible – בְּרִית and לֶבֶם – are so common that on their basis it cannot be concluded that this fragment is parallel to 1QM. Table 47 briefly demonstrates that the other three fragments are as small and unclear as this case.

It is easy to agree with Abegg and Schultz that the extremely fragmentary nature of the manuscript reduces its significance in the discussion and that the words visible could easily fit in with other compositions as well. However, categorizing 4Q497 as War Scroll-like text (as Duhaime and Tov do) or as a text that has something to do with the War Scroll (as Baillet does) is as disputable as considering it as an M text: there is not so sufficient text left to warrant either conclusion. This question about naming and categorizing this manuscript – and other War Text manuscripts as well – is discussed more extensively in chapter 3.1.

Although categorizing 4Q497 among the War Texts is extremely uncertain with regard to its vocabulary, one must still pay attention to its significant material similarity to 4Q496: both manuscripts are included in the small group of opisthographs inscribed on the additional texts akin to war literature,” together with 4Q276, 4Q285 and 4Q471. See Ishay, “The Literature of War at Qumran,” English abstract.

895 Tov, Scribal Practices, 50; Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 198. The question about naming and labeling the War Texts is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.1.


897 Baillet, DJD 7:69–72; Duhaime, The War Texts, 43.
verso side of a hymn text. Because of this, it is still reasonable to keep 4Q497 under scrutiny and continue to study 4Q496 and 4Q497 as a part of the group of opistographs.

Table 47: The texts of 4Q497 fragments 2, 4, 47 and 1QM 12:13b–14; 11:17; 13:7.

2.6.3 The Opisthographic Nature of 4Q496 and 4Q497

As noted many times already, 4Q496 and 4Q497 are the only War Text manuscripts that can be counted among the opisthograph manuscripts. In addition, they are the only War Texts written on papyrus. Therefore, they can also be studied as a part of the Qumran opisthograph corpus and as a part of the Qumran papyrus corpus. Unfortunately, with regard to both of these groups, there is not much to conclude about the material in general. Papyrus manuscripts have not been as well preserved as leather manuscripts; Tov notes that there is no complete column of a literary papyrus found at Qumran that has both its top and bottom margins preserved. In addition, none of these literary papyri has preserved endings and beginnings.898 What can be said unequivocally is that there are very few documentary papyri found at Qumran;899 on the other hand, in the Qumran corpus as a whole the majority of the manuscripts are literary and not documentary, so in this respect the papyrus manuscripts are not in any way an exceptional group among the Qumran texts. The main part of all Qumran papyri are from Cave 4, as are all the opistographs.900

898 Tov, *Scribal Practices*, 44.
899 Tov, *Scribal Practices*, 44–45. Tov’s table (Table 1) shows that only 8% of Qumran papyri are documentary while at all the other sites in the Judean Desert the proportion of documentary papyri is 93–100%. Tov also notes that while at almost all the other sites papyri form a majority of the manuscripts found, at Qumran, they form a minority, only 14% of all texts. Thus, they are a small group among the corpus – although we cannot know how many manuscripts there originally were.
Tov notes that there are some compositions at Qumran that have been preserved both in leather manuscripts and in papyrus manuscripts. Although it must be taken into account that all the material that once existed has not been preserved, according to Tov, it is no coincidence that these compositions are represented 4–8 times on leather and 1–3 times on papyrus. Tov concludes that at Qumran the material used for the literary texts was primarily leather. Thus, papyrus manuscripts form a minority in the corpus and the opisthographs are an even smaller minority. Tov defines the majority of the Qumran papyri as “sectarian” or “of special interest to the sect,” and he also suggests that the collection is mainly liturgical. Falk, for his part, presents some percentages of different genres among the papyrus manuscripts and ends up agreeing with Tov: liturgical texts— and rule texts—are among the Dead Sea Scrolls most likely to be copied on papyrus. Furthermore, Falk argues that there probably was “a special desirability for personal copies of these two groups of texts” and that explains why papyrus was favored among the scribes for these genres. Here as well, Falk agrees with Tov who tends to think that most of the Qumran papyri reflect “personal copies owned by members of Qumran community.” However, Tov also says that “some may have been imported from other sources.

The idea of manuscripts being private or personal copies has also come out in the discussion concerning the opisthographs. The argumentation on this issue is not, however, very comprehensive. The suggestion of a manuscript being private or personal is usually made when considering its exceptional characteristics: for example, why a text is written on papyrus rather than leather, why a text is written with a very tight script and/or by using very

901 Tov, Scribal Practices, 48; in addition to M, see, e.g., S, D, Hodayot, 4QMMT, Isaiah, Jubilees, Tobit.
902 Tov, Scribal Practices, 48. See also Falk (“Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 42), who notes the fact that 90% of Qumran manuscripts are written on animal skin and ponders whether this was even a general preference among the Jews in Second Temple times.
903 Tov, Scribal Practices, 49. As regards the content of the collection of Qumran papyri, Tov also notes that there are many genres represented among them but that eschatological and biblical writings form only a small minority among the group of Qumran papyri. See Tov, Scribal Practices, 51.
904 Tov, Scribal Practices, 51. However, Tov does not provide many arguments for his proposition of the liturgical nature of the opisthographic corpus.
905 Tov does not define the term “liturgical.” For Falk, a more essential concept is prayer, which he uses already in the title of his article (“Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran”). He makes a distinction (for the purpose of his article) between prayer in general and liturgical prayer: “Prayer in general refers to human communication with the divine, and liturgical prayer refers to prayer as part of a system of rituals for public or corporate performance as a religious service” (see Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 34). Thus, for Falk, liturgy seems to be primarily communal action.
908 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 43–45. Similarly, Falk (“Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 43) argues that “literary texts at Qumran written on papyrus are likely personal copies” and he refers here to Michael O. Wise, “Accidents and Accidence. A Scribal View of Linguistic Dating of the Aramaic Scrolls from Qumran” in Thunder in Gemini and Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature of Second Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha 15), Sheffield 1994, 103–151. Furthermore, he writes that “it does seem that liturgical texts and sectarian rules are the most likely to be copied on papyrus, and that this probably has to do with special desirability for personal copies of these two groups of texts.” See Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 45.
small letters, why there are so many corrections in a text or why a text is written in illegible handwriting, why there are many texts in one manuscript, or why a manuscript includes only part of a text or a summary of a text. To these questions, the most sensible answer offered has been that the manuscript is not communal but private or personal. For example, Joseph M. Baumgarten suggests 4Q266 (4QD\(^{a}\)) to be a personal manuscript (or an early draft, which he, however, considers less likely) and he argues for this by referring to Tov’s observation that, in 4Q266, there are exceptionally many scribal erasures, cancellation dots and deletions in comparison to Qumran manuscripts in general.\(^910\) Baumgarten considers 4Q266 as belonging to a small group of private drafts instead of being a copy by a professional scribe. Falk discusses opisthographs at a more general level and argues that they “point to personal copies.” For him, a clear mark of a personal copy is, for example, the value of thrift over quality.\(^911\) However, thus far there are no uniform criteria for labeling the manuscript private,\(^913\) and, unfortunately, it is not very likely that coherent criteria will be available in the near future since the opisthographs and other manuscripts suggested to be private are challenging research objects and there is no certainty that any result is going to be achieved with them. If we attempt to apply the existing sporadic criteria to the manuscripts 4Q496 and 4Q497, one can at least note that both are so fragmentary that it is not possible to estimate the number of scribal erasures in them or the content of the text inscribed on them but the size of the letters and the density of the lines can be observed. The line heights and the letter sizes of these manuscripts do not seem to support the idea of them being private. The size of the letters is about 3 mm in both manuscripts while, for example in 4Q493, the average letter is 2.5 mm high and in 4Q491 manuscripts, the height of \(\pi\)’s is often only 2 mm.\(^914\) In addition, while the line height in 4Q496 and 4Q497 is 8 mm, in 4Q493 it is less than 6 mm and in 4Q491, 4 mm maximum. Thus, it does not seem that among the M manuscripts, 4Q496 and 4Q497 appear to be especially tightly inscribed.

Not only is it that the criteria for defining a manuscript as private or personal are sporadic, it is also unclear what it means that a manuscript is private or personal in the first place. As already noted, Baumgarten thinks that the personal or private use of a manuscript means some kind of writing exercise. Brooke, for his part, argues that some of the opisthographs perhaps had some educational function, and, distinctively, opisthographic

\(^909\) See, e.g., Baillet (DJD 7:12), according to whom the small letters and tight lines “indicate a private manuscript.”


\(^911\) Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 50.

\(^912\) Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 51. Falk uses 4Q504 as an example. As regards 4Q255, Falk considers it to be private because of its cursive script, its coarse material, its slanted lines and the frequent lack of space between words. See Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 54–55.


\(^914\) Cf. Duhaime, *The War Texts*, 30; Baillet, DJD 7:12. On the basis of small letters and tight lines, Baillet suggests that 4Q491 is “un manuscrit privé.”
collections seem to have cultic or liturgical horizons. Furthermore, Brooke ponders whether opisthographs in general might indicate personal manuscript use and, thus, reflect the Jewish move to private prayer in the course of late Second Temple times. Thus, Brooke links the personal or private use of a manuscript not only with writing exercises but also to some kind of personal meditation – although he does not explain what this personal meditation would mean in practice. The third option could be that the private manuscript was some kind of travel copy easy to carry from one place to another. None of these options can be directly linked to the War Text opisthographs. Perhaps the possible liturgical function comes closest since, in the opisthographs, the War Texts are linked specifically to the liturgical texts. However, it still remains unclear what this personal, liturgical use could mean in practice and who could practice it. One thing already mentioned above that might have significance in this discussion is that a group of papyri (part of them opisthographs) is paralleled in leather manuscripts. For example, 4Q398 (4QpapMMT) and 4Q255 (4QS) are manuscripts of this kind and, thus, form a case very similar to 4Q496. Also, 4Q266 discussed by Baumgarten belongs to this category. If Baumgarten is right and 4Q266 is a personal copy, the following conclusions, according to Brent A. Strawn, can be drawn: the Damascus Document was also important at an individual and not just at a communal level and/or at a real, social level and not just at an abstract level, the level of textual transmission. This observation of the possible different levels of importance is significant, but using opisthographs in order to chart these levels, at least in the case of the War Texts, is a very challenging task.

916 Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 136. Brooke notes that there are small opisthographs written in cryptic script, easy to transport. These are probably meant to be private manuscripts.
917 This option is brought out by Falk under 4Q503/4Q512: see Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 52–53. Cf. also Philip Alexander (“Literacy among Jews in Second Temple Palestine: Reflections on the Evidence from Qumran” in Hamlet on a Hill: Semitic and Greek Studies Presented to Professor T. Murasko on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday [ed. by M.F.J. Baasten & W. Th. van Peursen; Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 118; Leuven: Peeters; Dudley, MA, 2003], 7) who does not discuss opisthographs but small manuscripts that, according to him, were done “out of choice and for purpose” and most probably because of the need for portability. Alexander argues that “small scrolls could be carried in a fold formed in the cloth above the belt (α κόλπος)” or “in a script or bag hung from the belt.” In addition, Brooke (“Between Scroll and Codex,” 136) states that the opisthographs written in cryptic script were perhaps manuscripts that could be “easily transported from one sectarian location to another.”
918 Note that the term liturgical can be understood in a wider sense than just referring to the temple cult or fixed prayers. For example, for Judith Newman in her article “Liturgical Imagination in the Composition of Ben Sira,” liturgy is a “constellation of actions, including prayers, as that was understood to reflect a covenantal response to Israel’s God (see Newman, “Liturgical Imagination in the Composition of Ben Sira,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature [STDJ 98; Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2012], 325). Newman and also Mika S. Pajunen (in “The Praise of God and His Name as the Core of the Second Temple Liturgy,” in ZAW 127 [2015]: 475 n. 1) refer to Stefan C. Reif (Judaism and Hebrew Prayer: New Perspectives on Jewish Liturgical History [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993]), who includes in liturgy not only temple cult but also, e.g., benedictions, praise, prayers, amulets, the acts of eating and fasting, and the study of sacred texts.
919 Strawn, “Excerpted ‘Non-Biblical’ Scrolls at Qumran,” 79–80. It can also be said that the privacy of the manuscript would indicate, according to Strawn, that the manuscript was also important as a material artifact and as a whole, not just as something that preserves “text.” Abstract and concrete levels can also be explained by stating that the human mind tends to create its own model of “text” or “work” (abstract level) but what we actually have are the manuscripts, concrete representations of the traditions (concrete level).
Another theme often discussed concerning the opisthographs is whether the manuscript that was inscribed on both sides was considered to be defunct and thus appropriate for reuse or whether it was an appreciated manuscript and thus appropriate for reuse. In some cases, it seems clear that the documents were reused because they were no longer highly appreciated: for example, when the pieces of a manuscript that contained literary compositions were turned around and used for documentary purposes. In some cases, it is possible that, for example, the Roman army reused some Qumran manuscripts. This is not the case with the War Texts. Sometimes it can be argued that one text was written on both sides of one manuscript in order to save space on a costly material. This explanation is considered to be valid primarily in tefillin and some other manuscripts in which one text continues from the recto to the verso side. However, Philip Alexander argues that especially papyrus – which had to be imported from Egypt – was probably inscribed on both sides because it was a more expensive material than skin. Although skin was easily available on the backs of animals, it was not an easy product to prepare for writing. Alexander argues that the people at Qumran may have needed some time to embrace it and thus, they first used expensive, imported material. Therefore, for Alexander, it is not a coincidence that in the case of S texts, papyrus manuscripts represent the oldest ones – and it should also be noted that this involves M texts as well. Although Alexander does not say it, the expense of the material would also be a reasonable explanation for using both sides of the scroll.

Falk argues that there are cases in which neither space-saving nor considering a manuscript defunct are the best explanations for the creation of an opisthograph. In cases where the genre of the text is similar or compatible on both sides of the manuscript, where similar scribal features can be distinguished on both sides, and where the dates of the manuscript are relatively close to each other, it is probable that there was an intention to create a “collection of valued writings.” Probable examples of this phenomenon are, according to Falk, 4Q503/4Q512, 4Q255/4Q433a, 4Q415/4Q414 and the manuscripts of interest to this study, 4Q509+505/4Q496+506 and 4Q499/4Q497. Falk considers the last-mentioned manuscript too fragmentary to say anything about its size or layout. However, he finds it clear that both sides contain prayer or hymnic material since the second person singular forms typical of hymnic texts are found on both sides. He also takes note of the scripts that are, according to him, written by different hands but in a very similar style and the

---

921 Tov, Scribal Practices, 69, 70. Tov supposes that the custom of inscribing tefillin on both sides of the manuscript was developed “as a space-saver.” In the case of tefillin, the opisthographs often include one text that continues from one side to the other (see Brooke, “Between Scroll and Codex,” 136). Note that in these cases, it is not a question of reuse.
923 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 52.
925 According to Falk (“Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 54, note 72), these forms can be found in 4Q497 2 and 4Q499 7 and 48 but I find the second person forms (suffixes or verbal forms) in 4Q497 fragment 14, line 3 (וְהָבָה) and not in fragment 2 and in 4Q499, in addition to fragments 7 and 48, also in fragments 1, 2 and 22.
dates that are not so far from each other. For Falk, these facts indicate the intention of creating a collection of hymns or prayers on the manuscript. As regards 4Q509+505/4Q496+506, in neither case can the situation with the size and layout of the scroll be determined due to the poor condition of the scroll. However, the scripts can be recognized to be of similar style and the hook-style paragraphos are used as marginal markings on both sides of the manuscript. Both sides were copied within a fairly short timeframe. In addition, Falk argues that the prayers found on the two sides of the manuscript are form-critically similar. Thus, according to Falk, there seems to be a conscious aim to form a collection of hymns and prayers behind 4Q509+505/4Q496+506 as well. Consequently, Falk concludes that 4Q496 (which he considers to be a “copy” or an “excerpt” of the War Scroll) was probably also understood to be a liturgical text.

All in all, the increasing interest in material aspects of the scrolls has produced studies that aim to discuss the Qumran opisthographic corpus as a whole (cf. Brooke and Falk). However, there are still open questions and an evident need to study the whole corpus in more detail. What can be safely concluded is this: the fact that there are War Texts preserved in the opisthographic papyrus scrolls indicates that parts of what became the War Texts were actively copied already in the first half of the first century and they were considered to be important enough to use the imported papyrus material for them. In addition, it indicates that there was no hindrance to linking the War Texts with liturgical texts, which may point to the liturgical use of the War Texts. By contrast, whether the opistographs were

---

926 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 54. As already noted, according to Baillet, the recto was inscribed about 75 BCE and the verso in the middle of the first century. Tov (Scribal Practices, 72) refrains from any strict definitions of the script since there is no enough data, especially on the verso side. As noted above as well, Brooke (“Between Scroll and Codex,” 135) is less cautious and says that 4Q499 and 4Q497 are both written “in the full orthography of the Qumran scribal school” which, according to him, allows the suggestion that the manuscript did not change context between the two stages of its writing.

927 Cf. also Tov (Scribal Practices, 72), who interprets that both sides of the document (he mentions 4Q509 and 4Q496) are written according to Qumran scribal practice.

928 Tov notes that the “paragraphos sign – the most frequent sign occurring in the Qumran texts – is usually drawn at the right side of the column between lines of the text, with the greater part of the sign protruding into the right margin, referring to a content division indicated by spacing either in the line above or in the line below.” For a more extensive analysis of the paragraphos sign, see Tov, Scribal Practices, 182–184.

929 It must still be noted that in many cases, there can be 10–25, even 50 years between inscribing the recto and the verso. Therefore, the idea of creating a collection was probably gotten only after inscribing the recto side, perhaps many years after that.

930 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 53. Falk’s arguments for the form-critical similarity between 4Q509+505 (which he considered one text) and 4Q506 are the following: First, their statements of occasion are similar, namely “Prayer for the festival of x” (’) which is preserved in 4Q509 fragment 10, column 2, line 8. In 4Q506, this formula is not preserved but Falk probably suggests it on the basis of the parallel text, 4Q504 fragment 3, column 2, where in line 8 is 80 רבעון תפלה. Second, the opening formula “remember, O Lord” is preserved both in 4Q506 fragment 124, line 3 and in 4Q509 fragments 131–132 column 2, line 5. And third, the concluding formula “blessed be the Lord” (евוד לברוך) links the texts: It is preserved in 4Q509 fragment 3, line 9 and in fragment 206 in its only legible line. In 4Q506, this formula is not preserved but Falk probably suggests it on the basis of the parallel text, 4Q504 fragment 3, column 2, where line 5 has וברוך. What can be concluded is that Falk’s observation of the similarity of the forms of the hymns is based heavily on reconstructions and thus is not an indisputable fact.

931 Falk, “Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at Qumran,” 53. However, there is also skepticism about drawing any conclusions as to why the different texts are on the same scroll. Schultz, for example, asks why 4Q496 and 4Q506 ended up one after the other on the same scroll and his answer is that this “remains a mystery.” See Schultz, Conquering the World, 25.
used in a private or in a communal way is difficult to say. However, the number of War Texts that are somehow parallel to each other may still indicate that the war tradition was important at different levels and they were used both in communal and in more exclusive contexts.  

2.7 4Q285 and 11Q14: Sefer ha-Milhamah Texts

Although manuscripts 4Q285 (4QSefer ha-Milhamah) and 11Q14 (11QSefer ha-Milhamah) are not labeled with the siglum M or named as War Scroll-like, they cannot be passed over when discussing the War Texts of Qumran and not least for research-historical reasons. On the one hand, several scholars have linked these two to 1QM and even speculated whether they might represent the lost end of the Scroll. On the other hand, these two texts are interpreted as representing a text called Sefer ha-Milhamah, a text that has something to do with war but that differs from what is known as the War Scroll. In order to join this discussion of the content and the genre of 4Q285 and 11Q14 and their possible textual relationship to the M manuscripts, this chapter aims to study the position of 4Q285 and 11Q14 in the ensemble called the War Texts.

Within the limits of this study, it is not possible to analyze the editions of 4Q285 and 11Q14 as elaborately as was done with M manuscripts and War Scroll-like manuscripts in the previous chapters. Also, what should be noted is that these manuscripts are already deeply studied (e.g., the reconstruction of 4Q285 based on material facts) and that their DJD editions were published relatively recently, at the turn of the 2000s. In addition, the readings suggested in DJD are further justified in later articles. It is easily demonstrated that these two manuscripts are very close textual parallels, and thus it is reasonable to discuss them together. Therefore, the structure of the chapter deviates slightly from the preceding ones. The chapter proceeds first by analyzing the manuscripts from the material point of view, then turns to examining their possible mutual relationship as textual parallels and finally addresses the main task, the analysis of their content and relation to M traditions.

---

932 Cf., e.g., chapters 2.2 and 2.3.
933 As Eibert Tigchelaar and many others note, Józef T. Milik was the first one to suggest that the preserved fragments of 4Q285 once belonged to the final parts of the War Scroll. He argued this in his article “Milki-Sedeq et Milki-reša dans les anciens écrits juifs et chrétiens” (in JJS 23 [1972]: 95–144). See Eibert Tigchelaar, “Working with Few Data: The Relation between 4Q285 and 11Q14” in DSD 7 (2000): 49–56.
934 See, e.g., Tigchelaar, “Working with Few Data,” 56: “The differences between the 4QM manuscripts, as well as the composite nature of 1QM --- indicate that there were different compositions or editions dealing with the eschatological war, which were related to one another. 4Q285 and 11Q14 might be copies of one of those editions, or may represent a related composition.”
2.7.1 4Q285 and 11Q14 as Material Artifacts

Manuscript 4Q285 consists of 10 fragments which are put together from 20 pieces. It is a leather manuscript: the brown skin varies in color from light to dark. The skin of the manuscript is fine. The largest fragment, namely fragment 4, is 8 cm wide and 8.5 cm high whereas fragment 5, the smallest one, is 5 mm wide and 8 mm high. There are 2–10 lines in the fragments. The line spacing varies considerably: in general, it is about 8 mm but in some fragments only 6 mm. However, Philip Alexander and Geza Vermes, the DJD editors of the manuscript, argue that the leather of fragments 6 and 7 is shrunk, which explains the small space between the lines and small letters there. The average height of the letters of the manuscript is 2.5 mm. Upper and lower margins can be distinguished every now and then.

There are 10–11 lines in the largest fragments, partly preserved. The line length is 50–55 letters or spaces. The spacing between words varies extensively. The script in the fragments is similar to 1QM, the early Herodian script which can be dated to the end of the first century BCE.

Alexander and Vermes have presented their reconstruction of 4Q285 in DJD 36. It is based on the observation that the fragments are at least partly similar in shape (see especially the lower parts of fragments 4 and 7 and the middle part of fragment 8). As regards the scrolls in general, it is not probable that any manuscript would decay unevenly or that different parts of a manuscript would deteriorate in different layers. Instead, it is probable that the forces of decay attacked some parts of the scroll more severely than others; and consequently, some parts of the scroll did not wear out rapidly. Therefore, Alexander and Vermes come to the conclusion that the similar fragments overlapped each other in the original scroll; they represent the best preserved part of the scroll in different layers. In addition, they study the lines and (sometimes visible) margins in the fragments and the color and texture of the leather – and also the content of the fragments. On the basis of all this, they arrange the fragments in the following order: in a six-column manuscript 4Q285, fragment 1 belongs to column 1, fragments 2 and 3 to column 2, fragment 4 to column 3,
fragments 5–7 to column 4, fragment 8 to column 5 and fragments 9–10 to column 6.943 Alexander and Vermes do not hesitate to use 11Q14 to support their reconstruction and fragment 8 is reconstructed from smaller pieces with the help of the “better preserved parallel,” 11Q14 fragment 1 column 2.944 This is something that they have been criticized for,945 but Alexander has later emphasized that 11Q14 is not “absolutely crucial” to their reconstruction.946

All in all, the reconstruction of 4Q285 is widely discussed in comparison to many 4QM manuscripts, but there are still some open questions concerning it.947 It can however, be asked whether there is enough material to form a coherent understanding of the contents of the original scroll and/or to link it to M material or some common war traditions at Qumran. Before discussing this in more detail, let us take a look at 11Q14.

As regards manuscript 11Q14, it consists of four fragments which are put together from nine pieces.948 Fragment 1 consists of four pieces of which 1a is quite large: its width is 13 cm and height 12 cm. The smallest fragment, namely fragment 4, is only 9 mm wide and 13 mm high.949 The leather of the fragments is thicker than the average and the manuscript is, according to the DJD editors, “extremely well prepared, very smooth” and “very fine grain.” The color of the fragments is light tan but there are spots of darker brown on both sides of the fragment and some of the fragments have darkened. Left and bottom margins (0.6 and 3 cm) are visible in columns 1 and 2 of fragment 1, and the intercolumnar margin between these two columns (about 2 cm) can also be partly distinguished. The left margin is not regular but on the right side the scribe seems to have begun the writing regularly from the ruling. The column width (which can be measured in fragment 1 column 2) is about 12 cm which means that the writing block is relatively small. The script in the fragments resembles both the developed and the late Herodian formal script and it can be dated to the first half of the first century. The letters are on average 3.5 mm high and the distance between lines is about 8 mm.950

11Q14 was first called 11QBerakhot because it included blessings and the parallel to 4Q285 was not yet known.951 The first editor of the text was Adam S. van der

944 Alexander and Vermes, DJD 36:229.
947 For example, it can be discussed whether the fragments really are similar enough to reach conclusions about their placement. Alexander and Vermes note that fragments 6 and 7 differ from fragments 4 and 8 which is problematic but can perhaps be explained by the shrinkage of the first-mentioned fragments. See Alexander and Vermes, DJD 36:231.
948 There are several photos available of this fragment in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library, see, e.g., the full spectrum color image (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-370948) and the infrared image (http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-370949) of fragment 1.
950 Van der Woude, Tigchelaar & García Martínez, DJD 23:243; Duhaime, The War Texts, 33.
951 Van der Woude, Tigchelaar & García Martínez, DJD 23:243.
and later, the official DJD edition of 11Q14 was published by him, Eibert Tigchelaar, and Florentino García Martínez. They named the fragment 11QSefer ha-Milhamah on the basis of its significant textual similarities with 4Q285. This solution has been criticized and defended, but what is certain is that some degree of textual parallelism between 4Q285 and 11Q14 exists.

The reconstruction of this manuscript has also been much discussed. Especially the ensemble of fragment 1 has been under debate. In plate XXVIII of DJD 23, the five pieces suggested to belong together are marked with letters a–e, fragment 1a being the largest one, and arranged to form two more or less preserved columns of text. The most discussed join proposed in the DJD edition is the one between 1a and 1b, just between the two columns. Jonathan Norton suggests – on the basis of, for example, the alignment of the guide lines, the shapes of the ink traces and the inaccuracy of photo plate XXVIII of DJD 23 – that the location of fragment 1b is impossible. Philip Alexander has responded to this criticism in his article discussing the reconstruction of 4Q285. He admits that the photo in plate XXVIII is misleading, that the guide lines of the fragments are not joined up in the DJD ensemble, that there actually is just a small point of physical contact between fragment 1a and 1b, and that Norton’s observations in general are valid. However, he argues that these problems can be solved by moving fragment 1b a bit (the solution to which can now be seen in the recent photo available in the Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library). In addition, he introduces arguments against Norton’s suggestion that 1b must be removed from the right side of fragment 1a by, for example, calling into question his readings of the ink traces. Alexander also states that it is not probable (as was already noted in this chapter) that the scroll would have worn out differently in its different parts but it is more likely that all the preserved fragments belong either near each other or in the corresponding point in a different layer of the scroll. The left margin that is clearly visible in fragment 1b restricted the options for the placement and from this point of view as well, Alexander comes to the conclusion that placing fragment 1b to the left side of fragment 1a is the most plausible option.

---

955 In addition to DJD 23, cf. also Tigchelaar, “Working with Few Data,” 51, who argues that the join is certain. Note that in PAM 43.977, these pieces are not yet joined together.
958 What is convincing is Alexander’s observation (see “The Material Reconstruction and Genre of 4Q285 Reconsidered,” 103) that if the small trace at the top of fragment 1b is the left top of d, as Norton suggests (see “Observations on the Official Material Reconstructions of Sefer ha-Milhamah,” 6), it means that the ruling of this line does not join up with that of fragment 1a.
1. בערבם בֶּטֶשְׁע אל יִשְׂרָאֵל נֶגֶּה,
2. (וַתֶּלֶט הַגָּלְפֶּשׁ וַתֶּלֶט הַגָּוֶי לָעָקָב)
3. [בַּרְךָ הָעָשָׁר יִשְׂרָאֵל] (וַתֶּלֶט הַגָּוֶי לָעָקָב)
4. [בָּאוּר חִנָּר] (וַתִּרְעְשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
5. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
6. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
7. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
8. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
9. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
10. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
11. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)
12. [לָשֵׁנָה הָאָרֶץ] (וַתִּרְעָשׁוּ בְּכָרָה)

11Q14 fragment 1, column 2

1. [תַּהֲעִיד יִשְׂרָאֵל]
2. [תַּהֲעִיד יִשְׂרָאֵל]
3. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
4. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
5. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
6. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
7. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
8. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
9. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
10. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
11. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
12. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
13. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
14. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
15. [שָׁבַע מְנֻנֶּה [אֹמְר]]
[Blessed are you in the name of the Most High God ...]

[And blessed are ... and blessed are ...]

[And blessed are ...]

And blessed are ... 4 all his holy angels.

May the Most High God bless you.

And blessed is [his] holy name 5 for ever and ever.

May he cause his face to shine upon you,

and may he open] 5 [for you his] good [treasury which is in heaven
to [bring down upon your] land showers of blessing.

6 [dew and] rain, the early rain and the late rain in its time,

and to give[ you the fruit of the produce of corn.] 7 [wine and o]il in plenty.

And [may the land produce for] you delighted fruits.

And may you eat] 8 [and may you] [grow fat].

And may there be no-one miscarrying in your [and] nor sickness.

May [blight and mildew] 9 not be seen in its produce.

May there be no affliction, or stumbling in your congregation,

for wild beasts have ceased] 10 from the land.

And may there be no pestilence in your [land].

For God is with you

and his holy angels are standing in your congregation,

and] 11 his holy [name] is invoked over you ...

... [...] 12 for a [comm]unity.

And in your midst [...]
2.7.2 Mutual Relationship between 4Q285 and 11Q14

Any understanding of the mutual relationship between manuscripts 4Q285 and 11Q14 largely depends on what one’s opinion on the suggested readings of the manuscripts is. If one accepts the readings introduced in DJD, the close textual parallelism between the manuscripts seems clear. Especially 4Q285 fragment 8 and 11Q14 fragment 1, column 2 are easy to compare. As Table 48 (above) demonstrates, there are many completely or partly preserved words that the fragments share. In addition, if one reconstructs the text of the poorly preserved fragment 8 of 4Q285 according to the better preserved fragment 1 of 11Q14, the reconstructions seem to fit into the lines.

At the beginning of the text, there is an introductory formula according to which someone shall bless the people of Israel with certain words (4Q285 8:1–2a / 11Q14 1 column 2:2–3). These words are given in the rest of the text. The persons who are blessed are called “you” and they are blessed “in the name of the Most High God” (8:2b/1 column 2:3b–4a). In addition, God’s name and God’s holy angels are blessed. Between these two, something else is mentioned but not preserved (8:3–4a/1 column 2:4b–6). After this small digression, the actual blessing concerning “you” starts. This part is in 11Q14 separated from the previous texts with a *vacat* while in 4Q285 the text continues without any breaks. The verbal forms יברך, ייאר and ייפתח can be interpreted as imperfects (see the editors of 11Q14) in which case the blessing appears to be more like a promise, or as jussives (see the editors of 4Q285 and the translation in the table) in which case the text is more like a call for blessing (8:4b–5/1 column 2:7–8). In any case, as for verbal forms, this part of the text differs from that in the beginning where participle forms were used (ברוך, ברכו). In lines 8:4b–5/1 column 2:7–8, there are links to the Lord’s blessing (see Num 6:24–25; cf. also Ps 67:2) but while the blessing in Numbers remains on an abstract level, the blessing in 4Q285/11Q14 continues with more concrete promises: 960 God will open his heavenly storehouse (אוצר; also known in 1QM 10:12), and give various rains and dew and thereby all kinds of harvest (8:5–7/1 column 2:8–10). Consequently, the people who are blessed will “eat and grow fat” (8:8/1 column 2:11). After describing all these good things which come out of the blessing, the text moves on by enumerating what will not happen in the land of those people blessed: no one willmiscarry or become sick, the grain will be clean and proper and wild animals will cause no harm (8:8b–10a/1 column 2:11b–14a). In 11Q14, this part is again separated from the previous one with a *vacat* (line 11), although a smaller one than that in line 6. 961 At the end of the blessing, it is stated that all the above-mentioned promises/wishes are possible because God and his angels are present in the congregation and God’s holy name is called (8:10b–12/1 column 2:14b–15).

---

960 There are several other examples in the Dead Sea Scrolls of the combination of blessings and concrete promises, see, e.g., 1QSb 3:25–28.

961 Note that the small *vacats* can also be due to the unevenness of the skin.
The case with 4Q285 fragment 7 and 11Q14 fragment 1, column 1 is the more difficult one since, as the following table demonstrates, especially the last-mentioned fragment is very poorly preserved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q285 fragment 7</th>
<th>11Q14 fragment 1, column 1, column 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [As it is written in the book of Isaiah the prophet: ‘Cut down shall be…']</td>
<td>5 [... 6 [...] 7 [...] the bud of Da[vid 8 [...] 9 [Isaiah the prophet: ‘Cut down shall be the thickest of the forest] 10 [with an axe, and Lebanon by a majestic one shall fall. And there shall come forth a stick from the stump of Jesse, and out of his roots a sapling will grow.’ … the branch of 12 [David, and they will enter into judgement with 4 […] and the Prince of the Congregation, the branch of David,] shall put him to death 5 […] with stroke[s] and with wounds. And a priest [of renown?] will command 6 […] the slain of the Kittim […] […] 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
when studying these five words in more detail, it can be noted that some of them are very rare (חוטר twice in the Hebrew Bible and in the Dead Sea Scrolls only in Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts; גazu three times in the Hebrew Bible and six times in the Dead Sea Scrolls) which makes the link between fragment 7 and Isa 10:34–11:1 even stronger.

In lines 3b–6, the quotation is probably somehow explained or interpreted. The expression יָדוֹד צְמָח (the branch of David) also occurs in 4Q174 (4QFlor) fragments 1–2 column 1, line 11 and in 4Q252 (4QCommGen A) column 5 (fragment 6), lines 3–4 and in these cases too, it is part of an explanation of a Hebrew Bible text: in 4Q174, 2 Sam 7:11 is explained, and in 4Q252, Gen 49:10a and Jer 33:17 are explained (cf. also 4QpIsa⁹⁄₄Q161 fragments 8–10 lines 15–29).⁹⁶⁵ Both the passage of 4Q174 and the passage of 4Q252 reflect the anticipation of the kingly Messiah and this is the case also with the passage of 4Q285. There, the Prince of the Congregation (העדה נשיא) seems to be identified with the Branch of David (cf. line 4 in which these expressions probably follow one another) and due to this, scholars have often described the Prince as a messianic character.⁹⁶⁶ The Prince will put somebody to death and since the slain of the Kittim (.vel מ Staten)⁹⁶⁷ are mentioned at the end of the fragment, many scholars have suggested that it is the King of the Kittim who will die at the Prince’s hands.⁹⁶⁸ However, the preserved text does not make this clear. In any case, the verbs שפט (niph’al) and מות (hiph’il) may point to some kind of disagreement or to a conflict.

As regards 11Q14, fragment 1 column 1, its connection to 4Q285 fragment 7 is based on three poorly visible words. Two of them are in fragment 1b (already briefly discussed) and the last one (in line 15) in fragment 1d. According to Tigchelaar, placing the last-mentioned fragment in column 1 is not certain but “much more likely than placing it in another column.”⁹⁶⁹ Tigchelaar notes the fact that the visible letters רט in 11Q14 1 column 1 line 10 can be supplemented in various ways but, actually, there are not so many options in the corpus of the Hebrew Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls. Since he considers the join of fragments 1a (see column 2 in Table 1) and 1b certain, he suggests that, in this case, the supplementary letters should primarily be sought from 4Q285 where the options are narrowed to two, חמו or וקר. In addition, Tigchelaar remarks that רט in fragment 1 b and מטר in fragment 1d are not very common letter combinations in the Dead Sea Scrolls in general. In 4Q285 they occur, and when trying to reconstruct the text between them in 11Q14 fragment 1, column 1, it can be seen that the text known in 4Q285 (from רט to a חומל) fits there.⁹⁷⁰ This hints that fragments 1b and 1d should perhaps really be joined and, if this is the case, that there may be a parallelism between them and fragment 7 of 4Q285

⁹⁶⁵ In addition to these two texts and Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts, צְמָח occurs only twice, both times in 4Q418 (4QInstr³).
⁹⁶⁶ Cf., e.g., Alexander and Vermes, DJD 36:239; Duhaime, The War Texts, 32.
⁹⁶⁷ There may be different options to translate מ Staten – especially because the context in 4Q285 is not well preserved. In addition to “slain of the Kittim,” another option could be “slain by the Kittim.” However, in the other (rare) instances of this expression that are known the most suitable translation is always “slain of the Kittim”: see 1QM 18:8; 19:13.
⁹⁶⁸ Cf., e.g., Alexander and Vermes, DJD 36:239; Duhaime, The War Texts, 32.
⁹⁶⁹ Tigchelaar, “Working with Few Data,” 52.
All in all, it is highly probable that 4Q285 and 11Q14 are textually very closely parallel – although there seem to be some differences, at least as regards vacats. Since there is so much that is missing of the text of 4Q285, the fact that there is no parallelism between fragment 2 of 11Q14 and the preserved fragments of 4Q285 does not necessarily undermine the conclusion of the close parallelism between the manuscripts.\textsuperscript{971} It is important to note that although the close textual parallelism between the manuscripts is possible, perhaps even probable, this does not necessarily mean that both manuscripts had exactly the same contents: one could include more material than the other. However, it is fairly reasonable to give them a common title – and in the context of this study, to examine them together. Whether they have something to do with the war traditions of Qumran or the M manuscripts is a more difficult question and it is taken up next.

2.7.3 Content and Textual Relationship to M Manuscripts

Since 4Q285 and 11Q14 are such close textual parallels, it is possible to discuss their contents by close-reading only one of them. In the following, the content of the manuscripts is scrutinized by reading 4Q285, the best preserved manuscript of the two. Since the main task of this section is to find out the position of the Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts in the ensemble called the War Texts, their content is discussed primarily with the possible links to M manuscripts in mind. Also, it should be noted that in many of the fragments, only a little text is preserved and thus, analyzing their content without trying to find any textual parallels is challenging if not impossible.

2.7.3.1 Fragments 1–3 and 5\textsuperscript{972}

In fragment 1 line 3, Michael and probably also Gabriel (only ג and ל are left of the word) are mentioned. In 1QM, Michael and Gabriel are mentioned together in 9:15–16 where the inscriptions of the shields are discussed. The names Sariel and Raphael are also mentioned in that passage and probably it is because of this that Alexander and Vermes have reconstructed these names in line 3 of fragment 1 as well. Michael also occurs in 1QM 17, two times in line 6–7, where this angel is introduced as a heavenly mediator.

In line 4, the word \textit{בחיר}, a plural construct form, can be distinguished. In 1QM, this word occurs twice, in column 12, where it is in the same grammatical form (ב marches ש וורש “the elect ones of the holy people” in line 1 and בהרי שופים “the elect ones of the heavens” in line 5). However, of the 45 occurrences in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, only three are in the M manuscripts (see also 4Q491 fragment 6). The noun \textit{שם} (“name;” in line 1) is a very common word; it occurs 416 times in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls and 32 times in 1QM. With the second person masculine suffix, there are six occurrences of \textit{שם} in 1QM. The one in 18:8 is reminiscent of that of fragment 1 since it is preceded by \textit{למען}, although what follows and what comes before do not overlap.

\textsuperscript{971} Fragments 3 and 4 of 11Q14 do not contain more than two or three lines and there are two or three letters per line at a maximum preserved. No complete word can be read or even reconstructed.

\textsuperscript{972} The text of these fragments is introduced below in Table 50.
Fragment 2 includes so few words that nothing can be said of its contents; and the words preserved are very general (אש, אמ), so that it is not possible to argue for any parallels. The same is true with fragment 5. Fragment 3 does not include much text but of the words preserved, many are also known from 1QM. For example, of 69 occurrences of the word מְצָרָה (always in the plural in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls), 47 are in 1QM and 67 in M manuscripts. On the one hand, it should be noted, however, that in fragment 3 the word מְצָרָה is reconstructed despite the first two letters, which makes the possible lexical link uncertain. On the other hand, there are not so many options as to what can follow after ח and צ at the beginning of the word and מְצָרָה is the most common of those words that start with this combination of letters (cf. חֲצִי with 18 occurrences, חָצֵר with 33 occurrences and four other words with one to three occurrences). The verbal root רוע occurs 30 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, and, of these, 15 are in 1QM and seven more in other M manuscripts (although in M manuscripts, or anywhere else, the verb is never in the infinitive as it is in 4Q285). Of the 45 occurrences of Kittim’s (כתיים/כתיאים), 18 are found in 1QM, seven in other M manuscripts and three in 4Q285. As regards the word וי, it occurs 12 times in 1QM and 8 in other M manuscripts which make up about one-fourth of the total occurrences (79 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls).

Although there thus are many possible lexical links between fragment 2 and M manuscripts, there are also words in fragment 2 that occur rarely in M material: יובל occurs 30 times in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls but only one of the occurrences is in 1QM, 7:14 (“seven ram’s horns in their hands”) and the verbal root הזה never occurs in M manuscripts (14 times in total in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls). Thus, the lexical links between 1QM and 4Q285 fragment 3 are strong, but, again, one cannot find in 1QM or other M manuscripts one particular passage that would be a close textual parallel to fragment 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frag.</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>vacat?</td>
<td>1 […] and on vacat? […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 […] for the sake of your name and […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 […] Michael, Gabriel, Sariel, and Raphael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 […] with the elect of […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>שָׁמַע</td>
<td>1 […] … […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 […] who are with him […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 […] … […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>推广应用</td>
<td>1 […] … […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 […] the Levites and trumpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 of a ram to blow them […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 […] … of the Kittim he will treat them with contempt/ despoil them[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 […] not […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 […] … […]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 50: The possible lexical links between 4Q285 fragments 1–3, 5 and M manuscripts.
To sum up, in the case of these fragments, the words marked with gray highlighting in Table 50 may form a link to M manuscripts. The table shows that fragment 3 includes much vocabulary also known in M manuscripts but in the case of the other fragments lexical links are not evident — although it should be noted that these fragments do not include many comparable words at all.

2.7.3.2 Fragment 4

The first line of fragment 4 includes vocabulary which might form a lexical link between the fragment and M material: The verbal root נָגַף occurs 14 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls and half of the occurrences are in M manuscripts. The term רשעה is also a general word in M manuscripts but still only 11 of 77 occurrences are found there and, for example, in Hodayot manuscripts the share is larger (17). However, in 1QM, there is an example of the use of these words together: line 1:13 reads רשעה לנגוף וה֯ע רשעה (the Sons of Light shall strengthen for three lots and smite wickedness) while fragment 4 line 1 reads רשעה לנגוף (wickedness will be smitten). In 1QM, the verb is in the qal infinitive and in fragment 4, in the niph'al imperfect — but in both cases the root נָגַף is followed by רשעה.

In line 2, the Prince of the Congregation (נָשִּׁיאָהָךְ נָשִיא) is mentioned. This character is possibly referred to in 1QM as well — although in 1QM 5:1, the title is the prince of the whole congregation (נָשִיאָהָךְ נָשִיא). The prince of the whole congregation is also mentioned in CD 7:20 and — although the letters are mostly reconstructed — in 4QDa 3 column 3, line 6, and in 4QDd 5:4. 4QapocrMosesb (?) 1 column 3, line 1 mentions תְּנֵני נָשִיא (wickedness will be smitten). The prince of the congregation also occurs in 1QSb 5:20 and 1QpIsab 2–6:19. As regards נָשִיא in general, 9 of 52 occurrences are in M manuscripts. Thus, although a lexical link between fragment 4 line 2 and 1QM is possible, it is not in any sense certain.

In line 3, the participle form כְּתוֹךְ — preceded by תְּנֵני — probably belongs to a quotation formula. Abegg remarks that there is only one case in which תְּנֵני comes before כְּתוֹךְ in the Qumran literature and that is in 4Q266 2 column 1, line 17. However, it should be noted that there כְּתוֹךְ is mostly reconstructed and that there actually are other examples in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls as well: The prince of the whole congregation can also be found in CD 1:3 and in addition, 11Q13 (11QMelch) 2:19 reads תְּנֵני כל ה֯כָּתוֹךְ and 4Q397 (4QMMTd) 2:13 reads תְּנֵני כָּתוֹךְ. Although one cannot be sure what word precedes כְּתוֹךְ and although one particular textual parallel cannot be defined on the basis of the preceding תְּנֵני, it is clear that in general כְּתוֹךְ is often part of quotation formulas. Therefore, it can be considered probable that a quotation follows in lines 3–4 of fragment 4. Abegg suggests that the quotation is from the Hebrew Bible and has checked that the word combination יָרָה עֶלֶּה occurs there 11 times. For Abegg, Ezek 39:4, a verse from the description of the destruction of Gog, is the “most likely

973 The transcriptions and translations in Tables 50–54 are those of Alexander and Vermes, DJD 36:232–245 (although in the translations, the three dots were added in order to emphasize that the length of the lacunas is not demonstrated here).
974 The text of this fragment is introduced below in Table 51.
975 Abegg, “The War Scroll,” 107. The verses in which Ily יָרָה occurs are Gen 8:4; Jer 13:16; Ezek 35:12, 38:8, 39:2, 39:4, 39:17; Amos 3:9; Ps 104:6; Song 2:17, 8:14.
candidate," and the DJD editors Alexander and Vermes also prefer it. However, none of them explains why Ezek 39:2, for example, would not be as likely an option as well – at least the number of letters and spaces before the phrase "הרי על" is very near to that of Ezek 39:4. Thus, although there is no cogent reason to deny that Ezek 39:4 is a probable option, one must take into account that this reconstruction is again only one possibility and there are other options as well.

The expression מלכת המחיים, which is reconstructed in line 5 (מלכת המחיים), occurs only once in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, in 1QM 15:2. It is quite natural that scholars have tried to find a probable reconstruction specifically from 1QM since, as already noted, of the 45 occurrences of Kittim in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, 25 are in M manuscripts. The idea that there must be some male person or some masculine noun in question probably comes from the suffixed verbal form in line 10 ("או הוהי栄") which indicates that a male person or an artifact (in masculine) is brought before the prince. However, מלכת המחיים is again only one of several options and nothing explains why מלכת המחיים, for example, could not be considered as well (cf. 1QM 17:10). A fact that might make the reconstruction מלכת המחיים more uncertain is that Belial is not mentioned in the preserved text of 4Q285, although he is in the immediate context of the king of Kittim in 1QM 15:2–3. However, since the context of line 5 of fragment 4 is so fragmentary, one cannot be sure whether Belial was mentioned or not.

In line 6, the word ים "sea" appears and, furthermore, in line 9 יבשה "dry land" is mentioned. The term יבשה is quite a rare word and occurs most often in the Hodayot manuscripts (see 1QHb 4:4, 11:31, 16:4; 4QHb/4Q428 5:6, 10:12). The word ים occurs more frequently in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls; the largest part of the occurrences are again in Hodayot manuscripts (10 of 59) but there are a few occurrences in M manuscripts as well. In 1QM column 10, God’s creative deeds are described and among them is the “circle of seas” (ידות ים; see line 13). In the next column, the history of Israel is gone through and there is a reference to the destruction of the Egyptians in the Reed Sea (סוף ים; 1QM 11:10). The Reed Sea is also mentioned in 4Q491a 18:5. In spite of all this, the whole idea of a battle at sea and returning to dry land that is reflected in fragment 4 is unique among the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls – as Alexander notes, Israel has not engaged in naval warfare in any text before this.

An expression of time, הבשה היום, occurs both in line 7 and in line 9. It is not a very common phrase, elsewhere found only in 1QS 9:5 and 1QM 18:3. One can guess that these phrases in fragment 4 refer first to the time of the battle at sea, and secondly, to the time of returning from the sea to the dry land.

977 See, however, 4Q247 (4QPesher on the Apocalypse of Weeks) line 6 where the similar phrase is without the article and partly reconstructed: תבישנ תינכט (דשא תינכט). 4Q247 (4QPesher on the Apocalypse of Weeks) line 6 where the similar phrase is without the article and partly reconstructed: תבישנ תינכט (דשא תינכט).
979 See also the self-glorification hymn in 4Q491c, fragment 11 column 1 where line 15–16 reads "וכו אז אָשְׁתָּא יָם (Who, like sea travelers, will come back to tell […] …?)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 [...] wickedness will be smitten [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 [...] the Prince of the Congregation and all Isra[el]...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 [...] as i]s written[ in the book of Ezekiel the Prophet:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘I will strike your bow from your left hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 [and will make your arrows drop from your right hand.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On the mountains of Israel you shall fall,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>you and all your hordes’...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 [...] the king of the] Kittim [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 [...] the Prince of the Congregation [will pursue them]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>towards the [Great] Sea[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 [...] and they [shall flee] from before Israel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>At that time [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 [...] and he shall make a stand against them,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and they shall be stirred up (?) against them [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 [...] and they shall return to the dry land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>At that time [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 [...] and they shall bring him before the Prince[ of the Congregation...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 51: The possible lexical links between 4Q285 fragment 4 and M manuscripts.
In line 8, the rare verbal root עכר occurs. This is the only occurrence in niph’al in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls and the only other occurrence is in 4QRebukes by the Overseer where it occurs in hiph’il (see 4Q477 2 column 2, line 6). The root is rare in the Hebrew Bible as well (14 occurrences). The meaning of the verb in line 8 remains unclear as does the meaning of the whole preserved phrase. Alexander and Vermes suggest that the subject of עכר is the Prince of the Congregation. Concerning נעכרו they consider whether it might be a mistake and should actually be read נערכו. The root עכר and the derived noun ערכה occur in 1QM related to the battle formation and battle lines (see, e.g., 1QM 6:4, 7:9, 9:4, 9:10). Here, the verb would be related to Israel. However, this consideration must remain speculative due to the fragmentariness of the context.

To sum up, in the case of this fragment, the words marked with gray highlighting in Table 51 may form a link to M manuscripts – but in all cases, the link is very hypothetical and other possible links can be found as well.

2.7.3.3 Fragments 6 and 9–10

There are only a few words left of fragment 6 and many of them are very common (see the verbal roots ראה and אב and the noun לילה, which is, however, exceptionally written with two yods, לילֹה). One verbal root that is not so common is סע, used in line 3 (12 occurrences in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, never in M manuscripts). This verb often refers to journeying, i.e., taking down tents and rousing oneself, but also to tearing out. Alexander and Vermes note, obviously with the first meaning in mind, that here the destination of the journey was probably not Jerusalem since the verb לעור is one that usually refers to taking a journey there. It is difficult to conclude anything more about the contents of the fragment. As regards fragment 9, the situation is similar to that of fragment 6: a few words are visible, too common to form any links to other texts (see שנה, עת, קץ, תורה, all well over 100 times in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls).

Fragment 10 includes several words that are not known in M manuscripts. The words בעע and הון (see line 3) never occur in M material. There are, however, passages in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls in which these two terms occur together. For example, in CD, this combination of words, with or without the preposition ל but always in the same order, occurs five times (8:7, 10:18, 11:15, 12:7, 19:19; see also parallels in 4QD² and 4QD³). These passages warn against vaunting about wealth or about ill-gotten gains (8:7, 19:19) and advise against going to court about property on the Sabbath day (10:18) or profaning the Sabbath for property (11:15). Furthermore, they warn against attacking the gentiles for property (12:6–7). The combination occurs also in 1QpHab 9:5, 1QH² 18:30, 1QH² 18:23 (in reverse order), 4QSd 8:6, 4QapocrJer C² 2i:8 (with ל) and PAM 43:700 73:1.

The word קבר “grave” (see line 5) is quite rare: there are only 12 occurrences in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, none of these in M material. Most of them are in the Copper
Scroll. The term עון is a bit more frequent with 29 occurrences but it is also one of those terms not known from M manuscripts. Nor does רחמים occur in M material (24 occurrences in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls in general). Instead, the use of the word חלל may form a link between fragment 10 and M manuscripts since 41 of this word’s 56 occurrences in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls are in M material. Eibert Tigchelaar too has noted that the word occurs very often in M manuscripts and he argues that in the case of 11Q14 fragment 1 column 1 the use of this word “suggests a relation to the group of manuscripts dealing with the eschatological war.”

To sum up, in the case of these fragments, חלל in fragment 10 line 6 remains the only word that might form a link to M manuscripts. In the following table, it is thus marked with gray highlighting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[...] they shall see [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[...] those who enter [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[...] they shall march to[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[...] night [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>[...] upon/ against him/ it [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[...] year and all[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[...] end time for [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[...] which [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[...] and Torah[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[...] [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[...] from the midst of [the] congregation [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[...] he who forsakes property[ and] gain [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[...] and you shall eat / and it shall devour them [...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|          | 5    | [...] for them grave[...]
|          | 6    | [...] [...] the[ir] slain (?)[...]
|          | 7    | [...]those who repent from sin shall return [...] |
|          | 8    | [...] with mercy and [...] |
|          | 9    | [...] and Is[rael[...]
|          | 10   | [...] and [...] |

Table 52: The possible lexical links between 4Q285 fragments 6, 9–10 and M manuscripts.

2.7.3.4 Fragments 7–8

The text of fragment 7 starts with a quotation from Isaiah. In 1QM, there is also a quotation from Isaiah (see 11:11b–12) but it is from chapter 31 (see verse 8) while the quotation in fragment 7 is from the turn of chapters 10 and 11 (see 10:34–11:1). In both passages, the Lord defends Jerusalem but this is not enough to link the passages. The only expression that may form a direct link between fragment 7 and M manuscripts is a very uncertain כתיים חללי “slain of the Kittim.”

In fragment 8, in lines 1–5, the preserved words are very general (e.g., ישראל, עולם, טוב, שמים) and the same is true in lines 11–12 (e.g., קודש, קרוא, יִיחָד, קִרְב). In the middle of

---

984 Tigchelaar, “Working with few data,” 52 (esp. n. 14), 55.
985 It was demonstrated above that fragments 7 and 8 probably are close textual parallels to 11Q14 fragment 1. The text of these fragments is introduced above in Tables 48 and 49 and will again be presented below in Table 53.
986 Cf. the discussion of fragment 3 and fragment 4 above.
the fragment, the lines offer more unique vocabulary – which does not, however, form a link to M manuscripts. In line 6, various rains are enumerated: מלקשׁ, מ"ה, מ"ה, מ"ה, פָּדוּ, וַתֶּלֶשׁ (rain, "early rain," "late rain") occur four to six times in non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, many of the occurrences being in the poetical texts. In lines 7–8, the roots נוב and של are rare, the first one having only six occurrences in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls (of which two are in Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts) and the second one having four (of which two are in Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts). In addition, of those words in lines in the end part of the fragment (lines 7–12), which are a bit more general, none occur in M manuscripts (cf. יצאר, נגע, דֶבֶר).

To sum up, in the case of these fragments, תַּכְיָת (in fragment 7 line 6) remains the only word that might form a link to M manuscripts – and it should be noted that there is no certain letter in this expression. In Table 53, the expression is marked with gray highlighting.

### 2.7.3.5 Summary of the Content of Fragments 1–10

On the basis of the lexical scrutiny above, it can be concluded that none of the fragments of 4Q285 bears a close textual parallel to any of the known M manuscripts. Of all 10 fragments, fragment 3 includes the largest share of vocabulary similar to M manuscripts, resembling especially the texts known, for example, from 1QM 7–9 and 16–18. However, whether it could be determined to be a remote parallel to the battle descriptions of these chapters is impossible to say since there is so little text left on fragment 3. As regards fragment 4, although it shares a few words with M manuscripts, the naval battle is a unique idea in relation to M material – and to all other Jewish texts in the Second Temple period and before.

In the other fragments of 4Q285, the relatively frequent word that may form a link between 4Q285 and M manuscripts is חללים. It is also one of the rare words that leads one to think that the text of 4Q285 has something to do with hostilities or even a war; other Dead Sea manuscripts and also the Hebrew Bible demonstrate that Kittim always occurs as expressing adversaries. Another word that clearly refers to the context of battle or of violation – and occurs in M manuscripts as well – is חללים. Beyond these, there are not very clear lexical elements which would link the text to the context of war, at least to the war traditions that are known in M material.

What should be noted is that fragment 8 of 4Q285 (cf. also 11Q14 1 column 2) contains a long blessing that does not have any connection to M manuscripts. In 1QM, there are different speeches and hymns which, if taken out of their context, do not necessarily have anything to do with war (see, e.g., 1QM 10:8b–18) and therefore the hymn containing unique material is not a reason to argue that 4Q285 should be completely separate from the M tradition. However, one would need more context in order to establish the hymn as a genre parallel to some passage of the M material; as of now there is nothing that would link the hymn to any special context.

987 The word תבואה (in line 9) occurs 31 times in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, of which two are in Sefer ha-Milhamah texts and one is in in 4Q509, recto side of 4Q496. However, this is not enough to form a link between 4Q285 fragment 8 and M manuscripts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frag.</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7    | נָשָׁר גָּתָה בְּבֹשֵׂר [מְשַׁפָּר] מָמָּאָה: לךֹ לוֹןָלֶק | 1 [As it is written in the book of Isaiah the prophet:]
|      | מְכֹבֶת חָרָדָה בּוֹתָהָה [בָּלַד יְשָׁרֵי] יְשָׁרֵי | 2 [Cut down shall be 2 [the thickets of the forest with an axe,]
|      | זָרָה זָרָה מְצִוָּה | 3 [and Lebanon by a majestic one shall fail.]
|      | יָרֵד מְשַׁרְשָׁיָה תֶּרֶם | 4 [And there shall come forth a shoot from the stump of Jesse,]
|      | מָנַעְסָהָהָהּ בּוֹתָהָהָהּ תֶּרֶם | 5 [and out of his roots a sapling will grow.]
|      | מָנַעְסָהָה | 6 [the Branch of David, and they will enter into judgement with]
| 8    | [רְבָרְבָךְ בּּוֹשַׂהְלֵל פְּרֵץ נַעֲרָה] | 1 [ […] And he shall bless them in the name of the God of Israel, and he shall answer]
|      | [אֲמָרֵי] [לִפְנֵי תְרוּשָׁיָה] [רְזִיקְוָךְ יָשֶׂם] [בּּוֹשַּׂהְלֵל] | 2 [and say to all the sons of Israel:]
|      | [בּוֹשַּׂהְלֵל] [לְפָנֵי תְרוּשָׁיָה] | [Blessed are you in the name of the Most High God …]
|      | [וְיָדַּבֵּר לְתָכְוָךְ] | [… and ble]ssed is his holy name for] e[v]er and ever.[
|      | [וְיָדַּבֵּר לְתָכְוָךְ] | And blessed are …
|      | [וְיָדַּבֵּר לְתָכְוָךְ] | and blessed are] 4 [all his holy angels.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | [May he cause his face to shine upon you]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | and may he open] 5 [for you his] good [treasur[y wh]ich is in heaven
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | to [bring down upon your land showers of blessing,]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | 6 [deu and rain, the ea)[ly rai]n and the late ra][in] in its time,
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | and to givel you the fruit of the produce of corn.] 7 [wine and o][j] in plenty.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | And [may] the land [produce for] you delightful fruits.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | And may you eat] 8 [and may y][ou [grow fat].
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָעַר] [סֵפָּר] | And may there be no-one miscarrying [in yo][ur [land,] nor[ sickness].
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָּרַר] [סֵפָּר] | May [b]l[ight and mildew] 9 not be seen in [i]s produce.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָּרַר] [סֵפָּר] | May there be n[o] affliction, [or (cause of) stumbl[ing in your congre[gation,]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָּרַר] [סֵפָּר] | for wild beasts have ceased] 10 from the land.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | And may there be no pestilence in yo][ur [land.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | For God is w[i]th you
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | and the angels of his holiness are standing in your congre[gation,]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | and the name] 11 of his holiness has been proclaimed ov[er you …]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | … […]
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | 12 for a [comm]unity.
|      | [לְחָשָּׂר] [רְבָּרְבָךְ] [רְפָָּר] [סֵפָּר] | And in your midst […]

Table 53: The possible lexical links between 4Q285 fragments 7–8 and M manuscripts.
If one, after all, still makes the suggestion that 4Q285 and the M manuscripts can be textually linked, one cannot point to one single part of the M material that would be related to 4Q285. The words that are common between the two texts are from different parts of 1QM and from sporadic parts of the other M manuscripts.\footnote{If the possible links to 1QM are taken under closer scrutiny, it can perhaps be said that there are not so many links to the hymn section in 1QM 10–14 but the two other large main sections, namely that of columns 2–9 and that of columns 15–19, both contain words that occur in 4Q285. Cf. the different situation in the case of 4Q491b (4QM\textsuperscript{b}) and 4Q493 (4QM\textsuperscript{c}), as 4Q285 and 11Q14, 4Q491b and 4Q493 are not close textual parallels to any passages in 1QM or other M manuscripts either. However, they clearly have much more in common with 1QM than 4Q285 does: the lexical links are not just sporadic elements but longer combinations of words. Also, one can demonstrate that in 4Q491b and 4Q493 the links are to certain passages to 1QM, not just to 1QM in general. It is clear that as regards the relation to 1QM, 4Q491b and 4Q493 differ from 4Q285 and 11Q14.} If one suggests that some part of the M material somehow was a source for the author(s) of 4Q285, it is clear that this source was not meant to be copied or even rewritten but rather to be used as a source for inspiration.

In conclusion, the position of 4Q285 and 11Q14 in the ensemble called the War Texts is vague: from the research-historical perspective, categorizing them in the War Texts is a fact but still, any close textual links between these Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts and other War Text manuscripts are difficult to prove and the possible thematic links are challenging to assess due to the poor condition of 4Q285 and 11Q14. Thus, in order to do justice to Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts it would be best to study them without linking them to the group of War Texts.
3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Naming and Categorizing the War Texts
As was demonstrated in chapter 2, several names are used of the manuscripts considered to belong to the Qumran War Texts – and the reasons for naming a manuscript are not always very clear (cf., e.g., the Sefer ha-Milhamah texts discussed in chapter 2.7). In modern scholarship in general, there have been two ways of labeling the Dead Sea manuscripts. Number codes, like 4Q496, are exact but in everyday scholarly work often awkward and difficult to use in discussions, lacking any clue to the content – and also make the field appear exclusive to a select group of experts. Verbal names, like Milhamah, give a quick impression of the main theme of the text in question – and sometimes even of its material, like 4QpapM – and help categorize it somehow. On the other hand, verbal names are inexact and sometimes misleading – for example, in the case of 4QpapM, the relationship to other M manuscripts is very difficult to define due to the fragmentary nature of the manuscript.989 In general, however, these verbal names significantly guide one’s understanding of the manuscripts and their content: Scholars and students that are not specialists in Dead Sea Scrolls studies not only form their first impressions of the manuscripts and compositions according to the labels given to them and the categories they are situated in but may also let these names and categories influence their further study. Qumran scholars are usually aware of the differences between manuscripts but they, too, often rely on editions made by somebody else, especially when they want to extend their discussions to a large amount of material and are thus unable to do all the groundwork themselves. Therefore, after now wading through all the War Text material, it is necessary to take a look at the verbal names given to these texts and critically evaluate whether there are any reasons to correct or change the labels.

3.1.1 Ancient Titles
As was discussed in chapter 2.1., the modern name of 1QM, Milhamah (war), was obviously derived from its ancient title which is partly preserved at the beginning of the Scroll. Ancient titles are one of the most reasonable ways to name the texts: if there is already a title in the manuscript, why should modern scholars name the text somehow differently. The problem is, however, that there are so few manuscripts that have preserved any ancient title – and as regards these few examples, not all of them have preserved the title in its entirety. For

989Tov touches upon this question of the challenges of naming the manuscripts in his brief introductory article “Some Thoughts at the Close of the DJD Publication Project” in The Dead Sea Scrolls and Contemporary Culture: Proceedings of the International Conference Held at the Israel Museum, Jerusalem (July 6–8, 2008) (eds. A. D. Roitman, L. H. Schiffman & S. Tzoref; STDJ 93; Leiden: Brill, 2011): “A common name for compositions is not always meaningful, since the scrolls may represent different editions of the same or similar compositions. Likewise, the different Jeremiah texts reflect two different editions of the book, a long one (4QJer2) and a short one (4QJer10), differing greatly in scope and sequence. The various copies of the Community Rule, the Damascus Document and the War Scroll also show evidence of different editorial versions of these compositions. As a result, the naming by modern editors of all the texts of S, D, M, or of the Psalms texts or those of Jeremiah with a single name is convenient, but may be misleading for some. Nevertheless, it is a correct procedure since the books that developed in such a fashion in antiquity may have existed in various forms.” Cf. Tov, “Some Thoughts at the Close of the DJD Publication Project,” 12.
example, in 1QM the word המלחמה is clearly visible at the end of the probable title but its beginning is not preserved. Thus, whether one should call the text War Scroll or War Rule (or something else) is not evident. The first name of the scroll was given by Eleazar Sukenik and it did not contain either the word “scroll” or “rule” but was content-oriented The War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness.\textsuperscript{990} However, in the first English edition of the text, the word “scroll” was added to the beginning of this title.\textsuperscript{991} In the French-speaking world, both the word règle and the word rouleau have been used.\textsuperscript{992} Despite this ambiguity, the name War Scroll probably is the most widely used of the scholarly names for 1QM. War Rule is also known and used but it has not become as popular as War Scroll. The frequency of the title Scroll indicates that 1QM has not been interpreted primarily as a rule text but as something else. Its eschatological character has defined it more than its own, multiple claims to be a rule or a compilation of rules (cf. 1QM 3:13, 4:9, 5:3, 9:10, 16:3 which can all be considered to include ancient subtitles for the text of 1QM). It is categorized together with the eschatological texts and not with rules like 1QS – although in 1QM, the word סרך occurs the most often of all Dead Sea Scrolls (19 times; cf. CD 10 times, 1QS 8 times, 1QSa 4 times).

As regards the other manuscripts discussed in this study, no titles have been preserved – except probably in 4Q493 in which line 1 could be the beginning of a new section. As discussed in section 2.3.2, the first word in line 1, המלחמה, is not part of the first sentence of the sheet in lines 1–2. Since there is no evidence of a preceding sheet, it cannot be proved to be part of the last sentence of the preceding sheet either. Instead, the sheet number in the top right corner of the sheet supports interpreting המלחמה as the title or subtitle of a new section. What is noteworthy is that in 1QM, the same expression occurs in the title. This similarity between the titles shows that the modern scholarly way of labeling 4Q493 and 1QM with the same label Milhamah is a fair decision – despite the many differences in content between these two manuscripts. The title probably demonstrates that both texts deal with the same war although the understanding of the course of the battle and its details are different in them.

\subsection*{3.1.2 Modern Titles}

For modern scholars, the contentual similarity with the already known manuscripts has been a central argument in labeling the texts. In the case of the War Texts, Baillet decided that six Cave 4 manuscripts (4Q491–496) were representatives of the work that was also preserved in 1QM – and thus he marked them with sign M and a superscript letter at the end of the code (M\textsuperscript{a}, M\textsuperscript{b}, M\textsuperscript{c}, M\textsuperscript{d}, M\textsuperscript{e}, Mp\textsuperscript{f}) in order to distinguish the manuscripts.\textsuperscript{993} In the research

\textsuperscript{990} Cf. Sukenik, Megilloth Genuzoth I, 3.
\textsuperscript{991} Cf. Yadin, The Scroll of the War.
\textsuperscript{992} Règle is used by, e.g., Carmignac, “Concordance hébraïque de la Règle de la Guerre,” and rouleau by, e.g., van der Ploeg, Le Rouleau de la Guerre.
\textsuperscript{993} Cf. also the case of the S texts: Jokiranta notes that Serekh ha-yahad (S) is not only an ancient expression but also a modern construct by which present-day scholars label manuscripts for editing and studying. Thus, the term serekh ha-yahad is used in at least in three different senses, referring to: 1) a genitive construct structure in texts, 2) the name of a literary work, and 3) the name of a particular type of rule literature. Cf. Jokiranta, “What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)?’” The case is similar to that of the term milhamah; it can refer to: 1) a term used in texts
history of the War Texts, this labeling was crucial; hardly anyone has since then denied that these manuscripts are somehow related. However, the material Baillet had could not be fitted in its entirety into the category of M texts, and Baillet created another label for the very fragmentary manuscript 4Q497, the text of which sometimes seemed to overlap with the text of 1QM. Being uncertain of its reading, Baillet cautiously named this manuscript as Texte ayant quelque rapport avec la Règle de la guerre (?). In English-speaking research, the text came to be known as 4Qpap War Scroll-like Text A.

In addition to naming the manuscripts, Baillet also gave short descriptions of passages within a manuscript: for example, fragments 1–3 of 4Q491 were called Ensemble de la Règle and fragments 8–10 column 1 of 4Q491 included Action de grâces récitée par les troupes and Retour au camp. The most influential of these descriptions was his calling the text in 4Q491 fragment 11 column 1 Cantique de Michel et cantique des justes. Later, this hymn was observed to be preserved in altogether four manuscripts 4Q491, 4Q427, 1QIh⁹ and 4Q471b + 4Q431, and the identity of its speaker became a subject of discussion and the connection between the hymn and the archangel Michael was called into question.⁹⁹⁴ Esther Eshel named the text Self-Glorification Hymn⁹⁹⁵ which then became a generally accepted label. What should be noted is that as a separately named part of the text, Self-Glorification Hymn is quite a rare case among the Dead Sea Scrolls: it is one of those rare hymns that was not known anywhere else before the Qumran discoveries and was given its own name. Other examples of these kinds of hymns are, among others, Hymn to the Creator (see 11QPs⁹ 26) and Plea for Deliverance (see 11QPs⁹ 19). However, these hymns are not known outside the Psalm scrolls so in that sense they are not similar to the Self-Glorification Hymn. In addition, there are other hymns that have been used in many different contexts, for example, Psalm 18 (see the Masoretic Psalter, 2 Samuel, 4Q381) and Psalm 122 (Masoretic Psalter and 4QApocryphon of Joshua) which demonstrates, as does the Self-Glorification Hymn, that many hymns were treated as independent pieces that were easy to re-interpret and add to different contexts. However, these examples were known before the Qumran discoveries so there was no need to name them (again) – as was the case with the Self-Glorification Hymn. Thus, although Self-Glorification Hymn is not in any sense a unique case among the Dead Sea Scrolls, as a separately named hymn not known before it is a rare case and brings a significant additional point to the discussion of naming and giving labels to the Dead Sea Scrolls.⁹⁹⁶

---

(994) First by Smith, “Ascent to the Heavens and Deification in 4QM,” 185–187. Cf. also section 2.2.1.3.
(996) Note that penal codes, for example, can also be seen as text units that have been preserved in two compositions and in several D and S manuscripts (on the penal code, see, e.g., Sarianna Metso, The Serekh Texts, 33–35, and Charlotte Hempel, The Damascus Texts, [Companion to the Qumran Scrolls 1; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000], 41). However, “penal code” is understood to be a widely known text type or even genre: Metso speaks about penal codes in the plural and notes that the penal codes in S and D “bear similarities with the penal codes of ancient Graeco-Roman voluntary associations” (see Metso, The Serekh Texts, 33). Thus, “penal code” is not interpreted to be an independent literary work, like the Self-Glorification Hymn that has not been seen as part of the composition it is preserved in but more as a separate unity.
Since Baillet’s work, three more manuscripts have been considered to belong to the category of the War Texts. 4Q471 was published in DJD 36 (2000) by Esther Eshel and Hanan Eshel and they named the text 4QWar Scroll-like Text B. However, in the introductory part of their edition, Eshel and Eshel do not refer to 4Q497, the manuscript earlier named War Scroll-like Text, but to War Scroll the “version” of which the text in question is considered to be. They clearly state that fragment 1 of this manuscript is “part of a version of the War Scroll which is shorter and probably earlier than 1QM 2 or 4QMd” (i.e., the manuscripts the texts of which seem to overlap with the text of 4Q471 fragment 1). The probable reason for not naming the text as War Scroll or M is that its fragments 2 and 3 “have no exact parallel with any specific part of the War Scroll.” Still, the name clearly reflects some kind of relationship between 4Q471 and 1QM. In the same DJD volume (36), Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts 4Q285 and 11Q14 were also named according to the similarities that the editors Philip Alexander and Geza Vermes saw between these manuscripts and 1QM (that is why Milhamah) and on the other hand, on the basis of the differences between these two texts (that is why Sefer). However, just by observing the text of these manuscripts, the name Sefer ha-Milhamah can be considered to be a slightly surprising choice since neither the word ספר nor the word מלחמה occur in the manuscripts so named (4Q285, 11Q14). All in all, the purpose of the categories War Scroll-like Text and Sefer ha-Milhamah texts in DJD 36 remains ambiguous: one can ask, for example, that if the purpose of the label War Scroll-like Text was to indicate vague lexical links to 1QM (as Baillet meant), what would prevent giving this label to Sefer ha-Milhamah texts as well – and/or even to 4Q491b and 4Q493 the texts of which do not overlap with 1QM although being quite close to it. What is also noteworthy is that although 4QM manuscripts are titled as M manuscripts, scholars may characterize them as “recensions” or “traditions” different from 1QM – and the same may be done with War Scroll-like Texts.

3.1.3 Further Reflection

Concerning the naming of the War Texts, at least three conclusions can be drawn: First, the modern naming of the War Texts is largely based on the best preserved and the first-found manuscript 1QM which is used as a model to which the more fragmentary manuscripts are compared. The naming seems to be guided by a suggestion that there was one well-known and recognized composition which probably was represented by different manuscripts.
1QM has been so predominant that a large group of Cave 4 manuscripts were named on the basis of their suggested relation to it – although the names seem not to describe these relations very coherently. A similar phenomenon can also be seen in the case of the S texts in which ten Cave 4 manuscripts and one manuscript from Cave 5 were named after the supposed similarity with \textit{IQSerekh ha-Yahad}.\footnote{In addition, the dominant position of 1QM reflects the more general assumptions behind the early naming and categorizing the Dead Sea Scrolls. As Hindy Najman and Eibert Tigchelaar note, when the first Dead Sea Scrolls were found and named, scholars had in mind “a pre-existing canon of fixed and authentically ascribed texts.” Scrolls were named according to their relation to this construct so that the texts that were not identified as directly belonging to it were categorized as (apocryphal) versions of known texts or commentaries to them.\footnote{1QM was not a part of this suggested canon so it was named according to its content – but the naming of the War Texts found after 1QM seems to go along with the canon-related principles: they were named according to the first-discovered, best-preserved and, thus, established text. However, despite their differences in relation to 1QM, many of the manuscripts were labeled as M and not as pseudo-M or apocryphal M which was the case with many manuscripts resembling the text belonging to the canon.\footnote{In general, in the field of Qumran studies, scholars have started to understand textual multiformity – rather than fixity – to be representative of late Second Temple times and the ideas of a fixed text and a locked canon in this period to be quite problematic, even incorrect.\footnote{Thus, “pseudo,” “apocryphal” and even “rewritten” in the names of the Dead Sea Scrolls have become questionable. In light of all this, the name \textit{Milhamah} seems suitably flexible and as such, it fits well with the idea of the non-stabilized text – although its relation to the names \textit{War Scroll-like Text} and \textit{Sefer ha-Milhamah} is not clear.}} Second, the amount of shared textual material and the amount of different textual material seem to have been the most significant criteria in labeling the manuscripts as not seen as a part of the model of S although they probably belong to the same manuscript as 1QS. Cf. Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 53. \footnote{In addition, manuscript 5Q13 was labeled as \textit{5QCiting the Community Rule} / \textit{5Q(Sectarian) Rule}. However, later on, the labeling also raised some critical comments: see, e.g., Jokiranta and Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 19–22; Jokiranta, “What is ‘Serekh ha-Yahad (S)?’”}

\footnote{1001 \footnote{Cf. Najman & Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 324.}

\footnote{1002 Cf. Najman & Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 324.}

\footnote{1003 Some of the differences between a “text” and pseudo-“text” or apocryphal “text” are more considerable than those between IQM and the other M manuscripts. Still, it is relevant to note that there seem to be some differences in naming “canonical” texts and the other Dead Sea Scrolls texts.}

\footnote{1004 Cf. Najman & Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 324. Najman and Tigchelaar also note that there have been three main transformations of the field since the beginning of naming the manuscripts in the scope of the DJD series: 1) becoming completely aware of the fact that the scrolls were produced before the canonization of the Hebrew Bible, 2) development in the genre theory and 3) the already-mentioned understanding of the textual pluriformity of the time. These should be taken into account when reviewing the nomenclature (cf. Najman & Tigchelaar, “A Preparatory Study of Nomenclature,” 307). Cf., however, Justnes’ observation that sometimes, in order to discuss texts, we might need to use different labels side by side. As an example, he gives the term “biblical” which is also strongly criticized. Justnes argues that “[h]owever in order to have a discussion about the Qumran texts that make up the Hebrew Bible today, regardless of perspectives, it is extremely difficult to avoid using words like ‘biblical’ and ‘Bible.’ We need them simply in order to navigate the material. Still, it is a description from the outside. --- The same goes for labels like Apocrypha/apocryphal and Pseudepigrapha/pseudepigraphical.” Cf. Justnes, “On Being a ‘Librarian’,” 20.}
M texts or something else.\textsuperscript{1005} for example, since 4Q471 and 4Q285 share some textual elements with 1QM but also contain a significant amount of text that is not parallel to 1QM, they are not named as M texts. The textual similarity is still brought out in the names like \textit{War Scroll-like Text} and \textit{Sefer ha-Milhamah}. This kind of focusing on the number of textual similarities and differences often is a reasonable way to study and group the texts but it is not the only one.\textsuperscript{1006} Other options would be to form categories according to, for instance, material issues (e.g., the opisthographs as a category), scribal practices (e.g., texts with similar scribal marks or with similar scripts), purpose of use (e.g., tefillin as a category), dates of the manuscripts (e.g., Hasmonean/Herodian texts) and \textit{Sitz im Leben} of the manuscripts. Already now, names and codes given to texts actually offer diverse information: if the material of the scroll is papyrus, it is revealed in its code (e.g., 4Q\textit{papS}) and similarly, if the language of the scroll is Aramaic or if the text is written in a cryptic script, it is revealed in the code (e.g., 1Q\textit{apGen ar}; 4Q\textit{pap cryptA Serekh ha-Edah}). In both cases, the idea is that an abnormal characteristic of the scroll is brought out: usually, one can presuppose that a Qumran manuscript is written in Hebrew and on skin. As regards the War Texts, the material of the scroll is something that was found to be necessary to be mentioned in the codes 4Q\textit{papM} (4Q496) and 4Q\textit{papWar Scroll-like Text A} (4Q497). However, it would be helpful to ponder what information is necessary to be given in the names and the codes. In the case of War Texts, both papyrus manuscripts are also opisthographs which might be a more significant fact than their physical material: when inscribed as an opisthographic manuscript, a text already has one existing literary context that was undeniably noticed by the ancient readers. Therefore, a code like 4Q\textit{opM} would probably be more informative than the code 4Q\textit{papM}, especially considering that most of the Qumran opisthographs are written on papyrus.\textsuperscript{1007}

Third, the order of the discoveries and their publication, the early grouping of the texts, and the progress of the study in general have all had their impacts on naming the texts. In the case of War Texts, it should be noted that there have been several different editors working with these manuscripts and labeling them: Sukenik and Yadin started with 1QM in the 1940s, Baillet worked (after the renunciation by Hunzinger) with the more fragmentary texts in the 1980s, van der Woude, Tigchelaar and García Martínez published the edition of 11Q14 in 1998, and Eshel and Eshel (4Q471) and Alexander and Vermes (4Q285)

\textsuperscript{1005} The number of common features is also something that has been used to divide texts into different genre categories. According to John J. Collins, “the first step in any analysis of a genre is to delimit the relevant corpus, and in order to do that we cannot avoid making a list of features by which the corpus is defined” (see Collins, “Epilogue: Genre Analysis and the Dead Sea Scrolls” in \textit{DSD} 17 [2010]: 419–420). Obviously, something similar happens when one tries to link the texts under one and the same label or name. Collins continues, “the fact that a group of texts have random features in common may have no great significance.” He requires researchers to “focus on features that have structural importance in the texts in question, and also features that are distinctive to these compositions” (see Collins, “Epilogue,” 420). These kinds of comments are also relevant in the discussion on naming.

\textsuperscript{1006} Considering the amount of textual similarity between the manuscripts as a criterion for labeling them in a similar way, some critical questions have been posed. For example, Jokiranta and Vanonen ask what amount of similar material is sufficient and what types of textual parallels are “the critical elements.” Cf. Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 51.

\textsuperscript{1007} Tov, \textit{Scribal Practices}, 69.
did not finish their editions until 2000. If one researcher were tasked to name the War Texts now, she/he would be able to create more defined principles on naming and compare different groups of texts, aiming to follow the same principles within the different groups. In the very beginning, scholars could not know how many scrolls were to be found in the Qumran area or how the study would progress. In hindsight, it is easy to make critical observations. However, knowing all this should not prevent present scholars from pondering new options for considering names and labels. It is noteworthy that although renaming the texts causes practical difficulties, correcting and changing names is not completely unheard of. For example, manuscript 4Q158 was first named “Biblical Paraphrase” by John Allegro but later, Emanuel Tov and Sidney White published manuscripts considered to belong to the same composition and started to call this composition “Reworked Pentateuch.” Actually, renaming has taken place within the category of the War Texts: as noted in chapter 2.7, since 11Q14 included blessings and the parallelism between it and 4Q285 was not yet known, the text was first named 11QBerakhot.

On the basis of the progress of the study in the field, it would be possible to create increasingly strict categories by renaming the texts. For example, it can be stated that manuscript 4Q492 follows quite closely the text that is also known in 1QM whereas in manuscript 4Q493, the textual connections to 1QM are vaguer, and thus, they should perhaps be named differently. However, bearing in mind the textual multiformity characterizing the period, there is no clear need to separate these M texts from each other on the level of naming; instead, it is reasonable to use rather looser than stricter categories – and not least in order to give the new scholarly generations freedom to reinterpret the texts. As has been demonstrated in this study, there are no very airtight arguments for making a distinction between M texts and War Scroll-like texts. For example, in the case of 4Q497, naming the text as War Scroll-like can be argued by saying that there is not enough text preserved to confirm the manuscript’s belonging to the M texts. However, the same is true vice versa: it can be argued that there is not enough text left to prove that the text should not belong to the M category. Now, the label “War Scroll-like” allows the creation of a link between 4Q497 and 1QM and also between 4Q497 and 4Q471 (4QWar Scroll-like Text B), neither of which is more justified than linking 4Q497 with 4QM texts. Actually, linking it with 4Q496, for instance, is more reasonable since both texts are inscribed on opisthographic manuscripts also preserving some liturgical texts. Thus, labeling 4Q497 and 4Q471 with M and understanding M as a loose category term – which fits with the present scholarly understanding that in the late Second Temple period, textual multiformity was more distinctive than textual fixity –

---

1008 John J. Collins notes that genre classifications in Qumran studies have been “largely intuitive” (he comments especially on Armin Lange and Ulrike Mittmann-Richert’s “Annotated List of the Texts from the Judaean Desert Classified by Content and Genre” in DJD 39; see Collins, “Epilogue,” 418). This is also somewhat true of naming and designating the texts.

1009 This is noted by Jokiranta and Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 51.

1010 Cf. Tov (DJD 39:11–12), who also gives some other examples.

1011 Van der Woude, Tigchelaar & García Martínez, “11QSefer ha-Milhamah,” 243.
would do more justice to the material. Conversely, naming *Sefer ha-Milhamah* texts as M texts is not as defensible and the reason for this is what follows: Within M manuscripts, the close textual parallelisms are always between 1QM and some other M text. There are no close parallelisms between any two 4QM manuscripts preserved. By contrast, 4Q285 and 11Q14 are closely parallel to each other and the text that forms the parallelism is not known in M texts. In addition, as was demonstrated in chapter 2.7, the textual links between these *Sefer ha-Milhamah* manuscripts and 1QM or other M texts are rather weak (although still detectable). Therefore, it is reasonable that they should have their own name. As already noted, *Sefer ha-Milhamah* is somewhat problematic since neither *sefer* nor *milhamah* occurs in the preserved texts. In order to better describe the preserved text and at the same time, to keep the possible link to the *milhamah* tradition, something like “M-related blessings” might come into consideration.

3.2 Transmitting the Subgenres in M Tradition

While in the analysis section the manuscripts were analyzed one by one, highlighting them as they are and comparing them mainly to the closest parallel texts that could be found, it is now time to scrutinize the material as a whole. The analysis section already demonstrated that there are some subgenres that can be found in several manuscripts: most of the text

---

1012 Alternative options to the siglum M are to call the manuscripts “1QM-like manuscript” or “M-like manuscript.” When the siglum M is used, it leads one to think that a manuscript labeled with M can be compared with and related to any other M text while, as a matter of fact, for Baillet the point of reference was always 1QM. In this sense, “1QM-like manuscript” would be better than M manuscript. The problem with this label would be that it might lead non-expert scholars to think of other War Texts as copies of 1QM, which they probably are not. The other option would be to call the texts “M-like manuscripts.” M (as well as S) does not refer to any particular known manuscript but is an abstract category which on the one hand is defined by similarity but on the other hand is not strictly restricted with respect to difference. As such, it may actually be close to the ancient understanding: rather than thinking in terms of certain wordings and textual parallels, the ancients may have thought of thematic entities, for example, the rules for conducting the war, which then formed loose categories. This kind of thinking is related to the prototype theory presented in the recent discussion on genre theory (cf. *DSD* 17 (2010), issue 3). The problem with the label “M-like” may be that while allowing much difference between the manuscripts, it makes it possible to label a manuscript with several loose designations. For example, 4Q285 and 11Q14 could be categorized on the one hand as “M-like” but on the other hand, for example, as “Berakhot-like.” Perhaps in the future, when scholars probably read fewer and fewer hardcopy books and use more and more electronic tools, double or even triple naming of manuscript is not an impossible idea. On the Internet, different kinds of tags already guide our reading even more than titles given to the sites and their features. The tag “M-like” could well be given to all the texts that are now understood to belong to the War Texts just for research-historical reasons. However, in order to do justice to the *Sefer ha-Milhamah* texts, for instance, they would also need other tags. On the concepts “1QM-like manuscript” and “M-like manuscript,” see Jokiranta & Vanonen, “Multiple Copies of Rule Texts,” 53.

1013 While the larger genre can be, for example, “war(-related) text” or “serekh text,” the term subgenre – as the concept is used in this chapter – refers to smaller parts of the texts that represent these larger genres. For example, in the texts that are categorized as war-related, a subgenre of encouragement speech can be distinguished. When using the term genre, one must note that it is not unambiguous: scholars have identified several different approaches to understanding it: see the recent discussion in, e.g., vol 17/3 of *Dead Sea Discoveries* (2010). The term “subgenre” can involve similar definition problems as well. Here, the term is understood as a tool that helps scrutinize the content of the manuscripts and make comparisons, not as a definition of text that is set in stone. As regards genres and subgenres in general, I do not advocate strict definitions but my understanding of them is closer to the concept “family resemblance,” which assumes genealogical similarities within a family but also allows differences so that a family may include exemplars that have little to do with each other. Although I am aware of the criticism of this understanding (cf., e.g., Collins, “Epilogue,” 421–422), at least in the case of the War Texts, it has proven to be more useful to understand
preserved in M manuscripts consists of instructive sections in which the progress of the war is described by giving instructions concerning the battle and how to conduct it and hymnic sections, especially the encouragement speeches. These subgenres are used repeatedly, either in a very similar form or with significant reworking, and they open a window on the transmission of the M tradition. The task of this subchapter is to analyze these subgenres, in what forms they are transmitted and how unestablished or stabilized they were, and to point out some cases in which the direction of the literary dependence can be demonstrated.

In this chapter, the discussion is restricted to considering M manuscripts only; as was demonstrated in the analysis section above, the War Scroll-like manuscripts are too poorly preserved to provide any material for this collective scrutiny and Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts are probably better understood when studied as their own group. In addition to 4QM manuscripts, 1QM is now taken along as a whole and some passages that have thus far been mentioned only in passing or that have not necessarily been mentioned at all are analyzed.

3.2.1 Battle Instructions

Among the M manuscripts, there are four separate instructive sections related to the progress of the war. Three of them were already closely analyzed in chapter 2: the first one in 4Q491a/1QM 16–17 (for close textual parallels, see section 2.2.1), the second one in 4Q491b (see section 2.3.1), and the third one in 4Q493 (see section 2.3.2). In addition to these, 1QM 7–9 reflects the progress of the war. Although these passages are all more or less different from each other, they share enough elements to be categorized under a common subgenre, battle instructions. One of these common elements is that in all four cases, the genre of the larger textual entity to which the passage belongs is rule. In 1QM, the battle instructions in columns 7–9 belong to the long rule for arranging the divisions (5:3–9:9) but in addition, the rule is mentioned in lines 7:17 and 8:14 where it is emphasized that both the battle lines (7:17) and the priest (8:14) shall act according to “this rule” (הזה הסרכ). As genres/subgenres/families as not forming strict categories but rather loose groups that can overlap each other as well.

1014 This division of the text into two subgenres – instructions and hymns/speeches – is rough. It can be asked whether hymns and encouragement speeches can be categorized as a single subgenre since there are clear differences between them: for example, hymns are addressed to God whereas speeches are addressed to troops. However, it is my aim here to avoid overly detailed categories and make just rough divisions that help to observe the transmission process of the text. As is demonstrated below in this chapter, the battle instructions were carefully transmitted whereas the poetic parts offered a place for literary creativity and provided an opportunity to add new elements to the text.

1015 In many studies, this subgenre (although not necessarily understood as subgenre) is named “battle narratives” (cf., e.g., Davies, 1QM, The War Scroll from Qumran, 74; Schultz, Conquering the World, 312). However, the passages in question do not primarily tell stories of the battle but rather, at least in the context of 1QM 7–9, give instructions on how to act in the battle situation. Although one can say that the instructions are given in narrative form, the term “narrative” is not specific enough and therefore subject to misinterpretation. The text can be more narrowly characterized as “battle instructions.”

1016 Since these two passages are closely parallel, the battle instructions preserved in them is below, for simplicity, sometimes referred to by mentioning only 1QM lines.

1017 Note, however, that 1QM 7:17 is a fragmentary line and of the possible word combination הזה הסרכ, only the letters והס are preserved there. (כול המتعرف המ冲刺 ישאكلف המ[רו]).
regards the battle instructions in 1QM 16–17, they belong to the final rule of the Scroll and the whole section of the battle instructions begins with the words אֶלֶף הָעֵשֶׂם (cf. 16:3). In the parallel text in 4Q491a, these words are not preserved but since the texts follow each other closely in other respects, it is quite safe to reconstruct these words at the beginning of fragment 11 column 2. In 4Q491b, the battle instructions belong to the “rule to be observed in their encampments” (הֹאֵל הָעֵשֶׂם) (see fragments 1–3 line 6 and also line 19). In 4Q493, no certain rule is named but it is said that the Levites shall be signaling at the proper time “according to this entire rule” (כְּכָל הָעֵשֶׂם). In the Table 54, these elements are itemized and compared.

Other elements common to all battle instructions are that those who participate in the war are skirmishers, priests, and Levites, and that the battle will be conducted by blowing the trumpets. The battle lines are also mentioned in all instructions. In addition to these common features, there are elements that join two or more instructive sections as well as elements that appear differently in different texts. In 1QM 16–17, weapons are described in a much more detailed way. In these columns, shields, sling-men, and javelins are mentioned and in addition to the skirmishers, the cavalry will participate in the war. In 4Q493 line 5, two peculiar words probably referring to weapons occur: חָרָף and מַאֲבֶן. If these words are rightly interpreted, it can be noted that throwing and shooting are present both in 4Q493 and 1QM 7–9 – and throwing also in 1QM 16–17. In 4Q491b no weapons are described, at least in the preserved parts of the text, but what is important in these battle instructions is setting up an ambush (אָרָב; see fragments 1–3, lines 12–13). An ambush is mentioned in passing in 1QM 9:17 (in the rule for changing the order) but in the battle instructions discussed above, it is an unknown theme. If we were to

1018 When reading the table, one must again take the fragmentary nature of the manuscripts into account: the fact that something is not preserved in the text of a manuscript does not automatically mean that it could not have once been there. However, the fragmentary nature of the texts must not hinder all comparison – it just has to be borne in mind.
1019 Although weapons of war are once mentioned, see 8:8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weapons</th>
<th>Gates of the war</th>
<th>Trumpets of Encouraging</th>
<th>Enemies</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Priests’ war garments</th>
<th>Laymen directing the war</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1QM 7–9</td>
<td>shields, slings, javelins (7:15; 8:1; 8:11)</td>
<td>the middle gate (7:9), the first gate (7:17), skirmishers go through the gates (7:17; 8:4)</td>
<td>summoning, memorial, alarm, pursuit, gathering, withdrawal, slain</td>
<td>the first priest encourages (7:12)</td>
<td>enemy (7:9; 8:10–13; 9:2–6); nations of vanity (9:9)</td>
<td>slain of the enemy (9:7–8)</td>
<td>priests shall not come to the midst of the slain so that they would not become defiled in the unclean blood; priests shall not profane their office with the blood of the nations of vanity (9:7–8)</td>
<td>mentioned in line 7:10–11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a</td>
<td>weapons of war (16:6–7; 17:12)</td>
<td>are opened at the beginning of the war (16:4)</td>
<td>memorial, slain, summoning</td>
<td>the chief priest encourages (16:13–15), encouragement speech embedded (16:15–17:9)</td>
<td>Kittim (16:3, etc.)</td>
<td>slain of the Kittim (16:8), slain of the skirmishers (16:11)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q491b</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>alarm</td>
<td>– (but the battle instructions are perhaps preceded by an encouragement speech / hymn; 1–3:1–5)</td>
<td>enemy (1–3:8, 14?)</td>
<td>slain of guiltiness (1–3:13)</td>
<td>purity of the war camp (1–3:6–8); purity of the battle field (1–3:10)</td>
<td>mentioned in line 1–3:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q493</td>
<td>catapult and ballista (line 5)</td>
<td>priests open the gates for the skirmishers (line 2–3); withdrawal to enter the gates (lines 8–9)</td>
<td>memorial, battle, withdrawal, alarm, Sabbaths</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Gentiles (line 4)</td>
<td>slain (line 4)</td>
<td>priests shall not profane their office (line 5)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 54: Battle instructions in the M manuscripts.
make a hypothesis on the basis of weapon instructions only, it seems that of those four passages presented in the table above, 1QM 7–9 is the one which combines the information known from 4Q493 (throwing and shooting) and 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a (throwing, sharp weapons). It also gives names for the arms that in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a are introduced just as “weapons of the war.”

When the gates (שער) of the war are taken into the discussion one can see that they too are mentioned in all battle instructions except 4Q491b which strengthens the supposition that the idea of the battle was slightly different there. According to every other instruction section, the battle starts with opening the gates.1021 1QM 7–9 pays the most attention to these gates: it identifies which gates are in question (middle, first) and lets the reader understand that they played some part in different phases of the war. Thus, the case is similar to that with the weapons: in 1QM 7–9, the description seems to be the most inclusive and sophisticated.

One element that is integral to every battle instruction section but is different in all of them is the description of the trumpets. Trumpets of alarm (התרועה חצוצרות) occur in all passages except the one preserved in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a – but there, too, the word הרעש occurs together with the idea of blowing the trumpets (cf., e.g., 1QM 16:5, 6, 9; 1QM 17:11, 14). Thus, in all battle instructions, the task of the trumpets is considered to be signaling or alerting the soldiers. This is not surprising since the trumpets of alarm are known in Numbers (31:6; see also 2 Chron 13:12), which probably has influenced the description of trumpets in M manuscripts.1022 In 4Q491b, at least in the text that has been preserved for us, the trumpets are used only for the purpose of alarm; the signals are not itemized and the trumpets are not divided into different groups and named as they are in the other battle instructions. It is just stated that the trumpets of alarm are used in order to give signals. This may have to do with the fact that the main tactic for the battle in 4Q491b is to lay an ambush – continuous trumpet sounds do not fit in with the idea of stalking and therefore the instructions related to the trumpets are very simple.

The second simplest system of trumpets is introduced in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a. There, blowing the trumpets of memorial (הזכרון חצוצרות) starts the battle (1QM 16:3–4), and the soldiers go to the war in relays one troop after another. When it is time to change the relay, the trumpets for summoning (המקרא חצוצרות) send new troops to the battlefield and the signal for withdrawal (שוב) calls back those who have done their share (1QM 16:12–13). Connecting trumpets with summoning and remembering are both known in Numbers (see Num 10:2, 9–19). In the actual battle in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a, the only trumpets that are named are the trumpets of the slain (החללים; 1QM 16:7, 17:12–13), but alarms of

1021 In the Hebrew Bible, the wordשער often denotes to the gate of the city, the gate of the tabernacle or the gate of the camp. When connected with the war, the word probably refers to the border of the area in which the war is waged.

different kinds and of different length that are sounded by the trumpets are described in detail (1QM 16:5–9; 17:10–15).

In 4Q493, too, the trumpets of memorial are used to open the battle (line 2) and the trumpets of withdrawal (ןתת קמיה) call the troops back (line 8). Between the beginning and the withdrawal, a group of trumpets that is unique in M texts is mentioned in line 3, namely, the trumpets of battle (ןתת מלחמה). In the second phase of the war, the trumpets of alarm (line 11) are brought out and at the end, another unique group of trumpets, the trumpets of Sabbaths (ןתת שבתות) is mentioned (line 13). As was noted in section 2.3.2, the trumpets of the slain and the trumpets for summoning have often been reconstructed in the text of 4Q493 (lines 7, 10) but it is equally possible that there are no other trumpets than those preserved; section 2.3.2 introduced one model according to which the trumpets of memorial (line 2) start the war, the trumpets of battle (line 4) give a sign to advance, the trumpets of alarm (line 7; reconstructed) are used to warn the soldiers and finally, the trumpets of withdrawal (line 8) call soldiers back. In the second phase, the trumpets of battle (line 10; reconstructed) again give the sign to advance and with the trumpets of alarm (line 11), the soldiers are warned. Other models of the trumpet system could also be presented but the speculation in section 2.3.2 demonstrates that there is no compelling need to include all the trumpets known elsewhere in this passage. Instead, it may be more probable that the system was relatively simple.

In 1QM 7–9, the instructions concerning the trumpets recall much of those in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a. 1QM lines 8:8b–13a include a description very similar to that in 1QM 16:5b–9: the priests blow on the six trumpets of the slain a shrill staccato sound, the Levites and the people with trumpets blow a great sound, the soldiers bring down the slain, and the sound of the horns cease but the buglers keep blowing the trumpets. Both in 1QM 7–9 and in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a, a phase of the war ends with a signal for withdrawal (8:13b, 16:13). The trumpets of summoning, instead, have in 1QM 7–9 a more focal position than they do in 1QM 16–17. In 1QM 7–9, they seem to start several different phases of the war (see 7:15, 8:3, 9:3). The trumpets of pursuit (9:6) are put into operation when the cavalry comes to the battlefield and they are also mentioned in the small trumpet list at the beginning of the battle instructions in line 7:13. The trumpets of pursuit, like the trumpets of gathering which are also part of the list, do not occur in other battle instructions but are not unique either: in the larger trumpet lists in 1QM 3, both of these groups are mentioned.1024

---

1023 See chapter 2.3 and, e.g., Baillet, DJD 7:50.
1024 There is a long list of trumpets in 1QM 2:16–3:11. The conspicuous element of this list is the inscriptions that are prescribed for every group of trumpets in lines 3:2b–11. The trumpet groups listed there are the trumpets for summoning the congregation, the trumpets for summoning the commanders, the trumpets of enrollment, the trumpets of the men of renown, the trumpets of the camps, the trumpets for breaking them, the trumpets of the battle formations, the trumpets for summoning the skirmishers, the trumpets of the slain, the trumpets of the ambush, the trumpets of the pursuit, the trumpets of withdrawal, and the trumpets of the way of withdrawal. Before this list, there is still another list (in lines 1–2a) in which the preserved trumpets are the trumpets for summoning them, the trumpets of alarms of the slain, the trumpets of ambush, the trumpets of pursuit, and the trumpets of gathering. Of the trumpets of these two lists, only some are known in the later columns.
All in all, it seems that as regards the trumpets, the battle instructions in 1QM columns 7–9 combine elements from columns 16–17 and column 3 and in this way, builds a more coherent unity of the whole text in the Scroll. The trumpets of pursuit, the trumpets of gathering and the cavalry are taken from the preceding columns and the model of the battle directed with the trumpets of remembrance, summoning, the slain, and withdrawal is derived from the end part of the scroll.

Encouraging the soldiers in the battle is an element that occurs in 1QM 7–9 and 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a. By contrast, in 4Q493, it is lacking, at least if the instructions did not continue in other sheets not preserved to us. As regards 4Q491b, encouragement does not occur in the text as it is preserved but the option that there was an encouragement speech in lines 1–5 of fragments 1–3 cannot be excluded. In 1QM 7, the one who encourages is הכהן יהוה while in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a it is קוהנ הראש and the actual encouragement speech is also embedded in the instructions (contrary to 1QM 7). Without Cave 4 material, it could be reasonable to argue that the passage in 1QM 7, the one without actual words of encouragement, would have given an inspiration to later redactors of 1QM to write the speeches in the end of the Scroll. However, the passage in 4Q491b demonstrates that there existed quite similar regulation lists without the element of encouragement. Therefore, it is more sensible to ask whether the encouragement in 1QM 7 is a late element which was created in order to link different units of 1QM together. The vocabulary of the encouragement passage in column 7 can also be used as an argument for the separate nature of this passage in its context: there are expressions, for example, “the men of the battle line” (אספת המפקדים) and the idea of one + six priests that occurs only here in 1QM. In addition, this conclusion about the encouragement is in line with the hypothesis that was already made on the basis of weapons and trumpets: there are many reasons to believe that 1QM 7–9 includes elements that are late in the textual process behind 1QM.

The fifth column in the table above shows the list of enemies in the battle instructions: In 1QM 7–9 and in 4Q491b, the enemies are simply called enemies (אויב) – although once in 9:9 they are “nations of vanity” (נערים גוי) – while in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a the enemy is identified as the Kittim. In 4Q493, the enemy does not get much attention but in line 4 it is called “gentiles” (דרכי). The word גוי as denoting enemies also occurs all over 1QM: in the beginning part of the scroll, it occurs especially in the combination (נערי) (see 4:12, 6:16, 11:9; not known in the end part of the scroll) and always referring to enemies (see also 2:7); and in the end part, it also refers to enemies without any exception (12:11, 12:14/19:6, 14:5, 14:7, 15:1, 15:2 רעה, 15:13, 16:1, 19:10). Thus, while Kittim is restricted to columns 1 and 15–19, אויב occurs all over the scroll (see columns 3, 6, 8–12, 14, 18–19) – and consequently, when comparing these four traditions, Kittim seems to be something special. A similar element is the losses in war: in every battle instruction section, it is mentioned that the battle causes losses but only 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a says explicitly that there will be slain on both sides, among the enemies and among the army’s own skirmishers. If, as was

1025 On this reading in 4Q491a, see section 2.2.1.4.
hypothesized on the basis of weapons, trumpets, and encouragement, 1QM 7–8 represents the later phase of the textual development of 1QM, it seems that there, the enemies are made more general and the idea of the losses among one’s own troops is suppressed. However, it is also possible that these themes did not interest the compiler of 1QM as much, and the differences in comparison with the material at the end of the scroll were not entirely conscious but just a result of joining divergent material into a single collection.

In addition to the Kittim and the possibility of being on the losing side, there are some other elements that seem to separate 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a from the other battle instructions. One is its zero interest in purity. In all other cases, something is said about purity issues: In 4Q493 and 1QM 9, the purity of priests is in focus and as was noted in section 2.3.2, it seems that in 1QM 9, the description of the purity requirements known in 4Q493 is widened and further explained. In 4Q491b, the camp and the battlefield are clearly separated from each other and purity is discussed through the requirements for those who go to the battle. In the parallel passage – which is situated before the beginning of the actual battle instructions in column 7 (see 1QM 7:3b–7) – similar requirements apply to those who are in the camp. Thus, as was discussed in section 2.3.2, in 1QM, at least in its first part, the idea of sacredness is probably broadened and purity issues are expanded on. By contrast, in the tradition preserved in 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a, purity is not an issue. Also, this tradition seems not to be interested in the priests’ garments that are under scrutiny both in 1QM 7–9 and in 4Q491b.

At the same time, 4Q493 is the only one of the battle instruction sections that does not describe laymen as participating in directing the battle. 4Q493 seems to reflect the priestly war while in other instructions, some laymen (in addition to the skirmishers and/or other combatants) are given a role in the conduct of the battle. In 4Q491b, the camp commanders are described as acting together with the priests and the Levites (fragments 1–3, line 9) – but it is not clear whether these commanders take part in blowing the trumpets.

1026 In 1QM, the vocabulary that is used to describe enemies is concentrated in three clusters: Kittim is mostly used in the last serekh in columns 16–19: 11 of 17 occurrences are in these columns. In column 1, Kittim is also used quite frequently, altogether four times. As regards the word איב, the situation is the opposite: only three of 26 occurrences are in the last serekh in columns 16–19 and in column 1 this word does not occur at all. In columns 3–14, the word is seen quite regularly. The third word, Belial, is frequent in the hymn section of the scroll: half of the occurrences are in columns 11–15. In column 1, it occurs almost as often as Kittim, namely three times. The differences in the terms used for enemy are probably to be explained by different sources behind 1QM: Kittim was dominant in the source behind the end of the Scroll while elsewhere the enemy was not explicitly named. In columns 1 and 13, which were probably created at a late stage, Belial had become more important (although Belial had occurred here and there in 1QM even before that) and the Belial tradition was combined with the Kittim tradition. Columns 7–9, which also represent a quite late stage in the M tradition were interested in enemies on a general level and thus, they were not named specifically. Schultz’s theory (presented in Conquering the World) seems to fit together with the idea that the view of the enemies was changing towards the general: according to him, the first stage of the war (cf. 1QM 1, 15–19) is to be waged against the Seleucids while in the second stage (cf. 1QM 2–14) the troops are up against the whole gentile world.

1027 In 4Q491b the description of the garments seems to be somewhat shorter than in 1QM 7 and its context is not exactly the same; there is no encouragement speech after the list of garments as in 1QM 7, but it seems that one list of rules ends here and something else follows. Note also that before enumerating the garments in 4Q491b, there is a (mostly reconstructed) list which in 1QM occurs in columns 13 and 15 (chief priest, his brothers, priests, Levites, men of the army) while in 1QM 7, seven priests of the sons of Aaron are mentioned at this point.
1QM 7–9 and 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491, on the other hand, it is said that the people with ram’s horns (8:9–10; 16:7–8) take part in directing the war. It seems, thus, that in 4Q493 and 4Q491b the sacredness is exclusive and only the priests and Levites are qualified to lead the troops by means of the trumpets. The fact that 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a is not so priestly-oriented – although priests play an important role in it as well – and that it takes into account the possibility of losing some battles and finds explanations for that (see, e.g., 16:11: God is testing his people) make it stand out from the other battle instructions – although 1QM 7–9 also describes laymen as acting next to priests and Levites.

All in all, the four different battle instruction sections are at least partly related: It can quite easily be demonstrated that 1QM 14–17 was copied from the text that is preserved in 4Q491a, just modifying it a bit.\textsuperscript{1028} Also, it is plausible to think that 1QM 7–9 probably is the latest one of the known battle instruction sections: it clearly aims to collect and combine things related to the war and develop them further (by naming the weapons and widening the use of trumpets and gates). However, it is not so easy to fit 4Q491b and 4Q493 into this simplified model of textual growth – or one could also say that the textual questions do not stretch to explain the similarity and variation between the texts at this point. The textual point of view is just one – although by no means insignificant – perspective that can be used when trying to explain relations between texts. Another perspective is the thematic viewpoint: as was argued above, some kind of thematic change can be seen when comparing 4Q491b, 4Q493 and 1QM 7–9 (assuming that its lateness in comparison to 1QM 16–17 / 4Q491a may indicate its lateness in comparison to 4Q491b and 4Q493 as well): it seems that in 1QM 7–9, the idea of sacredness is widened and the laymen are given a role to play in directing the war side by side with priest and Levites.\textsuperscript{1029} In these cases, the changes cannot be explained just by saying that a scribe has copied a text of another scribe and made some textual additions and modifications. Rather, several scribes have worked with similar themes, probably inspired by each other’s texts but not having any intent to preserve the source of inspiration in an entirely recognizable fashion. In addition to these two perspectives, a third point of view, the material one, should also be taken into consideration: one needs to ask whether the material of the manuscripts or their location in Cave 4 have any significance when explaining the relationships between the texts.

As already noted in the analysis section, Charlotte Hempel has supposed that the texts of Cave 4 were “reserved for a more restricted readership than the content of the remainder of the library” and that Cave 4 material represented “a learned and eclectic medley of materials and data.”\textsuperscript{1030} This proposal is based on the following observations: first, almost all cryptic texts that belong to the Dead Sea Scrolls are found in Cave 4; second, most of the references to the Maskil are found in the Cave 4 texts; third, technical calendrical material is

\textsuperscript{1028} Cf. section 2.2.1. The greatest modification is the addition of the text of lines 15:4–16:1. It is not preserved anywhere in 4QM texts but seems to be unique.

\textsuperscript{1029} Also, it might be possible that one of the enemy names, the gentiles (גויים) in 4Q493, is further developed in 1QM (cf. נשיאת יד, יירוד יד).

\textsuperscript{1030} Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.” See also Hempel, \textit{Qumran Rule Texts in Context}, 303–337.
mostly preserved in Cave 4; and fourth, a great amount of Cave 4 material represents “workaday quality” (like collections, notes, rosters, registers) – while in Cave 1, the developed and refined “showroom quality” is more predominant. Hempel also notes that of those works that are preserved in multiple copies, the largest number is in Cave 4.\(^{1031}\) While testing her idea with serekh material (1QS and other manuscripts labelled with S), Hempel shows that each of her four points can be demonstrated with 4QS manuscripts.\(^{1032}\) In the case of M manuscripts, the situation is not so clear: there is no calendrical material among them, no preserved reference to the Maskil and no cryptic texts.\(^{1033}\) Only the criterion concerning the workaday quality clearly fits in with the Cave 4 M material; it is especially seen in the opisthographic manuscripts 4Q496 and 4Q497 but it should be noted that 4Q491b and 4Q493 include very tight script (as does 4Q491a) and 4Q491b has exceptionally long lines. Although the criteria that have more to do with the content of the texts are not realized, Hempel’s general idea of Cave 4 manuscripts representing a more restricted readership seems to be fully established after scrutinizing the differences between different battle descriptions: in chapter 2.3, it was shown that in their strict priestly orientation, 4Q491b and 4Q493 – which are not closely parallel to 1QM but share many elements with it – seem to be addressed to a more restricted audience than 1QM. Also, these two manuscripts seem to include some unique, exploratory ideas of the war – like setting up an ambush in 4Q491b and using some kind of artillery as weapons in 4Q493 – so they could well represent the restricted material that was, according to Hempel’s suggestion, stored in Cave 4.\(^{1034}\) The text and/or themes of these manuscripts probably had an influence on the middle part of 1QM which aimed to collect and organize the material concerning war. Not all of the exploratory ideas that were introduced in these manuscripts were accepted – or considered to be necessary – to the version aimed at a larger audience. However, this does not mean that the unique ideas could not be read or even developed further within the smaller circle of readers.

To conclude, it seems clear that battle instructions were used in order to connect the text to the general idea of war. There was no requirement to keep the instructions entirely similar and exploratory visions existed side by side with the general one – but it seems that this subgenre was developing towards stabilization. This becomes even clearer when the next subgenre, encouragement speech, is taken into consideration.

### 3.2.2 Encouragement Speeches

In the analysis section above, the encouragement speeches were separated from thanksgiving hymns (e.g., 13:7–16, 14:2–15) and some other hymns (e.g., hymns in 1QM 10–12; Self-Glorification Hymn in 4Q491 fragment 11 column 1 + fragment 12), although still taking into account the option that all the hymns were meant to be somehow encouraging (that, e.g., the Self-Glorification Hymn was added to its context in order to emphasize the connection

\(^{1031}\) Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.”

\(^{1032}\) Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.”

\(^{1033}\) In S material, according to Hempel, “4Q259 (S) contains two phrases written in cryptic letters in successive lines.” See further: Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.”

\(^{1034}\) Cf. Hempel, “The Profile and Character of Qumran Cave 4.”
between human and divine beings and thus, to motivate and encourage the soldiers). In this chapter, the scrutiny is limited to those passages that were already above called encouragement speeches and in which it seems clear that a priest or priests encourage the men going to war. The passages that do not include sufficient text that the context of the speech can be analyzed are omitted in this scrutiny (see 4Q491a fragment 13, lines 1–3a; fragment 15, lines 1–3 and lines 5–12; 4Q491b fragment 1–3, lines 1–5a;) although it was suggested above that they were encouragement speeches. Consequently, five speeches remain, three in 1QM and two in 4Q491a, and, in addition, there is one encouragement situation in 1QM in which the speech is not written down. All these encouragement passages are closely related to the battle instructions and thus, some of them were already briefly discussed above.

In the following table, the textual elements of the encouragement passages are itemized and compared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Encourager</th>
<th>Those who are encouraged</th>
<th>Enemies</th>
<th>Words of encouragement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1QM 7:12</td>
<td>Before describing the actual acts of war</td>
<td>The first one of the seven priests</td>
<td>All the men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QM 10:2–5</td>
<td>In the collection of pentateuchal war legislation</td>
<td>The priest (10:2) + the officers (10:5)</td>
<td>Israel (10:3) + the mighty men of worth (10:6)</td>
<td>אויבים (10:3) From Deut 20:2–4 (10:3–4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QM 15:4–16:1</td>
<td>Before describing the actual acts of war</td>
<td>The priest assigned for the appointed time of vengeance (15:6)</td>
<td>The men in the battle lines (?)</td>
<td>Wicked congregation, those whose works are in darkness (15:9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QM 16:13b–17:9</td>
<td>Between the instructions concerning the actual acts of war</td>
<td>The chief priest (16:13)</td>
<td>The men in the battle lines (16:13)</td>
<td>The commander of the dominion of wickedness (16:7–8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q491 fragment 11 column 2:11–18</td>
<td>Between the instructions concerning the actual acts of war</td>
<td>The chief priest (2:11)</td>
<td>The men in the battle lines (?)</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q491 fragment 10 column 2:7–14</td>
<td>After describing the actual acts of war</td>
<td>The priest designated for the battle (2:13)</td>
<td>The men in the battle lines (?) (2:13)</td>
<td>The wicked assembly (?) (2:17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 55: Encouragement speeches in M manuscript

---

1035 See section 2.2.1.3.
1036 When reading the table, one must again take the fragmentary nature of the manuscripts into account: the fact that something is not preserved in the text of a manuscript does not automatically mean that it could not have once occurred in that text. However, the fragmentary nature of the texts does not prevent us from doing comparisons – as long as these factors are borne in mind.
The first time that encouragement is encountered in 1QM is in column 7. The encouragement is situated after the description of the clothing of the priests (7:10–11) which was noted above to have a parallel in 4Q491b. The encourager in 1QM 7 is one of the seven priests mentioned as present,1037 and those who are encouraged are “all the men of the line” (7:12a). It is said explicitly that they are encouraged for the battle but nothing more is said about the need for encouragement or, for example, about enemies. The actual encouragement speech is not described at all. After the brief remark of encouragement, the text moves on by describing the other tasks of priests and Levites, especially their duties as blowers of the trumpets (7:12b–).

The second encouragement situation occurs in column 10, at the beginning of the section of hymns/prayers (in columns 10–15). The author refers to Moses’ words according to which a priest has to encourage the people while approaching the battle (10:1–5a). Here, the encourager is not very explicitly defined: he is just a priest. Those who are encouraged are a wider group, the people of Israel (10:3) – and not a group of soldiers within it as above. It seems that while in column 7 encouragement is applied to a more specific situation – to the need of a specific group – here it concerns all Israel. On the other hand, in addition to the priest, the “officers” (10:5) are those who are urged to encourage – and not all but the “mighty men of worth” (10:6) who are “ready for battle” (10:5). This is also something different from column 7 where the officers are not mentioned until after the encouragement – and with an emphasis on their being Levites (cf. 7:14–16). In addition, contrary to column 7 where the adversary is totally absent, enemies are mentioned in column 10 line 4. By ordering the people not to tremble or to be terrified because of them, it is hinted that they may be very intimidating. Finally, as in column 7, here in column 10, too, the encouragement is followed by the order to sound an alarm with the trumpets – an idea that probably originates in Numbers 10:9.

The third encouragement passage in 1QM is situated in column 15. In line 4, the chief priest, his brothers, priests, Levites, and all the men of the army are brought to the stage. After the chief priest has read the prayer and thanksgivings, the priest “assigned for the appointed time of vengeance” (15:6) encourages the soldiers. In the actual encouragement speech (15:7b–16:1), the soldiers are ordered not to fear or to panic because of the enemy but in addition the enemy is described as being very wicked but on the other hand, weak. After the speech, the priests are again ordered to sound the trumpets and the text moves on to describe the actual acts of war (16:3–).

The fourth encouragement passage (16:16–17:9) is situated between the two passages that describe the acts of war and have parallels both in column 8 and column 15. Here, the chief priest is the one who encourages (16:13). Those who are encouraged are not explicitly described but it is said that the chief priest stands “in front of the line” (16:13).

1037 Yadin translates the expression הבואו החצוצרות as “one priest” and supposes that it refers to the appointed priest mentioned in line 15:6 (see Yadin The Scroll of the War, 292). Wise et al. (“1Q33”) follow the same line. However, it seems more reasonable that הבואו is here just used in order to say that one of the seven priests encourages while the other six hold the trumpets (cf. lines 12b–13a). Duhaime and García Martínez & Tigchelaar see the text this way and translate “the first priest shall/will walk …”: see Duhaime, “War Scroll,” 113; García Martínez & Tigchelaar, Study Edition, 124–125.
Enemies are depicted as ending up in nothingness (17:4), but there are also many other things included in the speech: First, the idea that God is testing his own people in wartime is introduced in line 16:15. This indicates that the encouragement is not only needed in case of panicking before the enemy but also in case of panicking when one’s own side is suffering losses. Second, the idea of some kind of leading figure of the enemy side, the “commander of the dominion of wickedness,” comes up in column 17, lines 5–6. And third, the idea of the heavenly mediator is introduced in line 17:6 (“He has sent an everlasting help --- through the might of the majestic angel.”).

In sum, in addition to always having a priest or priests as those who encourage, the encouragement situations in 1QM have at least one other feature in common: the encouragement is always followed by sounding trumpets. By contrast, the actual words of encouragement and, for example, the description of the enemies varies considerably: in column 7, enemies are not even mentioned and the speech of encouragement is not written down. In column 10, the author follows Deuteronomy 20 and warns not to be afraid of enemies. In two more encouragement situations in columns 15–17, the speeches get much space and the enemies are described in many different ways.

The text in manuscript 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 is in many ways a close textual parallel to what is preserved in 1QM columns 16 and 17. The situation before the speech is very similar in both of them: there is an order to blow a signal to return, and the chief priest is the one who approaches and stands before the battle line and encourages the soldiers. The beginnings of the speeches are also very similar: testing the people’s heart in the crucible and obeying the mysteries of God are mentioned in both speeches and the order to be courageous and not to fear is also given in both. Instead, what follows differs. In 1QM, the idea of the heavenly mediator, Michael, dominates the end of the speech while in 4Q491a, the speech concentrates on the battle between the God of Israel and Belial. The idea of the covenant, however, occurs at the end of both speeches. As was demonstrated in section 2.2.1.4, it is probable that 1QM shows here literary dependence on 4Q491a – the speech is radically reworked but still based on what was known in the Cave 4 manuscript. This shows that in the midst of the battle instructions that were transmitted without any significant changes, it was still possible to introduce new ideas – and speeches provided a good framework for this.

4Q491 fragment 10 column 2 also includes the encouragement passage but very little is left of it. However, it can be noted that as with the previously discussed fragment 11,

---

1038 Cf. also the discussion above in which it was noted that the battle instruction section in columns 16–17 is the only one that includes the idea of losses on both sides, not only among the enemies but also among the army’s own skirmishers.

1039 In addition, the passages share the following things: a) Columns 7 and 15 have in common the verbal root יָלַךְ which describes the priest’s action. b) In columns 7, 15 and 16, the situation is set somewhere near the battle line(s). These columns also have in common the verbal root יָלַכָה which describes the priest’s action. c) Columns 15 and 16 have in common the introductory formula ואמר והנה. d) Columns 10, 15 and 16 have in common the phrase תיראו אל do not be terrified.” e) Columns 10 and 15 also share the sentence יִפְגְּשׁוּ do not be alarmed and do not tremble before them.” f) Columns 7 and 16 share the expression יָדָיו בַּמַּלְאָכָה “their hands for the battle” (the last-mentioned reads: יָדָיו בַּמַּלְאָכָה “their hands for his battle”).
this fragment also is parallel to 1QM columns 16 and 17. As concluded in section 2.2.1.2, the
text in fragment 10 column 2 probably describes the phase of war preceding the phase that is
described in fragment 11. In 1QM, this phase is omitted and the text of column 15 is taken in
its place. Here again, the instructive part of the text includes many textual similarities with
1QM 15 and 16 but the words that are left of the encouragement speech do not indicate
textual parallelism to any other speech that is known in the M manuscripts.

To conclude, contrary to battle instructions, encouragement speeches were not
developing towards stabilization – although the subgenre of encouragement speech with
certain elements was clearly established. Instead, the speeches specifically offer a place for
literary creativity and provided an opportunity to add new elements to the text. This was
needed in order to make the texts dynamic and usable in different situations. What is
noteworthy is that the preserved speeches are mainly in 1QM and in 4Q491a, and at least
1QM was probably targeted at a larger audience. 4Q493 does not, at least in its preserved
form, include any encouragement – which probably has to do with the fact that the viewpoint
in this manuscript is strongly that of priests. In its exploratory war vision of 4Q493, which
probably was quite early in the ensemble of the War Texts the encouragement was not yet an
important element – and at the same time, the enemies were not strictly defined or described.
Later, when the war visions became more communal, the encouragement also became more
central.

One separate theme that comes into consideration when reading the
encouragement speeches is the encourager. As already noted, he is always a priest but not
always the same priest: often he is the chief priest but in some cases some other priest. The
role of different priests is in any case an interesting question which may shed some light on
the literary process behind the War Texts as well. Therefore, in the following, it is taken
under close scrutiny.

3.2.3 Chief Priest Tradition and the Lateness of 1QM 13

The title “chief priest” (דָּשֶׁן כָּהֹן) does not occur very often in M manuscripts; only five
times in 1QM (2:1, 15:4–5a, 16:13b–15a, 18:5b–6a, 19:11b–13) and twice in 4QM texts
(4Q491 fragment 11 column 2, line 11; 4Q494 line 4), the 4QM passages being parallel to
those in 1QM. 1040 In addition, it is very probable that the chief priest was also mentioned in
1QM 13:1: on the basis of its similarities with 1QM 15:4, Jean Duhaime concludes that in the
lost beginning of the sentence in column 13, “the chief priest must have been mentioned” as
in column 15. 1041 This conclusion seems plausible but of course, there always remains a
question mark when trying to read something that is not explicitly in the text. However, since
there are also other features that link 1QM 13:1 to the passages mentioning the chief priest –

1040 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2 line 11 reads ו֯שֵׁש וֹרָעָשָׁן כָּהֹן and is parallel to 1QM 16:13 (although there is a
minor difference in reading either רָעָשָׁן or רָעָשׁ; cf. section 2.2.1.6, note 393) and 4Q494 line 4 reads רָעָשׁ כָּהֹן
which is parallel to 1QM 2:1.
1041 See Duhaime, “Dualistic Reworking,” 43. Note also that the link between 1QM 13:1 and 15:4 is picked up
by many: see, e.g., Schultz, Conquering the World, 224, 318; van der Ploeg, Le Rouleau de la Guerre, 149;
Yadin, The Scroll of the War, 320. Cf. also 1QM 18:5–6.
and since the position of column 13 in 1QM is in general an interesting question – it is carried along in this analysis.

Very often, the chief priest occurs as part of lists that enumerate different groups taking part in the liturgical activity, blessing or praising God. These kinds of lists occur only in 1QM: at least in the preserved war text material, no parallels to them can be identified in the other M manuscripts. That they were something special is also indicated by the fact that one of them is in 1QM 15, the column which is in the middle of the section (1QM 14–17) that has a parallel in 4Q491a. With this parallel, it is possible to demonstrate that there was a version of the text that followed quite clearly the text of 1QM 14:4–18 and 1QM 16 but deviates from the text in lines 15:4–16:1. What is also noteworthy is that when comparing the text of 1QM and its parallel in 4Q491a, something has changed just before lines 15:4–16:1: as was already discussed in section 2.2.1.2, in 1QM 14 the hymn section is linked to its context, the battlefield, before the hymn starts (lines 2–3) but in 4Q491a, it is stated only after the hymn that it was to be recited outside the camps (fragments 8–10, line 17). Thus, this part of the texts was clearly undergoing some changes – and the text in lines 15:4–16:1 is unique in comparison to other known M manuscripts.

What may be noteworthy is that in three cases the chief priest is spelled with רהשׁ (יהושע, cf. in 1QM 16, 18 and 19)[1042] in column 15 it is spelled as יָהָשׁ (18 of 20 occurrences in columns 2–11). The one remaining occurrence offers one more spelling, namely רָהשׁ. This reading is also reconstructed in 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2 (see line 11 רָהָשׁ הַכֹּהֵן).[1043] Another possibility would be to reconstruct הַחוֹרֶשׁ according to 4Q491 fragments 8–10, column 2 line 13 which reads הַחוֹרֶשׁ הַכֹּהֵן. In that case, the question arises whether the author actually meant to write הַחוֹרֶשׁ (cf. 1QM 15:6). All these options for speculation and the possible existence of even three different spellings of רָֹּשִׁ הַכֹּהֵן hint that there was something going on with these passages and a discussion on the role of the chief priest and other possible priests with special roles was underway. In Table 56, the passages that mention the chief priest or the appointed priest are gathered together and compared.

In the table, every passage has been taken under scrutiny on its own but when discussing at the manuscript level, the following general overviews take shape: In 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2, the chief priest (or, if the word is reconstructed differently, the appointed priest) draws near the line, takes his position and strengthens the soldiers’ hands by giving an encouragement speech. In fragment 10 column 2, the priest appointed to the battle draws near the line and takes up his position there. He strengthens the soldiers’ hands by

---

1042 Cf. also 4Q494, line 4.
1043 Cf. the remarks in section 2.2.1.4.1.
1044 The following notation is used: words highlighted with gray are common to 1QM 13:1–2; 15:4–5a; 16:13b–15a and 18:5b–6a, words underlined are common to 1QM 13:1–2; 16:13b–15a; 18:5b–6a and 19:11b–13, words highlighted and underlined are common to 1QM 13:1–2 and 15:4–5a, words marked with bold are common to 1QM 15:4–5a; 16:13b–15a; 18:5b–6a and 19:11b–13 and words marked with white are common to 1QM 16:13b–15a and 19:11b–13.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491 fragment 10 column 2</th>
<th>4Q491 fragment 11 column 2</th>
<th>4Q491 fragment 11 column 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 The priest appointed for the battle shall draw near and take up position [in] front of [...] 14 He shall strengthen their hands with his wonderful mighty deeds. And he shall speak up, saying, “...”</td>
<td>The [chief priest[s]] shall draw near and take up position... 12 They shall strengthen... [...] 12 their hands for his battle [...]</td>
<td>The priest shall walk along, the one assigned for the appointed time of vengeance according to the decision of 7 all his brothers, and he shall strengthen... [...] 12 They shall speak up, saying:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 56: The similarities between the passages that (very probably) mention the chief priest or the appointed priest.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlining, italicizing, bolding and highlighting are used in order to demonstrate some of the similarities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
giving an encouragement speech. Since the arrangement of the fragments is not clear, the order of these two encouragement situations is also undecided – but if Davis’s preliminary arrangement introduced in section 2.2.1.10 is followed, the order of these characters is similar to that of 1QM 15: there, the chief priest, together with some others, like priests and Levites, takes his position and reads the prayer (15:4–5a), and after that, the appointed priest walks and strengthens the soldiers by giving an encouragement speech (15:6b–7). Later in 1QM, the chief priest draws near the line, takes his position and strengthens the soldiers’ heart and hands (i.e., encourages them) by giving an encouragement speech (16:13b–15a). Afterwards, the chief priest and others bless God (18:5b–6a) and at the end, the chief priest again draws near alone (and probably does something else that is, however, not preserved in the text: see 19:11b–13).

What then can be concluded from this? It is probable that there are two priests both in 4Q491a and in 1QM, namely the chief priest and the appointed priest; although the number of the different spellings may indicate that their roles were not very clear to all the authors/redactors. In 1QM, in general, the chief priest seems to have more tasks: in addition to encouraging (16:13), he recites a prayer (15:4–5). Also, it can perhaps be said that at least in column 15, the chief priest’s role is more liturgical in comparison to 4Q491a: he recites the prayer while encouraging is primarily the task of the appointed priest (15:6–7). The appointed priest moves (הָיוֹלַד) while the chief priest stays (עָמַד), and the verb denoting drawing near (נָגָשׁ) is absent from column 15. The possibility arises from this that there was a need to make it clear that the chief priest is not to go to the battlefield.

For what the appointed priest is appointed is different according to the two manuscripts: in 4Q491a, he is appointed “for the battle” and in 1QM, “for the time of vengeance according to the decision of all his brothers.” It seems that the simpler description in 4Q491a has demanded further explanation in 1QM. The word זָאָמָה (vengeance) occurs in the speech that the appointed priest gives in 4Q491a (see fragment 10 column 2 line 15) so “for the time of vengeance” is not a far-fetched explanation. In addition, in 1QM 15 it is emphasized that the appointed priest is appointed “according to the decision of all his brothers.” The brothers are mentioned in M manuscripts only in 1QM 13 and (twice) in 1QM 15. Mentioning them in column 15 might have to do with the development from the priestly-oriented group to the wider audience and the probable lateness of column 13, which is further discussed below.

לָבֵנֶב לָפָשׁ (“he shall strengthen their heart”; see 1QM 16:13–14) is a unique expression; elsewhere in M manuscripts פָּשׁ (in qal) occurs together with hands or without any object (see 1QM 1:13; 7:12; 15:7). It is not impossible to reconstruct לָבֵנֶב לָפָשׁ in 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2 line 11, but if the expression is not there, one option is that it comes to 1QM 15 from the following encouragement speech which discusses testing of hearts (see 15b: מָצָּר וַיִּבְחַן עָמוֹ לֵבָנָא). If this is the case, it is possible that the idea was to make encouraging

1045 Note also that in 1QM 7:5 the “day of vengeance” (יָמָּה לָפָשׁ) is mentioned.
1046 However, see also War Scroll-like text 4Q471 fragment 1 line 2.
more emphatic every time and that is why the heart was added before the second encouragement speech.\textsuperscript{1047}

The introductory formula which is typical of the passages mentioning the chief priest and/or the appointed priest is in the plural only in 1QM 13 and in 1QM 18 (הכוהן אחד). The singular form (משהו) has to do with encouraging, the plural form with blessing. Blessing (ברך) does not occur as a finite verb in 4Q491 or anywhere else in 4QM manuscripts.\textsuperscript{1048} In other respects, too, it seems that as regards the vocabulary, 1QM 13 and 18 somehow belong together (the chief priest as a part of the group of people, blessing) and 1QM 16 and 19 belong together (the chief priest alone draws near and in column 16, also strengthens). Drawing near and strengthening obviously come from the text known in 4Q491a. 1QM 15 brings some entirely new elements like reading the prayer for the appointed time of the war, and these elements are probably late in the M tradition. In addition, blessings and curses (IQM 13:1–6) were possibly something that was added to the text in the late phase of its development process. One option to explain this is that column 13 was formulated on the basis of column 14. In section 2.2.2 it was already suggested that column 13 is separate from its context: the absence of military vocabulary and the presence of a unique, heavenly character (רשם שאר) indicate this and the lexical and structural similarities between 1QM 13 and 14 and many echoes of other columns of 1QM point to the likelihood that the text of column 13 was formulated on the basis of column 14 at a late stage of the development of 1QM (see further discussion in section 2.2.2). If there were some additional evidence – in some 4QM texts that are clearly earlier than that of 1QM – that columns 12 and 14 were connected without column 13 in between, it would give more support to the theory that column 13 is an interpolation. However, this kind of evidence cannot be found.\textsuperscript{1049} Instead, the fact that the text of column 14 has slightly divergent parallels in 4Q491 fragments 8–10 column 1 and 1QM 19 shows that the material known in 1QM 14 was somehow a “work in progress” at the time 1QM was written down. Although this does not directly support the idea that column 13 was developed on the basis of column 14, it does not speak against it – the author of column 13 perhaps preferred to use the text which was otherwise under discussion.

What should also be noted is that there is probably a part of the hymn similar to that of column 13 preserved in 4Q495 fragment 2 (see 13:9b–12a). This indicates that although 1QM 13 might have been developed on the basis of 1QM 14, its material is not completely unique and it is possible that the addition of column 13 to 1QM was done already before the final compilation of 1QM.

\textsuperscript{1047} Note that hands are also mentioned in 1QM 7:12 together with חזק (ידיהם לחזק) where the first priest (הכהן אחד) encourages the soldiers. As has been argued above, the battle instructions in 1QM columns 7–9 probably represents the battle instruction tradition in its latest form and aims to gather different elements together. Since hands occur most often before the speeches, it is natural that it was chosen to be mentioned in column 7.

\textsuperscript{1048} 4Q496 fragment 26 line 1 may be an exception while reading [לברך] but the case must remain unclear since the letters are not very readable and there is no context.

\textsuperscript{1049} 4Q492 fragment 1 lines 1–8 should be considered as a parallel to 1QM 19 rather than separate evidence for connecting the material of 1QM 12 and 1QM 14 directly together.
3.2.4 1QM in the Light of the 4QM Manuscripts

The starting point for this study was to analyze the Qumran War Text material without considering the best-preserved manuscript – which in this case is undeniably 1QM – to set out what the primary model of the War Texts could be. 1QM was understood as one example of the War Texts, not a prototype through which all the other material must be seen. However, while the study has progressed – and as the previous subchapter also demonstrates – it has become clear that scrutinizing War Text material in general gives some perspective on 1QM as well. Therefore, this subchapter takes a brief glance at 1QM and introduces some points through which the development behind it can be sketched.

Table 57 demonstrates the different degrees of parallelism that can be distinguished between 1QM and the other M manuscripts. As was noted in the analysis section, defining possible parallels between two texts is not always easy and often requires making reconstructions that must remain hypothetical. Therefore, the table below is more or less a simplification. The degree of parallelism is expressed with the terms “close” and “remote” which were already used in the analysis section. While close parallels, above all, reflect textual similarity even on the level on wording, remote parallels allow for variation in the arrangement of the text material and include parallelisms on the thematic level. In the third case, namely, in the case of genre parallels, the content of the texts can be different but the parallelism occurs on the level of genre. All in all, the function of this tripartition is not to create strictly defined criteria and categories: the varied degree of parallelism cannot be demonstrated by putting the text passages in pigeonholes but rather, it should be described as a continuum. However, the table is meant to take note of the broad lines of the comparison.

The table once more recapitulates many observations already made above: towards the end part of the scroll, namely columns 14 and 16–19, the close parallelism with M manuscripts is strongest and easiest to demonstrate. In these columns, the battle instructions alternate with the encouragement speeches given by the chief priest, the trumpets of memorial, the trumpets of the slain and the trumpets of summoning are used to direct the battle against the Kittim, and people with ram’s horns participate in this directing together with priests and Levites. 4QM manuscripts show that this war scenario was known and actively copied and reworked. Furthermore, on the basis of the existing material, it seems that this part of all the 1QM material probably was under active discussion for the longest period of time. 4QM manuscripts demonstrated that the battle instructions were considered to be worth transmitting more or less as they were while the speeches and hymns could be more freely chosen and reworked, created and rejected. The stabilized position of the instructive material is also demonstrated by the fact that although there is a kind of updated version of the battle instructions in column 8, the end part of the Scroll was still considered worth preserving.

1050 This terminology is not the only possible one, but it was created in order to help the comparison between the texts in this study. For the definition of the terms as used here, see chapter 1.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1QM</th>
<th>4QM</th>
<th>The degree of parallelism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4Q496?</td>
<td>impossible to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:E</td>
<td>4Q494:1–3</td>
<td>close parallel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1–3</td>
<td>4Q494:4–5</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:5–E</td>
<td>4Q496?</td>
<td>impossible to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1–E</td>
<td>4Q496?</td>
<td>impossible to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4Q496?</td>
<td>impossible to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:16–17</td>
<td>4Q491b fragments 1–3:11</td>
<td>remote parallel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:3b–12</td>
<td>4Q491b fragments 1–3:6b–18</td>
<td>remote parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1–9</td>
<td>4Q496?</td>
<td>impossible to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:7b–9</td>
<td>4Q493 4b–6</td>
<td>remote parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4Q492 and 1QM 19</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:9b–12a</td>
<td>4Q495 fragment 2</td>
<td>close parallel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:2–3</td>
<td>4Q491a fragments 8–10, column 1:17–E</td>
<td>remote parallel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:4–15</td>
<td>4Q491a fragments 8–10, column 1:1–12</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:16–18</td>
<td>4Q491a fragments 8–10, column 1:13–16</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:3–14</td>
<td>4Q491a fragment 11, column 2:1–12a</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8–14)</td>
<td>4Q491a fragment 10, column 2:8–14a</td>
<td>remote parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15–?</td>
<td>4Q491a fragment 11, column 2:12b–18</td>
<td>genre parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:491a fragment 10, column 2:14b–17</td>
<td>genre parallel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:10–14</td>
<td>4Q491a fragment 11, column 2:19–23</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>no parallels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4Q492 and 1QM 12</td>
<td>close parallel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 57: The textual parallels between 1QM and 4QM manuscripts.

The war cry preserved in 1QM 12 and 19 and in 4Q492 is an interesting example of material that was considered to be important and actively studied and copied. In the manuscripts, different phases of this material have been preserved: 4Q492 can be understood as a “study copy” where the hymn known in 1QM 19 was studied. After that, the hymn was reused in a new context in 1QM 12. Although, for example, both 4Q491a and 4Q492 can be seen as “earlier versions” of something that is later copied to 1QM, it is clear that the manuscripts cannot be understood only by situating them in the chronological model of “textual history”: it is very probable that all these manuscripts had different purposes of use and/or different audiences. While 1QM was a “showroom copy” and aimed at a large audience, 4Q491a was probably targeted at a narrower group of people – and 4Q492 can be defined mainly as a draft version.

Manuscripts 4Q491b and 4Q493 have preserved material that can be classified as representing remote parallels to 1QM. They both include battle instructions which are, however, somewhat different from those known in 1QM. For example, in 4Q493 there are weapons and trumpets that are not known in any other M text and in 4Q491b, the ambush is an important part of the war tactic while in 1QM it is mentioned only in passing. In both texts, purity is one of the themes whereas in 1QM 16–17 it is not discussed at all and in 1QM 7–9, it seems to have demanded detailed explanation. Thus, it can be said that manuscripts 4Q491b and 4Q493 represent alternative and more exploratory visions of the war in comparison to
1QM. Their influence can be distinguished in 1QM but they were not copied as they were and they were not considered to be important for the audience of 1QM.

The lists of trumpets and banners and the other lists of war equipment in 1QM represent material of which there are no copies preserved in the caves of Qumran. It is probable that this material did not go through a long transmission process – at least not as long and/or intensive as the end part of the Scroll. However, in column 3, it seems that the list of trumpets was reworked and some additions were made to the text, at least in the detailed inscriptions that seem as vital to the warfare as the war equipment itself. The text in 1QM columns 3–4 is mainly “text about text” and the inscribing appears to be as important a part of the war as the battle itself. Recently, at least Simon Scharma and George Brooke have paid special attention to the lists of equipment and the detailed instructions for inscriptions. Brooke argues, after quoting Scharma, that the “text might have been perceived by its authors as a forceful speech act which --- was at least able to create a sense of anticipated victory involving God and his angels ---. The enemy will be --- texted into defeat.” In 1QM, long lists with inscriptions are in a pronounced position in comparison to other M manuscripts, and this may indicate that “texting into defeat” became especially important in 1QM. Brooke suggests that the idea of the power of writing may also have something to do with the multiple M manuscripts. According to him, manuscripts functioned as weapons for marginalized people and the creation of new manuscripts is “a security system, a set of reassurances that all will be well in the end.”

Similarly, the text of columns 10–11 is unknown outside 1QM. This hymnic section is characterized by several references to the Hebrew Bible, also including citations and citation formulas. Its first main purpose is to introduce teachings from the past: it collects war-related instructions from different parts of the Pentateuch (10:1–8a), describes the creation and the creative acts of God (10:8b–18), refers to David and Goliath and the victorious kings (11:1–5a), and quotes the prophets (11:5b–12a). The second essential aim is to describe God as a war hero (11:12b–12:18). It is possible that when 1QM was compiled in its present form, it became important to add this kind of material and thus to show that the

---

1051 See 1QM 3:2–11 where the trumpets and their inscriptions are enumerated. As regards the inscriptions, most of them consist of 1–4 words and only four of 13 inscriptions are longer. It is probable that the longer inscriptions include some explanation: there can be distinguished the name of the trumpet (2–3 words) and its explanation which was possibly added later (see 3:5–6; 3:6; 3:8; 3:8–9). What may be noteworthy as well is that all the explanations include the idea of strong contraposition – while none of the actual inscriptions mentions any enemies at all. Thus, it seems that the list of the trumpets was reworked at some stage. In addition, it should be noted that only in 1QM 3 are there two partly similar, partly different trumpet lists (3:1–2a, 3:2b–11) and more lists can be compiled from 1QM columns 7–9 and 16–18 and from manuscript 4Q493. Thus indicates that there was some kind of reworking process behind the trumpet lists. See also Vanonen, “Vastakkainasettelun aika,” 261–264.


text was in line with the texts considered to be authoritative, or, then, to add the authoritativeness of certain texts now known in the Hebrew Bible by inserting them into the war material. Since reworking and replacing hymnic material was generally accepted in the end part of the Scroll, it was probably also easy to add hymns in the middle of the scroll.

The large amount of hymnic material in 1QM (and in some other M manuscripts as well) leads one to ask how prayer and warfare are related. For Falk, these two elements are indivisible. He notes that the same language is used when describing the mustering of armies for war and when describing the gathering the community for worship. For example, the units of thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens are used when describing military units (1QM 3:12–18) and when describing the liturgical procession in the covenant renewal ceremony (1QS 2:19–23). He also gives many other examples in which the language related to warfare is intermingled with that of worship or vice versa. Consequently, he argues that worship was understood as a kind of warfare: with prayers, it was possible to wage war against demons and seek protection against the attacks of diseases and other types of harm. In addition, according to Falk, the large number of war-related manuscripts, the fact that some of the M texts are inscribed in the manuscripts also containing liturgical prayer texts (4Q496, 4Q497), the evident re-use of prayers (e.g., 1QM 12 and 19), and the use of prayer formulas that are also known from liturgical prayers all point to a liturgical context behind the M manuscripts. Both this liturgical interpretation and Brooke’s idea of the importance of writing lead one to think that what 1QM gives to its readers and users is concrete tools to protect themselves from evil. While on the surface these tools seem to be war tactics and weapons, after a closer look they prove to be writing and praying. This does not mean, however, that the audience of 1QM would not anticipate the actual war as well. However, while waiting and trying to ride out the smaller storms, writing and praying were also easily accessible to the marginalized people.

Earlier in this study, it was argued that 1QM should be understood primarily as a rule text or a collection of rules. It may seem difficult to reconcile this view with a liturgical interpretation. However, the idea of resisting evil forces can well be one leading principle according to which the rules were formulated and compiled – and, from this point of view, understanding 1QM as a rule and interpreting it as being used liturgically are not mutually exclusive. However, it must be noted that, ultimately, the liturgical interpretation and use of the texts is difficult to verify. Nevertheless, Falk and Brooke add important perspectives to the discussion about the possible functions of 1QM and other M manuscripts. When considering all the M material, the liturgical grasp seems to be strongest in 1QM: the amount of hymnic

---

1058 Falk, “Prayer, Liturgy, and War” 278–280.
1059 Falk, “Prayer, Liturgy, and War,” 293.
1060 Note that Brooke seems to speak about two different acts of writing: writing as a “magical” act (in trumpet inscriptions) and the psychological and social significance of the multiple writings (M manuscripts). Writing as a magical act included power, and written texts bore authority, gave encouragement, and strengthened hope among their readers and users.
material is largest there. However, 4Q491a contains extensive hymnic material too, including hymns that are unique in comparison with other M manuscripts. In 4Q493, no hymnic material is preserved but there as well, the focus that is strongly on priests, the discussion on purity issues and the importance of the right order of the trumpets’ alarms indicate that ritual or liturgical interpretation is not impossible. What should also be noted is that 4Q496 and 4Q497 are inscribed together with liturgical texts (4Q505, 4Q506, 4Q509 and 4Q499), which indicates that the possibility of interpreting the war traditions liturgically existed already in the early phase of their transmission.

The late parts of 1QM are probably at least a part of the encouragement speech in column 17, column 13 (which includes the idea of the heavenly savior figure as does column 17, as well), column 1 (which introduced readers to the compiled composition) and the battle instructions in column 7–9 (into which different traditions describing the progress of the battle were compiled). Probably the compilation of columns 7–9 was made first and the heavenly figure and column 1 were added in the latest phase. What should be noted, however, is that in its present form, 1QM is specifically a compilation and it is probable that its compilers/redactors and readers also understood it to be such. This means that the compilers/redactors did not necessarily aim at complete coherence but were particularly interested in compiling the material. Still, some of the differences between the closely parallel text passages can be explained by noting that some of the reworkings were needed in order to inject a passage into a new context in the compiled 1QM.1061

What is here concluded about 1QM is based on a thorough reading of Cave 4 M manuscripts, not on literary-critical scrutiny of 1QM itself. The observations made on 1QM are a by-product of studying the other War Text material, not the main result of it. In this sense, this study differs considerably from the most recent published monograph concerning the War Texts, namely Brian Schultz’s Conquering the World. Schultz’s study is important in the respect that it is one of the few monographs which have been published on the War Texts since the publication of 4QM manuscripts. Contrary to this study, Schultz concentrates on the study of 1QM and reviews the other War Text material on the basis of the observations made on it. According to him, 1QM columns 1 and 2 include a description of a two-stage eschatological war, based on the prophecy of Micah 5:4–7. He states that column 1 describes the beginning of the war whereas column 2 seems to suggest that one stage of the war had already passed before it. Also, Schultz argues that the list of enemies preserved in column 2 is only complete if it is suggested that the enemies mentioned in column 1 are already destroyed.1062 After perceiving this model of the two-stage war in columns 1 and 2,1063

---

1061 See, e.g., the reworkings of the text of 1QM 19 before adding it to 1QM 12.
1062 See, e.g., Schultz, Conquering the World, 236–239.
1063 Schultz argues that behind these two phases, three different traditions can be distinguished. The first tradition is the tradition concerning the war of the divisions. It was first represented by column 2 and later, columns 3–9 enlarged it (only after columns 1 and column 2 were joined together). Two other traditions are related to the war against the Kittim: The second tradition discusses the initial war against the Kittim and is based on Dan 11. Column 1 reflects this tradition. The third tradition, the universal war against the Kittim, is based on Ezek 38–39 and is represented by columns 15–19. See, e.g., Schultz, Conquering the World, 323–326.
Schultz argues that, actually, the text in columns 3–19 and the text in 4QM manuscripts fit into it as well and all their text material can be placed either in the first stage or the second stage. According to him, the two-stage war was first introduced in 1QM columns 1–9, soon after the Maccabean Revolt or just at the beginning of the Hasmonean period. This first vision was strongly dependent on Dan 11:40–45 and the enemy was understood to be the Seleucids. The second stage of the war was further developed when the Roman occupation became a real threat, and consequently, columns 10–19 were added to columns 1–9 soon after the middle of the first century BCE.

Contrary to the present study, Schultz presupposes that 1QM was meant to be a logical description (of the two-stage war), not just a compilation of material discussing the same theme. However, the wide range of material preserved in the Scroll demonstrates that 1QM cannot be placed under one genre or one definition – and if anything, its own multiple claims to be a serekh or a compilation of serekhs should be taken into account when considering the genre question. Also, copying several war visions simultaneously indicates that there was no particular need to produce a single coherent war vision. In addition, many of Schultz’s conclusions differ from what is suggested here. For example, according to Schultz, it is more probable that the instructive section of columns 7–9 was shortened in columns 15–19 than that the instructions of columns 15–19 were further developed in columns 7–9. Also, the conclusion about the lateness of columns 15–19 differs from what was achieved in this study. Schultz’s results reflect his premise that the amount of preserved material is not an interesting factor when evaluating the evolution of the texts. In other words, his understanding is not based so much on the manuscript evidence as a whole but on the study of 1QM and the theory that was developed on the basis of it. Schultz’s strength is that he creates a model in the light of which all the War Text material can be reviewed and that he aims to tie the text of the Scroll to the historical situations. On the other hand, Schultz’s weakness is that in his study the theoretical model becomes even more significant than the actual material. In the present study, much remains open to discussion, but the study aims to take the manifold

---

1064 See, e.g., Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 385: “Only with a proper understanding of the relationship between cols. 1 and 2 it is possible to correctly read the rest of M.”
1065 See, e.g., Schultz *Conquering the World*, 392–393.
1067 Alex Jassen shares this opinion when arguing that “the War Scroll is a complex text that defies simple categories” and “we should avoid trying to identify a single genre and function for the text.” See Jassen, “Violent Imaginaries and Practical Violence in the War Scroll” in *The War Scroll, Violence, War and Peace in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature – Essays in Honour of Martin G. Abegg on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday* (ed. K. Davis, K. S. Baek, P. W. Flint, and D. M. Peters; STDJ 115; Leiden: Brill, 2015), 203.
1069 However, one can ask whether a text like 1QM was ever intended to be situated in any particular historical context – or whether its symbolic character and creative use of old traditions rather indicate that it was meant to be applied in different contexts.
1070 The model can be characterized as theoretical since it is based on the close reading of two columns only, namely 1QM columns 1 and 2. The text of the whole Scroll does not proceed coherently according to this model: especially in the case of the hymnic section in columns 10–14, Schultz has to study each part of the section and decide whether it belongs to the first or the second stage of the war (see, e.g., Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 255–258). Thus, the critical question is whether Schultz is actually creating a coherence by categorizing the material in order to fit it into one or the other of the two stages of the war.
material seriously: all the pieces are important and any of them can provide new information on the multiphase transmission process.

### 3.3 Section Markers in M Tradition

The paragraph division of 1QM was already discussed in section 2.1.3 and the *vacats* of other M manuscripts were briefly dealt with in the analysis section as well. It was demonstrated that *vacats* are not the only way to divide the text into paragraphs: in the case of 1QM, for example, the titles given to different rules form an important way to outline and understand the text. The difference between the small (half-line) and large (full-line) *vacats* in 1QM is not clear but it should be noted that of the six named rules in 1QM, only half are preceded by an empty line. 1071 This means that of 11 preserved empty lines in 1QM, 1072 only about one-quarter precede a new rule section while half of the rules are preceded by a smaller, half-line *vacat*. The fact that the larger *vacats* do not go hand in hand with the *serekh* sections indicates that the empty lines do not necessarily have to do with the contentual division of the text. 1073 Instead, it seems that at least some of these large *vacats* have more to do with the sources the author/compiler of 1QM used and the changes he possibly made to the text. This can be demonstrated with the five empty lines in the final part of the scroll (i.e., columns 9–19):

1) The *vacat* in 1QM 12:6 precedes the war cry which is known in two different manuscripts (1QM and 4Q492) and three different sheets (1QM 12, 1QM 19, 4Q492). As was demonstrated in section 2.2.2 and also noted in section 3.2.3.2 just above, 1QM 19 and 4Q492 represent an earlier version of this hymn while in 1QM 12, some changes were made in order to fit the hymn into its present context. Thus, in the case of 1QM 12, it is clear that a source was used and the source is even preserved to today’s scholars. What precedes the *vacat* in line 12:6 (i.e., 1QM 10:1–12:5) is something that is not known from Cave 4 manuscripts.

2) What follows directly after the *vacat* in 1QM 13:17 cannot be exactly determined because of the fragmentary condition of the manuscript at this point. What is noteworthy is that soon after the fragmentary lines, there follow a rubric and a thanksgiving hymn which have parallels in 4Q491 fragments 8–10 column 1. As demonstrated in section 2.2.1.2, the rubric is in a different place in 4Q491: while in 1QM, it precedes the hymn, in 4Q491 it follows the hymn. Thus, it seems that there was a point of change shortly after the large *vacat* in column 14. What precedes the *vacat* in line 13:17 (i.e., 1QM 13:1–16) may be at least partly parallel to 4Q495, but as demonstrated earlier (in section 3.2.3.2), there are several reasons to suggest that column 13 was a late part of the compilation of 1QM.

---

1071 See 2:15 before the rule of the trumpets, 3:12 before the rule for the banners of the whole congregation, 16:2 before the rule that shall be carried out.

1072 Note that the number of empty lines is not necessarily exact: in some cases, it is possible that the *vacat* was not meant to be long but since the text comes to its end very near the end of the line, there was no choice other than leaving the following line empty (see 1QM 5:15, 6:7, 6:18).

1073 Note also that in 4Q491 fragments 1–3 the *serekh* is not preceded by a *vacat* (cf. line 6).
3) The *vacat* in 1QM 16:2 precedes the section which has its parallel in 4Q491 fragment 11 column 2. What is noteworthy is that what precedes fragment 11 column 2 is totally different than what precedes 1QM 16:3: in 4Q491, there are the self-glorification hymn and the song of praise (in fragment 11 column 1) while in 1QM, there is column 15 (or to be more precise, lines 15:4–16:1) which seems to be a unique passage in comparison to other M manuscripts.

4) The *vacat* in 1QM 16:10 has its equivalent in 4Q491a, namely, in fragment 11 column 2 line 8, although in that manuscript, the *vacat* is smaller, only a small space in the middle of the line. What may also be noteworthy is that quite soon after this *vacat*, there is an encouragement speech (1QM 16:15–17:3 / 4Q491a fragment 11 column 2 lines 11b–18) that was clearly reworked when the text known from 4Q491a was used in 1QM.

5) In the case of the *vacat* in line 18:8, it is difficult to evaluate what the empty line is for; there is no other manuscripts preserved where there are parallels to the text around the empty line. It seems that the *vacat* here separates two hymns. It is quite possible that these two hymns came from different sources, but, as already mentioned, there is no evidence to validate this suggestion.

To sum up, in three cases, the *vacat* precedes a part of the text that is known from somewhere else but that has been modified (cases 1, 2 and 4). In two or three cases, the *vacat* follows a unique part of the text and precedes a text that is also known somewhere else (cases 1, 3 and perhaps 2). All in all, it seems that most of the large *vacats* can be explained as indicating different sources and/or changes made in the text following the *vacat*.

When scrutinizing the beginning of 1QM, the task of determining the meaning of the large *vacats* is more difficult since there is no manuscript evidence for the possible sources and/or changes made to them. However, the suggestion that the empty lines have to do with the sources and the changes is quite easily applied to the beginning of the scroll (columns 1–8). There, the empty lines separate different lists. It seems logical to think that, for example, the list of the trumpets and the list of the banners may be based on different sources: the banners do not occur elsewhere in 1QM so it is not far-fetched to think that they came from a source not known elsewhere. Similarly, the rule for the trumpets may come from an unknown source: there are trumpet lists in other manuscripts and sheets but they are not similar to that in lines 2:16–3:11.

In addition to the large, whole-line *vacats*, there are some other cases in which the use of *vacats* may indicate changes that were made to the texts. An illustrative example is the poetic text unit preserved in 4Q492, 1QM 19 and 1QM 12. As noted in section 2.2.2, the texts of 1QM 19 and 4Q492 follow each other closely and the text in 1QM 12:8b–16 is a slightly modified version of them. However, even the texts of 1QM 19 and 4Q492 are not entirely similar: while in 1QM 19, the hymnic part of the text proceeds without any breaks, in 1074 A source it not necessarily an existing literary source; it is equally possible that the author/compiler of 1QM created some parts of the text himself while compiling the material.
4Q492, the hymnic part is divided into three sections: small *vacat*s in the middle of lines 5 and 7 separate three poetic passages (4Q492 fragment 1, lines 1–5a, 5b–7a, 7b–8). In 1QM 12, the corresponding part of the text (12:8b–16) proceeds without *vacat*s as well. What is noteworthy is that the small additions made to the text of 1QM 12 in comparison to that of 1QM 19/4Q492 are made near the parts in which 4Q492 has *vacat*s. In the second and the third poetic passages, the small additions or changes come shortly after the *vacat* (cf. 4Q492 5–6 / 1QM 12:13b, 4Q492 7 / 1QM 12:15b) and, in the case of the first poetic passage, there are two additions before the *vacat* (4Q492 4–5 / 1QM 12:12–13). This suggests that the *vacat*s and the additions and changes could have something to do with each other. Since the same hymnic part of the text occurs two times in 1QM, it obviously is something that was considered to be important, and the additions and changes made in this part of the text may have required its study. In 4Q492, the text is divided into smaller units which may indicate this kind of study: before making any changes to the text, it was thoroughly analyzed and the modifications were situated near the beginning or the end of each part of the text. Also, it is possible, that the *vacat*s were used to indicate in which places the additions were to be placed.

As regards 4Q491b, within the rule for the encampments there, there are two *vacat*s (see lines 7 and 9). Both *vacat*s are within the part of the text that forms a remote parallel to the 1QM section 6:19(?)–7:7 discussing purity issues. As was demonstrated in section 2.3.1 and noted again in section 3.2.3.2 just above, the texts in 4Q491 fragments 1–3 lines 6–11 and in 1QM 6:19(?)–7:7 resemble each other but what is different is that the purity issues in question are presented in a different order. The following table illustrates this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4Q491b fragments 1–3</th>
<th>1QM 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Groups that are not allowed to enter the camp: children, women (line 6b)</td>
<td>Groups that are not allowed to enter the camp: children, women, lame, blind, crippled, unclean; requirements for war: voluntariness, perfection, readiness (lines 3b–5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Craftsmen, smelters, appointed men in the war + <em>vacat</em> (7a)</td>
<td>Restriction and its reasons: seminal emission; angels are present in the war (6a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distance between camp and latrine (7b–8a)</td>
<td>Distance between camp and latrine (6b–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Taking care of the daily duty during the war, gathering to the house of meeting + <em>vacat</em> + passing in front of the troops (8b–10a)</td>
<td>Restriction and its reasons: seminal emission; angels are present in the war (10b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 58: Themes in 4Q491b fragments 1–3, lines 6–11 and 1QM 7:3b–7. The arrows demonstrate where the similar themes are discussed.

---

1075 In addition to these, there is a larger addition in 1QM 12 lines 8–9. Whether it comes shortly after a *vacat* in 4Q492 is impossible to say since there is no text preserved (cf. 4Q492 1).

1076 Schultz (*Conquering the World*, 64) suggests that both 1QM and 4Q492 were copied by the same scribe. He considers them as an example of the diversity of sense divisions that are used in M manuscripts: “even the same scribe can record different sense divisions for a [sic] same text.” According to Schultz, it is clear that 4Q492 is chronologically earlier than 1QM and he explains that the scribe of 1QM “thought it useful to keep that third sense division” (i.e., the one in line 4Q492 4–5 / 1QM 12:12–13) since the third break “reflects a much greater thematic shift” than the other two (cf. Schultz, *Conquering the World*, 65). However, this does not explain the relationship of the three occurrences of the hymn.
As the table shows, all three purity issues that are common to both passages are delimited in their own sections with the help of *vacat* in 4Q491b. In 1QM, by contrast, the purity theme is discussed in the same section treating the restrictions imposed on the soldiers (1QM 6:19–7:7). As was concluded in section 2.3.1.1, the different order of the themes probably reflects a different understanding of the presence of angels: In 1QM, the whole camp served as the tent of meeting and the presence of angels was not limited to the battlefield only. In 4Q491b, the angels are not present in the camp but only on the battlefield, and therefore, before going to the battlefield, the gathering to the house of meeting is needed. It may be possible that the text material known in 4Q491b (and later in 1QM 7) is another example of a text that was studied and outlined with the *vacat* in order to collect and reorganize the important issues concerning purity. It should also be noted that the small hyphens written at the right edge of fragments 1–3 of 4Q491b were probably meant to serve as section markers, and this makes it very likely that the *vacat* were there for some other purpose.

If the suggestions introduced above are on the right track, it means that studying and outlining a text with *vacat* could lead to quite different results: It could lead to copying the text almost as it was, just making a few additions in order to fit it to its new context. Or it could lead to picking up the themes that were found to be important and reorganizing them into the new context. In the case of 4Q492, the copying was more faithful since the text that was studied was already accepted as a part of a larger compilation (1QM). 4Q491b, for its part, represents one of the exploratory visions of the end-time war and the purpose was not to copy it. However, the purity theme was found to be important and it was further developed in 1QM.

---

1078 It should be noted that these suggestions are still speculative. One way to make them less hypothetical could be to find some support by referring to other manuscripts of antiquity. Within the limits of this study, this was not possible. In the future, studies discussing the section markers in antique manuscripts in general (and not only within the Qumran material or parts of it) would perhaps be fruitful.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The object of this study was the Qumran War Text manuscripts, especially those found in Cave 4 (4Q471, 4Q491a, 4Q491b, 4Q492–4Q497) that have not yet received the scholarly attention they deserve. There has been a clear need to study the Cave 4 M manuscripts in detail and in their own right, not just as additional evidence of the large and well-preserved War Scroll, 1QM. In addition, the larger aim of the study was to figure out what the study of the War Text manuscripts— which were known to be at least partly parallel to each other on the textual level—contribute to our understanding of the lively scribal culture at Qumran.

The study was divided into two main sections, analysis (chapter 2) and discussion (chapter 3). In the first main section, the manuscripts were studied one by one, and in the second section the whole ensemble was taken under scrutiny. The analysis section began with a brief introduction to 1QM. Although this manuscript is not the main focus of the study and although it has been much studied previously, it was determined to be reader-friendly to start with it: 1QM was shown to be such an important point of comparison when analyzing the other War Texts that it was necessary to outline its features and contents to the reader before going to the main material of the study. The main conclusion in chapter 2.1 is that as a large manuscript, which is also beautiful to look at, 1QM represents “showroom quality” among the scrolls and in this sense, it clearly stands out from the other War Texts. It was also noted that 1QM probably was especially carefully handled and stored. These observations already reflected the idea that in the later chapters became substantial: that literary dependence is not the only aspect to explain the mutual relationships between the manuscripts but material factors and possible different purposes of use are also something to pay attention to.

After the short overview of 1QM, attention in chapter 2 was focused on the Cave 4 War Text manuscripts. The fundamental task of the study was to produce a close-reading analysis of these fragments and manuscripts. The results of the analysis were reflected in the order in which the discussion on the manuscripts was arranged: The manuscripts with close textual parallels to other War Texts were studied first in chapter 2.2, and in chapter 2.3 the manuscripts representing more unestablished war visions were taken under discussion. In both of these groups, the manuscripts were relatively well preserved. From chapter 2.4 onwards, more poorly preserved manuscripts were analyzed: first, the two manuscripts that were earlier considered to overlap with 1QM 2, then the very poorly preserved manuscript 4Q495, and third, the two opisthographic manuscripts in which something considered to belong to the War Texts is inscribed on the verso sides of papyrus scrolls. In chapter 2.7, the so-called Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts from Caves 4 and 11 were taken under discussion.

In chapter 2.2, before going into the detailed analysis of each fragment of 4Q491a and the text preserved on it, it was necessary to take a glance at the fragments Baillet gathered under the designation 4Q491 and their research history. This ensemble of fragments has been one of the most problematic cases in characterizing manuscripts among the War Texts, and the principles according to which the fragments are joined together (or not) and
located in the supposed manuscript and the question about the definition of the term “manuscript” become very acute with it. During the history of the study of the War Texts, this group of fragments has been understood as belonging together as one manuscript, or divided into two or three different manuscripts. In this study, the third option, namely separating manuscript 4Q491c (fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 12) from 4Q491a was shown to be worthy of criticism: the shape and size of the fragments indicate their belonging together with 4Q491a, and the counter-arguments considering the varying line spacing, a script different from that of 4Q491a, and the deviating content are not convincing, all of these being phenomena that can be demonstrated to exist in other unbroken manuscripts as well. In contrast, a definite answer to the question of whether manuscripts 4Q491a (+4Q491c) and 4Q491b should be understood as only one manuscript or as two separate ones was not given. There are valid arguments for both options and the final decision between them still needs more materially oriented work. In this study, manuscript 4Q491 was divided into two, 4Q491a (+4Q491c) and 4Q491b, without losing sight of the possibility that these two might still belong together.

Further study of 4Q491a in chapter 2.2 demonstrated that the arrangement of the fragments considered to belong under this designation also remains open. However, the preliminary results of the study using the method of material reconstruction (Davis) demonstrate that Baillet’s arrangement needs reworking. This is not surprising since Baillet himself already said clearly that his arrangement was only based on the fragments’ apparent textual parallelisms with 1QM and not on any material study. Although the arrangement is not certain, it was possible to make some material conclusions: It was noted that 4Q491a is a relatively small manuscript with small and neat scripts and tight line spacing, and that the two scripts preserved in the manuscript indicate that 4Q491a was not written by one scribe. Furthermore, it was concluded that since there was more than one scribe and since the script is neat and small, inscribing this manuscript probably took some time. However, it was stated that the manuscript was probably not meant to be any kind of showroom copy; the size of the scroll and the script used in it do not indicate any ease of seeing and reading aloud.

As regards the content of 4Q491a, most of it can be quite easily subsumed under two subgenres, battle instructions and hymns/speeches. These subgenres were later shown to be useful in the analysis of the War Text manuscripts as a whole as well. The battle instruction sections were demonstrated to mainly follow the same pattern, the one that is also known especially in 1QM 16–17, and many of them were noted to be close textual parallels with certain 1QM sections. This subgenre was somewhat stabilized and faithfully transmitted in the second half of the first century BCE, although minor changes could still be made. The hymns and speeches, by contrast, formed a subgenre that was easy to modify to suit the prevailing purpose. Another observation was that hymns and speeches appear in sections independent in many senses and it was possible to insert them in completely different contexts as well. The so-called Self-Glorification Hymn (fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 12) is a good example: it was also transmitted as a part of 1QH#.
When comparing 4Q491a to the other War Text manuscripts, it was noted that some of its themes became more important when the war traditions were compiled and targeted to a new audience: in 1QM parallels, the connection between human and divine beings is further emphasized and the boundary between them is even loosened or eliminated, probably in order to make the encouragement more effective and to whip up the battle spirit.

As is 4Q491a, 4Q492 was also noted to be a manuscript the text of which is in many parts closely parallel to certain sections of 1QM. However, unlike 4Q491a, 4Q492 was shown to be an example of a manuscript that was probably concretely used when collecting the war material for 1QM. It was noted that the text of 4Q492 was written on leather that probably was already in poor condition at the time of inscribing and that this may indicate that the manuscript was meant to be a draft version. Large spaces between lines were also suggested to indicate that this manuscript was probably prepared for study purposes; and what was studied is a hymnic section known in 1QM 19:1–13 – the preserved text of 4Q492 is almost identical with it. The result of this ancient study was noted as being on view in 1QM 12:7–16. This section also closely follows what is known in 4Q492/1QM 19:1–13 but some additions were made, probably mainly in order to fit the text into its present context. In the compilation of 1QM, the section was used to connect different materials with each other: the end part of the Scroll (from column 14 onwards) contains material that was mainly copied from the text that is known also in 4Q492/1QM 19:1–13 but some of them were more open to change. This section also closely follows what is known in 1QM 19:1–13 but some thematic changes can be identified between these texts: while in 4Q491b

In chapter 2.3, the discussion turned to less firmly established war visions, i.e., the texts that do not have as clear textual parallels with other War Texts as those discussed in chapter 2.2. 4Q491b was first into the focus of attention. It is written with a script which is also known in fragment 11 column 1 and fragment 12 of 4Q491a. The small and neat style with tight line spacing characterizes both manuscripts. Two parallel systems of section markers, small *vacat* and tiny hyphens in the right margin, probably indicate that the text was a subject of study or in the process of being structured differently. Regarding the contents, the text of 4Q491b recalls in some places the text of 1QM, especially that of 1QM 7:3b–7. However, these texts cannot be defined as close textual parallels and 4Q491b also includes much material that is not known in 1QM or any other War Text manuscript. It was nevertheless considered to be probable that, at least in some parts, 1QM rewrites the text of 4Q491b and some thematic changes can be identified between these texts: while in 4Q491b
the camp and the battlefield are clearly separated from each other, in 1QM, this border is blurred and angels are not only present on the battlefield but also in the camp. It is possible that since in 1QM the perspective is widened from the priestly characters to the laymen (who now participate in conducting the war together with the priests and the Levites), there was no need to confine the presence of sacredness so strictly any longer. However, both 4Q491a and 4Q491b were noted as indicating that the role of the divine beings in the war was a question with no stabilized answer. This may reflect the general interests of Second Temple Judaism, one of which was the fascination with angels and the heavenly world.

Another manuscript discussed in chapter 2.3, namely 4Q493, is written with a somewhat small and tight script, although not as small as 4Q491a and 4Q491b. It was noted that the י in the right top column of the sheet may indicate that the sheet on which 4Q493 was inscribed was part of a larger manuscript in which the sheets, perhaps including texts with different themes, were numbered. The wider context of the text preserved in 4Q493 was considered, however, to remain a mystery. The war vision in 4Q493 is strongly concentrated on the priests’ tasks and no soldiers are mentioned at all. Also, the text of 4Q493 introduces weapons that are not known from anywhere else. Nevertheless, many of the themes of 4Q493 are also discussed in other War Texts and it is probable that especially 1QM is somehow related to it: both begin with a title including the word המלחמה which may indicate that these texts were consciously intended to be linked. Furthermore, when comparing 4Q493 to 4Q491a and 1QM, it can be noted that in the parts of the texts that mainly relate to priests, the will to fight is not so important since the main task of the priests is to lead the battle, not to participate in the actual fighting. This is even more prominent in 1QM where it is highlighted that the priests are not to go to the battlefield at all (1QM 9:7b–8a).

At the beginning of chapter 2.4, it was observed that the manuscripts 4Q494, 4Q496, 4Q497 and 4Q471 are even more fragmentary than manuscripts 4Q491(a, b)–4Q493, and their purposes of use are even more difficult to determine. What is preserved of the text of 4Q494, the latest of the manuscripts labelled with M, was demonstrated to be a close parallel to the text known in 1QM 2. This implies that the material known in the beginning part of 1QM was also transmitted after the compilation of 1QM was ready, in the first half of the first century BCE. In comparison to 1QM, 4Q494 was observed to include one extra vacat which may indicate the prevailing ambiguity about the roles of the priests and Levites (whether they are separate groups or not), not only in war but also in general. Another manuscript discussed in chapter 2.4, namely 4Q471, is often considered to be a textual parallel to 1QM 2, and has even been labeled as an earlier “version” of 1QM 2. In this study, it was demonstrated that this suggestion must be regarded with suspicion; the possible lexical links are very vague and they are mainly concentrated in fragment 1. Because of the fragmentary nature of 4Q471 and the general nature of the vocabulary preserved in it, it is difficult to conclude anything more substantial about it. In chapter 2.5, 4Q495 was shown to be a challenging case as well, only a few partially preserved lines being visible in two small fragments. However, it is probable that there is some degree of textual parallelism between fragment 2 and 1QM 13:9b–12a –
and this indicates that although column 13 is probably a late part in 1QM, its text was transmitted in the second half of the first century BCE.

In chapter 2.6, 4Q496 and 4Q497 were shown to stand out from the other War Text manuscripts as far as their material is concerned: they are the only papyrus manuscripts among the War Texts. In addition, they belong to the relatively small group of opisthographic manuscripts among the Dead Sea Scrolls. Both of them are written on the verso side of manuscripts that contain other text(s) on their recto side. 4Q496 and 4Q497 are both very fragmentary but in the case of 4Q496, it was possible to show that it and 1QM are probably somehow related textually. Although in the case of 4Q497 textual connections to any other manuscripts were impossible to demonstrate, it was noted that the significant material similarity between it and 4Q496 hints that 4Q497 may be somehow related to the M tradition as well. What also became clear in chapter 2.6 was that the opisthographic corpus of Qumran still needs further study – and that would probably offer some additional information about 4Q496 and 4Q497 as well. What was possible to conclude about 4Q496 and 4Q497 is that active copying of the War Texts was underway already in the first half of the first century and that these texts were considered to be important enough to be copied on imported papyrus material. The fact that 4Q496 and 4Q497 were copied in the same manuscripts with liturgical texts is noteworthy: there clearly was no hindrance to connecting the War Texts with liturgy, and this may well point to the liturgical use of the War Texts. In general, the manuscripts discussed so far have shown that the war tradition was significant on different levels: it was used both in communal and in more exclusive contexts and probably it was understood to be related to liturgy as well. This theme was further discussed in section 3.2.2.2 where it was noted that the large amount of hymnic material in 1QM and some other M manuscripts may give further support to the idea that M manuscripts were interpreted liturgically: praying – and inscribing more and more war-related manuscripts – could be understood as concrete weapons with which one could protect himself and others from evil.

The structure of chapter 2.7 departed from the structure of other subchapters of the analysis section: 11Q14 was shown to be a close textual parallel to 4Q285, at least as regards the main parts that have been preserved of 11Q14, and thus, it was reasonable to discuss the manuscripts together. Also, it was noted that these manuscripts are already much studied, including from the material point of view, and their DJD editions are more in line with more recent editorial principles than those of the 4QM manuscripts. The main conclusion of chapter 2.7 was that any relationship of these Sefer ha-Milhamah manuscripts to other War Texts is difficult to demonstrate: the vocabulary of 11Q14 and 4Q285 does not point to any close textual links between them and other War Texts and as far as the text in the manuscripts is preserved, common themes are also non-existent or at least rest on very thin ice. It was concluded that if one wants to do justice to Sefer ha-Milhamah texts, they should be studied without linking them to the other War Texts but by continuing to study them as they are.

Throughout chapter 2, the study demonstrated the similarities and differences between the editions of the War Texts. In consequence, one clear observation was that when
the manuscript is extremely difficult to read, the consensus among the editors is the greatest. This is something that should be taken into account when studying the Dead Sea Scrolls manuscripts in general: at least in the case of the War Texts, differences between the editions usually indicate that there is a relatively well-preserved manuscript in question whereas in the case of much deteriorated manuscripts, the editors tend to trust their predecessors. This easily gives the impression that the most fragmentary manuscripts would be the easiest to read, but although all the editors might agree about a reading, this does not mean that this reading would be certain.\footnote{Of course, what is here demonstrated to hold true for the editions of the War Texts is not necessarily in force for the editions of other texts. However, the case study on the War Texts indicates that it may be necessary to clear up whether the large consensus in the case of the most fragmentary manuscripts is a general tendency.} This study has also demonstrated the constant need to make clear one’s own editorial principles and presuppositions and to give arguments for the chosen readings as well as to inform readers of the photographic sources used in editions.\footnote{For example, in the general introduction to his editions, Qimron (The Hebrew Writings, xv) writes about the photos used on a very general level: “Our readings are based on photographs of the scrolls which were made at different times, using different technologies.” Later, in the introduction to the editions of the War Scroll (The Hebrew Writings, xxxi-xxxiii), no mention of the photos used is made.} In the case of the Cave 4 M manuscripts, Baillet set an example for this but not all the later editors have followed it. Duhaime’s edition, which was mainly used in this study was proven to be a relatively reliable but not very independent work; it strongly leans on Baillet’s pioneering work. Every now and then, there is something to correct, and these corrections were presented in the Remarks sections of the subchapters of chapter 2.

In chapter 3, in the discussion section, the War Text material was studied as a whole and along with it the important themes were expanded. The first theme was naming and categorizing the War Texts, which was already shown in chapter 2 to be a somewhat vague area. On the basis of the scrutiny in chapter 3.1, three conclusions were drawn. The first was that the modern naming of the War Texts is largely based on the best-preserved and the first-found manuscript 1QM. Thus, 1QM has guided both the general interpretation of other War Text manuscripts and their naming. The second conclusion was that the amount of shared textual material and the amount of different textual material seem to have been the most significant criteria in labeling the manuscripts as M texts or something else. Physical facts, for example, have had a lesser impact on labeling. The third conclusion was that the order of the findings and their publication, the early grouping of the texts, and the progress of the study in general have all had their impact on naming the texts. Consequently, it was suggested that in the present situation it would be necessary to give up the distinction between M manuscripts and War Scroll-like manuscripts. Although it is understandable that the two categories may have been considered necessary in order to indicate which manuscripts were extremely difficult to read (those called War Scroll-like), the division into these two manuscript categories causes more confusion than it provides help. For example, while manuscripts 4Q497 and 4Q471 are linked together by referring to both as War Scroll-like, there are no reasons to think that these manuscripts have something in common. Therefore, it is proposed that the siglum M should be used instead of War Scroll-like. With regard to the Sefer ha-
Milhamah manuscripts, it was noted that they should not be directly categorized together with the manuscripts labeled with M. However, their present name is not very representative either, and new suggestions would be welcome. One option suggested in chapter 3.1 was “M-related blessings” which would preserve the research-historical link with M manuscripts but describe the content of 4Q285 and 11Q14 better.

In this study, paying attention to similarities was taken as a more important goal than paying attention to differences. With this emphasis, it was possible to observe what kinds of subgenres of the War Texts were actively transmitted and to what extent it was possible to change them. In chapter 3.2, this was done by taking into account all the M material. At least three different types of relationships between the manuscripts can be distinguished. First, it can be said that some manuscripts show literary dependence. When comparing 1QM 14–17 and 4Q491a, it was demonstrated that the author/compiler of 1QM has used the text known in 4Q491a, modified it a bit (in the case of battle instructions) and sometimes extensively reworked it (in the case of encouragement speeches). It is not clear whether the author/compiler of 1QM actually had the exact manuscript 4Q491a in front of him but he clearly knew its text and used it, aiming at preserving its style and its main content. It can be said that the text known in 4Q491a was a source for the author/compiler of 1QM. Second, it was discovered in the analysis that there are manuscripts that were produced in the process of producing another manuscript. When comparing 4Q492, 1QM 12 and 1QM 19, it was demonstrated that 4Q492 probably is a draft version used in order to modify the text of 1QM 19 to fit in 1QM 12. Third, there are manuscripts that are not copied from each other but that yet have much in common and have probably been somehow related, at least on the level of common themes. For example, it was demonstrated that 4Q493 and 1QM may have been developed without any direct literary dependence but similar themes interested the authors of both texts and the author/compiler of 1QM probably knew a text or texts that was at least reminiscent of 4Q493. The titles given to the texts indicate that both authors clearly thought to represent one Milhamah tradition, but they also felt free to modify it for their own purposes, for their own audiences – which probably were different.

Traditionally, scholars have thought that textual growth is a more likely development than abbreviating and/or simplifying texts. According to the material of this study, this assumption is still valid. A general tendency to compile material and organize it in lists and collections characterizes 1QM, which was shown to rewrite several other M manuscripts, most evidently 4Q491a, and very often the changes made to the text are enlargements of some sort. However, the assumption of textual growth should not mean that there would be just a single coherent model of chronological development into which every manuscript can be placed, one after another. In addition to a chronological literary-critical model, other conceivable models are needed. Above, it was noted that, in the case of the War Texts, some of the manuscripts were probably made when studying the war traditions and these study copies may be important simultaneously – just as different studies today can open different but simultaneously significant viewpoints on the same topic. What should also be
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noted is that a manuscript was not the only significant factor – the act of writing was probably also considered to be something that had importance and influence. By constant writing, the main message of the war visions – i.e., in the end, everything is in God’s hands – was made real again and again. On a social level, producing manuscripts was probably one way to make one’s own understanding of reality visible. By writing, scribes were able to create trust in the anticipated victory. Also, the different purposes of use and different audiences may explain the parallel existence of different manuscripts. In the case of the War Texts, at least liturgical use and study purposes may have created a need for producing different manuscripts that may still be simultaneously important.

In chapter 3.2, Charlotte Hempel’s ideas of the possibility of analyzing the profile of different caves and of using this analysis in order to better understand fragmentary manuscripts was discussed. These ideas were already referred to many times in the analysis section. Hempel emphasizes the great number of manuscripts found in Cave 4 and the diversity of their content and gives an explanation for these observations by suggesting that Cave 4 was reserved for the material studied and transmitted by the learned elite of Qumran, in other words, devoted to a more restricted readership than the contents of the other caves. Hempel has tested this suggestion provisionally with the S material. In this study, it was asked what the Cave 4 M manuscripts would look like in the light of this suggestion. Small script, exceptionally tight or exceptionally uneven line spacing and the use of rare and sometimes deteriorated materials are all features that could at least partly be explained by the fact that the manuscripts were not meant for a wider audience – while in the case of 1QM, large bottom and top margins, fine calligraphy, and a limited amount of scribal intervention indicate that it was a copy made to be on view. After concluding this, it must still be stressed that in many cave 4 instances not enough material – margins, signs, or any other elements – is preserved to prove Hempel’s idea conclusively. A good test case would be to thoroughly investigate not only the well-preserved scrolls from cave 1 but also the very fragmentary manuscripts from this cave.1081 This issue is here deferred in the expectation of further studies.

Reading the 4QM manuscripts as they are and trying to understand them on the basis of their own premises led to some conclusions with regard to 1QM as well. These conclusions were somewhat different from Brian Schultz’s recent study where 1QM was interpreted through the model of a two-stage war which Schultz created according to its columns 1 and 2. Contrary to Schultz, in this study, 1QM was seen as a compilation of war traditions rather than a coherent narrative of the final war. Also, the manuscript evidence from Cave 4 was used to demonstrate which parts of 1QM were actively transmitted, not to offer evidence for a given understanding of the war. The comparison between Cave 4 M manuscripts and 1QM demonstrated the stable position of the battle instructions in the second half of the first century BCE and introduced the hymns and speeches as a subgenre that still allowed literary creativity. Consequently, Schultz’s idea of the lateness of 1QM columns 15–

1081 This was pointed out to me by Annette Steudel.
was not found completely convincing; the overall manuscript evidence leads to the scrutiny of the text in smaller blocks and tracing the possible changes within them.

Although M manuscripts cannot be squeezed into a tight chronological model of textual development, some trends across time can be recognized in the literary development of the M manuscripts: The polarization seems to be stronger in 1QM than in many 4QM manuscripts: the enemies are not described at all in the early priestly-oriented manuscript 4Q493, for example; but in many 1QM passages that are not known in Cave 4 – the blessings and curses in 13:1–6, the encouragement speech in 1QM 15:7b–16:1, and the encouragement speech in 1QM 17:4–9 – the juxtaposition of the righteous and the enemy is very strong. This probably has to do with the different audiences of the manuscripts. The explanation for the emphasis on polarization has often been that it welled up from the actual growing threat, but that is not necessarily the case. It may also be a way for the community’s ideologists to strengthen their position and to build up common identity in the community. Among the audience of 1QM, this kind of strengthening may have been possible, whereas the audience of 4Q493 was probably more restricted. It is likely that the emphasis on enemies is better explained through the different audiences of the texts than through the textual development – although these two are not mutually exclusive.

Polarized thinking can be used to boost the will to fight – both in the real war and in building the community’s identity. However, in the ensemble of the War Texts, an even more important way to do this was to make promises about the angelic presence in the war and to blur the boundary between human and divine beings. An increased interest in heavenly beings was visible in 4Q491a and in the changes made between 4Q491b and 1QM 9 and between 1QM 13 and 17. Especially the idea of the divine rescuer seems to become more important when the war traditions were combined. The constant assurances of angelic presence among human beings were probably harnessed for psychological encouragement – either of soldiers or of any audience of the manuscripts. Nevertheless, the emphasis given to angelic forces and heavenly intervention probably indicates that the texts were not found to be violence-provoking. What was most important was to trust in God, not to take the law into one’s own hands; and following the carefully defined instructions was not primarily to ensure the victory but to give glory to God. In this sense, the M tradition follows in the steps of ideas presented in the Hebrew Bible, for example, in Ex 14:10–14, Ex 23:20–33, Deut 1:27–31, Josh 23:1–16, 2 Kgs 19:20–37, and 2 Kgs 6:8–23.

What can also be noted is a growing interest in laymen and people other than priests which apparently has to do with the aim of making the war traditions accessible to a wider audience. Whereas in 4Q493 the perspective is that of priests, in 1QM the laymen clearly play an important role in conducting the war. It is also likely that the small differences between 4Q494 and 1QM reflect the general ambiguity in interpreting the role of the priests and the Levites that was typical of the era. The task of priests and the role of laymen were probably themes under discussion during the transmission of the M traditions.
Throughout the study, many material details that can be distinguished concerning the manuscripts were taken into consideration. Paying attention to manuscripts as material artifacts is a rising trend: a manuscript is no longer seen as a witness of some literary work but as an interesting research subject in itself. This trend has not yet strongly influenced the scrutiny of the Wat Texts but this study demonstrates that there are several material facts that are worthy of attention. When interpreting vacat and other section markers, it was noted that the ancient understanding was not necessarily similar to the modern one: a modern reader prefers to distinguish a clear division into paragraphs and easily interprets vacat as indicating such a division while ancient scribes probably used these blank spaces – at least in the case of M manuscripts – mainly to separate texts from different sources and to study and rework the text. In chapter 3.3 it was suggested that studying and outlining a text could lead to different results, either copying the text and making just a few additions or picking up themes and reorganizing them.

For future research, including with text groups other than the War Texts, this study raises several issues that must be given due consideration. The first one is the need for studying the manuscripts and fragments as they are. This study has shown that 1QM as a model for reconstructing other M manuscripts has in some cases led to all too bold reconstructions and probably also to incorrect arrangements of the fragments. Also, when manuscripts are studied just as “parallels” to 1QM, many other things which might have some significance are easily ignored. For example, the location of discovery of manuscripts is not yet much studied in the case of the M manuscripts and the influence of the profiles of the caves in interpreting the manuscripts is in its infancy. The question of the possible profiles of the caves also opens questions of possible different target groups and users of different manuscripts and possible different purposes of use.

Second, comparing the manuscripts to each other is an important method when studying very fragmentary material, but the points of comparison must be widened. Up to now, in the case of the War Texts, the comparison has been mainly between fragmentary manuscripts from Cave 4 and 11 and the quite well-preserved 1QM. However, there is a clear need to make comparisons between different material groups, for example, opisthographs, and to pay attention not only to the contents of manuscripts but also to their purposes of use. Also, comparing different groups of “multiple” manuscripts, for example, M and S, would be useful. What all this requires is that there must be several conceivable models in scholars’ minds and a chronological literary-critical model cannot be considered the only allowable theory to explain all the issues.

When studying ancient manuscripts, scholars must accept the fact that eventually the texts will always slip through their fingers. Scholars make categories and models in order to better understand their material but all of these will leave some gaps and some questions to which there are no definitive answers. However, this is the very reason why the texts are so intriguing and important: time after time they force us to reevaluate our own thinking and our ability to see alternative options.


ABSTRACT

This study focuses on the Qumran War Text manuscripts, especially those found in Cave 4 (4Q471, 4Q491a, 4Q491b, 4Q492–4Q497). There has been a clear need to study these Cave 4 manuscripts in detail and in their own right, not just as additional evidence of the large and well-preserved War Scroll (1QM) from Cave 1. The study produces a thorough close-reading analysis of these fragments and manuscripts, with a critical evaluation of existing editions, paying attention not only to their contents but also to manuscripts as material artifacts. Consequently, three different types of relationships between the manuscripts are distinguished. First, it can be said that some manuscripts are literarily dependent on each other. When comparing 1QM 14–17 and 4Q491a, it is demonstrated that the author/compiler of 1QM has used the text known in 4Q491a, modified it (in the case of battle instructions) and sometimes largely reworked it (in the case of encouragement speeches). It is not clear whether the author/compiler of 1QM actually had the exact manuscript 4Q491a in front of him but he clearly knew its text and used it, aiming at preserving its style and its main content. Second, it is discovered in the analysis that there are manuscripts that were produced in the process of producing another manuscript. When comparing 4Q492, 1QM 12 and 1QM 19, it is demonstrated that 4Q492 probably is a draft version used in order to modify the text of 1QM 19 to fit in 1QM 12. Third, there are manuscripts that are not copied from each other but that yet have much in common and have probably been somehow related, at least on the level of common themes. For example, 4Q493 and 1QM may have been developed without any direct literary dependence but similar themes interested the authors of both texts and the author/compiler of 1QM probably knew a text or texts that at least resembled that of 4Q493. The titles given to the texts indicate that both authors clearly thought to represent one Milhamah-tradition, but they also felt free to modify it for their own purposes, their own audiences – which probably were different.

After that, the manuscripts are discussed together, focusing particularly on similarities between them and asking which subgenres of the War Texts were actively transmitted and to what extent it was possible to change them. Battle instructions and encouragement speeches are shown to be the two main subgenres. The battle instructions were carefully transmitted whereas speeches offered a place for literary creativity and provided an opportunity to add new elements to the text.

The study demonstrates that in addition to a traditional chronological literary-critical model, other models to explain the relationships and meanings of the manuscripts are needed. In the case of the War Texts, at least liturgical use and study purposes may have created needs for producing different manuscripts that were simultaneously important. Also, through a constant writing of structured war visions, their main message – everything is in God’s hands – was made real and more convincing to new audiences.